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PREFACE

This volume is part of a 16-volume set that summarizes the research accomplishments of
faculty, graduate student, and high school participants in the 1992 Air Force Office of Scientific
Research (AFOSR) Summer Research Program. The current volume, Volume 4 of 16, presents
the firal research reports of faculty (SFRP) participants at Rome Laboratory.

Reports presented herein are arranged alphabetically by author and are numbered

consecutively -- e.g., 1-1, 1-2, 1-3; 2-1, 2-2, 2-3.

Research reports in the 16-volume set are organized as follows:

VOLUME TITLE

I Program Management Report

2 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Armstrong Laboratory

3 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Phillips Laboratory

4 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Rome Laboratory

5A Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Wright Laboratory (part one)

5B Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Wright Laboratory (part two)

6 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Arnold Engineering Development Center; Civil
Engineering Laboratory; Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory; Wilford Hall Medical Center

7 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Armstrong Laboratory

8 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Phillips Laboratory

9 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Rome Laboratory

10 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Wright Laboratory

11 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Arnold Engineering Development Center; Civil
Engineering Laboratory; Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory; Wilford Hall Medical Center

12 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Armstrong Laboratory

13 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Phillips Laboratory

14 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Rome Laboratory

15 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Wright Laboratory

16 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Arnold Engineering Development Center; Civil
Engineering Laboratory



1992 FACULTY RESEARCH REPORTS

Rome Laboratory

Report
Number Report Title Author

1 Toward the Development of a Generalized Method and Code for Analyzing Dr. Jean-Pierre R. Bayard
Infinite Arrays of Antennas Printed on Both Sides of Protruding Dielectric
Substrates

2 Statistical Comparison of Several Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) Dr. Pinyuen Chen
Systems

3 Photonics Technology Development at Rome Laboratory Dr. Richard L. Fork

4 Issues in Adaptive Fault Management for Surveillance C3 I Systems Dr. Rex E. Gantenbein

5 Atomistic Simulation of Grains in Submicron Aluminum Interconnects Dr. Surendra K. Gupta

6 Wideband ATM Networks with Adaptive Routine for the Dynamic Theater Dr. Robert R. Henry
Environment

7 Multipath Channel Equalization for Spread Spectrum Communication Dr. H. K. Hwang
System

8 An Investigation of the Benchmark Evaluation Tool Dr. Khosrow Kaikhah

9 Measurement of Thermophysical Properties of Semiconductors at High Dr. Joseph B. Milstein
Temperature

10 Photonic Delay Line for High-Frequency Radar Systems Dr. Evelyn H. Monsay

11 User-Based Requirements for Large-Scale Distributed Information Dr. Michael S. Nilan
Management Systems: Representation for System Designers

12 Flux Creep in a Y-Ba-Cu-O Film Characterized by a C-Axis Dr. John L. Orehotsky
Microstructure Imbedded with A-Axis Oriented Grains

13 (Report not received)

14 Toward Implementation of a Certification Framework for Reusable Dr. Allen S. Parrish
Software Modules

15 Data Association Problems in Multisensor Data Fusion and Multitarget Dr. Aubrey B. Poore
Tracking

16 Thermal Characterization of In-Situ Synthesis for LEC/MLEK Growth of Dr. Vishwanath Prasad
InP Single Crystals

17 (Report not received)

18 FDTD Analysis of a Novel Anechoic Chamber Absorbing Boundary Dr. Carey M. Rappaport
Condition for EM Scattering Simulation

ii



Rome Laboratory (cont'd)

Report
Nume Report Title Author

19 X-Band T/R Module Conducted Interference Simulation and Measurement Dr. John P. Rohrbaugh

20 Monte Carlo Validation of a Theoretical Model for the Generation of Non- Dr. Jorge Luis Romeu
Gaussian Radar Clutter

21 Hierarchical and Integrated Modeling and Simulation Dr. Robert G. Sargent

22 (Report not received)

23 Metamodel Applications using TERSM Dr. Jeffrey D. Tew

24 Fractal Image Compression Techniques Dr. Guttalu R. Viswanath

25 Prominence in Spontaneous Speech: Annotation and Applications Dr. Colin W. Wightman

26 The Case for Like-Sensor Pre-Detection Fusion Dr. Peter Willett

iii
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TOWARD THE DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERALIZED METHOD AND CODE
FOR ANALYZING INFINITE ARRAYS OF ANTENNAS PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES

OF PROTRUDING DIELECTRIC SUBSTRATES

Jean-Pierre R. Bayard
Associate Professor

Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering
California State University, Sacramento

Abstract

A method for analyzing infinite arrays of antennas printed on both sides of protruding substrates

and covered with a dielectric radome is described. By using the equivalence principle, the array unit cell

is decomposed into homogeneous regions where the fields are expressed as Floquet summations, and

an inhomogeneous cavity region where the fields can be found by a combination of the method of

moments and modal analysis. The approach is rigorous in the sense that the combined effects of the

radiating element and feed geometry printed on both sides of a protruding substrate are accounted for.

It is general, capable of modeling any antenna elements with currents that are perpendicular and parallel

to the ground plane. In addition, both the radiating and scattering/receiving modes of operation are

treated. The method is used to calculate the active element impedance of an infinite array of dipoles

transmission line - coupled to microstrip feeds. Examples of numerical results are presented for various

scan conditions and the effects of a near-field dielectric radome are demonstrated.
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TOWARD THE DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERAUZED METHOD AND CODE
FOR ANALYZING INFINITE ARRAYS OF ANTENNAS PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES

OF PROTRUDING DIELECTRIC SUBSTRATES

Jean-Pierre R. Bayard

INTRODUCTION

The need for antennas that can be easily integrated with MMIC modules has drawn a lot of

attention to radiating elements that are printed on finite-height dielectric substrates. The geometry which

usually is comprised of a dielectric wall protruding a finite height from a ground plane offers the advantage

of removing the feed and its spurious effects from the radiating half space. Phased arrays of these

elements have been investigated via the infinite array model by many workers [1 -6]. In [1-4], the authors

have presented analyses and results which ignored either the presence of the dielectric permittivity [1,2].

or the radiating effects of the feedlines [3,4]. Both approximations are consequential given that surface

wave/blindness phenomena caused by the dielectric substrate or by the feedlines can not be readily

identified by these methods.

In [51 and [6], analysis and results for infinite phased arrays of dipoles with and without coplanar

feedlines were presented. The method based on the equivalence principle and the method of moments

accurately models the presence of the dielectric as well as any electric currents on one side of the

protruding sut'strate. The present effort seeks to extend this method as to allow the treatment of electric

currents on both sides of the protruding substrate, the presence of a near-field dielectric radome layer,

and the solution to the scattering/receiving problem. This extension requires that the following steps be

added to the formulaticn: 1) Determining Green's functions for current elements parallel and

perpendicular to the ground plane on both sides of the substrate, 2) modifying the free-space fields to

accommodate a dielectric layer, 3) enforcing the boundary conditions on the additional conductors and

at the boundaries of the radome, and 4) modifying the source vector to include a plane wave illumination.

The result is a numerical approach which is of extensive applicability, and can bc used to model feed

arrangements that are more practical than, for example, the center-fed delta-gap generator model used

in 15] and [6]. The applicability is, however, limited since in its present form the numerical procedure is

not suited for handling tapered currents unless the computer-intensive step approximation model is used.

This approach is outlined in the next section and the reader is referred to [5] for additional details

of the analysis. Then the method is applied to a dipole element with straight arms fed by coplanar

transmission lines electromagnetically coupled to a microstrip line. Input impedance values are calculated

for various scan angles and dielectric parameters for the array with and without the radome cover. Some

previously published data are duplicated for verification purposes.

SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS
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The schematic of the infinite array of dipoles covered with a dielectric radome layer is shown in

Figure 1 a, and the dipole parameters are defined in Figure 1 b. The part of the element that is closer to

the ground plane serves as a ground for the microstrip feeder line (dotted line) printed on the other side

of the protruding substrate. This part is followed by the coplanar transmission lines typically with a narrow

spacing, and connected to the printed dipole arms.

The first step of the analysis employs the equivalence principle at the planes z=d and z=d+l (see

Figure 2). This results in three distinct regions coupled via the equivalent electric and magnetic current

sources. Region I (0.z.d) is an inhomogeneously-filled region with the electric conductor currents

present and equivalent sources at z=d. Region Ii (dsz!d+l) is an homogeneous dielectric region with

equivalent sources on its boundaries. Region III (zAd) is a free-space region with equivalent sources at

z=d. The contributions of all equivalent electric current sources are then removed by inserting perfect

conductors at z=d and z=d+l. A schematic of the resulting unit cell model is shown in Figure 2. The

remaining part of the formulation deals with finding the fields in each of these 3 regions and matching the

boundary conditions to solve for the following unknowns: 1) The feedlines and dipole currents, and 2)

the magnetic current sources/responses introduced in the equivalent problem.

REGION I

The fields in region I are generated by the y and z-directed electric currents existing on both sides

of the substrate, and by the equivalent magnetic current under the metallized aperture at z=d. We solve

for the contributions of the electric and magnetic currents individually, and by superposition, the total

response is the sum of the responses due to each type of current. The fields produced by the electric

currents are found via a Green's function approach, whereas those produced by the equivalent magnetic

current are expressed using modal analysis.

First consider the electric current problem. In order to find the Green's functions for the electric

currents in the cavity region, consider a y or z-directed infinitesimal dipole printed at (O,yo,zj) or at (tyo,z0).

Using the TM, and TE, mode expansions, the magnetic and electric vector potentials in the dielectric

region are given respectively by

A • - sin (M-_.z) e--Vf,{A ,e-J1,,+BmrejP,} ,

12-n-- 13-3. d

where p2 =e rkX2(_ ), (.1)
0 n2n

V,,=kosinO 0sinq0+ n

and O, and .o are the array beam steering angles. In the free-space region, the potential functions can

be written straightforwardly from equation (1) by considering modal coefficients, say, A°rn., B°m,, Comm, D°,rn,
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Figure 1. The geometry of the array of dipoles fed by
coplanar transmission lines coupled to microstrip
feedlines.
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Figure 2. The equivalent unit cell with magnetic sources at
equivalent planes.
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and by letting

p2 =aZ 2o-Vý_- ( ---•- )n~O d(2)

The Green's function solution is found when the unknown coefficients are determined. This is

accomplished by enforcing boundary conditions on the tangential electric and magnetic field components

at x=O and x=t, as well as the conditions of periodicity in x on the solution. These conditions are

represented by the following equations which form an 8x8 matrix:

Continuity of t at x=t

.w e X i}+a 1 4 .~j ()C ].C {1eJ]d d (3)
A4 Pf a- V1. ~~c{ e eijr+D~{ "m enm t

-"eoe, jw,-d-de-

jump discontinuity on H, and periodicity conditions at x=0

A,.;J ,+,'-+B.4-jVI+C I--O-,--.oP•. +.1 ,Vo "' -eJ-.,%_ ju..,•,~~44 jd 4 00 5 deJ e2o (4)
d ia- - +-.1 d w

continuity of E, and periodicity conditions at x=O

SO.vo J+BI{• = W+DfI• e+A e 2 m ..e +
Jwe~, d d jw, 1(5)

jwd i d+eEe i;

continuity on E, and periodicity conditions at x=0

A1 d +B~ d we~e -4jv - - l d ,)e(6

continuity on E, at x=t

d ee,•I - -1 d .or-, (7)

AB4 Mn ,'Cx. e-J.I..'.C • .ý_M .. e- ",eJ4.•r ,,=]÷Dv_.e- ..o.,f,=Oej'-,,=O;

d we, d we,

jump discontinuity on H. and periodicity conditions at x=O
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ld LdI la d1 (8)

of-IIU MX e6)aI1 Vm.dej~ . O

W1 -I ( 4 i

jump discontinuity on H. at x=t

A.4jV.e.,,.J.SrýjV.ei,.J÷• fm• e-MN÷ rt•• •.

J ~d d (9)

jump discontinuity on H. at x=t

A eJP' -B - e *MC...J de-1 jD 142!J4pw L (10)21 ,,mn e-;.. l f •Bj t . . - Ie-J..1]+D4 V.-1 --% e .. C Rz;A "4J d( ") L1 J I =

where U,=sineocoS4o; RIO =(21rdb) exp(JVy 0) sin(mnz./d), when the impulsive source is a y-directed

current at x=O, and 0 otherwise; R' =(ij/db) exp(jV,,yJ) cos(mxz0 /d), (i,=1 for m=O, and i,=2 otherwise)

for a z-directed impulsive source at x=O, and 0 otherwise; R" =(2/db) exp(jVyJ) sin(mnzj/d), for a y-

directed impulsive source at x=t, and 0 otherwise; RO =(i./db) exp(jV~yd) cos(mxza/d), when the impulsive

source is a z-directed current at x=t, and 0 otherwise. It should be noted that for z-directed sources and

m=O (TCE modes only) the matrix described above becomes a 4x4 matrix with rows 2, 4, 5 and 7, and

columns 1, 2, 5 and 6 eliminated, whereas for y-directed sources and m=O the solution is zero. Upon

solution to equations 13) to (10), any vector component of the Green's function for any of the four

impulsive electric current elements can easily be obtained. As usual, the fields produced by the dipole

and feed currents can then be found by using convolution.

The formulation of the magnetic current problem follows steps identical to those described in [5].

We begin by expressing the fields in the dielectric region using the following TM,, and TE, scalar

potentials:

r0 Z... sin (ktz) e•JVBMqf ektx+fr "•Jkx(

ijr ~ cos (kz) e -i~{re D+L5 er,

where kM and k,, are (q,n) propagation constants that will be later found, and

k[1Cr; k2-V2_ZM" (12)

Similar TM,, and TF1 scalar potentials can be easily written for the free-space region by using other modal
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coefficients and letting k,, and k, (with e,=1) equal ko, and kE. At this time, the formulation contains 10

unknowns, the two propagation constants and the eight mode coefficients. Enforcing continuity of the

tangential electric and magnetic field components at x=O and x=t yields two 4x4 homogeneous matrix

equations, one for the TM modes, one for the TE modes (see [5) for these equations). The values of k.,

and k.,E are then found numerically when the determinant of these matrices go to zero, allowing for a non-

trivial solution. In addition, for each matrix, the eigenvector associated with a propagation constant ( [f,]

for TM modes and [hJ] for TE modes) establishes a relationship between the coefficients of that mode.

In doing so, the formulation of the above potentials becomes

V=E. Z, sin (ktz) e

S•'=E , ~cos (kzEz) e"iV"YB {h e-jkrp +h e jJk''"}
-jk~+ jkx),(13)So=•q •nsin ( k.,z ) e -JV-"Aqnlf3 e Jk f 4e J''

SO=E q En COS ( kEZ) e "jvly'sqn~h3 e -jk~zx+ h4 e ik°el'},

thus is reduced to 2 unknown coefficients with the only remaining boundary conditions being those at the

plane of the source (z=d). As in [51, no attempt is made to find expressions for the magnetic currents

themselves. The 2 remaining modal coefficients join the dipole and feed currents as part of the unknowns

that will later be determined.

REGION II

The fields in region II are expressed with propagating Floquet modes in x and y and standing

wave for the z variation. Their TE, and TEY scalar potentials are given by:

1 e iV1Ye Y~vx{LTe -jkg(z-d) +L-nejkr( z-d-1) } (4

2 .( 4)
where U,=Uo÷ p2= , and

a

REGION III

The formulation for Region III is similar to that in region II except for the z variation which in the

present case is represented by a propagating/evanescent function. The TE, and TEF potentials are written

as:
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N, . " N.-- -jVy e - jUxe e -kk(z-d-1)

where k2 =kz- V2_-U2, and
Imaginary LkJsO.

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD

At this point, one is faced with the determination of the electric currents J(y,z), A.., BqMT*P, TPf

L-,, L',, M., and NP, by numerically implementing the electromagnetic boundary conditions at z=d,

z=d+i and on the surface S of the electric conductors. The conditions are fulfille-I by a Galerkin moment

method procedure for the requirements on S, and by using the conjugate of the Floquet functions for

testing the boundary condition equations at z=d and z=d+l. Note that all infinite summations must be

truncated when the solution, i.e., the active impedance value, has converged. For the conditions on S,

we require that:

E,(,) +S(M(z=d-() -- E.6)

E (J' + E ( M(Zz d - - )) = -E, '(

where a is used here as a limiting quantity to denote the magnetic current M(x,y) under the metallized

aperture z=d, and E' is an impressed electric field produced by an applied voltage source in the radiation

problem. For the conditions at z=d, we require that

E,(M(z=d-a) ) -E,(R(z=d+.) ) =0
Ey(M(z=d-6) )-EY ((z=d+6) )=0 (17)

( +H,(M(z=d-t3) ) -H_(bi(z=d+6) ) =0
H() + Hy (9(z=d-6) ) -H (bi(z=d+6) ) =0

where as at z= d+l, we have

EQ(M(z=d+1-6) ) -E,(M(z=d+1+8) ) =0
Ey(M(z=d+l-6) ) -EY(fM(z=d+1+6) ) =0

H (g(z=d+1-6))-H,(M(z=+1+6)) =2H•lc

Hn represents an incident plane wave of the form

"ginc= e -jkosin8 ,os* 0e -jkosin8 osiLn e (k9ose)
=Hoe e- e, (19 )

illuminating the face of the array in the scattering/receiving problem. The integral equations resulting from

equation (16) are to be solved by the method of moments. We begin by approximating the surface
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current on either side of the substrate by finite sums of overlapping piecewise sinusoidal functions:

J~,Z) -? c i Ti (Y) + A-MCdý, Z
sink, (hy-ly-yi / ) -3M sink,(hf-1z-zJ1) (20)

Wsisinkhhl' Wjsjnk Jh,for yi-hrn:yyi+h7, y_=y_1+hf, zj-hf1z+zj+hf, zjzj 1 +h,

where M. and M, are the number of y and z-directed current modes of length 2h, W, is the width of the

i-th mode, (y,, z) and (y,, z) are the coordinates of the center of the i-th and j-th modes, and c, and d, are

the expansion coefficients to be found. It should be noted that this formulation permits the selection of

individual mode width, length and location, and as a result, can model localized currents that are rapidly

varying. This nonuniform segmentation is implemented in a computer code by writing/reading the mode

specifications in data files. Using the Galerkin's method, equation (16) can be written in matrix form as:

[Zzy] (c] +(Zzz! [d] +[ZzK] [Aq ]+ *ZZE] [B I =[VZ1qn qn(21)[zyy] (c] + [Zz3' (d] + [ZY"] [Agn] + [ZYE] [Bqn] = [VY]

where Vi and/or V'i = -1W, when the i-th testing mode corresponds to the source location, and 0

otherwise. The elements of the matrices [ZWI, [Z¶, [Z"r] and [ZJ] are expressed in terms of the inner

products of the testing functions JY and JZ and the integral operators representing the fields produced

by the electric currents in the dielectric part of the cavity region. For example, the elements of [Z"]

defining the y-directed electric field produced by the j-th. z-directed current mode and tested with Jil are

given by:

ZY .=f ,, J f(y) J'j (oZ' sin(- -I)
' Jy1- h iz 1-W1/2 Jyj-W1/2 Ti d

e ( ) {A r(-jP.) e0_j1=*x+Br(j 0) eip1"eJ"Y W [(o~eo (22)

dT) {Cze-j"--x+DrejP--)} dzodyodzdy

for i=1,2,..,My, and j=1,2 ...2 M2 ,

where x takes on the value of 0 or t depending on the location of the i-th testing mode. The lower limit

T on the z4 integration equals 0 for z-directed modes with their center at z=O, and z1-h, otherwise. By so

doing, the nonzero currents which exist at the ground plane-feed junction can be treated. We should

point out that the integrals present in equation (22) and throughout the numerical method are all

evaluated analytically. Equation (22) is written in the present form so that elements of [Z"], [ZJ] and [ZI']

(not shown here) can be easily derived from it. In the scattering/receiving problem, a delta-gap load can

be considered by simply adding its value to a selected self impedance value. The reader should also

realize that the Green's function coefficients contain the y., z. functional dependence. The elements cf
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[Zzm], [ZzE], [Zv"] and [ZyEI represent the fields produced by a particular (q,n) magnetic current mode and

tested with the piecewise sinusoidal functions described above. For example, (ZLj can be found as

zMj kj1.4 fy~w'+/2 f 'h1J7(z) cos (k,) ('23ij- Jeoer I-,w,/2 T (23)

.4fte-Jkx +ff 2 eJkz- dz dy

where i=1,2 ... , M., and j is the index representing the ordering of the unknown modal coefficients A,..

Matrix equations for equations (17) and (18) can be obtained as well by testing the field quantities

with Floquet functions

eJUIx eJVkY (24)

over the equivalence apertures at z=d and z=d+l. For the sake of brevity, expressions for the resulting

matrices are not shown here, but most of them can be found in the work presented in f5j.
A point of concern relates to the storage and CPU time requirements necessary for implementing

the numerical method on a computer. In fact, one might ask why not enforce the conditions at z=d+l

analytically rather than numerically. With the exception of the matrices describing the conditions on S,

most of the matrices are highly sparse. More specifically, those which come from equation (18) are

diagonal matrices. The overall solution to the system of equations is obtained by using a matrix solver

which requires only the storage of the nonzero elements ([7] modified by the author to handle complex

matrices). The author elected to enforce the conditions at z=d+l numerically because the present

method and resulting code are easily extendable to a multilayer radome configuration without any

significant increase in storage or CPU time requirements. The storage and CPU requirements are heavily

dominated by those needed for satisfying equation (16). As in 151, using the (m,n) Green's function

contributionstcoefficients in as many matrix elements as possible helps reduce the CPU time

requirements.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we illustrate the method numerically by computing the element active impedance

and scattering coefficient for many scan angles in the E (6,=900) and H-plane (6o=00) of the array, and

various dielectric substrate and radome parameters. In our first example, scattering calculations aimed

at providing partial verification of the method and code are presented. The reflection coefficient from an

infinite array of unloaded constant-width-slot antenna (CWSA) elements is calculated and compared to

waveguide measurement values presented in [81 (see Figure 3). The unit cell dimensions are a=4.755

cm, b=4.43 cm and d=10 cm, and the substrate relative permittivity is set to unity. The CWSA element

is made of two rectangular plates whose width (y-dimension) =2.12 cm and height (z-dimension) = 2.95

cm, and separated by 0.19 cm. The current on each plate is approximated with a total of 10 current
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Figure 3. Comparison of waveguide simulator
scattering measurements [8] and
calculations for an unloaded CWSA
array in free-space.
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modes JY and 12 current modes J. As in [8), since the equivalence plane is located at z= 10 cm, only

18 magnetic modes are used for the cavity region as well as for the free-space region. Fairly good

agreement exists between our calculations and the measurements of [8]. There is a slight discrepancy

in the angle values (the magnitude of the calculated reflection coefficient is expected to always be unity),

but it is certainly comparable to that exhibited in (81 between theory and experiment.

Next, the dipole element shown in Figure lb is considered. The unit cell dimensions are

a=b=0.5X and d=0.3x for a frequency of 300 MHz. The element dimensions in wavelength are:

L, 0.38

Wd 0.05

Wr 0.02

WS 0.20

L, ý0255

Wf 0.010

y, 0.0675

0.100

L, 0.065

L, 0.25

L2 0.045

In all the cases presented, the calculated input impedance of the element is referenced to the feedline

point at the dipole's apex. This can be accomplished in the code by simply selecting the center mode

(among an odd number of modes) of the y-directed microstrip feedline segment as the excited mode.

For an ideal transmission line, this is equivalent to doing a reference plane extension by the electrical

length of the microstrip line from the back wall to the dipole's apex. The reader should be made aware

that the coplanar stub length and width, the dipole length, and the microstrip line dimensions and position

are parameters all of which affect a great deal the active impedance value. The above dimensions were

selected somewhat arbitrarily, however, matching and bandwidth design criteria could be readily

implemented on the microstrip line. Another issue of importance relates to the mode lay-out used to

model the surface currents on the printed conductors. The printed geometry (feed and antenna) is

divided into rectangular regions where uniform current modes are positioned (see Figure 4). The mode

density is typically higher in regions located at or near the conductor junctions. For example, consider
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Figure 4. The rectangular regions used to lay-
out uniform piecewise sinusoidal
modes on the printed conductors.
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the left dipole arm in Figure 4a. The y-directed current is approximated with 3 larger modes and 3 smaller

modes at the dipole-feed junction. All six modes have a width equal to W,. A total of 41 y-directed

modes and 48 z-directed modes are used in the method. We should point out that this discussion is

included not to imply uniqueness of the lay-out, but rather for the sake of completeness if the reader wish

to reproduce the results.

Figure 5 shows the active impedance versus scan for the array with and without the radome cover

(e, = 2) and for e, =2.2 and t = 0.01 1.. These curves show the presence of a null in the active resistance

value near 23 degree scan. This null, evidence of a blindness, can be attributed to radiation from the feed

structure (microstrip and/or coplanar stub). No significant change in the biindness location is observed

by adding the thin and low-permittivity radome cover. In Figure 6, the substrate relative permittivity is

increased to 3. The results appear to also show a null between 20 and 30 degree scan, however more

data points need to be calculated in that region.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A method for analyzing infinite arrays of straight-arm dipoles fed by coplanar stub coupled to

microstrip feed has been presented. Preliminary results show the presence of a feed-induced blindness

which limits considerably the scan performance of the array. Future work will focus on experimentally

verifying the method and code and on calculating more cases with various dielectric substrate and

radome parameters.

DEUVRABLES

The following items were delivered to the laboratory:

a) The moment method code (executable version of LOOPC.FOR).

b) Codes for finding the propagation constants and corresponding

eigenvectors for the TM and TE modes (executable versions of RT1 .FOR,

RT2.FOR, EMODEI.FOR, EMODE2.FOR).

c) A code for laying out modes on rectangular regions, and creating data

files to be used in LOOPC.FOR (MODELAY.FOR).

A member of the antenna group was also trained to understand the method and use the code.
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STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF SEVERAL AUTOMATIC

TARGET RECOGNITION (ATR) SYSTEMS

PNYU.N CIIEN

Assoriate Professor
Department of Mathematics
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ABSTRACT

A selection procedure is proposed to select the best Automatic Target Recognition sys-
tem among several candidate systems based on two performance measures, the probability
of detection and the probability of false alarm. Two classical statistical approaches, the
indifference zone approach and the subset selection approach. are integrated to form a
meaningful approach to meet the evaluation requirements. The proposed procedure allows
us to select the best system if there is a significant improvement of the best over the sec-
ond best, or the procedure will select a subset of systems that contains the best when the
difference between the top two systems is not significant. Four examples and a table are
given at the end of this report to implement the procedure.
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STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF SEVERAL AUTOMATIC

TARGET RECOGNITION (ATR) SYSTEMS

PINYUEN CHEN

i. INTRODUCTION

This report proposes a statistical methodology for comparing several Automatic Target
Recognition (ATR.) systems (algorithm suites). An ATR system is usually composed of al-
gorithms which are arranged in a particular order by the system designer and are fine tuned
to meet some specific requirements of the individual program. These algorithms include
neural network paradigms, conventional preprocessors and transformations for image pro-
cessing, and expert systems and artificial intelligence approaches in parallel processing to
meet Rome Laboratory's functional requirements for an image exploitation system. lWhile
each ATR system may achieve its performance optimality in the class of the systems that
are composed of these algorithms, the superiority of an ATR system to other competing
ATR systems is often unknown to the designer. In this report, we introduce the statistical
ranking and selection theory which will allow us to compare the performances of k(> 1)
ATR systems and, among several candidate systems, either (1) to select the best system (i.e.
the one with the highest performance rank) when it is significantly better than the others,
or (2) to select a subset from all the candidates that contains good systems when there is
not a system that 6utruns the others by a statistically significant margin. The following
assumptions are needed for the proposed comparing procedure being applicable to the ATR
systems: (1) The same database (or databases) will be used to test all the competing sys-
tems. (2) All the systems should use the same standard definitions for the measures of the
probability of correct detection, the probability of false alarm, and other relevant measures
that were given in "Target Recognizer Definitions and Performance Measures" ATRWG
86-001, provided by ATRWG1 Evaluation Committee. (3) All the competing systems pro-
vided by the designers should give reasonable probabilities of correct detection (usually
higher than .7) and probabilities of false alarm (usually lower than .3) for some standard
databases suggested or provided by. the evaluator.

There have been efforts in evaluating digital imagery exploitation algorithms by the Image
Exploitation Branch (IRRE) at Rome Laboratory. The report [11 : Exploitation Evaluation
Test Bed-RADC-TR-88-241 (EETB, provided the designers an evaluation methodology
for each stage of the ATR process and to help a designer to compare his newly developed
aviorithm against those already in the EETB algorithm data base and to determine utility

1 ATRWG is a joint government-industry group that serves as a forum for issues and actions relating to
automatic target recognition
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Mi the overall ATR pl-oc(sý. iCX(,, II this Ix.Por-t we NV('iM1ihasiZe te oIf scVent!
:iow ATR systems proposc'I by The ocsiIie!rs aiid t•o •ui,' ;GI Cvaju;t1 to I -I)ivCT the W..
dlesigti. The report (2]: Automated hinmucry Exploit atiou EvaluatiO- .. ADC-TR-9o292
tAIEE ) gave the description of a step-i)y-step) procedure for conduct 1IQI aioiated Imagery
Exploitation evaluatioi. experiments. In AIEE. statistical response surface met thodologjy
was used to fit the Cdat v polvlnornials and statistical hypothesis testii" was used to tes,
tile significance of the independent variables. The perforlnance na(asure f rhe probabilityV
of correct detection) was then predicted from the fitted model. In this r'port . assuming
that the evaluation of each individual systeni has been done by its designer. we propose
a statistical selection procedure to compare the final overall performances of several ATR
systems and select the best system with predeternined levels of confidence. In statistical
selection problems. one of the two approaches. namely, the indifference zone approach and
the subset selection approach, is usually adopted, depending on the application involved (see
[3] and 141). The indifference zone approach, which selects the best population (or system
in our application) and guarantees with a specific confidence level whenever the best is
better than the second best by a predetermined margin, emphasizes the design aspect of
the problem. On the other hand. the subset selection approach. which selects a subset
that contains the best population (or system in our application) with a specific confidence
level, emphasizes data analysis. Here in our report. we study a composite formulation
which integrates the two above mentioned approaches to compare and select among several
ATR systems. The idea of integrating the two approaches to form a new formulation
was first studied in [5] from a theoretical point of view. It is a meaningful formulation
for the purpose of evaluating ATR systems since the Rome Laboratory. as an evaluator,
would choose the best system if there is one. or screen out the bad ones and do further
investigation on the remaining systems based on other conditions if there is no absolute
best in the current situation. The other conditions that the evaluator may consider are the
economical considerations, the true target backgrounds. and some prior knowledge about

the distribution of the targets.
The report is organized in the following manner. Section 2 reviews the terminologies in

automatic target recognition and their definitions, and the terminologies in statistics that
are relevant to the current study. Section 3 formally proposes the main procedure aý,d states
the theorem in supporting the procedure. In Section 4. we derive the formulas, explain the
computing algorithms, and give four examples to illustrate hov, to use the FORTRAý,'
program and the table. The appendix provides the proofs of the main theorems in Section
3.

2. TERMINOLOGIES AND THEIR DEFINITIONS

One of the main performance objective:- of an ATR system is to detect the target in a
test image that it has been trained to learn, and not detect non-target areas of the test
image as targets. Each ATR system under evaluation is treated as if it was a "black box".
An input image is preseated and the system generates a "espouse tha-t is comparek) with
the known ground truth. The following definitions, which were extracted from f7] es ablish
a base on which the set of performance probabilities. the major criteria of our statistical
comparison of the ATR systems, can be defined formally.
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Image: A two-dimensional array. I01. 1 ). of pixels available as di,",ital nuant ities from thcI
output of a system. The i i..1 )t hi pixcl of au iniage is denot ed as I I,

Region: A collection of pixeis of an image.
Reference Pizel (C(R)): A pixel that represents a region. The reference pixei for a region
R is denoted as O(R). Some possible types of reference pixel are:
* Central Pixel: The center of gravity of the region.
"* Area Median Pixel: The pixel which has half of the pixet'ls in the regiou to its left and

half of the pixels in the region above it.
Ground Truth (GT): The reference information available regarding the data collection or
the data generation process. This information is generally of two types:
" Scenario Information (environment. weather, range to targets, target locations, target

aspects, etc.)
"* ATR System Information (sensor location, sensor orientation, sensor characteristics. etc.)
Target Region (T): A set of image pixels T = {WTj} to which a target label has been
assigned by an ATR. system.
Detection: The correct association of a target region with a ground truth target region
based on an appropriate detection criterion. For each image, only one detection per ground
truth target region is allowed. The total number (over all images) of ground truth targets
is denoted by NGT. The total number (over all images) of ground truth targets that are
detected is denoted by ND.
Detection Criterion: Rules used to determine whether an ATR system's target region
output corresponds to a ground truth target region. Some criteria are listed below.
* Region Intersection Criterion:

Card(T nl GT) > c for any GT -- detection where Card(X) denotes the number of
elements in X.

* Reference Distance Criterion:

IC(T), C(Gr)I < c for any GT - detection where I j denotes the norm between the
pixels.

* Ground Truth Reference Pixel Criterion:

C(GT) E T for any GT -o detection
* Target Region Reference Pixel Criterion:

C(T) E GT for any GT - detection
False Alarm: If a target region does not correspond to any ground truth target region based
on the chosen detection criterion, then a false alarm has been generated by the system.

Now we are ready to define the performance probabilities.
True Probability of Detection: The unknown true probability of the system labeling a
ground target region as a target region.
True Probability of False Alarm: The unknown true probability of the system labeling as
a target region a region which is not a ground truth target region.

For a given system. the above two probabilities correspond to the probabilities of two
types ot error in statistical hypothesis testing problems. If we consider the two probabilities
as two functions of the procedure parameters (system thresholds in our application), then
they will both be monotone in the same directions (see the report [6]: Neural Network
Investigation Final Report-RL/IRRE, Oct. 1991). That is, if the probability of detection
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increases as the threshold increases, then the probability of false alarm will also increase.

This is a common phenomenon in statistical testing problem. Our primary interest in this

report is to compare the candidate systems with respect to their performance measure which

can be defined as a meaningful function f(PD, PFA) of the two probabilities PD = P(D) =

probability of detection and PFA = P(FA) = probability of false alarm. Possible choices for

f(PD, pF.A) are aipD -- 2PFA (a,. a2 > 0). t'PD/PFA (t, > 0). and c[PD/( 1 -pD )]![PAi(1 -
PFA)] (c > 0). Although the general theory holds for all the three functions mentioned above

with minor modifications. we will restrict ourselves only on f(PD, PFA) = PD - PFA and we

will denote it by i. which represents the mean performance of the system. Let-,, I , 2. 7"k

be k competing systems. The observed performance measure XN for each system r, on an

image is defined by

Xi = ACD/i\ GT - A PFAINo

number of correct target

(2.1) detections/number of ground
= truth targets - number of

false alarms/number of false
alarm opportunities

and is assumed to follow a normal distribution with population mean yj (i = 1,2,..., k)

with common known variance a2. The normal distribution assumption is reasonable since

the random variable X is the difference of two binomial variables, each with a fairly large

size n. (In report [6], page 25, there were 16 polygons in each of the 424 images.) AIEE

(report [2]) also assumed the normal noise for the dependent variable, the probability of
a correct detection, in the response surface analysis. The assumption about the common
variance is a more restricted one, and needs to be generalized in future studies. Here for

the purpose of data analysis, we will use the pooled sample variance (see the definition

in EXAMPLE (1) below) as an estimate of the common variance and denote it by o"2,

For the purpose of designing an experiment, we will use a conservative upper bound (see
EXAMPLE (4) below) as an estimate of a2. Let the ordered values of the k population
means be denoted by

(2.2) 11[21 _< A[2] _ "- _Pk-1] < .t[k

where we assume that 12[k-il is strictly less than tt[kl in order that the best system(with

the largest performance mean) should be well-defined. If we let 6 denote the difference

Ptkl - U[k-1] then by (2.2), 6 > 0. The set of parameter vector P for which 6 >_ 6 (where

6* > 0 is specified) will be called the preference zone PZ; the complementary set of 11 for

which 6 < 6* will be called the indifference zone. We define our goal in two parts. according
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to whether the true parameter p is in the PZ or the IZ. as follows

For it E PZ. we want to
select the best system with

confidence level at least P,*.
(2.3) GOAL For f E IZ. we want to se-

lect a subset containing the
best system with a confi-
dence level at least p2

where both p* and p2 (as well as 6*) are specified.

3. THE PROPOSED PROCEDURE

We are considering all the systems being tested on the same image databases. so that
there will be a common number of observations n from each of the k populations. Our
procedure depends only on the sufficient statistics Xi for the unknown mean performmce
measure pi (i = 1, 2,..., k) and the ordered values of the Xi are denoted by

(3.1) X[11 _< X[2 ] :S --- < X[k]

Since we are selecting the best system, the two observed measures X[ k and X[k- 1] play a
special role in our procedure R. Let c > 0 and d > 0 be constants to be determined (along
with n) as a function of b*, p*, and p* for any given values of k. Assume that c. d, and n
are already determined.
Procedure R : If X[k] - X[k- 1] > c, then we select the system that gives rise to the largest
sample mean Xfk].

If If X[k] - X[k-l] < c, then we select a subset consisting of all those systems r, with
Xi > X[k-11 -d.

A correct decision in the PZ (denoted by CD, fPZ) is defined to be the decision of select-
ing the best and only the best system. A correct decision in the IZ (denoted by CD 2 1'7)
is defined to be the selection of a subset containing the best system. Let P(CD1 IPZ)
and P(CD2 1IZ) denote the probabilities of correct decision under the preference zone and
the indifference zone respectively. To implement our proposed procedure, we need to find
the procedure parameters c and d so that the lower bounds (or the confidence levels) P*
for P(CDiIPZ) and P2 for P(CD2jIZ) are met. We state in the next two theorems the
important results about where the minimum of P(CD1 ) occurs in the PZ (denoting it as
the least favorable configuration LFC) and where the minimum of P(CD2 ) occurs in the
IZ (denoting it as the worst configuration WC). The proofs of these results are in the
appendix of the report. The LFC and the WC are used in the next section to compute
the procedure parameters c and d that are needed to satisfy the probability requirements
P1* and P2*. The tabulated c and d values in the table for each n guarantee the (Pr, P2)
requirements for the worst situation, and thus they guarantee the (P,. P.,) requirements
for any situation.
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Theorem 3.1. Under procedure R the LFC forfP( CD1 ) in the PZ is given by the iowlhowmnr
configuration:

(3.2) P•l] = 1121 11(k-11 = 111-k

Theorem 3.2. Under procedure R the WC for P( CD2,) in the IZ is given bv the following
configuration:

(3.3) /'L[] = 11/[21 141

4. FORMULAS, TABLE, AND EXAMPLES

Let X(,) denote the sample mean performance measure associated with p[,) (i 1..... k).
Then the probability of a correct decision in the PZ. P(CDIIPZ) can be written as

P(CDI IPZ) =P(X(k) > X(i) + C, i = 1,2.- k)

=((k) - It[k> X(A) Wj C + = - 1,[k2.I=2 k)

(4.1) a a a
0fo k-1 ( C+.[iJ)[- k)d(k)

f-0 i=1 01"

Under the LFC given in (3.2), the above expression can be simplified to

(4.2) P(CDIILFC) = L -1z + 6 ) d'I'(z)

The probability of a correct decision in the IZ, P(CD2 IIZ) can be written as
(4.3)

P(CD21IZ) = P(X(k) > X(i), i=,2,..., k)

k-i

+EP(X(i) >X(k) >X(,), j= 12,...,k- 1, j7i; X(i) < X(k) +c)
i=2
k-1 k-1

+ 1: EP (X[k] = X(i),X[k-l - X(.),X(k) > XU) - d,X(,) - X(.) < c)
i---1 i=l

i~j

=T + T2 + T3.

T1 in (4.3) can be written as

f00 k-I z/[l/q

7 " = JJ+ I'kl /1 (z)
2-1 8r
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which can be simplified to the following forrm under the TIVC:

(4.4) T 1(11C ) = ]-(z)d ,P(z) = 1

T-2 in (4.3) can be written as

T2 (Z +_ Mk + 1[j] + ±~k -1[i] + C) - + A/.tl-kIj/[,](1(
i=2 00 |j= l (7 V/1

which can be simplified to the following form under the WC:

(4.5) T2 (I'VC) = (k - 1) 0-ik-2(Z) [4 (z + 5) -(z)] d(D(z)

T 3 in (4.3) can be written as

[k-1Z k- k- + 'j-[Lk-d) d ()

t= j=l "0 rn=l "

i34j Mn0j

which can be simplified to the following for.a under the WC:
(4.6)

T3(C)= (k - 1)(k - 2)1 ( 4k-3(Z) [(P (z + 5)- (z)J [41(Z) - 4, - Pz

In Table I, we present the procedure parameters (72, r3 ) where 7 2 = c/a, T3 = d/a, for
k = 2,3,4,5; -r, = 8*/a = 3.0, 4.0, 5.0; Pj' = .75, .90, .95; P2* = .75, .90, .95. Here (,r2, T3)

is solved from the two integral equations:

(4.7) P(CDI LFC) = P•

and

(4.8) P(CD2 11WC) = P2*.

A FORTRAN program atr.f was written on a SUN 3/60 station in the Image Exploitation
Branch (IRRE) at Rome Laboratory to compute P(CDII LFC) and P(CD2 IIWVC) from the
formulas (4.2)-(4.8). The program atr.f also finds the solutions for the procedure parameters
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r2 and i.. such that (4.7) a:d (4.8) are satisfied simultaneously. It is clear that 7, can bhe
solved from (4.2) alone. It is also clear from (4.4)-(4.6) that P(C'D2IVC') is Wn iincrIeasinIg
function of -r3. For all the entries (r 2 , r,3 ) in Table I. we solve for r., fr-om (4.7) first and then
increase 7 3 gradually and check if (4.8) is satisfied. Approximation formulas (27) in page
55 of [9] was used to evaluate the normal distribution function involved in our calculation.
Trapezoidal rule (see for example [10]) was used to evaluate the integrals in the formulas.
Examples at the end of this section illustrate how to find the procedure parameters from
the program for given k. 71, Pj* and P2*.

It should be noticed that for fixed TI, P(CD2IIVC) converges to an upper bound as r7,
goes to infinity. When the given P* value exceeds the upper bound, there (toes not exist a
solution for 7 3 in (4.8). If this is the case, the evaluator should request the designers to test
their systems on a larger sample size n (that is, more images) to obtain larger 71 and solve
for (72, 7 3 ) under the new n. In our table, a * sign is marked when (r 2 , T3) (toes not exist
for the given r1 . For example. when k = 4. 71 = 3. P* = P2* = .90. (72, T3) does not exist.

However, if 71 is increased to 4, we f'ind that (7 2 , T 3 ) = (1.54, 2.46) from the table which
will satisfy our probability requirements. This property will be studied further in Example
(4).

For the special case k = 2, the P(CS2 IIVC) depends only on rI and r .,. but not on r7j.
Thus we have used the smallest possible value, namely 0, for all the r3 entries in the table.
The procedure parameters (7r2, 73) stay the same under the same Pj* for this case.

It is clear from (4.2), (4.5), and (4.6) that P(CD1I LFC) and P(CD2 IVC) both increase
as a decreases. Thus the table values of (r 2 , rT3 ) also guarantee the P'* and P.2 requirements
when a is replaced by an upper bound. In our application to automatic target recognition.
the upper bound of a can be estimated by the method described in Example (1).

EXAMPLE (1): This and Example (2) show how the program atr.f can be used to select
the best system or to select a subset containing the best system. Suppose that 3 competing
systems 7rI, r2 and 7r3 are tested with the same images used in evaluating the NNIIES
system (see report [6]) and they give the following P(FA)'s and P(D)'s:

System System System
P(D) 230/285 247/285 234/285
P(FA) 81/6499 102/6499 181/6499

The evaluator would like to make sure, with probability at least .90, that he selects the
best system if the best performance measure is at least 5* = .1 higher than the second best.
or he will select a subset containing the best, with probability of at least .90. Thus we have
k = 3, Pj* = .90, and P2* = .90. The common value a can be estimated as follows:

Let Vi and Wi denote the sample probability of detection and the sample probability of
false alarm respectively for system 7ri (i = 1.2,3). Our selection statistics Xi is defined
as Xi = V' - Wi. Since 285V (= the number of detection) and 6499W (= the num-
ber of false alarms) follow the binomial distributions with parameters (285. P(D)), and
(6499, P(FA)) respectively (see page 25, [61). The selection statistics Vj - 1V, follows a
distribution which can be approximated by a normal curve with mean P(D) - P(FA) and
variance ao2 = Var(V) + Var(W) which can be estiniat'cd from the sample by the minimum
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variance unbiased estimator Vi( I - V ,)/n + TJ( 1 - II', )/lit where ?i and mt are the •otal nuti-

ber of targets and the total number of false alarm opportunities respectively, which are both

known to the evaluator. The three sample variances for the common 0- are .000547893.

.000407835, and .000519692. The unbiased estimate for o` is the average .0004918. Thus

71 = 6*/o, = 4.51. Now we have all the parameters (k = 3, PI* = .90. P_ = .90. 71 = 4.31)

that we need to run the FORTRAN program. Fix the values of these parameters at lines

3, 4, 5, and 7 in the program atr.f and compile it by 1f77 atr.f" and run it b)V "a.out" oi

SUN 3/60. It took about 3 minutes to get the result r, = 2.27 and rT3 = 1.31. Now as

defined right below (4.6). c = (2.27)(.0222) = .0504. d = (1.31)(.0222) = .0291. The sample

performance measures for the three systems are respectively .7946. .8510. and .7932. Since

.8510 - .7946 = .0564 > c - .0504, thus we select system 7-, as the best with confidence

level at 90%.
EXAMPLE (2): If the observed performance measures in the above examples are changed

to the following numbers:

System System System

P(D) 240/285 247/285 234/285

P(FA) 81/6499 102/6499 181/6499

Then the unbiased estimate for a 2 changes to .0004653 and r1 changes to 4.64. We

rerun the program atr.f and obtain -r2 = 2.40, 73 = 1.25. Hence c = (2.40)(.0216) = .0518.

d = (1.25)(.0216) = .0270. The performance measures now are .8297. .8510. and .7932.

Since .8510 - .8297 = .0213 < c = .0518, and .8297 - .7932 = .0365 > d = .0270, thus

we select a subset of two systems 7ri and ir2 , and claim that this subset includes the best
system with a confidence level at 90%.

EXAMPLE (3): If the required distance 6* between the best and the second best in

Example (1) is reduced to .05, then r1 = b*/lo becomes 2.26. Now we rerun the program

with the new 71 value. The result of the program on the screen is "unable to find tau3-taul
too small for P2star" The proposed procedure is not able to differentiate the systems and

rank among them. WVe should either lower the confidence level P2* or increase the sample

size (i.e. the values of 285 and 6499) to make 71 larger. The latter one (i.e. to increase

the sample size) makes the problem an experimental design problem that we will discuss
in Example (4) below. The comment "unable to find tau3-taul too small for P2*" also

means that r2 can be found for the given Pj* (remember that P(CD1 $LFC) depends on

r7, and r 2 , but not r 3 ). Since P(CD 2 1WC) depends on i'1, r 2 , and r3 , we may need to

reduce both Pj* and P2* to find r3 . Suppose that P,* and P2 are set to be .75 and .70. Then

(k, Pl*, P2*, r1 ) = (3,.75,.70,2.26) gives us (r 2 , r 3 ) = (.8200,2.056). Now for Example (1),

.8510 - .7946 = .0564 > c = -r2 • o = (.8200)(.0222) = .0182. Thus we select -r2 as the best
with confidence level at 75%.

If the 6* value stays at .05, but P,* is increased to .95, when we rerun the program. we

will see the response on the screen "unable to find tau2-taul too small for Plstar." Then

we should either lower the Pl* value or increase the r1 value by increasing the sample size

n. The latter one will be illustrated in the next example.
EXAMPLE (4): This example shows how Table I can be helpful to design the selection

experiment. If the evahlator wishes to select the best system among 4 competing systems
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with confidence level .90 whenever the distance ,* between the true performance ineasures
of the best and the second best is at least .05. or otherwise to select a subset that ('(Ilta1i1s
the best system also with confidence level .90. Based on the past experience, the evaluator
may require that the competing systems produce at least .90 for the P(D) and at imiost
.01 for the P(FA) (see for example. Figure 3.3 NNIIES Operating Curve in [6]). Then a
conservative upper bound for o2 can be estimated as follows:

o" = Var(V) + Var(IVt) < (090)(.10)/n + (.01)(.99)/m

where n is the number of
= .09/n + .0099/7 targets and 7n is the total

number of false alarm op-

portunities.
< .0999/n where we assume that n << m.

From Table I, the procedure paraimeter (-r2 , r,3 ) exists when rl is fixed at 4. Thus as long
as n > (4)2(.0999)/(.05)2 = 639.36 we get r1  > 4. Hence we can guarantee that our
selection procedure with procedure parameter (r 2 , T3) = (1.54, 2.46) will achieve the goal.
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Table 1

The procedure parameters (7r,, 7:1) for given
A. 71. Pj*. and P,

k=2

1 = 3
P kP• .75 .90 .95

.75 (2.04. 0.) (1.18. 0.) *

.90 (2.04, 0.) * *

.95 *

T1 =-4
P2* \ Pi* .75 .90 .95

.75 (3.04, 0.) (2.1S. 0.) (1.67. 0.)
.90 (3.04, 0.) (2.18. 0.) *

.95 (3.04. 0.) * *

r,= 5
P *\P1 .75 .90 .95

.75 (4.04, 0.) (3.18, 0.) (2.67, 0.)

.90 (4.04, 0.) (3.18, 0.) (2.67, 0.)

.95 (4.04, 0.) (3.18, 0.) (2.67, 0.)

k=3

r13

P2 .75 .90 .95
.75 (1.56, .67) * *

.90 (1.56, 3.64) * *

.95 * *

71 4

P2\Pr .75 .90 .95
.75 (2.56, .36) (1.76, .55) (1.28, .98)
.90 (2.56, 1.21) (1.76, 1.86) *

.95 (2.56, 1.77) • *

71 = 5
P2 .75 .90 .95

.75 (3.56, .32) (2.76, .35) (2.28& .40)

.90 (3.56, 1.10) (2.76. 1.17) (2.28. 1.30)

.95 (3.56. 1.58) (2.76. 1.69) (2.28, 2.20)
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Table 1 (continued)

k-4

71 3
P \PI .75 .90 .95

.75 (1.31. 1.28) • 4

.90 *

.95 * *

-14
P2* \ Pi .75 .90 .95

.75 (2.31. .86) (1.54. 1.09) (1.08. 1.66)

.90 (2.31. 1.66) (1.54. 2.46) *

.95 (2.31. 2.20) • *

71 =

P \PI .75 .90 .95
.75 (3.31. .32) (2.54, .84) (2.08. .90)
.90 (3.31, 1.56) (2.54, 1.61) (2.08, 1.74)

.95 (3.31, 2.00) (2.54, 2.10) (2.08. 2.39)

k--5

71 3

P•'\Pl* .75 .90 .95
.75 (1.15, 1.65) * *

.90 * * *

.95 * * *

T-= 4
P\P2 .75 .90 .95

.75 (2.15, 1.14) (1.39, 1.39) (.94, 2.20)

.90 (2.15, 1.91) (1.39, 3.01) •

.95 (2.15, 2.44) * *

T1 =-5

P2 .75 .90 .95
.75 (3.15, 1.09) (2.39. 1.10) (1.94. 1.17)
.90 (3.15, 1.81) (2.39, 1.86) (1.94. 1.99)

.95 (3.15. 2.24) (2.39, 2.34) (1.94. 2.64)
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.•. PEN I1)IX

\We need a lemma of Mlalianimnilu [S] to prove the tleorenis 3.1 in1d 3.2. For ti .¢• H. lct
G,,(a[O) = F0(,r) be a stochastically increasing (SI) family of distribution filtictioiis oni tile

real line and let X1 X2.. A Xk b1 independent random variables where the dist ribit 1011

function of Xi is G,,x(,10,)(i 1.2 ..... k).

Lemma (Mahamunulu). For each i(i = 1,2.... k) if L' = •I.X- .-, . . . . -) is a iJorn-

decreasing function of X, when all X, for j i are held fixed. then EhV'(-N 1 ,-2 . . . . . .VOI

is a non-decreasing function of 0,.

Theorem 3.1. Under procedure R the LFC for P(CD1 ) in the PZ iL the configurationl

as given in (3.2).

Proof We start with an arbitrary configuration p in the PZ

(A.1) P[m] • P[21] < " < f[k] with 1I[k] - lt[k.-.1] >_"

Letting X(i) denote the sample mean associated with .t[•., we have

P(CDiPZ) = selecting the population as-

(A.2) P = sociated with 11(k]

= P{X~k) > max X(,) +c}.
l<i<k-I

Define the function t, = 7'(y1 , Y2, Yk) by

1 if X(k) > maxl<i<k-.I X(i) + c(A.3) •
0 otherwise

Then by (A.1) it follows that P(CD1IPZ) = E{ ,(X(,)IX(2),, .... '}Moreover it is

clear from the definition of € that ý(y1 , Y2,....Yk) is non-increasing in y, for i = 1,2 . k-

1 when yi(j # i) is held fixed and it is non-decreasing in yk when all the y, for I =

1, 2,...,, k - 1 are held fixed. Since the X(,) are from an SI family we can use the above

lemma to conclude that the P(CD, JPZ)

(1) is non-increasing in p[i] for i = 1.2..... k - 1. and

(2) is non-decreasing in ft]for j V'. It follows that the LFC for P(CD1 !PZ) is given by

the configuration (3.2). This completes the proof of the t heorem.
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Theorem 3.2. Under procedure R. the WVC for tile P(CD2IIZ) i.N the ,'onfiguration a0

given in (3.3).

Proof. We start with an arbitrary configuration p in the IZ:

(A.4) Ii[ l ] _< P•2] -< .. •< l[t k, With PjkJ - l[•k-1] < *

Let Mi = max{yc (a = 1.2,...k - ;a i i)} and M 0 = max{yo( = 1.2..... k -

1)}. We define the function W = ¢'(Yl,Y2,.Yk) by

{1 if Yk >_ -io

(A.5) 1 ifMIi <yk yi <y+cfori=1.2..k-
1 if Mli-d<y: M,_<y _<l,+cfori= 1.'?2..k-1

0 otherwise

If we replace the yi in (A.5) by X(i), the, )y the definitions of CD 2 and the function

p we have P(CD2IIZ) = E{k,(X(l),X( 2),...,X(k))}. It can be easily checked that ,, =

V,(X( 1),X(21, .... X(k)) is non-decreasing in X(O when all X(j) for j 3 i are held fixed

(i = 1,2,.... k) and also that it is non-decreasing in X(k) when all X(j) for Jj ? k are held

fixed. Again by the lemma, we conclude that P(CD2IIZ)

(1) is non-increasing in y[i] for i = 1,2,... ,k - 1. and

(2) is non-decreasing in ti[k]. It follows that for t = 1 the IVC for P(CD2 [IZ) occurs when

the parameters are all equal as given in (3.3). This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Abstract

Six projects relevant to photonics, high transmission rates, and

optical processing were developed: the achieving of lasing action

using forsterite crystals; designing, ordering components for, and

commencing construction of a figure eight optical fiber laser; the

measurement of stimulated brillouin backscattering in optical fiber;

the alignment of an external cavity semiconductor laser; setting up a

demonstration unit for video signals over optical fibers; construction

of a soldering station for bonding leads for a semiconductor laser;

and the development of educational modules on fusion splicing,

calculating loss through a fusion splice, and optimizing coupling laser

emission into a bare fiber.
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PHOTONICS TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
AT ROME LABORATORY

Richard L. Fork
Leonard Lyon
Sean McCaul

INTRODUCTION

The summer faculty research participant and two students

engaged in six projects related to photonics, high transmission

rates, and optical processing at Rome Laboratory. These projects

were: the achieving of lasing action using forsterite crystals;

designing, ordering components for, and commencing construction of

a figure eight optical fiber laser; the measurement of stimulated

brillouin backscattering in optical fiber;, the alignment of an external

cavity semiconductor laser; setting up a demonstration unit for video

signals over optical fibers; construction of a soldering station for

bonding leads for a semiconductor laser; and the development of

educational r- xlules on fusion splicing, calculating loss through a

fusion splice, and optimizing coupling laser emission into a bare

optical fiber. Each of these projects will be discussed in the order

listed above.
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ACHIEVING LASING ACTION USING FORSTERITE CRYSTALS

For a fosterite laser to exhibit lasing action, it is necessary to

take certain key steps. The two basic problems are: (1) making the

resonator axis for the 1.3 micron radiation and the 1.06 micron pump

axis coincident, and (2) obtaining a diagnostic that will guide one

from a nearly aligned condition to the above threshold condition. See

the figure on page 3-5.

The problem in making the resonator and the pump axis

coincident is that the 5 cm mirror through which the pump enters

will typically have a "wedged" section where the pump enters. The

curved front face and the flat rear face will be parallel only at one

location and in general the beam will not be passing through that

location. Also, this wedge will change with the position where the

pump beam is incident on the mirror. The diagnostic for aligning the

pump axis and the cavity axis should provide some way of resolving

this problem.

The He-Ne laser emission at 0.633 microns and thel.3 micron

emission are useful only for coarse alignment since they will be

refracted differently as compared with the 1.06 micron pump on

passing through the wedged 5 cm mirror. The lineup strategy that is

most reliable is one based on the 1.06 micron pump light. It happens
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that the 1.3 mirrors are both sufficiently transmissive and

sufficiently reflective that one can use them both in transmission and

reflection with the 1.06 micron light.

This makes it possible to use the strategy illustrated in the

diagram on page 3-5. It is helpful to also have the collimated single

mode 1.3 micron light to set up the initial resonator, since the length

of the resonator can be properly set and the high reflectivity of the

curved mirrors at 1.3 provides an easily observed diagnostic beam.

The basic idea is to create a closed ring structure for the 1.06

light that includes the pump axis both internally and externally to

the 1.3 micron cavity. One can satisfy this condition by requiring that

the 1.06 micron light complete a closed loop around the ring

structure. Once the closed loop is established, the path internal to

the laser resonator defines the axis for the oscillator and the path

outside defines the correct path for the pump light. Only the 1.06

micron light will have this property for any position on the 5 cm

mirror.

The spatial positioning of the forsterite crystal within the

resonator can be done coarsely by using the infrared viewing card;

however, the focused spot is diffuse on the card, so it is difficult to

evaluate the quality of the alignment. For some future system it

would be much easier if the forsterite crystal was mounted on an

adjustable platform. One could then use micrometer adjusts to find
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the mid position in all three dimensions.

The strategy used to place the crystal on axis and to establish a

uniform set of positions for the laser elements was to establish a

plane parallel to the plane of the laser table (the breadboard on top

of the optical table). This was done by starting with no refractive

elements in the system and requiring the unfocused He-Ne beam to

pass through the crystal and to also be parallel to the laser table

surface. Some of the He-Ne beam leaks around the crystal, so it is

useful to have a block of some kind that prevents the leakage. It is

then easy to adjust the He-Ne beam so that it is centered in the

crystal by requiring that the transmitted beaia symmetrically fill the

aperture presented by the crystal. (The He-Ne beam has expanded

enough at this point that it slightly overftlls the crystal. This makes it

easy to find the centered condition.) One then adjusts all four irises

to have their apertures at the same height as the forsterite crystal

center and consequently to lie in a common plane that is parallel to

the laser breadboard and that also passes through the center of the

crystal. One must work back and forth with the iris position and He-

Ne beam positioning by the two input mirrors until one positions the

irises and the beam and the crystal all in a common plane. Three or

four iterations are usually sufficient.

The 1.06 light is divided into two beams by a 50-50 beam

splitter at the entrance to the laser table. The beam splitter is
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oriented near normal incidence so that it shifts the beam position

only by a negligible amount. The two irises that define the pump

beam entrance path (pump irises 1 and 2) are then used to define

the input path for the 1.06 micron beam. One can check with an ir

viewer that the beam is centered on the crystal by requiring the

transmitted pattern symmetrically fill the crystal. The 5 cm mirror

and the focusing lens for the pump are then introduced. It is

preferable to introduce these one at a time, requiring in each case

that they be approximately centered on the 1.06 beam. There is no

vertical adjust on the 5 cm mirror, but it is designed to be centered

close to the height of the crystal center. The combination of the lens

and the 5 cm mirror should be adjusted to collimate the 1.06 beam

and to direct the beam along the axis previously defined by the He-

Ne.

The spacing of the 5 cm mirror and the 10 cm mirror is rather

critical. This spacing needs to be correct within a distance less than

about 1 mm. This constraint arises from the stability condition on

these cavities. The amount by which this distance is less than 1 mm

depends on how well the astigmatism is compensated. The worse the

astigmatism, the smaller the distance. If the astigmatism is severe

enough, there may be no condition that will yield lasing. In general,

the formed position is at a spacing slightly greater than the confocal

condition. This distance can be very small so it is important to try to
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closely approximate the correct condition.

As a means of determining the astigmatism has been

minimized, the optimum angle of incidence at the first spherical

mirror was calculated. The value agreed wi-h previously

recommended information for a 1 cm crystal, assuming an index of

1.6 for the crystal. The angle was set close to the calculated angle and

the beam quality was found to be very good for one pass through the

crystal.

If one examines, however, the return beam reflected from the

5 cm mirror, it shows significant residual uncorrected astigmatism.

Since lasing was achieved and the lasing mode was found to be of

good quality, it was decided not to pursue this problem further. This

observation should, however, be borne in mind in future designs.

The dependence of the astigmatism on the position of the

crystal between the two curved mirrors was also explored. The

degree of astigmatism changes slightly with crystal position, but

probably not enough to be important. The crystal was set at the

midpoint between the mirrors as measured by a ruler using the 12.2

mm correction previously determined for the offset of the mirror

from the front face. This gives an astigmatism roughly intermediate

among the various patterns obtained on translating the crystal and is

probably as good a position as any. It is predicted the ability to

achieve lasing would not be especially sensitive to the crystal

position.
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The 1.06 light that pass':s through the lens and the 5 cm mirror

should be reflected by the 10 cm mirror at an angle of 34 degrees, as

is the laser oscillator beam. The other two irises (cavity iris 1 and

cavity iris 2) are positioned along this beam, and the 10 cm mirror is

used to send the beam at the height of the two irises. This then

places the pump beam, the cavity axis, and the crystal center all in a

common plane parallel to the laser table. This is not absolutely

necessary, but makes the alignment procedure much easier.

To set the curved mirror spacing and alignment, the 1.3 micron

laser was located as shown in the figure on page 3-5, and collimated

by the telescope. The 1.3 micron light was brought through the two

cavity irises and reflected by 10 cm mirror. The return beam could

be monitored by slightly offsetting it from the incident beam or by

observing the beam picked off by a beamsplitter. One adjusts the

cavity spacing to cause the return beam to be slightly converging.

Thus ensures approximately the correct cavity spacing. This could

also be accomplished with the 1.06 beam; however, for a first

attempt the 1.3 beam was preferred since one knows the path

through the crystal is the same as for the lasing action.

The output mirror is introduced and oriented so that the 1.06

beam is reflected back on itself through the cavity iris 1. The

detector is located after the output mirror and the output displayed
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on the oscilloscope. The input beam is chopped by a 10:1 chopper to

reduce heating. The input lens is adjusted slightly to maximize the

detected signal. The 5 cm mirror is also adjusted slightly. At this

point, small oscillations on the leading edge of the super

luminescence are typically observed using a detector. This appears to

be a type of "Q-switching" of the super luminescence that occurs if

the 5 cm mirror is aligned to send the luminescence back on itself.

One can tell if one has this condition, since the oscillations on the

leading edge of the emission are quite sensitive to orientation of the

mirror. The oscillations are small, so it is desirable to expand the

oscilloscope display to exhibit them as clearly as possible.

One can then adjust the 10 cm mirror slightly and this should

bring the resonator over threshold. The oscillations on the leading

edge of the super luminescence provide a guide. Larger oscillations

tend to mean better cavity alignment.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF FIGURE EIGHT LASER

In recent years, erbium doped fiber lasers have attracted a

great deal of interest. These lasers haveý several advantages that

make them superior for a number of applications, such as

communications, computing and optical probing.

The development of a figure eight laser began with a discussion
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of the optimum setup. A decision was made to develop a fiber eight

laser similar to the one constructed by Dr. Hercules Avramopoulos

(member Technical Staff, AT&T Bell Laboratories). The major

difference in the setup was due to the difference in application. Both

setups include two fiber loops. The major difference is a plan to add,

in the Rome Laboratory figure eight laser, a Fabry Perot

interferometer.

During the summer, the following parts were ordered for the

construction of the figure eight fiber laser: 50-50 coupler; 10-90

coupler; 30-70 coupler; and a 980 1550 nanometer WOM

(wavelength sensitive). The latter will allow power to be taken from

the Ti:sapphire laser at the laboratory, which operates at 980 rim,

and pump it through the fiber. Two beam expanders, an interference

filter, two polarization controllers, and fiber isolators (which controls

direction of pulse propagation), were also ordered. By the end of the

summer, all the equipment had arrived. The laser was constructed

and current work is addressing the task of making it operational.

MEASUREMENT OF STIMULATED BRILLOUIN BACKSCATTERING IN

OPTICAL FIBER

Polarization preserving fiber was excited by 500 milliwatts

YAG laser power. The input power was varied using a free space
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attenuator. The amount of transmission and reflection at different

input powers was measured. Data was correlated. It was possible to

determine a threshold value for stimulated brillouin backscattering.

At the threshold value the scattering exhibited a nonlinear pump

dependence.

The main problems in this project were the high threshold

value for the stimulated brillouin scattering, and difficulty in

coupling power into the fiber to see the effects. Considerable effort

was required to eliminate a number of potential sources of error;

however, useful data was successfully obtained.

ALIGNMENT OF EXTERNAL CAVITY SEMICONDUCTOR LASER

The alignment of the external cavity semiconductor laser was

accomplished in the following manner: An external cavity laser was

constructed. A semiconductor chip was hooked up to a laser diode

driver. A pair of twenty power objectives were used to focus and

recollimate the light coming from the chip. Two mirrors were placed

on each side of the objectives, to form the laser cavity.

After aligning the system, the laser was actively mode locked,

and the pulses measured to be approximately 70 ps. In addition,

the back focal mirror was replaced with a diffraction grating to tune

the laser. This was accomplished to some extent, providing 400 nm at

tunable bandwidth.
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SETTING UP A DEMONSTRATION UNIT FOR VIDEO SIGNALS OVER

OPTICAL FIBERS

The setting up of a demonstration unit for video signals over

optical fibers was begun. A two channel network, with optical fiber

was planned. The network consisted of a optical switch that switch

back and forth between two channels. A problem encountered was

that the signal coming from a video camera is multimode, anCAsingle

mode fiber was being used in the experiment. Another problem was

that it was not possible to get enough power through the system.

Because of all the optical components, about a 23 dB, loss was

experienced. Additionally, a high frequency electromagnetic pulse

from another source on base interfered with the data. It was

believed to be radar emanating from another base location.

CONSTRUCTION OF A SOIDERING STATION FOR BONDING LEADS

FOR A SEMICONDUCTOR LASER

Construction of a semiconductor chip mounting/soldering

station was undertaken. This entailed construction of a pair of

vacuum tweezers that could pick up a semiconductor chip, and

placing it in position. The station itself worked well, but it was not

possible to spread the solder thin enough on the chuck. This caused
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the solder to creep up the side of the chip when the system started

to cool. This process inevitably shorted out the chip, and

consequently the laser would not function.

The problem was determined to lie not in the design of the

station or the tweezers but rather it was found that the brass itself

was too rough. Precision made pieces of brass will be needed that

will be smoother on top.

DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL MODULES

The development of three educational modules for upper level

undergraduate and first year graduate students studying the field of

optics was begun. Preliminary text was written for the following

modules based on experiences of students at Rome Laboratory

during the summer of 1992: "Fusion Splicing," will provide students

with a working knowledge of an Alcoa Fujikura Fusion splicer and

simple splicing techniques. "Calculating Loss through a Fusion

Splicer," discusses basic techniques of calculating optical path loss

and use of power, power meters, pigtailed lasers and fusion splicers.

"Optimizing a Laser into a Bare Fiber," describes how to couple a

free space beam into an optical fiber. The plan is to take these short

descriptions of important laboratory techniques, expand them with
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more text, and add video, graphical and possibly computer generated

animations to assist students who would like to learn the techniques

discussed.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, six projects were undertaken during the summer

of 1992 at the Photonics Laboratory at Griffiss Air Force Base. Both

the faculty and student participants found the summer program to

be an extremely valuable experience. Much was learned to further

photonic technology development at Rome Laboratory, and

collaboration between the participants is expected to continue.

more text, and add video, graphical and possibly computer generated

animations to assist students who would like to learn the techniques

discussed.
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ABSTRACT

Most strategies for fault management are effective for a narrow range of fault

classes. In survivable distributed systems, a wide range of operating environments

may be encountered that require different strategies to be used at different times.

This report discusses how adaptive fault management can be used to select the most

appropriate methods for assuring survivability under conditions that can suddenly and

drastically change.

A model for adaptive fault management is presented that outlines the major

research issues: managing adaptivity, modeling the strategies, and evaluating the sys-

tem behavior in a dynamic environment. A taxonomy for fault management mechan-

isms that establishes three basic classes of strategies is defined as a basis for modeling

these mechanisms. A generalized metric by which the effectiveness of a fault

management strategy can be measured against system requirements -- the objective

function -- is also defined. This metric can be used to determine how well a surviv-

able system meets its requirements in the current operating environment. The

research being carried out into this approach at Rome Laboratory and at Wyoming is

described. Finally, some suggestions for future research are given, along with a

schema that relates these topics to the current work.
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ISSUES IN ADAPTIVE FAULT MANAGEMENT FOR
SURVIVABLE COI SYSTEMS

Rex E. Gantenbein

INTRODUCTION

A complex system that can justifiably be trusted to deliver its required services

when needed must be designed to meet and handle a wide variety of potential prob-

lems in the course of its operation. Unfortunately, most strategies intended to provide

dependability consider only a few very specific problems. The assumptions that are

made about the environment (often to make the proposed solution tractable or

efficient) can limit the effectiveness of a method. An effective strategy in one case

may be ineffective and even harmful in another.

The result of this optimization for a particular operating environment is that rapid

or drastic change, as is sometimes seen in a military command, control, communica-

tion, and intelligence (C31) system under field-of-combat (.onditions, can cause catas-

trophic failure in the system. On the other hand, a system that is designed for a com-

bat environment may not be effective or efficient in "normal" (noncombat) usage.

Even the mission of a C31 system may change over time (from strategic planning to

theater operation to tactical battle management, for example), and strategies that are

appropriate for one mission may not be for another.

One way in which a system can remain effective in a rapidly changing environ-

ment is to be adaptive, that is, able to change fault management mechanisms or

modify the parameters of a mechanism to respond to changes in the system's

behavior, environment, or requirements. Static fault management uses a single
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mechanism to respond to errors in the system; adaptive fault management allows the

system to bring into play any of a number of alternatives, depending on the nature

and severity of the error(s) encountered and the environment in which the error(s)

occurred. Under an adaptive paradigm, shown in Figure 1, the system behavior indi-

cated by the system's internal state is continually evaluated in the context of its exter-

nal state (i.e., the operating environment) and its requirements. When an error (a

variation from the required behavior) is detected, the system determines whether

static or adaptive recovery is most appropriate and reponds to the error accordingly.

INTERNAL STATE EXTERNAL STATE REQUIREMENTS

I I
I II
+ + +

EVALUATE SYSTEM BEHAVIOR - System OK

Detected error
+

CHOOSE STRATEGY ------- STATIC RECOVERY

I Install new strategy
+

ADAPTIVE RECOVERY

Figure 1. Adaptive vs. static recovery in a system.

A MODEL FOR ADAPTIVE FAULT MANAGEMENT

Our interest in adaptive fault management is motivated by its potential for

increasing the survivability of C31 systems. Survivable systems "must continue to per-

form adequately in the face of various levels of adversity" [Neumann92], as can be

encountered in field deployment. Previous work has shown that adaptive fault
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management may be able to achieve greater resilience to failures under changing

environments [Armstrong9l]. Certainly the ability to evaluate system behavior in the

context of both the environment and the requirements -- and to change strategies if

the existing strategy is not effective -- should decrease a system's susceptibility to

changes in the environment.

In the adaptive fault management paradigm, this evaluation and selection of stra-

tegies is done dynamically, based on information about the system state. As shown in

Figure 2, adaptive fault management utilizes an adaptation data base that contains

information about the mechanisms and strategies that may be employed in the com-

puting system. This information consists of a rule base that supports decisions about

the appropriateness of each available strategy and characterizations of the mechanisms

that can be used to implement them.

At the same time, information about the current external state (including opera-

tion mode and mission) and the current internal state (including error rate, fault type,

resources available, resource utilization, and workload) can be collected to help the

system understand its current operating environment. Using the rule base to relate

this state information to the requirements for the system, the adaptive behavior

manager selects the fault management strategy that can best maintain the required

behavior in the current environment. This strategy is used in scheduling of system

services and in determining the parameters for the execution of the fault management

mechanisms.

This model highlights the major research issues in adaptive fault management. If

a system can evaluate the current environment and match a fault management stra-
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External Internal
- mode of operation - error rate
- mission characteristics - fault characteristics
- current situation -resource utilization

- workload

CURRENT SYSTEM STATE VALUES

I I

+ +

ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR Strategy and
Service requirements .... + MANAGER - appropriate

+ + mechanisms
I i Server schedule

ADAPTATION DATA BASE

Rules for choosing fault Characteristics of fault
management strategies management mechanisms

Figure 2. A model for adaptive fault management.

tegy to that environment, then the system is more likely to survive drastic environ-

mental changes. For this approach to succeed, however, we must be able to charac-

terize the environment and the fault management strategies in a manner that can be

efficiently instrumented and computed at run time. We must characterize potentially

useful strategies so that their effectiveness in a given environment can be evaluated.

We must also find a way to represent the relationship between the system behavior

and the requirements so that we can determine when a failure occurs or when a

change in strategy is appropriate. We address these issues in the following sections of

this report.

CHARACTERIZATIONS OF FAULT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Various fault management strategies can be used to resist failures when faults are
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present in a C31 system. The adaptive fault management paradigm suggests that adap-

tation to a new strategy is advisable whenever the current environment no longer con-

forms to the assumptions of the current strategy. However, we need to be able to

define the assumptions about the environment that are part of each strategy used in

the system.

We have begun this study by defining three general classes of fault management

strategies [Gantenbein92]: optimistic, for environments in which the expected errors

can be explicitly detected and handled without long-term effects on other require-

ments of the system; pessimistic, for environments in which the expected number,

type, or frequency of errors is sufficient to require the allocation of system resources

to fault management in order to avoid catastrophic failure; and ultrapessimistic, for

environments in which the errors that have occurred require the relaxation or aban-

donment of requirements in order to preserve the critical services of the system.

In normal operation, a well-designed and carefully implemented system should

experience a relatively low error rate. When errors do occur, the recovery time is

short enough that system services can be suspended while an error-free state is

recreated without significantly hampering the progress, or timely (as defined by the

requirements) delivery of the expected services, in the system. Under these condi-

tions, an optimistic fault management strategy devotes most of the system resources

to providing services and uses information about the application and the requirements

to explicitly detect errors.

In C31 applications, the environment can undergo changes (both internally and

externally) that affect the system's ability to make progress under an optimistic stra-
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tegy. In such circumstances, pessimistic fault management strategies must be

employed that devote system resources not only to error detection but to error

avoidance as well, so that progress can still be made in the new, adverse environment.

However, the resource overhead for a pessimistic strategy is significant, and it may

not be the case that additional resources are available when the environment is no

longer supportive of an optimistic strategy.

Furthermore, even if a pessimistic strategy can be effectively applied, there is no

guarantee that the environment will not get worse. Under extremely "arsh condi-

tions, such as the loss of nodes or communication links resulting from sabotage or

hostile action, a system that was making progress under a pessimistic strategy may no

longer be able to do so. If the system is to survive, a third class of strategy, which we

call ultrapessimistic, is required.

Most well-known fault management techniques fall into one of these three stra-

tegy classes, as shown in the taxonomy of Figure 3. This taxonomy allows us to

broadly define strategies as well as show how they apply to the three basic resource

classes in a distributed system [Kohler8l]: processing (generating or transforming

information), data (storing information), and communication (transmitting informa-

tion). We classify individual techniques as optimistic, pessimistic, or ultrapessimistic,

depending on the amount of a priori information and the resources needed to detect

and respond to errors.

RELATING THE ENVIRONMENT TO THE REQUIREMENTS

The identification of these three categories of fault management strategies allows

us to consider which techniques may be most effective when the surrounding environ-
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Classification Characteristics Processing Data Storage Communication
I Optimistic: Standby ver- transactions, retransmission

devotes resources primarily sions: checkpointing
to computation; needs a Cold hardware
prio'i information for error sparing,
detection; recovers state by recovery blocks
recomputation

2 Pessimistic: Multiple ver- replicated data, error-correcting
devotes resources largely to sions: error-correcting codes, multi-
error detection and N-modular codes casting, redun-
response; needs little a priori redundancy, dant media
information for either task; N-version pro-
recovers state by masking gramming,

hybrids

3 Ultrapessimistic: cold sparing compensating network parti-
devotes resources to critical without check- transactions tioning
services; relaxes system points
requirements; requires a
priori information for both
error detection and
response; recovers state by
a approximation

Figure 3. A taxonomy for fault management strategies.

ment rapidly and drastically changes. However, it is also necessary that the system

designer be able to specify the acceptable system behavior in a given environment, so

we can evaluate the behavior to see whether the current fault management strategy is

still effective. To do this, we must define an efficient, quantifiable metric that meas-

ures changes in the environment and their effect on the server's ability to deliver its

service as required. This metric, the objective function, is a partial specification of a

service that uses derived or observed attributes representing the current environment

to compute a set of values that can be used to evaluate the service delivery in that

environment [Gantenbein92].

The purpose of the objective function is to capture in a computable definition the

expectations for the service provided by a server and the effect of the environment on
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delivery of that service. The function must be able to express all of the objectives that

may affect the server's dependability, including such things as:

"* functionality, the extent of the delivery or accessib' ity of the expected service;

"* performance, a measure of the timeliness of the delivery of the service;

"* mutual consistency, the agreement among a set of servers on the contents of a

resource or the attributes of a cooperatively provided service;

"* internal consistency, the degree of correctness within a single server with respect

to its view of a resource or service;

"* precision, the latitude that will be accepted in the server's delivery of its expected

service;

"* security, a measure of the server's resilience to maliciously (as opposed to inad-

vertently) introduced faults; and

"* safety, the requirements that deal with the risks associated with delivery of the

service.

The values produced by the objective function represent a measure of how close the

delivery of the service is to its requirements for each of the defined objectives. This

measure is used by the adaptive behavior manager to decide when a new strategy is

needed (i.e., when the current strategy is no longer acceptable) and which strategy to

apply next (i.e., one that will give acceptable behavior according to the objective func-

tion). We can compute a set of objective function values, obtaining the function

parameters from the internal and external states of the system (i.e., from the current

environment). If these values match their expected values, as defined in the system

design, then the server meets its objectives under the current environment.
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Furthermore, this model allows us to define violations of the objectives and gives

us a method of detecting when they occur. If the computed value of an objective

does not match its expected value, then we say that an anomaly exists in that objec-

tive, indicating that the requirement has not been met. Most errors in a service can be

modeled as anomalies of the objective function for that service. The advantage of our

model is that we can consider a range of values for any objective and thus allow a

tolerance in meeting it. This tolerance allows different strategies to be associated with

different (possibly overlapping) ranges of objective function values.

Several examples of specifying these objectives in a computable function exist in

the literature. Many of these are aimed at static or predictive measurement of a given

objective, but it may be the case that they can be used to evaluate a system at run

time as well. Obviously, more study is needed before good objective functions can be

defined for any or all of the above objectives.

EXPERIMENTS IN SURVIVABLE DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

A number of examples exist of systems in which multiple fault management stra-

tegies are used to increase the system's resilience to a broad class of anomalies [Gan-

ter' -in92]. Our current research, as well as projects being carried out under the

auspices of Rome Laboratory, is exploring ways in which this work can be extended

into a framework that will increase our confidence in the claim that adaptivity can

enhance the survivability of distributed C3 , systems. In this section of the report, we

describe some of the background and plans for these experiments.

In-house projects
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Survivable distributed C 31 systems are an important Air Force research topic.

For example, a recent triservice project centered around a demonstration of coopera-

tion and resource sharing in a C31 system distributed over several geographically

dispersed sites [Gadbois90]. The project showed the feasibility of using distributed

computing to support a survivable application. This kind of work could be applied to

other similar systems, such as the Joint Surveillance System Distributed Tracker

[Leckie901.

The above work is being extended by the Distributed Systems Group of the

Computer Systems (C3AB) branch of Rome Laboratory. This group is developing an

adaptive, survivable C31 system, with an demonstration to be given in early 1994.

The primary consideration in this experiment is the development of a distributed

behavior manager that can evaluate system behavior and determine the ability of the

available fault management strategies to respond to variations in the behavior from

the requirements [Craig92].

Other considerations in this experiment include modularity of the design (so that

the adaptive and survivable components of the system are separated from the

mechanisms themselves, making the technology portable to other applications) and

scalability (so that increased performance can be achieved at the hardware level

without affecting the system design). A related project is looking at the development

of metrics and instrumentation tools for the static evaluation of the dependability of

these systems. A mechanism for technology transfer of evaluation techniques from

the Systems Reliability division of Rome Laboratory is being investigated to see if the

techniques used in electronics design can apply to computer systems as well.
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Several different testbeds have been used by Air Force researchers as underlying

environments for survivability and adaptability experiments. The four most common

choices have been ISIS [Birman85], Mach [Rashid891, Cronus [Schantz861, and Alpha

[Jensen90]. At this time, Cronus and ISIS figure most prominently in the research

plans of Rome Laboratory due to their support of distribution and dependability, cou-

pled with their availability to government researchers. The current projects expect to

make use of both testbeds; future considerations include combining the two into a

single integrated environment (CrISIS) for dependable distributed system develop-

ment.

Related research at the University of Wyoming

A pilot study funded by the AFOSR Research Initiation Program, is currently

under way at Wyoming investigating some of the related research issues in adaptive,

survivable distributed systems. This study, which will be completed by December

1992, has two major foci:

"* We are examining a large number of fault management mechanisms to categorize

them into the three strategy classes discussed earlier. We will determine which of

these categories are populated with well-defined techniques and which are not.

This research will provide an understanding of the support for adaptive fault

management that is currently available.

"* We are investigating distributed testbeds with respect to their support for adap-

tivity and survivability. We have established a set of criteria for these testbeds

and are investigating the mechanisms present in them on that basis. We plan to

identify the tools that each testbed under consideration provides for development
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and operation of adaptive systems.

These studies should not only lay the foundation for additional research (as described

in a later section), but should also provide insight into the mechanisms available for

fault management in the demonstration systems. Preliminary results have already

been transferred to Rome Laboratory personnel, and copies of reports prepared at the

end of the project will be made available as well. Support is being sought for the con-

tinued involvement of Wyoming researchers in this project, with the hope of continu-

ing to support the goals of Rome Laboratory in investigating adaptivity and survivabil-

ity.

Contracted projects

Recent contracts have been established with GE Aerospace and SRI for research

into adaptive survivable systems. The GE research, which began in July 1992, will

produce a realistic demonstration system based on previously developed C31 systems

and work from a previous contract for investigating adaptive fault tolerance

[Armstrong9l]. Their expertise in this area should provide this project with the back-

ground needed to complete their demonstration system within 18 months. Their main

contribution will be the development of an intelligent behavior manager that is able to

choose from among a large number of strategies using rule-based decision algorithms,

and the mechanisms by which this choice can be efficiently installed in a running sys-

tem.

The contract to SRI involves longer-term goals, including consideration of the

real-time and resource management issues. Their work will lead to a better under-

standing of the system management problems related to adaptivity. GE has, in its
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proposal, offered to organize, in conjunction with Rome Laboratory, a 1993 workshop

on trends in adaptive fault management that should bring together ideas from all

these projects, as well as from outside researchers with interest in the area.

FUTURE WORK

We have presented a model for adaptive fault management based around a taxon-

omy of fault management strategies into optimistic, pessimistic, and ultrapessimistic

categories. While the proposed taxonomy encompasses many of the well-known fault

management strategies for both software and hardware, most strategies fall into the

optimistic or pessimistic categories. Very few strategies exist that utilize the relaxation

of one or more objectives to avoid catastrophic failure. It is hoped that strategies exist

that can be utilized under such conditions to enhance the survivability of C3I systems.

Clearly, much more research is needed to make adaptivity a useful tool in the

design and operation of survivable systems. First and foremost, the taxonomy

categories must be formalized and more completely populated with known strategies

to define how well we understand the various categories. It appears, based on prelim-

inary work, that many techniques for optimistic and pessimistic fault management

exist for processing. Data and communication have a large number of optimistic stra-

tegies, but fewer pessimistic. None of these areas have been extensively studied with

respect to ultrapessimistic strategies.

Practical issues also need to be considered. The major problem with the use of

objective functions is their definition in a complete, yet operationally tractable

mannei. We need to be able to define objective functions for system components in

such a way that they can be evaluated efficiently. We must also consider how and
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when to make the transition between strategies, which will involve evaluating the

tradeoffs between various component objectives. This transition must not be limited

to an optimistic-to-pessimistic-to-ultrapessimistic paradigm, since we must allow for

repair of a failed component (and the associated transition in the opposite direction

from degradation) as well as a catastrophic loss of resources under an optimistic stra-

tegy, which would necessitate a direct transition from an optimistic to an ultrapes-

simistic strategy. It is not yet clear how much of this can be done other than on an

application-specific basis, although general principles should be definable.

Other considerations include how to choose the appropriate strategy from among

those available. We need to find an efficient rule base and evaluation method for

deciding among strategies in every system designed in this way. The rules for making

such decisions will be complex and a general, or at least automatable, adaptive

behavior manager will be complex as well. Furthermore, to avoid a single failure

point in the manager, it will be necessary to reliably distribute this service (and oth-

ers) over the system nodes and consider the effects of coincident errors on its stabil-

ity.

A useful property of this taxonomy is that it can be applied to a problem to

define the strategy classes that are best for a given set of circumstances. A design

approach for survivable systems can be envisioned that uses these classifications, first,

to guide how the system can be constructed to support adaptation among the stra-

tegies and, second, to define the classes of strategies that best fit all the environments

that the system is expected to encounter (even if the likelihood of encountering any

of them is small). It also appears that this approach can be used for subsystem design
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and implementation as well. The primary questions here are how to integrate subsys-

tems back into the larger system and how to control adaptivity among multiple con-

current applications in the same system. The relationships among processing, data,

and communication are not likely to be orthogonal, so the specification and manage-

ment of adaptivity at the lower levels will need to be considered carefully to allow the

interaction among the subsystems to be managed.
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Figure 4. A research schema for adaptive, survivable systems.

The research projects described in this report, in combination with the topics sug-
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gested above for future consideration, form a coherent thrust of research into adap-

tive, survivable systems. The relationships among these topics can be described by

the research schema shown in Figure 4. In the short term, such research will help to

build a theoretical framework for the application of adaptive fault management to sur-

vivable systems. In the long term, however, we see this research as leading towards a

generalized methodology for the the dynamic redefinition of system behavior with

respect to an operating environment that may change over time. Not only fault

management but many other system strategies (for example, task scheduling or

resource management) become less effective when the assumptions inherent to them

are violated. Since computer-driven systems are likely to be used in a wider variety of

application environments in the future, adaptivity is likely to make such systems not

only more dependable but more flexible as well.
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Abstract

A two-dimensional model to simulate motion of atoms in a submicron width aluminum line

with bamboo grain structure is developed. The model is implemented on computer platforms

supporting the VMS operating system. Real-time graphics is incorporated in the software

using the UIS Graphics Library. The computational cell consists of two grains, one in the

center and the other split in two halves. One-half is located at the left edge and the other

half is located on the right edge so that the edges are properly aligned to create periodic

boundary conditions. Atoms in the top and bottom row of subcells are fixed, and the interior

atoms interact with one another following the Lennard-Jones potential energy function.

Simulations are performed for a cell consisting of approximately 2000 atoms with a time step

of 0.01 pico seconds for 5000 iterations at T = 3750, 4000, 425°, 4500, 4750 and 500*K. Total

energy in each case is found to remain constant within 0.1%. Overall diffusion coefficients

computed during each simulation are plotted against l/T, and the activation energy for

diffusion is found to be 1.292 kcal/mol-K.
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Atomistic Simulation of Grains

in Submicron Aluminum Interconnects

Surendra K. Gupta

Introduction

Electromigration (EM), the current-driven transport of the material of a conductor sub-

jected to a high electric current density, has recently attracted intense study because it has

been found to limit the further miniaturization of integrated circuits. The metallizaticn in

integrated circuits, typically Aluminum and its alloys, carries current densities of the order

of 1010 Am- 2 , and under these conditions, metal ions migrate in the direction of electron

flow. This can lead to the formation of voids at points in a.stripe from which materials is

depleted, or hillocks and whiskers at points where material accumulates. The metallization

finally fails when voids sever a stripe or hillocks or whiskers cause short-circuits between

stripes.

Researchers in the Reliability Physics Branch (ERDR) of Rome Laboratory have been inves-

tigating the electromigration phenomenon on several dimensional scales - from subatomic

to macroscopic - both experimentally and theoretically. These investigations are divided

into four aspects: (i) Electronic Structure Studies, (ii) Atomic Structure Studies, (iii) Void

Growth and Microstructure Studies, and (iv) Joule Heating and Energy Transfer Studies.

These four interrelated studies hope to provide a fundamental understanding of the electro-

migration phenomenon.

It has been recognized that there is a strong correlation between microstructure and elec-

tromigration lifetime in fine metal stripes, especially when the linewidths and thickness of

interconnects are reduced to the submicron range thus becoming comparable to the grain
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size. For a lm thick film, there are only one or two grains across a 1lm wide metal line.

With only few grains across the metal line, the contribution of each grain boundary to the

overall mass transport becomes more important. Each divergent site in the grain structure

can fail without requiring a statistical linkage of damage originating from several divergent

sites, as would be the case for a wide metal line with many grains across. This shortens the

metal line lifetime and increases the randomness of the failure statistics.

In submicron width aluminum (Al) lines, the grain size is constrained by both the line

thickness and width resulting in a columnar grain structure. When the film thickness and

linewidth becomes smaller than the grain size, a bamboo grain structure develops. The life-

time of Al lines with such a structure is substantially longer than those of polycrystalline lines

since most of the grain boundaries are perpendicular to the direction of current flow. Thus,

grain structure and grain boundaries play an important role in electromigration resistance.

This research project represents the first phase of a detailed study of bamboo grain structures

in submicron width Al interconnects by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Computer-

based atomistic simulation is needed to gain better insight into the electromigration phe-

nomenon because current experimental techniques do not reliably characterize very small

voids (< 200 A') that develop in such interconnects. The goal in this 10-week project was

to develop software to perform two-dimensional atomistic simulations with real-time graph-

ics. Initially, the software was developed for a MS-DOS based microcomputer. But due to

internal compiler errors and limitations of graphics library, the software was rewritten for

VAX/VMS based workstations and minicomputers using UIS Graphics Library.

Theoretical Principles & Numerical Procedures

The structure of grain boundaries has been widely investigated since grain boundaries play a

major role in the control of such important phenomena as low and high temperature fracture,

creep and corrosion, and electromigration. Unlike other defects such as dislocations, cavities

and cracks, a grain boundary does not possess long range elastic stress and strain fields, and
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its properties and effects on material behavior are determined by its atomic structure. Thus,

continuum theories, which have been very useful in studies of a number of lattice defects,

have only a very limited application, and atomistic studies of grain boundaries are essential.

These studies have become possible with the advance of high-speed computers. Computers

permit the minimization of an assembly of large number of atoms assuming an interatomic

interaction.

Interatomic Interactions

The precursor of any atomistic calculation is the knowledge of interaction between the atoms.

In the case of simple metals, central forces between the atom pairs have been assumed almost

exclusively in atomistic studies, and successfully used in various defect sLudies. Lennard-

Jones (W) potential has been found suitable for face centered cubic (fcc) metals with a

convenient cut-off of the potential at third or between third and fourth nearest neighbors.

LJ potential is a two-body potential energy function of the form:

v(r)= 4,E -()]

where c is the bond energy at equilibrium (- 6.3 x 1020 J for Al at 0°K), o, = d0 /2'/ 6 with

do representing the equilibrium interatomic separation (for Al, do = 2.857 x 10•'m), and r

is atomic pair separation.

The individual pair forces f', between atom i and atom j given by

dv(r) F
"d- r

are accumulated to give the total fjrce on each atom. In this evaluation, the interaction

between a pair of atoms is ignored if their separation r is greater than a chosen cutoff radius

rr. To avoid long range corrections compensating the interactions for r > r,, a shifted form

of the U potential can also be used.



Equations of Motion

In a MD simulation, the initial velocities of all the atoms must be specified. It is usual

to choose random velocities, with magnitudes conforming to the required temperature, :or-

rected so that there is no overall momentum. In this project, the velocity components are

chosen randomly from a Gaussian distribution conforming to the prescribed temperature

and corrected to obtain zero momentum.

The most widely used method of integrating the equations of motion is that initially adopted

by Verlet and attributed to Stormer. The basic Verlet scheme has several deficiencies, and

modifications have been proposed to tackle these deficiencies. A Verlet-equivalent algorithm

which stores positions, velocities, and accelerations all at the same time t recently proposed

by Swope, Andersen, Berens and Wilson is implemented. The algorithm minimizes round-off

error, and takes the form:

r•t + bt) = r•t) + St f(t) + 126t2 i(t)

( + 60) = VWt + Rs AO(t + A(t + 60)]

where -6 and a are atomic velocity and acceleration respectively, and 6t is the time step.

In this form, the method resembles a three-value predictor-corrector algorithm where the

position corrector coefficient is zero. The algorithm only requires storage of 9, -6 and d for

each atom at a given instant t. It involves two stages with a force evaluation in between.

First, the new positions at time t + St are calculated, and the velocities at mid-step are

computed using

'6(t + ISt) = q(t) + •jt i(t)

Then, the forces (and therefore accelerations) at time t + Rt are computed, and the velocity

move is completed by
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At this point, the kinetic energy at t + St becomes available while the potential energy at

this time will have already been evaluated in the force loop.

Neighbor List

When the number of atoms is large, the logical testing of every pair in the system (to

determine if r < rT for interaction) is inefficient. To keep track of neighbors, a cell index

method is developed. The simulation box representing the system is divided into subcells.

The length of edge of each subcell is chosen to be equal to or greater than the cut-off radius.

The atoms contained in each subcell are indexed in a linked list at each time step. Thus,

for the two-dimensional system implemented, if N, is the approximate number of atoms in

each subcell and N is the total number of atoms in the computational cell then only 1ONN,

pairs are examined for interaction computations at each time step. This contrasts with N2

examinations per time step with the brute force approach.

Boundary Conditions and Initial Configuration

The atoms in top and bottom row of subcells are held fixed. This assumption is based on

the premise that atoms at the edges of stripe are constrained by the passivating layer. By

choosing atoms in an entire row of subcells, each interior movable atom is able to interact

with a full complement of atoms within a circular zone of the cutoff radius (see figure 1).

The left and right edges are periodic, i.e., the atom in the rightmost column of subcells "see"

on their right the left most column of subcells and atoms in the leftmost column of see on

their le-ft the rightmost column of subcells. In choosing such periodic boundary conditions,

the left and the right edges of the computational cell must be carefully aligned in the initial

configuration.
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Figure 1: Boundary conditions on the computational cell
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For the initial configuration, a coincidence lattice site is specified at (0.25, -0.5) coordinates.

Atoms in the first crystal are placed in a closed packed array (representing the { 111} plane

of a fcc crystal) at a user-specified angle of orientation and split in two halves. The left half

is located between x = 0.25 and z = 0.5, and the right half is located between X = -0.5

and z = -0.25. This assures that the left and right edges of the computation cell are

indeed periodic. Atoms in the second crystal are placed at a different user-specified angle of

orientation between z = -0.25 and z = 0.25. Figure 2 illustrates the initial configuration

resulting in 20W symmetric tilt boundaries at x = -0.25 and z = 0.25 in a computational

cell consisting of approximately 2000 atoms.

Diffusion Coefficient

In addition to monitoring potential energy, kinetic energy and total energy of the system

at each time step in the simulation, transport coefficients may also be calculated from equi-

librium correlation functions by observing Einstein relations. The diffusion coefficient D is

given (in two dimensions) by

D = adt < 6~),6,(0) >

where V-i(t) is the center-of-mass velocity of ijh atom at time t. The corresponding Einstein

relation, valid for long times, is

D 4-I < IF*t)- i•,(0)1' >

where i,(t) is the position of iV4 atom at time t. In this implementation, the averages are

computed for each of the movable atoms in the computational cell, the results are added

together and divided by the number of movable atoms, to improve statistical accuracy.

Precaution is taken to not switch from one periodic image to another by computing net

displacement before the image rule is applied.
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Ato'mic Arrangement (rain PIE)

Figure 2: Initial configuration for 20' symmetric tilt boundaries
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Program Structure

The program is divided into six files: ALLCOM.FOR, BIX.FOR, IO.FOR, INI.FOR,

GRAPH.FOR, and PROMPT.FOR. The code is self-documenting, modular, and written

in structured Fortran using VAX-extensions such as structures, records and do-while-loops.

ALLCOM.FOR file contains globally common variables and structure declarations. It

serves as an include file for most of the modules. The parameter statement sets the limit

on maximum number of atoms that can belong to the computational cell, and identifies

the input/output devices. Currently, N is limited to 10,000 atoms, but by modifying the

parameter statement, a lower or higher limit can be chosen.

BIX.FOR contains the main program, and modules that implement the computation of

Lennard-Jones potential, and the Verlet-velocity algorithm.

IO.FOR contains modules that perform input and output functions. Input is permitted

interactively from console as well as from an input file. If the latter is chosen, to initialize

a simulation an input file of the type .INP is needed. To restart a simulation, an input

file of the type .INI, .MIN or .FIN is needed. INI refers to an initial configuration that

is saved at the beginning of a simulation, MIN represents the minimum potential energy

configuration discovered during a simulation, and FIN refers to the configuration at the end

of a simulation.

INI.FOR contains modules that set up the initial configuration. Among the inputs required

are: the approximate number of atoms to be configured, angles of orientation of the two

crystals, time step, number of iterations to be performed, and input/output filenames when

applicabl'.

GRAPH.FOR contains graphic routines that display the current atomic arrangement and

that of the minimum potential energy configuration discovered by that time step. Other

windows display energy versus time plots, diffusion coefficient versus time plot, and the

average coordination number and average bond length profile. The routines use the UIS
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Graphics Library.

PROMPT.FOR contains user prompts for input/output functions.

Results and Concluding Remarks

The software has been successfully implemented on a variety of DEC workstations and mini-

computers operating under the VAX/VMS operating system. Selected simulations involving

600, 2000 and 9000 atoms have been run successfully.

Results from simulations consisting of approximately 2000 atoms are reported here. Grain

boundaries were 200 symmetric tilt type, and the computational cell has 2% sites vacant.

Time step used was 10 femto seconds, and each simulation was run for 5000 time steps. A

typical plot of diffusion coefficient versus time at T = 4500 K is shown in figure 3.

Simulations were run at T = 5000, 4750, 450°, 4250, 4000 and 375°K. A straight line fit to

ln(D) versus 11T data using the Least Squares method yields an activation energy of 1.292

kcal/mol-K for diffusion. Since no record is maintained whether the contribution is from

movement within the grain or the grain boundary, the activation energy obtained should lie

between that for lattice diffusion and for grain boundary diffusion.

The program was run on a timesharing VAX 6000-620 (70 SPEC throughput rating), a stan-

dalone MicroVax 3100 (2 SPEC) and a standalone Vaxstation 2000 (1 SPEC) for comparison

with identical input data set. VAX 6000 was found to be about 25 times faster than the

MicroVax which in turn was approximately 5 time faster than the Vaxstation.

There are several ways in which the program can be enhanced to study the electromigration

phenomenon. Naturally, for realistic simulations, the program needs to be modified to model

3-dimensional grains. A proposal is being submitted to AFOSR under its Research Initiation

Program to accomplish this task. Driving force gradients which cause electromigration also
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Figure 3: Diffusion Coefficient versus time at T = 450PK
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need to be incorporated in the model. These gradients are difficult to define at the atomistic

level. Efforts are underway in collaboration with Rome Laboratory researchers to investigate

fundamental issues involved in defining such gradients at the atomistic level.
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Abstract

Traditional tactical and theater military communication

networks are characterized by relatively low bandwidth links. The

environment is dynamic in the sense that the links are subject to

jamming and the nodes to destruction by the enemy. Modern and

future military equipment and tactics require the use of wideband

links to exchange bandwidth-intensive information such as video and

images. However, current and proposed wideband networks such as ATM

have been designed for peacetime, ie, well-behaved operation. The

research described herein proposes and evaluates three ways in

which wideband ATM networks may be adapted for operation in the

dynamic theater environment.
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WIDEBAND ATM NETWORKS WITH ADAPTIVE ROUTING

FOR THE DYNAMIC THEATER ENVIRONMENT

Robert R. Henry

INTRODUCTION

The summer research efforts of the author may be divided

into three related and overlapping phases. Phase one studied the

various communication research projects being conducted by the

Communication Networks Branch of the Telecommunications Division

of Rome Laboratory. Phase two was concerned with determining the

interrelationships between the projects and identifying promising

research areas that are significant to Rome Labs and to this

researcher. Phase three began the initial research, and proposes

future research plans. This report documents the three phases of

the research.

CURRENT PROJECTS

The Evaluation and Development of Multimedia Networks Under

Dynamic Stress (EDMUNDS) project [1] is an ongoing effort to

develop Secure Tactical Internet Protocols (STIP) that respond

well to a stressed tactical environment. Such an environment is

characterized by communication links subject to jamming and nodes

subject to destruction by the enemy. The assumption is that the

links have relatively low bandwidth, and that there is sufficient

time to perform sophisticated processing to determine optimal

datagram routing.

The Secure Survivable Communication Network (SSCN) project

[2] was initiated in an effort to utilize the emerging Broadband

Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) for military

applications. This network relies on the Asynchronous Transfer
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Mode (ATM) [6] to provide rapid multiplexing and routing of data

nver wide bandwidth links. Due to high data rates there is

relatively little time to determine the optimal route of each

packet (cell). Thus connection oriented services have been

selected to provide routing that is fixed for the call duration.

This is in direct contrast with the STIP routing protocol.

Two other projects, the Media Resource Controller (MRC) [3]

and the Multimedia Communication Capability (M2C2), [4] are

similar to the EDMUNDS project in the sense that the routing is

adaptive and the links are low bandwidth. However, these projects

have actually been implemented and demonstrated in the

laboratory. Another laboratory oriented project is the Advanced

Multi-Media- Information Distribution System (AMIDS) [5] in which

a distributed Tactical Air Control Center (TACC) is

interconnected by fixed wideband links.

Figure 1 graphically compares the network size and link

capacity of the above mentioned networks. The ATM and STIP

networks cover a wide geographical area, while the AMIDS and MRC

span a smaller area corresponding to the tactical environment.

ATM and AMIDS have high capacity links in contrast with the lower

capacity MRC and STIP links.

STIP NODE ARCHITECTURE

The basic node architecture is shown in Figure 2. As can be

seen a packet on any one of the N incoming links is sorted and

stored in one of the D destination queues. Each of the L outgoing

links has a link scheduler which accepts packets from a tap on

each destination queue. Only packets above the tap in the queue

are sent to the link scheduler. Figure 2 shows the scheduler and

taps for link 1 only, with all other links having a similar

structure.
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Figure 1. Switching Network Overview.
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Link scheduling is accomplished by periodically repeating
the following steps:

1- An estimate of the status of each outgoing link is made
based on the delay of acknowledgement packets.

2- The delays D(1,d) to each destination d via each link 1
is determined by exchanging information with neighbor nodes.

3- Flows f(I,d) and queue taps 8(1,d) are computed for each
link-destination pair as follows:

a. A packet entering the queue has the same end-to-end
(ete) delay no matter which link is chosen. That is,
the differential delay is

T(d) = q(1,d)/f(l,I) + D'(1,d) for all I, and

b. minimize the total delay

J = T 7(d).
d

c. Determination of queue thresholds:
k

O(iktl,d) = O(ik,d) + Z f(1,d)(D(ik+l,d) - D(lk,d)]
j=1

The effect of the STIP protocol is to distribute packets on

all viable links rather than choosing the "best" link. Packets

waiting for a "long" time near the bottom on the queue are sent

on the link with the smallest delay, while packets that arrived

recently near the top of the queue are routed to a link with a

longer delay. Thus it is quite likely that packets for the same

destination are simultaneously being sent over different links.

This is in contrast to the traditional "least-cost" routing

paradigm which sends one packet over the "best" link.
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ATM NODE ARCHITECTURE

The ATM switch has N input FIFO buffers, each associated

with an incoming link, and L output FIFO buffers for the outgoing

links as shown in Figure 3. All input and output data is in the

form of 53 octet ATM cells [6] with a 5 octet header as shown

below.

- cell header -- -- cell data

FC VPI VCI PTIRV HEC information

The ATM switch routes the cell based on the Virtual Path

Identifier (VPI) field in the header. An Internal Routing Lookup

Table maps each active VPI number to one of the output buffers

(links). Figure 3 illustrates how the switch appends an internal

node tag to each cell. The node tag causes the cell to take an

appropriate path through the switching fabric to the desired

output link. Thus the lookup table contents and the VPI field

define a virtual circuit route through the switch for all

incoming cells.

The control processor has the important function of updating

the routing table. It does so by accepting requests to set up a

Virtual Channel (VC) from another switch via the control input

buffer. In turn the controller can send requests to other

switches via the controller output buffer. The physical path

through which cells belonging to a session flow is determined and

fixed for the duration of the session through a call set-up

procedlure. The control processor generates updates at a

relatively low rate compared to the 150 Mbps rate at which

individual cells are routed through the switch.
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A WIDEBAND DYNAMIC NETWORK

Each of the networks shown in Figure 1 may be classified

into one of two groups based on link capacity and the ability to

adapt to a stressed environment. The classification is as

follows:

ATM/AMIDS: high capacity, low adaptability

STIP/MRC/M2C2: low capacity, high adaptability.

Interconnection between these two dissimilar groups requires

careful consideration so that performance does not revert to the

least common denominator (ie low capacity and low adaptability).

Figure 4 illustrates the networks in these two groups in more

detail. As can be seen ATM represents the highest in link

capacity, while STIP represents the ultimate in adaptability to a

stressed environment.

An underlying concept of the global network is that the

National Command Authority (NCA) will be able to communicate

directly with personnel in the tactical environment. In order

that graphics and video information be delivered in a timely

manner, high capacity links are essential. ATM is a candidate for

the wide-area part of this network since it is wideband and is

being developed commercially. However, since ATM is designed for

peacetime (well-behaved) use, STIP-like protocols must be

incorporated to provide for survivability in the tactical area.

This report documents research by the author that formulates

methods which combine the advantages of both the ATM and STIP

protocols into a network suitable for the military environment.

This is the "RESEARCH" area indicated in Figure 4.
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LINK Robert R. Henry
CAPACITY 31 July 1992
(bps)
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------------------------------- ----------___4

50M
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5M

500K
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5K00

l I

Low High

ADAPTABILITY TO STRESSED ENVIRONMENT

Figure 4. Network Protocol Dynamics.
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RESEARCH RESULTS

PROTOCOL STACK COMPARISON

A comparison of the protocol stacks for both the ATM and

STIP protocols is shown below, along with the layer performance

characteristics, and the service provided to the layer above. The

basic dichotomy is apparent - STIP provides datagram service

which is low speed with dynamic routing; while ATM provides

virtual circuit service at high speed with static routing. In

addition, ATM routing is provided at a lower layer than is the

more traditional STIP network layer routing.

datagram virtual
circuit

STIP low speed
(network) dynamic routing ------------

ATM high speed
data link low speed static routing

physical low speed physical high speed

The challenge then is to provide datagram access to the high

speed ATM switch and incorporate the dynamic routing paradigm of

the STIP protocol.

DATAGRAM ACCESS TO THE ATM NETWOR(

Efforts are currently underway by the CCITT [7] to provide

datagram service via an Adaptation Layer (ADPL) that resides on

top of the ATM Layer (ATML). This method embeds a 2-octet header

and a 2-octet trailer in each cell data field to provide

destination addressing, segmentation and reassembly, and error

checking. The exact procedures have yet to be determined, but

there is currently no effort to incorporate dynamic routing on a

datagram basis. The protocol stack for this network is shown in

Figure 5a. The corresponding sequence of cells qenerated by each
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datagram is given in Figure 5b.

A literature search reveals current research that focuses on

building a connectionless network "on top of" the ATM network

using the services defined by the Adaptation Layer. Rahnema [8]

proposes the use of this layer to establish permanent VC

connections between pairs of connectionless networks. This method

does not provide datagram service within the ATM network, but

merely point-to-point connections between existing datagram

networks. A centralized connectionless server which receives

datagrams from remote nodes is proposed by DePrycker [9]. Such a

network has a "star" configuration with a disadvantage that the

hub is a single-point failure and a prone to congestion. A

distributed-version in which connectionless servers are placed at

each ATM node is suggested by Landegem and Peschi [10]. Each

server uses the adaptation layer to exchange datagrams with other

nodes. However the authors do not give details of how routing may

be accomplished.

In addition to the CCITT method, two other methods for

datagram access proposed by the author are illustrated in Figure

5. The "Direct" method inputs datagram octets directly to the ATM

layer. This requires that a subset of VCI numbers by reserved for

use as a datagram address field. The ATM switch would route these

"datagram" cells separately from the standard VC cells.

The "Train" method uses a Train Mode Layer (TML) to

interface between the datagram service and the ATM layer. For

each datagram the TML generates a "train" of cells beginning with

a Guide Cell, followed by Data Cells, and ending with a Trail

Cell. The Guide Cell contains the routing information and leads

the following "train" of cells through the network. The Trail

Cell then deactivates the track established by the Guide Cell,

thereby releasing switch resources for other datagram

transmission.
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datagram

datagram

datagram CS
S~ADPL

TML D SARS

ATML ATML ATML

?MDL PMDL PMDL

DIRECT TRAIN CCITT

ATML:ATM Layer TML:Train Mode Layer ADPL:Adaptation Layer
PMDL:Physical Media Dependent Layer CS:Convergence Sublayer
SARS:Segmentation & Reassembly Sublayer

Figure 5a. Protocol Stack for the Proposed
ATM Datagram Access Networks.

DIRECT TRAIN CCITT
Iime IH IGC ata IHI SHI CHIdata l STj

[H'I. data I I.HJ data IH SHI data ISTI

JJ data I H data LHISHI data 1STI

I iS

I H I data 1HJ data IHISHI data ISTI

1HEITC data I H IHSHI CTIdataI STI

H : ATM cell Header, 5 octets
SH : Segmentation & Reassembly Sublayer Header, 2 octets
ST : Segmentation & Reassembly Sublayer Trailer, 2 octets
CH : Convergence Sublayer Header, 4 octets
CT : Convergence Sublayer Trailer, 4 octets
GC : Guide Cell Header, 4 octets
TC : Trail Cell Header, 4 octets

Figure 5b. Datagram Cell Tran-mission Sequence
for Proposed Networks.
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ANALYSIS OF UTILIZATION

The relative performance of each of the three datagram

access methods is determined in this section. The metric used is

utilization of the physical layer bits in the absence of noise.

This gives an upper bound on performance and is useful in

evaluating the relative merits of the methods. Let

D = number of octets in the datagram
HF = 5 = number of octets in the ATM cell header field
DF = 48= number of octets in the ATM cell data field
SH = 2 = number of octets in the SARS header field
ST = 2 = number of octets in the SARS trailer field
CH = 4 = number of octets in the CS header field
CT = 4 = number of octets in the CS trailer field
GC = 4 = number of octets in the Guide Cell header field
TC = 4 = number of octets ia the Trail Cell header field.

The number of cells required to "package" D datagram octets

for DIRECT access is

Ncl = ceiling(D/DF]. (1)

From Figure 5b it can be seen that the utilization then

becomes

Ul = 100*D/(Ncl*(HF+DF)]. (2)

Utilization for the TRAIN access method is determined by

including the GC ind TC overhead octets in Nc, and yields

U2 = IO0*D/[(Nc2)*(HF+DF)], (3)

where

Nc2 = ceiling[(D+GC+TC)/DF]. (4)

In a similar way utilization for the CCITT access method is

determined by including the SH and ST overhead octets in Nc, and

gives

U3 = 100*D/[Nc3*(HF+DF)], (5)

where

Nc3 = ceiling[(D+CH+CT)/(DF-SH-ST)]. (6)
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A plot of U1, U2, and U3 as a function of packet size D is

given in Figure 6. The periodic nature of the plot is due to the

varying number of octets of data that fit into the last cell of

the sequence as D increases. The general conclusion is that a

packet size of 200 octets or more is required to yield

efficiencies in the 70% to 90% range.

For very large packet sizes the Dhrect and Train methods

perform equally well and approach an efficiency of

100*DF/(DF+HF) = 100*48/(48+5) = 90.6 %. (7)

The CCITT method performance is inferior approaching an

efficiency pf

100*DF/(DF+HF+SH+ST) = 100*48/(48+5+2+2) = 84.2 %. (8)

DYNAMIC ROUTING IN THE ATM WIDEBAND NETWORK.

To effect dynamic routing at each node, the basic ATM switch

architecture and control processor shown in Figure 3 must be

enhanced. The processor will be required to determine the status

of each outgoing link by monitoring parameters such as the number

of cells queued in the output buffers, etc. This information is

then exchanged with immediate neighboring switches, and a STIP-

like paradigm is used to determine the best links over which to

send datagrams to each destination. The routing table i5 then

updated to reflect these changes.
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Figure 6.
Datagram Access to ATM Networks
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The control processor must identify the destination address

and the sequence of incoming cells corresponding to datagrams.

Three such possible sequences are shown in Figure 5b, with the

destination address being contained in the first cell of the

sequence. This requires that the switch "look" into the data

field for the CCITT and TRAIN method, which is equivalent to

Adaptation Layer and Train Mode Layer processing. The DIRECT

method requires information contained in the cell header,

correspF'nding to ATM Layer processing.

CONCLUSION

This research proposes three ways in which a wideband ATM

network can be enhanced to operate in the dynamic theater

environment. The cell transmission sequence to provide datagram

access to the ATM network for each the three methods, DIRECT,

TRAIN, and CCITT is defined. A performance analysis reveals that

a packet size of 200 octets or more yield ATM utilization in the

range of 70% to 90% for all three methods. Modifications to ATM

switch architecture and control to incorporate dynamic routing is

shown to be feasible.

The research described herein establishes a foundation for

future work. A number of issues need further study including the

effect of link errors and jamming on performance, and

determination optimum packet size. In addition, the details of

the dynamic routing algorithm within the ATM network need to be

determined and the performance analyzed.
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Abstract

Spread spectrum communication systems use a much wider
transmission bandwidth than that is required for information
transmission. The advantage of using the excessive bandwidth is that
the system becomes less sensitive to noise, jammer, and intersymbol
interference (ISI). To further aid the spread spectrum in reducing
the ISI, an adaptive equalizer is used. The idea of using adaptive
equalizer to suppress the ISI is similar to reference 1, which using
the adaptive filter to reject the narrow band interference.
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1. Introduction

The spread spectrum system considered in this report is
binary signaling, direct sequence spread spectrum system that
operates in a multipath environment. More sophisticated signaling
systems can be generalized from this discussion. The block diagram
of this system is shown in Figure 1.1.

A A

d~)xS i()Channel cW LPSWEualizer ,-~t

pWt cos 2)Tfct cos 2xfet pWt

Figure 1.1 Block Diagram of Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum System

In Figure 1.1. d(t), p(t), s(t) are the data signal, PN sequence
and spread spectrum waveform. ci(t) and co(t) are the channel input

(modulated) and the channel output waveforms. 2(t) and 't(t) are
the estimated spread spectrum waveform and the estimated data.
The relationships between different signals are:

s(t) = d(t)p(t) (I.1)

Ci(t) = s(t) Cos wct (1.2)

Assume the channel consists of a direct path and a multipath
with gain a and delay td' The block diagram representation of the

channel is shown in Figure 1.2.
c i (t) c°(t

a t d

Figure 1.2 Multipath channel model

The channel output waveform co(t) is

Co(t) = ci(t) + aci(t-td)
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= s(t) cos woct + as(t-td) COS (c(t-td)

= S(t) cos oct + as(t--td) cos (o(t-0) (1.3)

where 0 =octd is the phase term due to multipath delay.
The coherent demodulation process consists of a coherent

carrier wave multiplier, then follow by a low pass filter (LPF). The
demodulated signal t(t) is

s(t) = [Co(t) cos CoctlLP

= [ s(t) cos 2 cet + as(t-td) cos(Oct-O)COS (Oct ]LP

1 1
= (• s(t)(1 + cos 2wot) + I as(t-td)[cO+ cos(2oct-0) ]}L'

Assume the LPF has a gain of 2 in the baseband region, then
signal 9(t) is

t(t) = s(t) + acosO s(t-td) (1.4)

Equation (1.4) shows that there is an interference term
acosO s(t-td) in the estimated spreaded signal. 1he equivalent
baseband channel model is exactly the same as that in the passband
except the gain in the multipath is modified by an additional
multiplication factor cosO. The signal to interference ratio at the
demodulator output is

2 1(S/I)dem = a2 cos2 0 (1.5)

If the interference term can be suppressed at the demodulator
output, it is certainly a very attractive feature to enhance the system
performance. An adaptive equalizer can be used to undertake this
task.

Assume the multipath delay time is longer than a chip time,
and N is the number of chip per bit interval. Consider binary
signaling case, at a given time t, signal component s(t) is either 1 or
-1. The amplitude of the interference term, acosO s(t-td) is either
acosO or -acosO. Without adaptive equalizer, the total average energy
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per bit interval at the despreading circuit output can be obtained by
the following equation.

E{( [s(n)+acos0s(n-nd)]p(n))( t [s(m)+
n--I r -il

acos0s(m-nd)]P(m)) I

=E{( t [d(n)+acos0d(n-nd)p(n-nd)p(n)])
n=l

( • [d(m)+acos0d(m-nd)p(m-nd)P(m)])}
m=1

=E{[ td(n)l[ td(m)]} +
n=i m=1

2E{[ td(n)][ Iacos0d(m-nd)p(m-nd)P(m)I) +
n=1 m=i

a2cos20E{[ 1d(n-nd)p(n-Hd)p(n)] [ d(m-nd)P(m-nd)P(m)I)

(1.6)

The first term in Equation (1.6) is the bit energy due to signal
component only. Since d(n) = d(m) = ±1 during a bit interval, this
term is

E(f[ d(n)][ I d(m)]) = N2  (1.7)
n--i mfil

The second term is the cross term due to coupling between
signal and interference. The third term is due to interference only.
Depending on the different scenario, contributions due to the
second and third terms are different.

(1) If the period of PN sequence is much longer than the bit
interval, then d(n-nd)p(n-nd)p(n) at a given bit interval can be
modeled as a random variable with equal probability of taking
value 1 or -1.

d(n-nd)p(n-nd)p(n) = ejcn (1.8)
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where on is a random variable with probability density

function p~n(8)

I
p#n(O) 1 [8(0) + 8(0-7)] (1.9)

Since the period of PN sequence is much longer than a bit
interval, frequency despreading circuit only performs partial
correlation( 2' 3). The second term in equation (1.6) becomes

2E[R Id(n)][ tacos0d(m-nd)P(m-nd)P(m)] I
n=1 m=l

= ±2Nacos0 E[ t eJ~n] = 0 (1.10)
n-1

The third term in Equation (1.6) becomes

a2cos 20 E[teJ n tejOm ].= a2 cos 20 K JE[ej(On+Om)]
n=1 m=1 n=lm=l

Note that E[eJ(n+lm)] { 0 n = m

then, a2cos 20 t JE[eJ(On+Om)l = a2cos 2OE[ • 1
n=Im=l n-I

= Na2 cos2O (1.11)

Hence, the signal to interference ratio at the output of
despreading circuit is

(S/I)de- =a 2 cos2 0

The processing gain PGD is defined as the ratio of (S/J)des and

(S/I)dem , and it is

PGD = N (1.13)
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(2)If each bit is modulated by the identical PN sequence, then
depending on the relationship between multipath delay time
and bit interval, the effect of interference can be quite
different.

(2a) If the multipath delay time equals the integer multiple of bit
interval, then the timing relationship of signal bit frame and
interference bit frame is shown in Figure 1.3.

bit k-nd-1  bit k-nd bitk-nd~ ' Interference

bitk-1I bitk bitk+1 Signal

Figure 1.3 Signal and interference bit frame relationship

Since the delay nd equal integer multiple of the PN period,
then,

p(n-nd) = p(n), and p(n-nd)p(n) 1. (1.14)

The second term of Equation (1.6) becomes

2E{[ Jd(n)][ Jacos0d(m-nd)P(m-nd)p(m)])
n=1 m=I

= 2acoseE[ Kd(n) td(m-nd)] (1.15)
n=1 _=l

Within a bit interval, all d(n) and d(m-nd) are either I or -1
with equal probability. Also, since d(n) and d(m-nd) are
independent, Equation (1.15) is zero.
The third term of Equation (1.6) becomes

a2cos 2OE[ Nd(n-nd) Kd(m-nd)] = N 2a 2cos 20 (1.16)
n=1 m=1

Hence, the signal to interference ratio at the output of the
despreading circuit is

(S/I)des = a2cos 28 (1.17)
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So, the processing gain for this case is

PGD=l (1.18)

Hence, under this situation, the despreading circuit do not
provide any processing gain. Equalizer is the sole device that
suppresses the multipath interference.

(2b) If the multipath delay time is not equal to the integer multiple
of bit interval, then integrate the product of p(n) and p(n-nd)
over a bit interval (period of PN) is

Sp(n-nd)p(n) = -1 (1.19)
n=I

The mean value of the product of p(n) and p(n-nd) integrate
over a fraction of bit interval x (partial correlation) is

E[7p(n-nd)p(n)] = 0 (1.20)

The timing relationship of signal bit frame and interference bit
frame is shown in Figure 1.4, where -t + x2 = N.

bit k-K-1 bit k-K I bit k-K+l Interference

bitk-l 1 bitk bitk+l Signal

kth-- 'Correlator

Integration
Period

Figure 1.4 Signal and interference bit frame relationship

During the kth integration period, kth signal bit frame
overlaps with two interference bit frames. There are three
different relations among interference bit k-K, k-K+1 and
signal bit k, and they are:
(i) Interference bits at k-K, k-K+1 and signal bit k have the
same sign. The probability of this event is 1/4. Under this
condition, the second term of Equation (1.6) becomes
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2E([ t d(n)i[ tacos0d(m-nd)p(m-nd)P(m)])
n=1 m=1

= 2NacosOE[ ýp(m-nd)P(m)]

m=1

= -2Nacose (1.21)

The third term of Equation (1.6) becomes

a2cos2OE{I[ d(n-nd)p(n-nd)p(n)][ td(m-nd)P(m-nd)p(m)])

=a 2cos 20E([ ip(n-nd)p(n)][ Jp(m-nd)P(m)])
n=1 m=1

= a2cos 20 (1.22)

(ii) Interference bits k-K arid k-K+l have the same sign and
they are opposite to the sign of signal bit k. The probability of
this event is 1/4. Under this condition, the second term of
Equation (1.6) becomes

2E([ t d(n)][ IacosOd(m-nd)P(m-nd)P(m)]1
n=l m=1

= -2NacoseE[ ý p(m-nd)p(m))

= 2Nacose (1.23)

The third term of Equation (1.6) becomes

a2cos2 eE([ td(n-nd)p(n-nd)p(n)][ d(m-nd)P(m-nd)P(m)] }
nfi m=l

= a2cos2OE{[ 1p(n-nd)p(n)][ Yp(m-nd)P(m)I]

= a2cos 2o (1.24)
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(iii) Interference bits k-K and k-K+l have different sign. The
probability of this event is 1/2. Under this condition, the
second term of Equation (1.6) becomes

2E([ ý d(n)][ lacos~d(m-nd)p(m-nd)P(m)]]
n=1 m-1

= ±2NacosOE[±I p(m-nd)P(m) ± Z p(m-nd)p(m)] (1.25)

Equation (1.25) contains the mean value of two partial
correlations, hence, it is zero.
The third term of Equation (1.6) essentially becomes

a2 cos2OE{([ I d(n-nd)p(n-nd)p(n)][ Jd(m-nd)P(m-nd)p(m)]}
n=1 m-1

= a2 cos 2 OE([[Xd(n-nd)p(n-nd)p(n)+X d(n-nd)p(n-nd)p(n)]

[7 d(m-nd)p(m-nd)p(m)+Z d(m-nd)p(m-nd)p(m)])

a a2cos2OE( [1 d(n-nd)p(n-nd)p(n)] [d(m-nd)p(m-nd)P(m)] +
T1 T i

Y. d(n-nd)p(n-nd)p(n)] [X d(m-nd)P(m-nd)P(m)])¢2 €

= a2 cos 2 e( CI + t ] = Na 2cos 2o (1.26)

Combine the case of (i), (ii) and (iii), the second term of
Equation (1.6) is zero and the third term of Equation (1.6) is

11
1 (N+l)a 2cos2 =2e Na2cos 2e, for N >> 1 (1.27)

Hence, the signal to interference ratio at the output of the
despreading circuit is
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2N
("des 2 (1.28)

So, the processing gain for this case is

PGD = 2N (1.29)

In summary, the signal processing gain due to the frequency
despreading circuit is

SN for case (1)
PGD- for case (2a) (1.30)

12N for case (2b)

If the signal processing gain is expressed in dB, then the signal
processing gain of the system PGs is the sum of signal processing
gains due to equalizer and despreading circuit.

PGs = PGE +PGD (1.31)
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2. Least Mean Square Filtering

A least mean square (LMS) filter is a filter that minimizes the
mean square error at the filter output. Most popular LMS filter
structure is finite impulse response (FIR) filter because of its
structure simplicity and mathematical tractability. Although the
theoretical derivation of the LMS filter can be found in some
advanced signal processing text(4 6 ), a summary of the LMS filter is
present here as a quick reference.

The structure of FIR adaptive filter is shown in Figure 2.1.

•_,.Iz, ... ,ZW0 x , xX*J

y(n)
e(n) )

d(n)
Figure 2.1 FIR adaptive filter

where u(n), y(n), d(n) and e(n) are the filter input, filter output,

desired signal, and the error signal respectively. wo, w1 ,.. WN.1 are

the filter coefficients. The error signal e(n) = d(n) - y(n) is used to
update the filter coefficients. The input u(n) and desired signal d(n)
are assumed to have zero mean.

Define vectors u(n) and w as:

u(n) = [u(n) u(n-1) - - u(n-N+l)]T (2.1)

w = [ww0 w WN.IT (2.2)

then the filte- output y(n) is
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y(n) = wHu(n) (2.3)

where wH is the complex conjugate transpose of w.
The" error signal e(n) is

e(n) d(n) - y(n)

= d(n) - wHu(n) (2.4)

The mean square error (MSE) F, is

S = E[le(n)12]

= Efe(n)e'(n)]

= E([d(n) - wHu(n)][d*(n) - uH(n)w ]

= E[Id(n)12]- wHE[u(n)d*(n)] - E[d(n)uH(n)]w +

wHE[u(n)uH(n)]w

a o2 - WHp - p HW+WHRw (2.5)

2where ad is the variance of the desired sequence.

p = E[u(n)d*(n)] is the cross correlation vector between u(n)
and d(n).
R = E[u(n)uH(n)] is the autocorrelation matrix of u(n).

Equation (2.5) shows that the MSE F- is a quadratic function of
filter coefficient vector w. There is a unique minimum of e. To find
the unique minimum, simply take the gradient of F- with respect to
coefficient vector w and set it to be a zero vector. From Equation
(2.5), the gradient of MSE S is

Ve = -2p + 2Rw (2.6)

If this gradient vector is zero, the least mean square error
state is reached. The filter coefficient associate with this state is the
optimal filter coefficient vector w0 .
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Rwo = p (2.7)

Equation (2.7) defined the relationship among wo, R and p, is
called the Wiener-Hopf equation.

The minimum MSE, -min is

2 H Hw +wH
emrn =ad'WoP-P 0  Rw 0

2 -pHw 
(2.8)

Equation (2.7) shows that the optimal filter coefficients can be
obtained if the correlation matrix R and cross correlation vector p
are known. However, the information R and p are not available to
the receiver system. To find the optimal filter coefficient vector wo,
some other approach is needed. One popular approach is the
steepest descent method.

Since the MSE is a quadratic function and has a unique
minimum, this minimum can be reached by starting from a random
state w(0), usually w(0) = 0, and then follow the negative gradient
of the MSE at that state, and then repeat this process recursively,

1
w(n+l) = w(n) + • a[-Ve(n)]

=w(n) + a[p- Rw(n)] (2.9)

then, the optimal state w can eventually be reached. Using the
definition of p and R, in Equation (2.9), then the updating equation
becomes

w(n+l) = w(n) + a(E[u(n)d *(n)] - EIu(n)uH(n)]w(n)} (2.10)

In Equation (2.10), if the expectation is replaced by a single
realization, then the computation is referred to as the stochastic
gradient estimation method. The coefficient updating equation is

w(n+l) = w(n) + au(n)[d*(n) - uH(n)w(n)]

= w(n) + au(n)[d*(n) - y*(n)]
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= w(n) + au(n)e*(n) (2.11)

If this updating process is performed recursively at every
symbol interval, then effectively the mean value computation is
carried over time. In component form, this computation algorithm
can be represented by the following diagram.

u(n-k+l) a

wkn+ I) w k(n)

Figure 2.2 LMS filter coefficient updating algorithm

Note that the computation algorithm shown in Figure 2.2
contains a feedback loop. In order to guarantee the convergence of
the filter coefficients, the adaptation constant, a, has to confined to
a proper region.

Defined the coefficient error vector v(n) as

v(n) = w(n) - w (2.12)

then, the filter coefficient updating equation (2.9) can be modified
as

v(n+l) = w(n+l) - w.

= w(n) - w. + alp - R(w(n) - wo)] - aRwO

=v(n) - aRv(n)

= (I - aR)v(n) (2.13)

Using the similarity transformation(7), autocorrelation matrix
R can be transformed into R = QAQH

where A is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Xi, i = 1, .. N

being the eigenvalues of R, and columns of matrix Q are the
corresponding eigenvectors.
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Since matrix R is conjugate symmetry, all its eigenvalues are
real and positive, and its eigenvector matrix Q is Hermitian, i. e., QH

=Q.1.
Define g (n) (n), Equation (2.13) can be rewritten as

g±(n+I) = QHv(n+l)

= QH(I - aR)v(n)

= QHQ(I - aA)QHv(n)

= (I - aA)g.(n) (2.14)

Equation (2.14) is the canonical form of coefficient updating
equation. If the filter coefficient vector is going to reach the optimal
state, w - wD, vector g (n) has to converge to a zero vector. The
component form of Equation (2.14) is

9k(n+l) = (1-ak)jgk(n)

= (1-aX k)n+lgk(O) k = 1, • • N (2.15)

Equation (2.15) states that as long as II-aXkI < 1, for all k,
eventually, filter coefficient vector will converge to its optimal state
wo. So, the condition for convergence is II-a.k I < 1, for all k. Since
all the eigenvalues are real and positive, this condition is

2
a< -- X (2.16)

max

where X max is the maximum eigenvector.
However, the information about eigenvalues is not available to

the receiver, Equation (2.16) can not use directly.
A conservative estimation of the adaptation constant, a, can be

obtained as follow:
Since all eigenvalues are real and positive then

I•Ik Xk•max
k=1
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kX'k = trace(R) = Nr(O) = NPav (2.17)k=1

where N is the number of filter taps, r(O) is the autocorrelation of
the input sequence of zero lag, or the average input power Pav
Using the result of Equation (2.17) in Equation (2.16), the range of
adaptation constant is

2
a < -(2.18)

av

The input signal power of the equalizer can be measured,
hence, the adaptation constant, a, can be obtained from Equation
(2.18). The updating equation (2.11) is based on stochastic gradient
estimation. The adaptation constant used in the adaptive filter is

2
usually much smaller than NP

In summary, the LMS filter coefficient vector updating
computation process is:

1.Start the process with an arbitrary initial guess of the filter
coefficient vector. Usually an all zero vector is chosen as the
filter initial state. w(0) = 0.
2.Using the initial or the present guess, compute the gradient
vector of the error performance surface evaluated at the
present filter state.
3.Compute the next guess of filter coefficients by making a
change of the present value in the direction opposite to the
gradient vector (Equation (2.11)).
4.Go back to step 2 and repeat the process.
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3. Computer Simulation

Assume the multipath channel impulse response is

he(n) = 8(n) + .58(n-1) - .28(n-2) (3.1)

This non-ideal impulse response creates intersymbol
interference (ISI). The average ISI introduced by this non-ideal
channel is 10 log(.5 2 + (-.2)2) = -5.38 dB.

Assume a FIR equalizer of 11 taps with tap weights w0 , w1 ,
w 10 is used to minimize the ISI. The overall impulse response of the
system (channel and equalizer) hs(n) is the convolution of the

channel impulse response he(n) and the equalizer tap weights.

hs(n) = twkhc(n-k) n = 0, 1,. . 12 (3.2)
k=O

The desired system impulse response should be a delayed
impulse function such as hd(n) = 8(n-nr), where nd is the system
delay. Equation (3.2) contains 13 simultaneous linear equations.
They can be expressed in a compact matrix form as:

Aw =b (3.3)

1 0 0G 0 0

.5 1 00 0

where A = 2.5 10 0

0 -. 2.51 • 0

L0 0 0o o -. 2J

W = [w 0 wI w 2 ... W10 ]T

b =[00.. 01,0..O]T

ndth sample
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Design an equalizer that minimizes the ISI is simply solving
equation (3.3) for filter coefficients. Unfortunately, Equation (3.3)
contains 13 linear equations with only 11 unknowns. i.e., it is an
over specified problem. In general, there is no solution. However,
the optimal approximation that minimizes the square error can be
obtained from the following equation€7 ).

w0 = (ATA)l'ATb (3.4)

where wo is the optimal solution in the sense of minimum square

error. If the components of w 0 are used as the equalizer

coefficients, the system impulse response is given as:

hs = [hs(O) hs(l) ... hs(12)]T = Awo (3.5)

Since w. is the least square approximation to the solution of

Equation (3.3), the residual ISI after equalization, Ires , is

Ires [hs(nd) - 1]2 + hs 2(k) (3.6)
k=O

where is the summation over all k for k not equal nd'
k=O

To estimate the optimal delay nd, the residual ISI computation

of Equation (3.6) has to be carried out for different system delay n .

The one with the least amount of residual ISI is the optimal system
delay. For this example, the optimal system delay is nd = 0. Figure

3.1 shows the system (channel and equalizer) impulse response for
nd = 0, 1, 2 respectively. For each case, the system impulse response
is approximately an impulse function with the peak at the system
delay sample. As the system delay nd increases, the tail amplitude of

the impulse response also increases, thus resulting in a larger
amount of residual ISI.
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(a) (b)

I,,

/ I

I ____________________

Figure 3.1 System impulse response for ( 0 (a), 1 (b). and 2 (c)

For the optimal system delay nd = 0, the residual ISI is Ire =
8.5387xi0 4 = -30.69 dB. Compared to the unequalized [SI of -5.38
dB, an 25.31 dB ISI suppression is achieved by using an 11 tap
equalizer. Even when the timing delay estimation is off by 2 symbol
interval, the I I tap equalizer can still provide 20.64 dB ISI
suppression. A longer tap delay line equalizer can provide an even
more ISI suppression. Table 3.1 shows for nd = 0, the residual ISI is
decreased as the length of equalizer (N) increase. The numbers
listed in Table 3.1 represent the maximum available ISI suppression
for a given tap length. The actual performance of an equalizer will
be worse than the number shown in Table 3.1 due to the particular
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computation algorithm and the finite register size used in the tap

delay line and equalizer coefficients.

Table 3.1 Residual ISI as a function of equalizer size

N 11 12 13 14 15

ý, (dB) -30.69 -33.05 -35.40 -37.76 -40.12

The frequency responses of the multipath channel, the
equalizer, and the system (channel and equalizer) are shown in
Figures 3.2 to 3.4. Figure 3.2 shows the multipath channel effectively
amplifying the low frequency components and attenuating the high
frequency components. Figure 3.3 shows the frequency response of
equalizer as it tries to compensate for the non-uniform channel
frequency response. Figure 3.4. display the system frequency
response; note the uniformity of the overall response as the
equalizer tries to compensate the channel effects.

I 4
II,\

p N .

t
I1 "

t) C J "<,

No4 " It a I d I

Figure 3.2 Multipath channel amplitude frequency response
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Figure 3.3 Equalizer amplitude frequency response
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Figure 3.4 System amplitude frequency response
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Equation (3.4) states that the optimal equalizer tap
coefficients can be obtained by performing a sequence of matrix
multiplications and inversion. However, it should be noted that
these operations are applicable only if the following conditions are
met.

1.The channel impulse response is known.
2.The channel characteristics are stationary.
In a real operating environment, the channel impulse response

is usually unknown and it may be time varying. Adaptive filter
algorithms do not assume any channel characteristics. For a suitable
adaptation constant, it will track time varying channel behavior.
Hence, these algorithms can be used to compute the equalizer tap
coefficients.

The block diagram shown in Figure 3.5 is used to model a
communication system. Note that frequency spread and despread,
modulation and demodulation functions are inversion operations,
for convenience, they are not included in this block diagram.

d(n)

-YýChannel] N Equalizer
s(n) u(n) y(n) e(n)

Figure 3.5 Block diagram of communication system

In this block diagram, the signal s(n) is generated from a
uniform [0,11 random number generator. When the random number
is between 0 and 0.5, assign s(n) = -1, otherwise s(n) =1. The
desired signal d(n) is the signal s(n) delayed by the system delay
time n The error signal e(n), which is the difference between the
desired signal d(n) and the equalizer output y(n), is used to update
the equalizer tap coefficients.

In this simulation, the equalizer tap coefficients are assumed
to be zero initially. The steepest descent tap updating equation is
given by Equation (3.7).

w(n+l) = w(n) + au(n)e(n) (3.7)
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Since the signal s(n) is generated by a random number
generator, sequence s(n) is uncorrelated. The channel impulse
response is h(n) = [1, .5, -.2]. The correlation matrix R for the
equalizer input sequence u(n) is quintdiagonal. That is, the only
nonzero elements of R are on the main diagonal and four diagonals
directly above and below it.

r(0) r(I) r(2) 0 - • 0

r(1) r(0) r(1) r(2) ' • 0

R- r(2) r(1) r(0) r(l) • • 0 (3.8)
0 r(2) r(I) r(0) • • 0

o 0 0 0 0 r(O)i

where r(0) = 12 + .52 + (-.2)2 = 1.29
r(l) = lx.5 + .5x(-.2) = .4
r(2) = lx(-.2) = -.2 -

The eigenvalues of matrix R are: (0.1655, 0.3772, 0.6846,
1.0308, 1.3562, 1.6101, 1.7085, 1.7716, 1.7734, 1.8518, 1.8603}.

To guarantee the equalizer coefficient converge to optimal
state, the adaptation constant, a, has to satisfy Equation (3.9).

2 2
a< J�,a,= 1.8603 (3.9)

The choice of an adaptation constant is a trade off between
the convergence time and the misadjustment due to gradient noise.
The adaptation constant used in the equalizer is usually much
smaller than the number specified by Equation (3.9).

The convergence time for the equalizer will be shorter with a
larger adaptation constant. But, as a result, it processes a larger
amount of misadjustment at steady state.

Learning curve is the plot of the square error e2(n) as a
function of sample time n. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are the learning
curves for the adaptation constant a equal .1 and .02, respectively.
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Figure 3.6 Learning curve for a =.1

II

-11

'- ii' * IItl '

Figure 3.7 Learning curve for a = .02
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Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show that the error of equalizer with
higher adaptation constant converges faster than that with smaller
adaptation constant. But when they converge, the equalizer with
smaller adaptation constant has smaller residual error.

Optimal equalizer tap coefficients derive from Equation (3.4)
and averaged steady state equalizer coefficients with adaptation
constant a = .02, over 500 sample interval (from sample 1000 to
1500), from the steepest descent algorithm are listed in Table 3.2.
In Table 3.2, the first and third columns are the optimal filter
coefficients for delay nd = 0 and 2 respectively. The second and

fourth columns in Table 3.2 are the averaged steady state equalizer
coefficients with delay nd = 0 and 2 respectively. The numerical
values in columns 1,2 and columns 3,4 are very close, which
indicates that the steepest descent adaptive filter algorithm indeed
converges the equalizer coefficients to the optimal state.

Table 3.2 Optimal equalizer tap coefficients and averaged equalizer tap

coefficients derived from st-.epest descent algorithm.

nd= 0 nd= 2
Optima- Averaged Oothal Averaged

w0  .9991 .9970 -.0015 -.0045
w1  -.4985 -.4948 .0027 .0080
w2  .4476 .4435 .9958 .9900
w3 -.3216 -.3169 -.4941 -.4875
w4  .2478 .2439 .4419 .4368
w -. 1849 -.1805 -.3140 -.3080
w6  .1376 .1336 .2379 .2324
w7 -.1001 -.0978 -.1719 -.1693I8  .0702 .0696 .1208 .1209
w9 -.0450 -.0460 -.0774 -.0798

.0248 .0244 .0427 .0424

Once the equalizer reaches the steady state, the numerical
value of its tap coefficients fluctuates around the optimal values.
Variances of each filter coefficient are computed and listed in Table
3.3. Table 3.3 shows that the numerical values of the variance of
filter coefficient increase as the adaptation constant increases.
Optimal adaptation constant is a system design trade off among
converging time, amount of misadjustment, and capability to track
the channel time varying conditions.
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Table 3.3 Variance of Equalizer Coefficients

rid= 0 nd= 2

a =. a =.02 a =. a =.02

wo  .2237e-3 .6679e-5 .6636e-3 .1685e-4
w1 .1 890e-3 .9872e-5 .5592e-3 .2396e-4
w2  .1688e-3 .1732e-4 .4983e-3 .4457e-4
w3  .1758e-3 .1555e-4 .5201e-3 .3607e-4
w4  .2044e-3 .1987e-4 .6050e-3 .4685e-4
w5  .1667e-3 .2021e-4 .4933e-3 .4762e-4
w6  .1723e-3 .1057e-4 .5100e-3 .2341e-4
w7  .1738e-3 .1103e-4 .5145e-3 .2514e-4
w8  .1980e-3 .1525e-4 .5863e-3 .3829e-4
w9  .1553e-3 .1017e-4 .4598e-3 .2651e-4
Iw0 .1577e-3 .5526e-5 .4668e-3 .1541e-4

In order to achieve fast con,:ergent time and small coefficient
variances, "Gear shift" mode is used. Gear shift mode starts the

coefficients updating with larger adaptation constant to ensure fast
converging time, then shift to smaller adaptation constant to reduce
the steady state fluctuation.
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4. Equalizer Training Sequence

In the simulation exercises, the desired response is derived
from a transmitted signal with appropriate delay. Thus, the error
information go-nerated in Figure 3.5 is the true error. Adaptive
equalizer converges to the optimal state only if the true error signal
is used in the coefficient updating. In the communication receiver
system, the desired information is not available. It is thus necessary
to use a set of proper training sequences to set up the receiver
system. For binary antipodal signaling systems, signal space contains
only two points A(+I) and B(-1). A possible set of training
sequences is shown in Figure 4.1(8).

1 P P2 PN DATA

Figure 4.1 Training sequences

Each training sequence and its objective are listed as follows:

(a) The P1 sequence is a. constant DC (point A or B) in the
baseband, or the carrier frequency in the passband. The main
purpose of this sequence is to properly set up the automatic gain
control (AGC) circuit of the receiver. If the initial received signal
level is too low, then the AGC uses a higher gain factor. Otherwise, a
lower gain factor is used. PI sequence can be detected by observing
a constant signal ý(t) over an extended period of time.

(b) The P2 sequence is an alternate signal between two fixed
signal points. For antipodal signaling, the P2 sequence is ABABAB ...
over an even number of symbol interval. The receiver system usually
has a low pass filter (LPF) to filter out the twice carrier components
due to demodulation processing. The alternating sequence at the
receiver LPF output is a pure tone with period equals twice the
symbol period. Hence, it is referred to as the P2 sequence. The
purpose of the P2 sequence is to quickly acquire a proper timing
sample for the equalizer processor to do further signal processing.
Before the proper timing sample can be selected, the receiver first
has to detect the presence of P2 sequence.

(b-i) P2 Sequence Detection
Assume that the phase lock loop (PLL) properly synchronizes

the transmitter and receiver carrier phase, then during the P2
period, the demodulator output waveform is a pure sinusoid with
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frequency f2 equal half the symbol rate. If the symbol interval T and

sampling period T. are related by T = kT., then the received
waveform during the P2 period is a pure tone with frequency equal

1
to 2 of sampling frequency. A narrowband band pass filter (BPF)

with passband centered at frequency j fs can be used to detect the

presence of P2 sequence. If the energy at the output of this BPF
exceeds certain threshold, then the receiver declares that the P2
sequence is detected.

Another possible P2 sequence detection algorithm uses the
property that since P2 sequence is a sinusoid with frequency equal
half the symbol rate. Thus the sum of two samples spaced one
symbol interval apart is zero. If the sum of two samples spaced one
symbol interval is smaller than some threshold A for an extended
period of time (NTh samples), then the receiver declares that the P2
sequence is detected. Using this algorithm, the BPF processing can
be eliminated. Flow diagram of this algorithm is shown in Figure 4.2.
Notation used in Figure 4.2 are:

n sample index
k number of samples per symbol interval
2(n) demodulated sample
CNT P2 sequence counter
NTh threshold count
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n = 0

nf=fn+1

,Y

CNT=CM 1 JC-Nr

Figure 4.2 Flow diagram of P2 detection algorithm

(b-2) Timing Acquisition
Since P2 sequence is a pure tone, Observe this tone over a

period interval (two symbol intervals), the sample that has the
maximum absoh:ut value is the proper timing sample. Flow diagram
of timing acquisition is shown in Figure 4.3. Notation used in Figure
4.3 are:

n sample index
ý(n) demodulated sample
Ts timing sample
k number of samples per symbol interval
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r=O

n=n+l

ANIs9(n) > r

Y

N n =-2k

N Ts> k

Ts=--Ts- k

Figure 4.3 Timing acquisition flow diagram

The decision processor uses the timing sample to decide
whether the transmitted symbol is A or B. Whenever this sample is
greater than zero, then it decides that the received symbol is A.
Otherwise, the received symbol is B.

Timing acquisition is a "coarse" time adjustment that allows
the receiver to quickly derive the proper timing sample. After this
sample is obtained, timing recovery loop takes over to perform the
"fine tuning" of timing adjustment.

(c) The PN sequence is a pseudo random sequence generated
by a known PN sequence generator. This PN sequence is not used to
spread the signal spectrum. Rather, it is used to generate the error
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information in the receiver so that the equalizer coefficient
updating is based on the "true error" signal.

For example, in a binary antipodal signaling system, PN
sequence is a random sequence between point A and B with B being
the starting point. Since point B is also the end point of P2 sequence,
whenever the receiver decision processor detects a repeat signal
point, that point is the starting point of PN sequence. Upon detecting
the PN sequence, the local receiver generates the identical PN
sequence. Locally generated PN sequence can be used as the "desired
signal". The difference between this desired signal d(n) and the
equalizer output y(n) is the true error information. Use this error
information to update the equalizer tap coefficients guarantee the
tap coefficient vector will converge to the optimal state wo. Figure

4.4 shows the equalizer coefficient updating block diagram during
the PN sequence. Error used to update equalizer coefficient vector is
the difference between the local PN generator output and the
equalizer output.

SPN
Generator[

s(t)_ Eq alze

-L-4 4(n)

Figure 4.4 Equalizer coefficient updating during PN period

Since PN is a known sequence of fixed length, the receiver can
easily estimate the beginning point of the random data. The length
of PN sequence should be long enough so that at the end of PN
period, the error e(n) is converged to a reasonable small value.

Once the receiver enters the data mode, the error signal is
small enough such that the equalizer output signal point is within
the decision boundary of the ideal signal point. Error information
used to update the equalizer coefficient vector is derived from the
difference between the decision processor output and equalizer
output. For example, if binary antipodal signaling is used, decision
processor output is A whenever equalizer output is greater than
zero. Otherwise, decision processor output is B. Figure 4.5 show the
block diagram of equalizer coefficient updating during the random
data period.
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.]Decision

S...e(n)

Figure 4.5 Equalizer coefficient updating during random data period

Figure 4.6 shows the receiver turn on sequence when an
adaptive equalizer is used to compensate the multipath channel
distortion.

Immediate after the receiver is turned on, the P1 sequence
detector is enabled. Once the P1 sequence is detected, the receiver
enters the phase OA. During this phase, receiver measures the
amplitude of the received signal t(t). If this amplitude is smaller
than the desired amplitude, then the AGC uses a higher gain factor.
Otherwise, a lower gain factor is used. Once the gain factor is
properly set, P2 sequence detector is turned on.

When P2 sequence is detected, the receiver performs timing
acquisition to pick up the proper timing sample. The subsequent
receiver signals are processed at the symbol rate. After the timing
sample is defined, the receiver turn on the PN sequence detector.

The input to the PN sequence detector is the timing sample. At
every symbol interval, the decision processor decides whether signal
point A or B is received. The beginning of PN sequence is the first
time the decision processor makes a repeat decision. At this point,
the receiver generates an identical PN sequence, and enable the
equalizer. The difference between the PN generator output and
equalizer output is the error information. This error information is
used to update the equalizer coefficients. If the equalizer operates
in gear shift mode, phase OC may be further divided into several sub-
phases. Starting with a relatively high adaptation constant to ensure
fast convergence, the adaptation constant is then successively
reduced to a smaller value at each subsequent sub-phase to reduce
the misadjustment.

When PN sequence is detected, the receiver starts the PN
counter. Every symbol interval, the PN counter is increased by one.
When the PN counter count equals the length of the PN sequence
(LPN), the receiver declares that it enters the random data mode.
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eceiver
o Enable P1 Detector

P1 Detected
Adjust AGC Gain
Enable P2 Detector

P2 Detected
SB Execute Timing Acquisition

Enable PN Detector

PN Detected
OC Start PN CounterUpdate Equalizer According to Fig 4.4

PN Counter= LPN
Enter Data Mode
Update Equalizer According to Fig 4.5

Figure 4.6 Receiver turn on sequence

The turn on sequence indicated in Figure 4.6 only consider the
operation of adaptive equalizer. If the other servo loops (phase lock
loop, timing recovery loop, etc) are also considered, the turn on
sequence has to substantively modified. Also, in order to improve
the performance of adaptive equalizer, fractional spaced equalizer(9

10) is considered by several researchers. Detailed system simulations
by including all the servo loops and various equalization techniques
are proposed as the possible subjects for further research work.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE BENCHMARK
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K. Kaikhah
Chair, Department of Computer Science

Huston-Tillotson College

ABSTRACT

Recently, natural language processing has received tremendous support and popularity.

As a consequence, the number of natural language processing systems has dramatically increased

and the need for a systematic evaluation procedure of such systems seems inevitable. Until

recently, there has not been a universal evaluation procedure for evaluating all types of NLP

systems. Evaluations of such systems are usually conducted during the implementation phase

and, in most cases, do not involve a comprehensive plan or independent evaluators. Developers

of NLP systems can benefit from an unbiased evaluation procedure which measures their efforts

and the power of their systems. At the same time, the consumers of NLP systems can benefit

greatly from an evaluation tool which assists with the selection of the appropriate system for

their needs.

The Calspan Corporation has proposed and implemented the Benchmark Evaluation Tool

for evaluating all natural language processing systems, regardless of type or application. The

study was sponsored by the Rome Laboratory and was concluded in May of 1992. The

Benchmark Evaluation Tool is designed to be domain independent. Therefore, it concentrates on

the linguistic issues rather than on the application domain. This feature is unique, in that, the

tool is sensitive to each individual linguistic capability and not to each individual application. It

is composed of twelve independent sections which are designed to progressively test different

linguistic features of NLP systems. The Benchmark Evaluation Tool also includes definitions and

explanations for each section as well as a five-choice scoring strategy to measure the responses.

Our objective is to investigate the effectiveness of the Benchmark Evaluation Tool by

applying the tool to a natural language processing system. This particular system is composed

of two major parts: a domain-independent part which has general knowledge of syntactic rules,

and a domain-specific part which provides the necessary semantic and pragmatic knowledge for

a specified domain. The application domain accompanying the NLP system for testing purposes

is an interface to a relational database of air travel planning information.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE BENCHMARK

EVALAUATION TOOL

K. Kaikhah

1. Introduction

Although natural language processing has been on the minds of researchers from the

early days of the inception of digital computers, it has never enjoyed such a tremendous

popularity and support as it has received over the past two decades. As the number of natural

language processing systems has increased, so has the need for a systematic evaluation

procedure for testing NLP systems. Both producers and consumers of NLP systems can benefit

from a well defined evaluation procedure. It can help the producers with conducting an unbiased

evaluation of their systems, and can help the consumers with choosing the appropriate system

for their needs. The evaluation procedure should not be defined for a particular system, but

rather as a blueprint for testing the linguistics features of NLP systems.

Until recently, evaluation procedures have been implemented and administrated by the

developers of NLP systems. As a result, evaluations tend to be biased and follow known success

patterns. These patterns may not be deliberate, but nevertheless it is the result of being so

involved with the development. Therefore, a number of NLP researchers and consumers have

expressed their needs and desires for an unbiased and independent evaluation procedure. One

should keep in mind that a universal evaluation procedure which can be applied to all NLP

systems may be too ambitious. However, a foundation for evaluating systems can be laid out to

guide the producers, consumers, as well as the independent evaluators through the evaluation.

The Benchmark Investigation/Identification program sponsored by the Rome Laboratory

developed an evaluation tool and application procedure for evaluating natural language

processing systems. The duration of the project was eighteen months; it was completed in May

of 1992. It produced an evaluation procedure consisting of twelve sections. Each section is

designed to test a different linguistics capability of NLP systems and provides brief explanations

and definitions of the linguistic feature being tested, patterns that define the structure of the

test sentence, example sentences, and criteria against which to evaluate the behavior of the NLP

system. Each test sentence is then scored according to the level of system's comprehension. It

can range from success (S) to Partial success (P) to No output (N). For more details, see [1].
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Most applications of NLP systems involve interactive human-computer interfaces which

include: a) Data Base Management Systems, b) Command and Control Systems, c) Decision-

Aiding Systems, d) Engineering Design Systems, and e) Diagnostic Systems. The natural

language processing system which is used for this investigation is equipped with an interface to

a relational database. The system can respond to questions about ground transportation, fares,

and flights for the cities of Atlanta, Boston, Baltimore, Denver, Dallas, Fort Worth, Pittsburgh,

Philadelphia, Oakland, San Francisco, and Washington D.C. The NLP system analyzes the English

sentences with three independent modules syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic in order to

transform the sentences into application calls. Twenty four different switches control the

behavior of the NLP system. By setting the appropriate switches, the system can be prompted to

learn unknown grammatical structures and words. This process, however, requires a

knowledgeable linguistic trainer, since the NLP system expects meaningful linguistic feedback

during training. The parse tree as well as the semantic, and pragmatic analysis of sentences can

also be examined, if so desired, by setting the appropriate switches.

The goal of this investigation has been to determine the feasibility and usefulness of a

universal evaluation procedure, namely the Benchmark Evaluation Tool. The Benchmark

Evaluation Tool is designed to be applicable to all types of NLP systems, therefore, it can be

considered to be a universal evaluation tool. We have applied the Benchmark Evaluation Tool to

an NLP system and the comprehensive results are included in section 4. The following sections

briefly describe the Benchmark Evaluation Tool and the NLP system, respectively.

2. The Benchmark Evaluation Tool

In May of 1992, a Rome Laboratory sponsored project, The Benchmark

Investigation/Identification Program was completed by Calspan Advanced Technology Center atud

their subcontractor, Language Systems Incorporated. The goal of the project was to develop a

standard evaluation tool which is domain-independent and which can be applied to all NLP

systems, regardless of their types, and without any need for modifying or porting the NLP

system to a test domain. For more details, see [1].

There are several areas in which NLP systems can be evaluated. They include: a)

linguistic competence, b) end user issues such as reliability and likability, c) system

development issues such as maintainability and portability, and d) intelligent behavior issues

such as learning and cooperative dialogue. The Benchmark Evaluation Tool has focused on
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linguistic competence of NLP systems including lexical, syntactic, semantic, and discourse

capabilities. It consists of twelve sections, each of which tests a different feature of the NLP
systems. They are: I) Basic Sentences, II) Interrogative Sentences, Iii) Noun Phrases, IV)
Adverbials, V) Verbs and Verb Phrases, VI) Quantifiers, VII) Comparatives, VIII) Connectives,

IX) Embedded Sentences, X) Reference, XI) Ellipsis, and XII) Semantics of Events.

The Evaluation Tool is designed for people with non-linguistics backgrounds, therefore it

provides instructions and explanatory materials for each section. These materials are provided

to assist the evaluators with the creation or tailoring of test sentences and do not include a set of
predefined natural language test sentences. The testing is conducted in a progressive manner
from elementary sentence types to more complex sentence types. This strategy allows the

evaluator to concentrate on a single linguistic feature in each test sentence. If the NLP system
fails on a certa;n linguistic feature, the evaluator is advised not to include the feature in
subsequent test ser-tences. The scoring is done according to the following criteria [1):

w, Success (S): The system successfully met the evaluation criteria stated for the particular test Rem.

or Correct (C): The system did not successfully meet the evaluation criteria, but produced
accep"ble/correct output.

Partially Correct (P): The system did not successfully meet the evaluation criteria, and only produced
partially acceptable/correct output.

Failure (F): The system did not successfully meet the evaluation criteria and produced no correct
output.

, No Output (N): The system produced no output.

In short, the Benchmark Evaluation Tool is a procedure that a) produces profiles of NLP

systems which are descriptive, hierarchically organized, quantitative, and objective, b) is
usable across domains and applications, c) :s usable across the different types of NLP systems,
and d) is unbiased with respect to linguistic theories and does not require an evaluator who is a

trained linguist. In fact, the Evaluation Tool is unique in two features 1ll:

w, The profiling facility

or Its usability and applicability across domains and applications
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3. The NLP System

The NLP system, used in our investigation, consists of two major components: a domain-

independent (core) component, and a domain-specific (application) component. The domain-

independent routines which include the procedural components for syntactic, semantic, and

pragmatic analysis as well as large portions of the grammar and lexicon do not change during

porting. However the domain-specific routines which include specialized lexicon, semantic

rules, knowledge base, and application-specific routines must be re-implemented to

accommodate a new application.

Three distinct modules syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic analyze and process the input

sentences independently. The syntactic module requires knowledge of lexicon and grammar

rules; the semantic module requires the services of semantics rules; and the pragmatic module

requires domain knowledge. The NLP system contains twenty four switches which control its

behavior. The behavior of each module can be seen by setting the appropriate switches. In

certain modes, however, the switches only control what may appear on the screen and not the

processing that is going on in the background.

Input to the system can be from external files or keyboard. The output can take several

forms depending on the configuration of the switches. The syntactic analysis of the 3entences can

produce two types of output: a detailed surface structure parse tree, and an operator-argument

representation called the Intermediate Syntactic Representation (ISR). ISR is the simplified

version of the parse tree with a single canonical form for a number of various surface

structures and a lot less detail that is not required by the semantic analyzer. The semantic and

pragmatic modules use the ISR as input and produce the lategrated Discourse Representation

(IDR). IDRs are application-neutral representations of the meaning of the sentences in the

current discourse containing situations described in the input sentences, the entities referred

to, and the way the entities participate in the situations.

4. Applying the Benchmark Evaluation Tool to the NLP system

The application domain which accompanied the NLP system for this investigation is an

interface to a relational database of air travel planning information. Test sentences were scored

according to the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic processing and comprehension of each

sentence. Generally, the sentences which failed to produce an IDR (i.e. failed the analysis of the
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core components of the NLP system) received an N, those which produced an IDR but not an

application call (i.e. passed the analysis of the core components of the NLP system but produced

an incomplete IDR) received an F, sentences which produced an IDR and a partial application

call, received either a P or a C depending on the completeness of the application call, and finally,

sentences which produced an IDR and a complete application call received an S.

Approximately 88% of the sentence patterns suggested by the Benchmark Evaluation

Tool were applicable to the application domain, in other words, a meaningful sentence using the

available vocabulary and grammar could be made within the application domain. Some of the

sentences seemed extremely unusual (111-2.2.1, VII-1.1, VII-1.2, VII-1.3.1, VII-1.3.2, VII-

3.1, VII-6.1, VI16.2), but nevertheless they are all grammatically correct and follow the

patterns suggested by the Benchmark Evaluation Tool. The following is a subset of the test

sentences and their scores. The complete set of test sentences and scores as well as their output

ara available upon request from the author or Rome Laboratory.

I Basic Sentences

1. Basic Sentence Types

1.1 Declarative Sentences

The Boston to Atlanta flight left Denver. S

1.2 Imperative Sentences

Ust the flights to Denver. P

1.3 Interrogative Sentences

Is the Boston to Atlanta flight leaving Denver? F

2. Simple Determiners

2.1 The Indefinite Article

The Washington to Denver flight landed in Dallas. F

2.2 The Definite Article

What is the fare for the Boston to Denver flight? S

3. Simple Noun Phrase

3.1 Count Nouns

Show the Boston flight. P
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3.2 Proper Nouns (Not Applicable)*

3.3 Mass Nouns

List all information about Boston to Atlanta flight. S

4. Simple Verb Phrases

4.1 Copular Verb Phrases

Which flight landed in Atlanta? F

4.2 Verb Phrases Involving the Auxiliary Verb DO

Did the Atlanta to Boston flight land? F

4.3 Transitivity

Does the Boston to Atlanta flight serve dinner? S

4.4 Voice (Active & Passive) (Not Applicable)*

II Interrogative Sentences

1. What-questions

1.1 What as a pronoun

What does the Denver flight serve? P

1.2 What as a determiner

What destination does the Atlanta to Denver flight have? F

2. Who-questions (Not Applicable)'

3. Where-questions

Where does the Boston to Denver flight originate? N

4. When-questions

When did the Boston to Atlanta flight arrive? N

5. Which-questions

Which flight left for Atlanta? F

6. How-questions

How short is the Boston to Atlanta flight? N

7. Wh-word in Prepositional Phrase

From which airport did the Boston to Denver flight originate? F

8. Yes/No-questions

Are Denver to Atlanta flights expensive? F
iI Noun Phrases

1. Prepositional Phrase as Postmcdifier in a Noun Phrase

Does the Atlanta to Denver flight have a stop in Boston? S

A meaningful sentence could not be constructed with the available vocabulary that would

satisfy the suggested grammatical pattern recommended by the Benchmark Evaluation Tool.
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2. The Noun Head

2.1 Nouns (Covered in Section I)

2.2 Nominals

2.2.1 Adjective Nominal

What is the cheapest to Denver? F

2.2.2 Passive Participles as Nominal (Not Applicable)

2.2.3 Progressive Participle as Nominal (Not Applicable)

3. Determinatives in More Detail

3.1 Predeterminers (Covered in Section IV)

3.2 Central Determiners

3.2.1 Articles (Covered in Section I)

3.2.2 Relative Determiners

The Denver to Atlanta flight which is cheap arrived in Boston. S

3.2.3 Wh-Determiners

3.2.3.1 Indefinite Reference ("Whatever")

("Whatever" not in the lexicon)

3.2.3.2 Definite Reference ("Whichever")

Ust whichever flight is leaving Denver. P

3.3 Postdeterminers (Covered in Section VI)

3.4 Determinative Combination (Covered in Section VI)

4. Premodification

4.1 Central Premodifiers

4.1.1 Simple Adjectives

What are the expensive flights? P

4.1.2 Superlative Adjectives

The most expensive flight is to EBoston. P

4.2 Precentral Premodifiers

What is the very best Boston to Atlanta flight? F

4.3 Postcentral Premodifiers

4.3.1 Passive Participle as Premodifier (Not Applicable)

4.3.2 Progressive Participle as Premodifier (Not Applicable)

4.4 Noun-Noun Phrases or Nominal Compounds

4.4.1 At-Time Nominal Compound Type

Does the Boston to Atlanta flight have a night departure? F

4.4.2 At-Location Nominal Compound Type

The Boston to Atlanta flight originates from Logan airport. F
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4.4.3 Purpose-Concerns Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.4.4 BELONGS-To Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.4.5 PART-OF Nominal Compound Type

Did the Atlanta flight leave Denver for Boston? S

4.4.6 PRODUCES Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.4.7 EXECUTED-BY Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.4.8 MADE-OF Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.4.9 Produced-BY Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.4.10 Purpose-BENEFITS Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.4.11 Purpose-IS Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.4.12 HAS-TYPE Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.4.13 USES Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.4.14 HAS-PART Nominal Compound Type (Not Applicable)

4.5 Premodifier Combinations

List the cheap short Boston to Denver flights. S

5. Genitives and Alternative forms

5.1 Genitives

Ust the Atlanta to Boston flight's arrival time. N

5.2 OF as an alternative to the Genitive

Ust the departure time of the Boston to Atlanta flight. S

5.3 WITH as an alternative to the Genitive

List the Boston to Atlanta flight with the cheapest fare. S

5.4 Combinations of Genitives and Alternatives

5.4.1 Genitive and OF-Phrase

What are the stops of the Atlanta to Boston's flight? F

5.4.2 Combination of OF-Phrase and the WITH-Phrase

List the origin of the Boston to Atlanta flight with a stop in Denver. F

6. Postmodification

6.1 Relative Clauses

6.1.1 Relative Pronoun as Subject

List the flights that stop in Atlanta. P

6.1.2 Possessive Relation Pronoun ("WHOSE") as a Determiner

The flight whose destination is Denver left Boston. N

6.1.3 Relative Pronoun as Object

Is the Boston to Denver flight the flight that stopped in Atlanta? F

6.1.4 Deletion of Relative Pronoun Object (Not Applicable)
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6.1.5 Relative Pronoun Prepositional Objects (Not Applicable)

6.1.6 Relative Pronoun as Adverbial

List the cities in which the Boston to Atlanta flight stops. N

6.1.7 Multiple Relative Clauses Within the Same Noun Phrase

The flight that stopped in Atlanta whose destination is Denver landed in Boston. N

6.2 Reduced Relation Clauses (Not Applicable)
IV ADVERBIALS

1. Adverbs and Adverbials

1.1 Adverbials in Initial Position

In Atlanta the flight from Boston landed. F

1.2 Adverbials in Pre-Verb Position

Which flights from Boston to Denver have a stop in Washington. S
1.3 Adverbials in Final Position

List the flight which arrived in Boston today. F
V VERBS AND VERB PHRASES

1. Temporal Aspect of Verb Phrases

1.1 Stative Verbs (Not Applicable)

1.2 Stance (Not Applicable)

1.3 Dynamic Verbs

Which flight left for Denver from Atlanta? S
1.4 Tense/Aspect

1.4.1 Simple Tense

Ust the flights which leave Boston in 5 minutes. P

1.4.2 Perfect

Which flights have landed in Denver after 10 a.m. F

1.4.3 Progressive

Ust the flights which were flying to Denver at 10 a.m. P
1.4.4 Perfect Progressive

Which flights have been landing in Denver after 12 p.m.? F

VI QUANTIFIERS

1. Functional Position of Quantifiers

1.1 Quantifiers in Determinative Positions.
When does the flight from Denver arrive? F

1.2 Quantifiers as Noun Phrase Head

Ust all of the flights leaving Denver for Atlanta. S
2. Semantics of Quantifiers
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2.1 Universal Quantifiers

Both of the flights to Denver were canceled. N
2.2 Existential Assertive Quantifiers

Some of the flights to Denver were canceled. N

2.3 Existential Non-Assertive Quantifiers

What time did either of the flights to Denver arrive? P

2.4 Negative Quantifiers

("None" not in the lexicon)

("Neither" not in the lexicon)

2.5 Numerical Quantifiers

Ust the second flight which arrived in Boston from Denver. S
3. Indefinite Quantifier Pronouns

3.1 Universal
Tell me everything about the Boston to Atlanta flight. F

3.2 Existential Assertion

Tell me something that flights to Denver serve. N

3.3 Existential Non-assertive

Tell me anything that is served on the flights. N

3.4 Negative

Nothing was served on the flight from Boston to Denver. F
4. Existential

4.1 Declaratives

There are two flights from Boston to Denver. C
4.2 In Relative Clauses

List the Boston flights that there are. P
4.3 What Questions

What flights are there to Atlanta from Boston? S
4.4 Yes-No Questions

Is there a flight to Boston? P
4.5 Tag Questions

There is a flight from Boston to Atlanta, Isn't there? N
5. Universal Adjectives

("Entire" not in the lexicon)
VII COMPARATIVES

1. Comparative Adjectives

1.1 Comparison to a Higher Degree
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List the flights which are more expensive than the Boston to Atlanta flight is

expensive." N

1.2 Comparison to a Lower Degree

The flights which are less expensive than the Boston to Atlanta flight is expensive

are shorter. * N

1.3 Comparisons to the Same Degree

1.3.1 In Assertive Contexts

List the flights which are as cheap as the Boston to Atlanta flight is cheap." F

1.3.2 In Non-Assertive Contexts

What airlines are not as cheap as the American airlines is?"* N

1.4 Comparison to a Constant

Ust the flights which are more expensive than $200. F

1.5 Comparative Phrases Used as Pre-Modifiers within a Noun Phrase

Ust the flights which are longer than 3 hours. F

2. Superlatives

2.1 Superlatives to a High Degree

What Is the cheapest flight from Denver to Atlanta which stops in Boston? S

2.2 Superlatives to a Low Degree

What is the least expensive fare i'rem Boston to Atlanta? S

3. Comparative Adverbial Phrase

3.1 Comparison to a High Degree

Which flight arrived earlier than the Boston to Atlanta flight arrived? N

3.2 Comparison to a Lower Degree

Which airline discounts fares less often than the American airlines discounts

first class fares? N

3.3 Comparison to the Same Degree

3.3.1 In Assertive Context

Which airlines discount fares as often as the American airlines discounts

first class fares? N

3.3.2 In Non-Assertive Contexts

Which airlines discount fares not as often as the American airlines discounts

first class fares? N

3.4 Comparisons to a Constant

These constricts may seem unusual but they are grammatically correct and follow the

suggested patte, ns recommended by the Benchmark Evaluation Tool.
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Which flight stops more often than three times on each trip? N

4. Superlative Adverbs

4.1 Superlative Adverbs to a High Degree

Which flight stops in Boston most often? F

4.2 Superlative Adverbs to a Low Degree

Which flight stops in Boston least often? F

5. THAN as a Connective Between Mixed Clauses (Not Applicable)

6. Comparative Noun Phrases in Object Position

6.1 Comparative Noun Phrases Using Comparative Quantifiers

List the flights which had more stops in Boston than the Denver to Washington

flight had. N

6.2 Comparative Noun Phrases Using Comparative Adjectives

Which flight stops more than the Washington to Atlanta flight stops? F

7. Comparing Objects of VPs with Extra Adjuncts

List the airlines which discounted more fares last week than the American airlines

discounted first class fares this week. N

8. Implicit Comparatives

List the flights which are better than the Boston to Atlanta flight. F
9. Multipliers and Fractions in Comparisons

9.1 Multipliers

Which airline has twice as many planes as the American airlines? N

9.2 Fractions

Which flight takes one half as long as the Denver to Atlanta flight? N
VIII CONNECTIONS

1. Coordinators

1.1 AND

1.1.1 Sentential Connectives
Ust the flights to Atlanta and list the flights to Denver. N

1.1.2 Relative Clauses Conjoined by AND

What are the flights which leave Denver and which stop in Washington? N

1.1.3 Noun Phrase Constructions with the Conjunction AND

List the shortest and fastest flights from Denver to Boston. N

1.1.4 The Conjunction AND in a Premodification of a Noun Phrase

What are the cheapest and the fastest flights from Boston to Denver? F

1.1.5 Verb Phrases with the Conjunction AND

1.1.5.1 BE-Verb Conjoined by AND
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List the flights from Denver to Boston which are cheap and are fast. F

1.1.5.2 DO-Verb Constructions with the Conjunction AND (Not Applicable)

1.1.5.3 Full Verb Constructions with the Conjunction AND

The Boston to Atlanta flight arrived and landed. S

1.1.5.4 Mixed Verb Phrases in Constructions with AND

List the flights which are cheap and stop in Atlanta. P

1.1.6 Conjunction of Adverbials

Which flights arrived late to Atlanta yesterday and today? F

1.1.7 Conjunction within Prepositional Phrases

List the flights to Boston and to Atlanta. N

IX EMBEDDED SENTENCES

1. THAT-Clauses

Is it correct that American airlines discounted the first class fares? N

2. WH-Interrogative Clauses

Tell me what is the cheapest flight from Denver to Boston? S

3. Yes-No Interrogative clauses

Tell me if the Boston flight has arrived. P

4. Infinitive Clauses Introduced by To (Not Applicable)

5. -ING Clauses (Not Applicable)

X REFERENCE

1. Specific Reference

1.1 Anaphoric Reference

1.1.1 Pronominal Anaphora

Did the Dallas to Boston flight arrive?

When did it leave Dallas? N

1.1.2 Nominal Anaphora

List the flights to Boston.

Do these flights serve dinner? P

1.1.3 Anaphora with SO and AS

The Boston flight left Denver and so did the Atlanta flight. N

1.1.4 Intra- and Inter-Sentential Anaphora

Which flight stops in Dallas?

Is it an economy flight? P

1.2 Cataphoric References

Before it landed in Boston, did the Atlanta to Boston flight have a stop in Dallas? P

1.3 General Knowledge or the Larger Situation
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What is a flight? F

X1 ELLIPSIS
1. Elliptical Noun Phrases

1.1 Ellipsis of head only, no Postmodifiers Present

What is the cheapest flight?

What is the fastest? F

1.2 Ellipsis of Premodifier(s) and head, no Postmodifiers Present

What is the cheapest flight to Washington?

What is the fastest? F

1.3 Ellipsis of Post-modifier(s) only

List the arriving flights to Boston.

List the departing. N

1.4 Ellipsis of head and Post-modifier(s)

What is the fastest flight to Boston from Denver?

What is the cheapest? F

1.5 Ellipsis of Premodifier(s) and head and Postmodifier(s)

What is the cheapest Boston flight from Denver?

What is the fastest? F

1.6 Ellipsis of head with Postmodifier(s) retained.

What is the cheapest Boston flight from Denver?

What is the fastest from Denver? F

2. Elliptical Clauses (Not Applicable)

Xll SEMANTICS OF EVENTS

1. Main Concept of Events

1.1 Verbs of Motion

Did the Atlanta flight leave Boston? S

1.2 Verbs of Mental Phenomenon (Not Applicable)

1.3 Verbs of Communication

Tell me which flight left Boston for Atlanta? S

1.4 Verbs of Happenings (Not Applicable)

2. Agency

2.1 Agent

The American airlines discounted the first class fares. N

2.2 Co-Agent (Not Applicable)

3. Experiencer (Not Applicable)

4. Beneficiary (Not Applicable)
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5. Patient (Not Applicable)

6. Theme

6.1 Theme in Object Position

Ust the flights which leave Boston for Atlanta. S

6.2 Theme in Subject Position

The flight to Denver was canceled in Atlanta. N

6.3 Co-Theme

Which airline discounts fares to Atlanta? N

7. Source

What was the origin of the flight that just landed in Boston? F

8. Goal

List the flights which are leaving for Boston. P

9. Instrument (Not Applicable)

10. Participant Combination (Not Applicable)

11. Spatial Information of Events

11.1 Position

What flight landed in Washington? F

11.2 Path (Not Applicable)

11.3 Distance

How many miles is the flight form Denver to Washington? F

12. Temporal Information of Events

12.1 Position

Ust the flights which left for Boston from Denver last week. N

12.2 Duration

List the flights which have landed since last night. N

12.3 Frequency

How often does a flight leave Boston for Denver? N

12.4 Relationship

Ust the flights which landed in Boston before 5 a.m. F

13. Participant Combination with Time and Location

In Boston on March 26 the flight from Denver landed. F

14. Manner (Not Applicable)

15. Means (Not Applicable)

16. Respect (Not Applicable)

17. Contingency (Not Applicable)

18. Degree (Not Applicable)
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19. Modality

List the flights which possibly leave Boston for Denver before 5 a.m. S

20. Evidentials (Not Applicable)

In order to achieve a numeric average score for each section, all scores were

transformed, according to the following, and averaged for each individual section.

EPints

Success (S) 10
Correct (C) 8
Partially Correct (P) 5
Failure (F) 2
No Output (N) 0

The comprehensive results of all twelve sections are shown in Figure 1. Full circles

represent the average success percentages of all applicable sentences and the empty circles

represent the average success percentages of all applicable as well as non-applicable sentences

combined. The NLP system performed well on basic sentences, verbs and verb phrases, and

semantics of events; however, comparatives and ellipsis sections were among its worst

performances. The NLP system is apparently not designed for complicated database comparisons

(VII-1.1, VII-3.1), and incomplete sentences (XI-1.1, XI-1.2, XI-1.3).

The overall success rate of the NLP system is 32.4% for applicable sentences and 28.3%

for applicable and non-applicable sentences combined. The low score is contributed to the fact

that the application domain, which accompanied the NLP system, is extremely narrow. In other

words, the application domain has a very limited lexicon and knowledge of grammatical patterns.

Therefore, the input sentences must be confined within a restricted boundary. This limitation

is expected from all NLP systems which operate within a well-defined domain. The evaluation

tool, on the other hand, is designed to test the linguistic flexibility of the NLP systems. For

instance, in order to form a complete application call, the NLP system requires the source and

destination of each flight to be explicitly stated in each sentence. As expected, the test sentences

which satisfied those requirements performed well. Consider the following two sentences: a)

Which flight left for Atlanta (11-5), and b) Which flight left for Denver from Atlanta (V-1.3).

Although the NLP system can analyze sentence (a) and can produce an IDR, it cannot make a

complete application call and hence fails to respond. On the other hand, it has no problem

responding to sentence (b). Whenever possible, we have included a source and a destination for

each flight. In most of the failure cases (i.e. F scores), the NLP system was able to create an
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IDR but tho application module, which is responsible for making the application calls, was not

able to interpret it due to a lack of information.
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5 Conclusions

Although the idea of testing the sensitivity of individual linguistic capabilities of NLP

systems rather than the sensitivity of the systems to individual applications is extremely

attractive, it has nevertheless pro'ed to be an ambitious task. Most NLP systems are designed

for well-defined domains and applications. Therefore, a general purpose evaluation tool may not

be suitable for all types of NLP systems. This was evident from our investigation. The NLP

system, in our investigation, has an extremely narrow application domain which responds

fairly well to sentences that satisfy its requirements, however the sentences that do not, fail to

be analyzed completely. Each type of NLP system possesses certain attributes that are unique.

Each type has strengths and weaknesses which are directly associated to the goals and objectives

of the system. Therefore, the evaluation procedure should be more sensitive to the type of the

NLP system being evaluated. For instance, if the NLP system is a Data Base Management

System, the evaluation tool must place more emphasis on the interrogative and basic sentences

rather than on quantifiers and ellipsis. Since after all, the system is not designed to respond to

ellipsis or quantifiers.

Some of the grammar patterns suggested by the Benchmark Evaluation Tool are not used

in everyday conversation, however they are perfectly correct. For instance, 'List the flights

which are more expensive than the Boston to Atlanta flight is expensive' (VII-1.1) is

grammatically correct, but the second part of the sentence 'flight is expensive' is normally

omitted and is implied by the first part. This may cause some confusion among some of the

evaluators. In addition, scoring may also pose some confusion, since the the boundaries between

suggested scores are not well-defined and are subjective. Hence, two independent evaluators

may score a single NLP system completely different.

Although not all suggested sentence patterns were applicable, nevertheless they helped

with defining the boundaries of the NLP system. In many instances such as VII-3.1, VII-3.2,

VII-9.1, and VII-9.2 the clash between the wide scope of the evaluation tool and the narrow

application domain of the NLP system was clearly evident. In defense of the NLP system, it must

be noted that no NLP system can successfully satisfy all the rigorous requirements of the

Benchmark Evaluation Tool. The Benchmark Evaluation Tool proved to be extremely helpful in

providing guidance and structure for evaluating the NLP system, therefore it should be used as a

guide to select the appropriate testing procedures for individual types of systems, rather than

as a general purpose evaluation procedure that can be applied to all NLP systems.
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Strengths of the Benchmark Evaluation Tool:

w- Comprehensive

- Contains detailed explanations
- Independent of NLP systems and their application domain

Defines the boundaries of NLP systems

Weaknesses of the Benchmark Evaluation Tool:

STime consuming

Scope of the evaluation is too wide

. Some suggested patterns seem unusual and are not used in everyday conversation

.- Scoring is not well defined

In conclusion, the evaluation process proved to be extremely time consuming. It is

conceivable that in the near future the evaluation process could be fully automated. However, in

order for an automated evaluator to be successful, the evaluation should be performed in a

narrower space with well-defined boundaries. Therefore, there should be several different

automated evaluators each specialized for a different type of NLP system. Each automated

evaluator would have syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic knowledge of only one type of NLP

system and would generate appropriate test sentences. The set of automated evaluators would

form a complete collection of tools for evaluating all types of NLP systems. The Benchmark

Evaluation Tool will be extremely instrumental in developing the automated evaluators.
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Abstract

InP is potentially a superior material for use in high-speed
devices, microwave devices, optoelectronic devices, and
radiation hard, highly efficient solar cells. The production of
high quality single crystal substrates is required to attain the
technological promise that such materials hold out. The
thermophysical properties of these materials in the molten state
have an appreciable bearing on the crystal growth process. These
properties include the density, thermal conductivity, thermal
diffusivity, kinematic viscosity, and emissivity of the liquid.
These properties have not been measured for InP, because one
requires a pressure of 27 atmospheres of phosphorous above the
melt at a melting temperature of 1062 °C (1335 K) in order to
maintain stoichiometry.

An Arthur D. Little Model HPCZ High Pressure Furnace,
capable of operation to 1500 psi, and an associated 50 KW, 450
KHz Lepel Radio Frequency Generator were used in this work. A
cylindrical thermal cell was designed and constructed which
permitted the controlled melting of InP under a conventional B203
encapsulant which was contained in a flat bottomed quartz
crucible. Temperature mesurements were made using type K
thermocouples, and an Omega Engineering OM-900 computer
interfacing module which included a model 992 CPU module.
Custom circuitry was designed and constructed to provide
electrical power to a secondary molybdenum filament heater under
computer control, and with provision for monitoring and logging
the voltage and current in a secondary heater. Software to
control the experimental procedure and to record data was also
written.

The experimental setup was used for measuring properties of
copper (a standard material), boric oxide, and indium phosphide.
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MEASUREMENT OF THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
SEMICONDUCTORS AT HIGH TEMPERATURE

Joseph B. Milstein
Paul J. Chandonnet

INTRODUCTION

Semiconductors, especially III-V materials such as InP and

GaAs, are especially attractive materials because they offer the

possibility of producing a wide range of improved electronic

devices as compared to the work horse semiconductor material,

silicon. In particular, InP is potentially a superior material

for use in high-speed devices, microwave devices, optoelectronic

devices, and radiation hard, highly efficient solar cells.

The production of high quality single crystal substrates is

required to attain the technological promise that such materials

hold out. The crystal growth technology of these materials has

advanced to a considerable extent in recent years [1], but still

lags significantly behind that of silicon. There are several

reasons why this is true.

First, silicon crystal growth spans about forty years of

experience in commercial production. Second, the compound

semiconductors present problems relating to such matters as

control of stoichiometry. These problems manifest themselves in

the necessity to use encapsulants about the melt and/or ambients

at high pressures. Specificaily for InP, one requires a pressure

of 27 atmospheres of phosphorous above the melt at a melting

temperature of 1062 OC (1335 K) in order to maintain

stoichiometry. Third, the thermophysical properties of these

materials in the molten state have an appreciable bearing on the

crystal growth process [2]. These properties include the

density, thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, kinematic

viscosity, and emissivity of the liquid. Some of these

properties have been measured for only a few compound

semiconductors [3], but not for InP. Estimates of the values of

some of these properties are presented by Jordan [4].
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Accordingly, it was decided that an attempt to determine

some of these values by actual measurement would be a useful

contribution to our understanding of the crystal growth issues

that require solutions if these materials are to become widely

used.

METHODOLOGY

An Arthur D. Little Model HPCZ High Pressure Furnace,

capable of operation to 1500 psi, and an associated 50 KW Lepel

Radio Frequency Generator which operated at 450 KHz were

available for use on this project. A cylindrical thermal cell

was designed and constructed which permitted the controlled

melting of modest amounts (approximately 150 grams) of InP under

a conventional B203 encapsulant which was contained in a flat

bottomed quartz crucible. Type K thermocouples were inserted

into the thermal cell from the top and bottom along the cell

axis. Both thermocouples were monitored using an Omega

Engineering OM-900 computer interfacing module, which included a

model 992 CPU module, a model 911 General Purpose I/O module, and

a model 931 Thermocouple module. Datacould be recorded at a rate

of one temperature reading every 50 milliseconds.

Custom circuitry was designed and constructed to provide

electrical power to a secondary molybdenum filament heater under

computer control, and with provision for monitoring an logging

the voltage and current in the secondary heater. This circuit

was calibrated both with a series of known resistor loads and

with direct meter measurements of current and voltage. Software

to control the experimental procedure and to record data was also

written. An incandescent light bulb was installed inside the

chamber to provide illumination during experimental setup, so as

to insure that all of the components were properly assembled

prior to the start of a run.

High pressure purified argon gas was provided from

cylinders, and the internal pressure of the chamber was monitored

by an electronic pressure gauge capable of one psi resolution.

The ambient in the system was controlled by performing multiple
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fill cycles each of which consisted of pumping down to a residual

pressure of less than 100 millitorr with a mechanical pump,

followed by backfilling with argon.

The experimental setup was used for measuring properties of

copper (a standard material), boric oxide, and indium phosphide.

A graphite susceptor of 4 inch height by 2.5 inch OD and 2.1

inch ID was situated in a 10 turn rf coil. An alumina refractory

heat shield and a quartz tube separated the susceptor from the rf

coil. The susceptor had a 2.1 inch internal diameter by 0.4 inch

recess at its base, which was filled with a fiberfrax felt

thermal insulation disc.

A type K thermocouple was axially introduced from the bottom

of the furnace and passes through a machineable boron nitride

support plate, the fiberfrax disc, and a hole in the bottom of

the susceptor, which was a 0.180 inch thick graphite segment.

For measurements on the copper standard and pure boric

oxide, a 1 inch tall by 2.080 inch diameter graphite disc was

placed in the graphite susceptor simply to place the charge at a

known, constant level with regard to the secondary heater.

Boric oxide was contained in a 0.625 inch tall by 1.67 inch

diameter quartz crucible which sat on the graphite disc.

To measure indium phosphide, a quartz crucible of 1.625 inch

height by 1.67 inch outside diameter was used. By filling this

larger crucible with one inch of InP material and then adding the

boric oxide encapsulant, the top of the boric oxide stood in the

same location the furnace as that of the smaller crucible placed

on the graphite disc.

Measurements were made using the bottom thermocouple, and a

top thermocouple which was carried by the seed rod and could be

raised and lowered along the central axis of the measurement

cell.

Two pyrolytic boron nitride crucibles were modified for use

as covers to define the volume of the thermal cell and to

isolate the specimen under test and its crucible from the rf

heater. Since pyrolytic boron nitride has a large thermal
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conductivity along the crucible wall and a much smaller

conductivity perpendicular to the crucible wall, the crucible

tended to make the imposed thermal field due to the primary rf

heat source more uniform. One crucible was cut • a height of

one inch, and the second was 2 inches tall. Both crucibles had a

diameter of approximately two inches.

Secondary heater coils of 0.012 inch diameter molybdenum

wire were constructed by wrapping approximately 7 feet of the

wire around a mandrel of 0.33 inch diameter. A coil was mounted

to the inside of the boron nitride crucible using molybdenum wire

as a means of attachment. These coils had a nominal resistance

at room temperature of approximately 2.4 ohms, and were used as

the secondary heat source for the thermal measurements. It was

observed that a coil could generally survive approximately ten

experiments before it became too embrittled as a consequence of

being heated. Coils could handle approximately 200 watts of

power. A readily demountable connection was provided by using a

commercial polarized plug and socket set, with the plug attached

to the coil and the socket attached to power leads entering a

Conax high pressure feedthrough in the chamber wall. The top of

the thermal cell was insulated with one inch of fiberfrax board

and was covered with a graphite disk which could behave as a

susceptor at the cell top.

RESULTS

The uniformity of the temperature in the system was checked

by performing profiling measurements, in which the temperature

was measured at specific axial positions under constant power

input. The system was observed to have a small negative

gradient, i.e., slightly cooler as the thermocouple was raised.

The system was first calibrated by using a copper disk as a

sample. The disk measured 1.65 inches in diameter by 0.525

inches thick, and was held in a quartz crucible. The bottom

thermocouple touched the lower surface of the crucible and the

top thermocouple touched the top surface of the copper. Three

gas fill cycles were performed, and the system was heated to a
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temperature of approximately 750 OC and allowed to equilibrate

under constant rf power. After equilibrium was established, a

thermal pulse was applied to the top surface of the copper by

energizing the secondary molybdenum heater at measured power for

a measured duration.

This thermal pulse can be approximated as a step function.

The thermal response of the copper was measured at both the top

and bottom surfaces. The change in temperature at the top

surface could be modelled quite precisely using a function of

temperature to the fourth power, which is consistent with the

transfer of energy to the block from the secondary heater by

optical radiation according to the Stefan-Boltzmann relation.

The response of the bottom thermocouple could be modelled by a

commonly used one dimensional approximation to the heat flow

through an object subjected to a sudden change of temperature at

one boundary [5]. While this sudden change is only somewhat

accurate, requiring some tens of seconds for the new surface

equilibrium temperature to be established, the model appears to

fit the data with reasonable precision.

The model describes the system temperature as a function of

both position along the unique axis (x), and time (t), i.e.,

T(x,t). We take x = 0 as the surface upon which energy flux

impinges. If the material properties do not vary significantly

with temperature, the applicable differential equation is

a'2T/ax2 = (1/) aT/Iz

with boundary and initial conditions

T(x,0) = Tinit

T(0,T) = Tapplijd, and

q,/A = -K oT/ax at x = 0 for T > 0.

The solution of this differential equation is then

T - Tini, = (2qo(cT/f1) ' 5 /kA}exp(-x 2 /4aT)

- qox/kA{l-erf(x/2(Ct) 0 ')} (Equation A)
where q. is applied power, A is area, k is thermal conductivity,

x is thermal diffusivity, and x > 0 is distance into the specimen

under test. Equation A may be used to obtain a fit to
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experimental data quite conveniently usirg a spreadsheet.

If one models a multilayer system as one in which q, is

constant, but the other parameters are specific to each material

as x increases through the composite specimen, one can derive

values for the parameters k and a by adding one new material at a

time. Since a = k/pc where p is the density and c is the

specific heat, one can estimate the specific heat if one has an

estimate of the density. Furthermore, by recording the time

evolution of both the temperature on the surface where energy is

supplied and the one to which energy is transported through the

system, one gets a measure of time constants of the furnace

configuration used in the test.

Beginning with copper and quartz, for which all of these

parameters are very well known, one can calibrate the value of

the thermal flux qo/A for the system at a given emissivity of the

specimen. One then can measure the boric oxide - quartz system

and derive values for the relevant thermophysical parameters for

boric oxide. Finally one can study the InP - boric oxide -

quartz system and deduce values for InP itself.

We have carried out such measurements, with some success.

Unfortunately, molten InP is quite corrosive and we were obliged

to employ a thermocouple protection tube made of quartz having a

wall thickness of 0.7 millimeters to try to protect the top

thermocouple from being destroyed. In each experiment the thin

walled protection tube failed, which permitted molten InP to

attack the thermocouple. For InP we have only obtained

consistent data from the bottom thermocouple. We can use this

data to draw some limited conclusions.

Calibration run. using the thermal cell with only the quartz

crucible as a specimen were performed at pressures of 41 and 496

psi. It was possible to introduce gradients of the order of 5 to

10 degrees across the quartz. It was evident that the

temperature measured by the top thermocouple displays an

increasing noise component with pressure, which may be attributed

to increased convective flow as the pressure is increased. The
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noise was essentially zero at 41 psi and increased to about a 2

to 3 degree fluctuation at 496 psi. These results are shown in

Fig la and lb.

Calibration measurements using the copper standard were

conducted at a baseline temperature of approximately 750 0C at 30

psi, and at approximately 660 0C at 300 psi. Fig 2 shows the

temperature excursion for the top thermocouple, as well as a

calculated fit to the data for a temperature of approximately

680 0C at 36 psi based on the assumption that energy transfer

occurs principally by radiative methods. The fitted curve is in

excellent agreement with the experimental data.

Fig 3 shows the thermal history at the lower thermocouple

for a power application of approximately 100 watts. Handbook

values for the thermal conductivities of copper and fused quartz

were used in the calculations based on Equation A above. One

concludes that the amount of power entering the front surface of

the copper block represents approximately 41% (or that the

emissivity was 0.41) for the copper specimen. This is quite

reasonable as the emissivity for polished copper is tabulated as

0.03 and that for heavily oxidized copper is 0.75 to 0.8. Our

specimen was slightly oxidized, which seems to be in reasonable

agreement with the emissivity calculated.

Measurements taken on pure boric oxide were conducted at

base temperatures of approximately 960 0C at 45 psi and at

approximately 1000 0C at 496 psi. Figs 4 and 5 show results from

these experiments. The thermal conductivity (1.63 watts/meter-

Kelvin) [6], the viscosity [7], and the specific heat (1.83

J/gram-K) of boric oxide are reported in the literature, measured

at 1 atmosphere pressure and 1000 °C. One can use these values

to compare to those we obtain at low pressure. Our values at

high pressure are the ones that really are important for the

growth of InP, and have apparently not been measured before. The

data were again analyzed using Equation A.

For both the copper and the boric oxide measurements, a

series of thermal pulses were applied to the system and the
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responses recorded. Fig 6 summarizes the response of the system

to a series of such thermal pulses of various magnitudes. For

both materials, the actual system response is essentially a

linear function of the magnitude of the applied thermal

excitation. Such behavior is a significant confirmation that the

system is behaving as a one dimensional thermal system. If the

system were two or three-dimensional, it would be extremely

fortuitous that the response at the location chosen would be

precisely linear for the several thermal pulses introduced.

Fig 7 shows the behavior of the lower thermocouple for

measurements made on the InP - boric oxide - quartz system,

operated at approximately 1070 °C and 580 psi. Six curves are

shown, for thermal pulses of approximately 20 to 200 watts. The

response of the lower thermocouple is again very nearly linearly

related to the magnitude of the thermal pulse. This system was

also examined using Equation A, but we have no measured data for

the thermal excursion at the top thermocouple. The precise value

of thermal energy entering the system is therefore open to some

uncertainty, although we know how much power was supplied by the

secondary heater in each case.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on our analysis, we obtain the following results.

The measured thermal conductivity of boric oxide appears to

be about 1.5 watts/meter-Kelvin.

Further experimentation using the existing system with a

heavier wall protection tube is expected to be successful, which

will lead to a measured value for the thermal conductivity of

InP.
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Abstract

Good pointing accuracy and sidelobe-level noise control in wideband

phased array radar antennas depend on the use of true time delays between the

microwave elements. A photonic true time delay line was introduced by

Toughlian and Zmuda for systems operating in the hundreds of megahertz

frequency range (VHF). In the experimental part of this study, their concept

is extended to operation in the radar C band through the use of a dichromatic

solid state laser. In addition, a system analysis is initiated which relates

system-level concepts such as antenna directivity and noise suppression to

device-level concepts such as laser jitter and drift.
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PHOTONIC DELAY LINE FOR HIGH-FREQUENCY RADAR SYSTEMS

Evelyn H. Monsay

I. INTRODUCTION

Superior performance of wideband phased-array radar antennas requires

true time delay phase shifts betwebn elements. However, building a radar

system with conventional true time delay phase shifters is costly and the

result is too heavy for many airborne or satellite applications. Previous

photonic methods of generating true time delay lines have relied on varying

lengths of optical fiber for each element [1]. However, such methods are

cumbersome and difficult to implement due in part to large optical losses.

More recently, Toughlian and Zmuda [2-5 developed an RF true time delay

phase shifter based on a heterodyne optical system. As indicated

schematically in Figure 1, a rotating and translating mirror is used to locate

the Bragg-offset beam of the heterodyne system at a specific point in the

Bragg cell. At that particular point, a particular phase offset will be

imposed on the optical beam relative to the starting point of the acoustic

signal in the Bragg cell. Hence, for different points selected along the

acoustic wave in the Bragg cell by the motion of the mirror, a different phase

will be obtained. Likewise, as the RP signal frequency input to the Bragg

cell changes, the optical phase of the heterodyne system will change,

resulting in a linear dependence in the RF C-Band of phase on frequency - with

a different slope at each mirror-directed location - as required for a true

time delay system. For multiple array elements, an array of rotating,

translating mirrors can be used to select the appropriate phases.

In Toughlian's and Zmuda's original work, the frequency offset of the

Bragg cell determined the frequency band in which a phased array antenna built

around the true time delay line would operate. In particular, the initial

experimental system operated between 55 - 83 MHz (VHF regime). The authors

suggested [41 that high-frequency wideband phased arrays could be produced

with true time delay capability if two nominally identical phase-locked

lasers operating at slightly different frequencies could be used to establish

a baseline frequency shift to a higher band. A compact realization of this

function was found in a single, dichromatic solid state laser produced by

Amoco laser company (Model ALC 1064-20DS). Using a prototype of this laser,

the current study verified operation of a true time delay optical phase

shifter for phased array antennas in the RF C-band.

In Section II, the basic operation of the photonic true time delay phase

shifter is discussed in more detail. In Section III, some results of an
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analysis of radar phased array systems are presented. In particular, the
phenomenon of beam squint', induced when a constant phase shift between
elements of an array is used instead of true time delay phase shifts, is
considered and illustrated through examples. Some relationships between

system-level beamforming specifications and device-level parameters are
discussed. In Section IV, an experimental characterization of the Amoco
dichromatic laser is presented. A'description of the optical breadboard used
in the feasibility demonstration, along with results of the experiment, are
presented in Section V. Finally, a discussion of these results and
recommendations for future experimental and theoretical work are presented in

Section VI.

II. PHOTONIC DELAY LINE THEORY

As indicated in the Introduction, Figure 1 presents the architecture of
the basic photonic true time delay delay line. The optical configuration is a
standard heterodyne system with laser frequencies of w, and 4s and no-, Ily

equal amplitudes A, and Bragg cell RF frequency offset oi.ý, resulting in
optical beams

Es3 1 a=Aexp [j ( (s+w.) t+4)] (1)

Ep (itex= p (jR) (2)

where * is an optical phase shift, covering both desired and undesired, ie,
noise-induced, possibilities. The heterodyned signal, or coherent addition of
the two optical beams, is given by the optical intensity, ie, the absolute
value squared of the sum of the two complex beam amplitudes. This operation
results in a constant dc background illumination plus the system output signal

with frequency dependence

I (t) ~IA12cos ( ((jS-(JR+(.) t+40] (3)

In Equation (3), the self-heterodyne frequency of the laser output,

AM =(o-o), appears, modulated by the RF frequency ca,. Hence, the system
operates in a band defined by lower frequency Am and upper frequency

(&+o,•,,). Note that any optical phase shift imposed on either beam, here
indicated on the signal beam, comes through directly in the final detected
optical signal.

Figure 2 indicates the selective action of the system optics within the
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Bragg cell, where a specific phase shift can be *picked offo from the acoustic

wave in the cell. For a specific frequency w,, the rotating/translating

mirror will establish a location, and so a phase value, along the acoustic

wave relative to its launch point in the cell. As, a4 changes, the phase of

the acoustic wave at that fixed point in the Bragg cell will also change, such

that a linear dependence of optical phase on RF frequency - the hallmark of

the true time delay phase shift - is established. Hence, for a wideband RF

signal with upper and lower frequencies • and (o, respectively, a true time

delay phase shift for each frequency component of the RF signal will be

available with varying magnitude dependent on which particular point within

the Bragg cell is chosen by one (or more, for multiple antenna elements)

rotating mirror(s).

III. PHASED ARRAY PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS

A phased array antenna directs its transmit (and/or receive) beam via element-

to-element phase shifts which match those of a plane wave front tilted at the

desired angle to the plane of the array. (See Figure 3). The array will be

designed with a certain center frequency in mind (f,), and elements will be

spaced at distances d,, and dy in the plane of the array, in the x- and y-

directions, respectively.. Then, the array factor A(0,0) is given by

A(6,) P=E F Ioexp(j[mdx(ku-kouo) +ndy(kv-kovo) ]) (4)
m n 100

where uniform element patterns have been assumed [6]. The relative amplitudes

of the element excitations, I=/I0c, also will be assumed uniform and equal to

one. The observer is located at position (R0 ,O0 ,0 0 ), and the array is scanned

to angular position (0,0). Wavevectors are defined by k = 2n/k, where X is

the wavelength associated with the signal frequency f, and k0 = 21c/k,, where k,

is the wavelength associated with the design frequency f0. Variables u (u0 )

and v (v 0 ) are defined by u = sin~coso and v = sin~sino, with the subscript
"0" inserted appropriately as needed. Figure 4 shows the beampattern obtained

for 0 = 00 = 0, and for scan angle e = 300, when f = f0 = 5 GHz, for a 36-

element square array.

The phenomenon known as beam squint occurs when a scanned phased array

is driven at a frequency other than the design frequency with no alteration in

the phase shift given to the various elements, ie, for constant phase shift.

The effect of beam squint is seen as a shift in the beampattern maximum,

creating a beam pointing error, when a frequency of f = 6 GHz is the signal
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frequency (Figure 5a), or when f = 4 GHz (Figure 5b). Note also a rise in the

sidelobe level for the frequency shifted array which would result in a noisier

radar system. However, as shown in Figures 5c and 5d, a true time delay phase

offset given to the various array elements - and realized by replacing k0 with

k in Equation (i) - brings the beam maximum back into alignment. Obviously,

for transmission or reception of a wideband signal, true time delay phase

shifts are required to ensure that the various frequency components of the

signal all refer to the same target.

An important goal of this ongoing study is to relate the system-level

specifications of importance to the radar user - such as directivity, pointing

accuracy and sidelobe noise suppression - to the device-level characteristics

of the photonic delay line. Since the photonic delay line is based on a

heterodyne optical system, much laser noise suppression will be built in. Any

laser instability common to the two frequency-offset beams of a dichromatic

laser will be suppressed by the coherent interference of the two beams. Also,

the acousto-optic modulator (3ragg cell) can be assumed completely stable.

However, trouble can arise in several areas:

1) Frequency jitter in the laser, ie, short-term frequency and mode

hopping, will alter directly the value of the true time delay

phase shift in an unpredictable manner, introducing pointing

errors, etc. into the radar antenna system.

2) Mode hopping in the laser will also create an effective pointing

error of the laser beam in the Bragg cell, causing the *pick-off'

point along the acoustic wave to move, again resulting in a phase

error in the radar antenna system.

3) Any lack of coherence between the two frequencies of the

dichromatic laser will result directly in an error in the value of

the phase shift for the radar antenna elements.

Quantification of these effects is underway.

IV. DICHROMATIC LASER CHARACTERIZATION

The Amoco prototype dichromatic laser (Model ALC 1064-20DS) is a Nd:YAG

solid state laser operating at 1064 microns, but with two mutually orthogonal

phase-coupled beams separated in frequency by approximately 4.27 GHz [7]. In

order to characterize the laser, the output was directed onto a polarizer,

where the two orthogonal polarizations could mix, then fed into a multimode

fiber and detected. Figure 6 shows the self-heterodyne signal generated at

the nominal interference frequency. Figures 7a and 7b give an indication of

the stability of the laser, presenting measurements of short-term frequency
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jitter and long-term frequency drift, respectively. The short-term jitter, or

width at half-maximum of the heterodyne peak averaged over 16 samples, is

about 500kHz. The long-term drift was obtained over a period of 1.5 hours,

with the spectrum analyzer set to hold the maximum value in each frequency bin

over that time span. The result was a drift of approximately 2 MHz. The

self-heterodyne frequency and the relative strength of the two laser

frequencies were adjustable, as thb two laser frequencies could be moved

relative to the gain curve of the laser. It was clear from rotation of the

polarizer that one frequency beam was horizontal, ie, parallel to the

tabletop, the other was vertical, and that the measured laser output power of

approximately 37 milliwatts was about equally split between the beams.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND RESULTS

A single-element photonic true time delay phase shifter was set up in

the lab. Output from the dichromatic laser was split by a polarizing

beamsplitter so that the appropriately polarized beam would be directed to the

Bragg cell ("signal" beam). The other beam (*reference' beam) was shunted to

two mirrors which directed it to a recombining polarizing beamsplitter.

Following the beamsplitter, the signal beam was directed through a

cylindrical lens so as to focus the light in the vertical, leaving it

unaltered in the horizontal direction. In this configuration, the beam will

be optimally utilized by the Bragg cell, all optical power being contained

within the height of the acoustic waveform within the cell. Since a band of

RF frequencies, from fL to f,, will be impcoed on the Bragg cell, the outgoing

first-order diffracted beam will be spread by an angle

As =AGAf/v. (5)

where Af = f,-fL, and v, is the speed of sound in the Bragg cell material, in

addition to any initial divergence of the beam from the laser.

The Bragg cell used was a custom-designed indium phosphide (InP)

acousto-optic deflector by Bximrose, centered at wavelength 1.3 microns, and

with a maximum diffraction efficiency of 15 percent at that wavelength. since

the optical wavelength in use in this experiment was 1.06 microns, it was

expected that the diffraction efficiency would be somewhat less; a value of

14.3 percent was measured.

After the signal beam exited the Bzagg cell, the zeroth-order

(undiffracted) beam was stopped, and the first-order diffracted beam, now
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modulated by (o., was directed into a spherical lens, chosen so as to stop the

angular spread of the beam at that point. The signal beam then fell on a

single rotatable mirror, on a Photonic Control piezoelectrically-controlled

mirror mount capable of 630 microradian movement. An electronic driver

controlled the motion of this mirror, as needed, for mapping out locations

along the acoustic wave in the Bragg cell.

The signal and reference beamis were recombined with a second polarizing

beamsplitter and the output light directed into a multimode fiber for

subsequent detection by an Antel Gigahertz Fiber Optic Test System. Since

optical power was not very abundant, no polarizer was used to mix the

orthogonal signal and reference beams. Instead, the polarization mixing

property of the several-foot length of multimode fiber was relied on for the

heterodyning of the two signals. Typically, 1.5 to 1.95 milliwatts of optical

power were coupled out of the multimode fiber into the photodetector.

Due to a slight mismatch between the center wavelength (1.1 microns) of

the polarizing beamsplitters and the nominal laser wavelength, some optical

power from each polarization was coupled into each beam (signal and

reference). Although the Bragg cell effectively stopped almost all the S-

polarization light from the signal beam, the reference was found to carry a

good deal of the P-polarization beam, resulting in a sizable self-heterodyne

signal out of the Antel photodiode. Figure 8 is the output of the photodiode,

showing the large self-heterodyne signal at 4.15 GHz (more typically, this

signal was at 4.27 GHz), and the system heterodyne signal at 5.45 GHz,

reflecting the 1.3 GHz RF signal driving the Bragg cell. Of course, the self-

heterodyne signal is phase coherent with the system heterodyne signal, a fact

which was used to great advantage in completing the experimental measurement

of phase versus frequency for the system.

In previous measurements of the phase versus frequency characteristic of

experimental photonic true time delay lines, a network analyzer was used, with

the stimulus being the driving RF signal to the Bragg cell [2]. This method

worked well, since the network analyzer works from the known initial phase of

the stimulus signal to determine the phase of the response received back - ie,

in previous experiments, the output of the photodiode at the Bragg offset

frequency. Hence, the stimulus signal was always the same frequency as the

response signal in previous characterizations. However, such is not the case

for the present system, in which the frequency at which the Bragg cell is

driven (the stimulus from the network analyzer) is not the same as the system

heterodyne response, which is offset by the dichromatic laser's frequency

difference between beams. For a stimulus signal of 1.3 GHz, the network

analyzer would have to add a phase coherent frequency offset of about 4.27 GHz
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in order to characterize the response at 5.57 GHz, which is illustrated by the

system transfer function measured for a stimulus frequency range of 1.29 GHz

to 1.31 GHz (Figure 9). Currently available network analyzers do not have

such a capability. In order to characterize the phase versus frequency

response of the frequency offset photonic true time delay line, the leakage-

induced self-heterodyne signal in the photodiode output was used. The self-

heterodyne signal, being phase coherent with the system heterodyne signal,

could be RF mixed with the system heterodyne signal, downshitting the system

heterodyne signal to the same frequency as the stimulus driving the Bragg

cell, as indicated in Figure 10. Then, the network analyzer could be used to

characterize the system's phase as a function of frequency.

Implementing the frequency offset described above and in Figure 10

required a couple of stages of power amplification, due to the low optical

power levels actually coupled out of the Bragg cell and, ultimately, out of

the optical fiber. Old, tube-type amplifiers were used, adding some noise to

the system, mostly in the forms of frequency spikes and drift.

The results of the characterization of phase versus frequency for the

photonic delay line are given in Figure 11 for two mirror positions, taken at

extremes of the mirror rotation (differing by about 2°). Two linear phase

versus frequency functions are mapped out, with very different slopes for the

two different mirror positions - and, hence, pick-off points along the

acoustic waveform in the Bragg cell - verifying that true time delay phase

shifts can indeed be extracted from the photonic delay line, in this case, for

C-band wideband signals.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This experiment proves that a photonic system can generate true time

delay phase shifts for phased array antennas, providing the capability to

build lightweight, potentially lower cost, high-frequency (C-band), wideband

radar systems. Some potential sources of error in the phase shifts have been

identified; quantification of these effects is currently underway.

In addition to the need to quantify phase errors and cost factors for

these photonic delay lines, the potential for creating a frequency-agile

phased array antenna system must also be explored. The current system can

operate only within a single radar band, fixed by the frequency difference of

the two beams out of the dichromatic laser. However, recently developed

lasers [8) have a variable frequency difference between orthogonally-polarized

beams, controllable in real time, which can provide for shifting between radar

bands, while still providing the wideband capability of a true time delay
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beamforMer. construction and testing of such a variable-band system will be

undertaken in the near future.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Photonic true time delay phase shifter - optical layout.

Figure 2: Delay as a function of position of the signal beam along the

acoustic waveform in the Bragg cell.

Figure 3: Incidence or projection of a plane wave relative to an array of

elements.

Figure 4: Beampattern produced at design frequency f=f,=5 GHz, steered to

300.

Figure 5: Beampatterns produced by an array of 36 elements designed for

frequency f.,=5 GHz and steered to 30' with, (a) f=6 GHz, constant

phase shift; (b) f=4 GHz, constant phase shift; (c) f=6 GHz, true

time delay phase shift; (d) f=4 GHZ, true time delay phase shift.

Figure 6: Self-heterodyne signal from Amoco dichromatic laser at Af=4.28

GHz.

Figure 7: Characterizations of prototype Amoco dichromatic laser: (a) short-

term jitter of about 500 kHz from 16-sample average; (b) long-term

drift of about 2 MHz from 1.5 hour sample, using maximum hold

function of spectrum analyzer.

Figure 8: output of Antel photodiode showing "leakage" self-heterodyne peak

at 4.15 GHz and system hecerodyne peak at 5.45 GHz, phase-locked

signals which were then RF mixed.

Figure 9: Transfer function of optical system for stimulus (Bragg cell RF

driver) range 1.29 GHZ to 1.31 GHz. (Response shown is system

heterodyne signal).

Figure 10: Schematic for RF mixing of photodetector output in order to derive

nominal 1.3 GHz response signal for network analyzer.

Figure 11: Phase versus frequency of photonic true time delay line for two

orientations of the rotating mirror differing by approximately 20.
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Management Systems: Representation for System Designers

Michael S. Nilan
Associate Professor

School of Information Studies
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Abstrac

This report describes our efforts this summer to generate a method for translating our user-

based information system requirements into a representation form that would be readily

interpretable by system designers and system analysts. Typically, the kind of requirements

specification that we produce from our user requirements analyses are text-based descriptions of

problem solving processes as perceived by a group of users. In the past, these text-based

descriptions have proven to be difficult for system designers and analysts to interpret. Since our

long term research agenda is oriented towards large-scale information .aanagement systems

which are more complex than traditional applications, we felt that we needed some systematic and

easily interpretable format that we could use for communicating our user requirements. Using a

combination of hypertext-like representations and a 3-dimensional virtual reality display, we have

been able to create a representation system that not only provides for effective interpretation of

our user requirements on the part of system designers and analysts, but the virtual reality graphic

display configuration also allows us to represent system components (e.g., display devices,

databases, network linkages, etc.) in the same graphic environment. We believe that this

combination of hypertext descriptions and virtual reality graphic displays will facilitate the

accurate representation of user perspectives in large-scale information resource management

systems.
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User-Based Requirements for Large-Scale Distributed Information

Management Systems: Representation for System Designers

Michael S. Nilan and R. David Lankes

INTRODUCTION

According to the Computer Science and Telecommunications Board of the National

Research Council (June 1992), the two most central, important development directions for

computing in the United States for the next decade are increased processing capability and

improved usability. Of the six "core sub-fields" of computer science and engineering that the

Computer Science and Telecommunications Board describe (page 4), three of these fields are

clearly pursuing the increased processing capability direction: multiple processors, data

communications and networking, and reliability. The other three core sub-fields (software

engineering, information storage and management, and user interfaces) would seem to bear the

responsibility for pursuing improved usability.

The current trend in computing in general and in information systems in particular is

towards distributed environments. This is clear due to the increase in use of Unix as a general,

multi-platform operating system; it is clear in the spread of graphic user interfaces (GUI) and

windowing systems; it is clear in the rapid spread of local and wide area networks as well as

national and international networks; and it is clear in the private sector trend towards
"outsourcing" of various computing and information services. One other central phenomenon that

has received less attention is how organizations can deal with the exponential growth in the

production and use of data/information as they pursue their objectives in this distributed

environment. Usability is the essence of coping with this phenomenon.

Our research is directed at enhancing usability for complicated, large-scale information

management systems has made significant progress in the user needs assessment or user

requirements domain (see Nilan, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c; Nilan & Herr, 1992; Nilan &

Rosenbaum, 1992; Hert & Nilan, 1991; Newby, Nilan & Duvall, 1991). We have a set of coherent

needs assessment methods that allow us to generate a dynamic model of the users' perspective of

a problem or problem domain that we can use for initial user requirements and we believe that this

model can be used later on in the software development cycle for user and system performance

evaluation. We also have a systems analysis tool that provides a near real-time feedback loop

between system developers/analysts and end-users (Nilan & Travica, 1992). This feedback loop
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can be used from the rapid prototyping stage through to the maintenance phase of the software life

cycle to provide systems analysts, designers and managers with detailed descriptions of the

problems and comments that users have for specific aspects of the system. The analytic

procedures associated with the feedback loop provide specific metrics for making system

updating decisions (i.e., changing either the data, the code or the peripheral hardware) and for

system evaluation (e.g., how well the user is being served by existing database links to the

interface). Our user requirements methods are used at the beginning of a system design process

and our feedback loop is used from the rapid prototyping stage on. The resulting system (i.e.,

software, hardware and data) is oriented towards how users perceive the problem the system is

designed to solve with several benefits over more conventional design processes. Some of these

benefits include: drastically reduced training overhead for new or improved system features;

increased effectiveness of human-computer interaction; and usability metrics for system and user

evaluation, particularly in a distributed operating environment.

What has been missing in our efforts to date however, has been a reliable mechanism to

"translate" the initial user problem models (i.e., the user requirements) into a form that was

readily interpretable by system designers when we were interested in dealing with a large-scale

(and therefore, complicated) information system. What we had been turning over to system

designers/developers was a text-based linguistic description of how the users aggregately view

the problem that the system designers were trying to develop a system to solve. They had

difficulties in understanding how our user problem model could be "translated" into system

operation specifications (i.e., user requirements). This difficulty was particularly troublesome

when we were addressing a realistically scaled information system (as opposed to a small-scale

application) because of the complexity of the model. Therefore, our project for the AFOSR this

summer at Rome Laboratories was to develop a representation procedure that would allow system

designers to more readily interpret our system performance requirements. Because we are

interested in working with large-scale, multimedia information management systems, the

additional dimensionality of virtual reality (VR) technology was seen as a potentially powerful

way to represent the complexity and interdependencies in our user model.

We used two research teams, one at Syracuse University composed of six doctoral

students and one at Rome Labs composed of the principal investigator and one doctoral student.

The team at Syracuse University was involved primarily in developing a representation

methodology and the team at Rome Labs was concerned with learning the technical capabilities
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of the Rome Labs virtual reality graphics system and then creating a three-dimensional

demonstration of the representation process on the Rome Lab system. The result of our efforts is

reported here and resides as a graphic demonstration on RL/C3AB's virtual reality system. This

project represents a significant step in our development of a set of coherent system design

methodologies for accurately and effectively representing end-user perspectives in the system

design process. We now have a set of three methods for insuring increased usability of large-scale

information management systems design (i.e., knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation,

and user feedback loop). It is important to note that our efforts this summer have been more

successful than we had envisioned. In addition to developing a method to represent user

requirements to system developers, the graphic representation also allows us to model various

system components, capabilities and requirements within the same display environment. By using

virtual reality technology for this graphic representation, system designers and analysts will be

able to get a much more wholistic view of the complete system architecture (i.e., hardware,

software, data and network linkages) required for a particular application.

THE PROJECT DATABASE

In order to develop our user model representation methods, we first needed a data set that

met certain criteria. Among these criteria were that the data set had to be of a realistically sized set

of user problems due to our interest in large-scale information management systems; the data had

to be composed of dynamic user specifications of problem solving activities, data/information

needs associated with those activities; and both of these had to be in user lanrguage terms.

Although we had empirically created a number of data sets that met the last two of these criteria

(e.g., Nilan, 1992b), we had only one data set that met the first criterion. Because we are the only

researchers in the U.S. who are involved in this type of model creation, we knew of no existing

data sets that met our criteria. Therefore, we used the one data set that met all three criteria.*

This data set was collected for a "Campus-Wide Information System" (CWIS) for

Syracuse University. CWISs are currently being implemented all around the world using existing

university networks, Internet and Bitnet. These systems typically are simply data that university

We would like to acknowledge the support of the Nason Foundation, Syracuse University's

School of Information Studies, Syracuse University's Computing Services and the students of
the IST 720 course in the "Behaviors of Information Users" Fall Semester, 1991 for their
generous support in generating the data set for this project.
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administrators have sitting around in some database that they make available to students

electronically. The data set we collected for Syracuse University was radically different. While we

will not attempt a complete description of the data here due to space limitations, we will describe

some of its more salient features (the reader is referred to Nilan, 1992a for a conceptual

description of this kind of data).

The data was collected in two phases. The first phase was to determine the range of

different types of problems students had and involved a total of 28 focus groups of between three

and six Syracuse University students who shared some demographic feature (e.g., one focus

group was all foreign students, another was all minorities, another was composed of disabled

students, etc.). These students were asked to describe problems that they had encountered for

which Syracuse University was seen as a source of help or information in solving it. Students

were then probed by asking them to think back to when they were making a decision about which

university to attend, to when they decided upon Syracuse, to their first semester, to their most

recent experiences. Descriptions of all the problems students described were collected. These

descriptions were then clustered topically into seven "problem domains" which included:

academics, health care, social life, transportation, health care, finances, and library and computer

systems. Taken together, all of the problems that students had mentioned in phase one could be

classified into one of these problem domains.

In phase two, seven teams of interviewers (with an average of six members per team)

completed an average of 43 interviews with students per problem domain (total number of usable

interviews was 299) where the respondents were chosen for maximum covepage (i.e., each team

had a "quota" of foreign, minority, new, continuing, handicapped, etc.). These interviews, the

essence of our knowledge acquisition methods, asked respondents to describe a recent problem in

the specified problem domain. This description was in the form of four types of data. First,

respondents were asked to describe their problem as a series of activities (things they said or did

or thought, things that others said or did or thought, or things that just happened). Next,

respondents were asked to describe the questions (things they wanted to find out about,

unconfuse, or were just curious about) that they had at each activity in their problem description.

It was emphasized that these questions did not need to be asked out loud nor did they need to be

answered. Taken together, the activities (arranged on three by five cards horizontally) and the

questions (arranged on three by five cards vertically under their respective activity) represent a

dynamic "action by cognition matrix" of the respondent's problem. Respondents then rated each
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question for its importance in the overall problem solving process and the eight highest rated

questions were examined in more detail. The third type of data focused on these eight questions.

Respondents were asked how an answer to their question would help them solve the problem,

whether they got an answer to their question, if so when they got that answer, whether or not the

answer was complete and why so, how satisfied they were with the answer and why so, what

sources they considered and why. Finally, respondents filled out a demographic questionnaire that

is more typical of traditional knowledge acquisition procedures (e.g., age, experience with

computers, major, etc.).

From the data for each problem domain (see Nilan, 1992c for a detailed description of the

analytic procedures for this type of data) one to four aggregated problem models were

constructed. These models focus on the agreement among respondents reporting on similar

problems in the nature of their problem solving activities and are represented in the respondents'

own language. The 299 interviews produced a total of twenty-eight individual problem models

which represented the fullest range of descriptions of the problems that Syracuse University

students have living and studying there. These problem models were all interrelated in that the

problem context was the same for all of them (i.e., being a student at Syracuse). This data set met

all the criteria set forth for our large-scale information management system requirements: a large

number of related user problems (in this data set, we had a total of 28 user problem models that all

dealt with study and life at Syracuse University), dynamic models of those problems, with the

models in user language.

The task for this project was to see if we could come up with a way tx represent the set of

user problem models in a way that would effectively and efficiently communicate to a system

designer. This involved a series of sub-tasks that relate both to this communication or translation

problem but also relate to the larger system issue of usability. For example, because of the large

volume of information that is available, users' ability to navigate through databases is currently

dependent upon the degree to which the database designer effectively set up the database and the

extent to which the user knows the database. We are interested in database representations that are

based upon the problem being solved rather than relying on a system perspective on database

design or upon the user's ability to learn the database. Therefore, the specific representation we

want to provide to system designers has some very specific features that address usability. In order

to discuss these, the next section will use an object oriented programming metaphor to describe

the various aspects of the user problem models into a form that is readily interpretable by system
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designers.

THE USERS' ROLE IN SYSTEM DESIGN

The utility of object oriented programming has remained an elusive accomplishment for

the last several decades due, to a great extent, with the so-called "granularity" problem, that is,

what defines a basic unit or object. Currently, while this problem is less broad than in the past, the

granularity problem remains a serious obstacle to creating object oriented operating and

programming environments. Our approach to empirically generating user problem models offers

one potential solution to the granularity problem that also helps us to communicate with system

designers. We call this fortunate juxtaposition a functional approach to object definition. Our

argument follows directly from our methodological approach.

Once we have created a user model of a particular problem. we have, in essence, the

following products:

• functional objects represented by the aggregated activities or steps in the problem
solving process;

• data objects represented by the question and answer sets associated with each activity
or step; and

• a set of "dependencies" or relationships among the various functional and data objects.

The functional objects represent specific activities that users undertake at a particular point in the

problem solving process. Each functional object is "dependent" upon one or more data objects at

that specific point in time. Further, these data objects may have specific relationships with other

data objects which are also necessary at that specific point in time (i.e., a problem space or an

information space dependency). Each functional and data object has objects that necessarily occur

before and after it (i.e., time dependency) that are unique to their specific points in the problem

solving process. In other words, when people are solving a problem, they have a series of unique

steps that are followed, one after the other. When we look at a large number of people solving the

same problem, we find that many of these steps are functionally equivalent and that the steps

occur in roughly the same temporal order (see Nilan, 1992a, 1992b and Nilan & Rosenbaum,

1992 for discussions of these properties of user models). When we aggregate the information

needs of these people and "partition" them (i.e., divide them up according to when in the problem

solving process they are most salient), we find that the range of data concerns at any one point in

the process is quite manageable (i.e., relatively few questions).

One of the particularly useful aspects of this kind of object approach to representing the
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data from our user problem models is that we can create a problem structure that is "recognizable"

by novice problem solvers and experts alike. This is the case for two reasons. First, people can see

at a glance the whole problem solving process as aggregated across a large number of people. As

with language, they understand the process because they have already had experience with similar

processes and the language that is used to label the process model comes directly from users

rather than from system or content experts - it is not technical language. We refer to this feature as

the "navigability" of the model. Its effectiveness can be illustrated if we describe our model as a

set of questions (or index terms) used to provide access to our database (or the answers to users'

questions). When we look at the whole set of questions, there may be hundreds or thousands of

them (in this database, there are over 2,500 questions). For a user to find the specific question s/he

has at a particular point in using the system can be a prodigious task! How can you reasonably

alphabetize the list? Do you index the list? If so, according to what criteria? Topic? There may

still be hundreds of questions in a realistically scaled database that have the same topic. What if

the user has a different term to refer to a particular information need? Note that these are common

tactics in more traditionally designed systems, manuals and help systems. Whereas with our

approach, the user only has to "navigate" to the point in the process where s/he is and look at a list

of questions that occur at that point in time (the most in our database is ten). Finding the specific

question of interest is trivial!

Therefore, the conceptual approach we took in this project was to try to translate our set of

user problem models into a set of objects (functional and data) and specify the dependencies

(spatial and temporal) among the variou; objects. Further, we wanted to be a1~le to present various

system objects in the same representation (e.g., display devices, distributed databases, distributed

processing capabilities, etc.) so that the user's role in system design could be represented in the

same "design space."

MEIHOD
Employing techniques similar to those we used to aggregate user descriptions into

problem models (see Nilan, 1992b), we examined the models for similarities, overlaps and

outright redundancy. We also looked for opportunities where the whole set of models taken

together would eliminate the need for two models which could be represented together. For

example, the three problem models of going to the health center with an injury or illness, getting

immunizations, and getting health insurance, while seemingly disparate, nevertheless when
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represented together in the whole set of problem models, users had no problem whatsoever in

going immediately to the right problem model. In this manner, we were able to reduce the number

of problem models from the original 28 down to 18 models.

The next task was to look at each individual model and examine it for its coherence and

suitability as a navigation aid. This involved looking at the individual steps or activities in each

model and trying to decide if they were necessary for providing access to information. For

example, some steps just did not make sense; in one model, the first step was "decide whether or

not I needed a job." While several of our respondents had mentioned this as their first step in

describing their problem solving process to the interviewers, it doesn't make sense for a user to

come to an information system to ask whether or not s/he needs a job! The user will already know

whether or not s/he needs a job. Therefore, because we could assume that this step did not need

representation in the system, we eliminated it. Another type of adjustment we made to the original

models was to combine or eliminate those steps for which respondents had no questions (or data

objects). If the step could be combined with the proceeding or following step and still maintain

the navigable coherence of the model, this was done to simplify the complexity of each individual

model. In some cases, a step would be described to the interviewer as a rhetorical device rather

than as a specific point in the problem solving process (these steps never had questions associated

with them) and so these were also combined or eliminated.

The next step, while not strictly necessary, was taken because it allowed us to simplify the

potential representation of the set of problem models to the user at the human-computer interface

level. This involved clustering those problem models that seemed to go togesher by virtue of

having similar situational or contextual orientations. For example, the problems of getting

admission to a school, registering for a course, declaring a study major, graduating, etc. were put

in a cluster labeled "academics" while problems that had less to do with study per se but had to do

with life surrounding the university environment were put in a cluster labeled "living." The last

cluster was more of a miscellaneous collection of problems that students would all have at some

time in their academic careers but were less pervasive. We called this cluster "coping."

RESULTS

The three resulting clusters and their associated problem models have been represented as

a three tiered hierarchy that can be used in two significant ways: first as a guide to designing the

intellectual structure of the human-computer interface and second, as a basic structure for this
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project of providing the system designer with a coherent set of user requirements. Each of these

will be discussed in turn below. We believe that the isomorphism between these two functions is a

major source of validity and coherence for the approach taken here.

To illustrate how these clusters were configured, Figure 1 shows the "academics" cluster

with eight problem models listed under it. These were: admissions, registration declare major,

transfer, holds (e.g., a student cannot register for classes ,ntil his/her tuition bill is paid),

graduation, computers and library. The problem model for admission (the top line in Figure 1) had

four steps: take the required exam(s), contact the school, check to see if everything is ok, and

complete the (admissions) application. Linked (in a hypertext sense) to each step are a series of

questions aggregatCd across all respondents that we interviewed. These questions (not shown in

Figure 1) are also linked (in a hypertext sense) to specific data points in databases maintained by

administrative units at Syracuse University that have responsibility for those answers. To navigate

this system from the user's point of view, the user would select "academic" as the problem

domain that s/he wanted to find out about, would select "admissions" as the specific problem s/he

wanted to solve, and then the step that s/he was at in the problem solving process in order to gain

access to the specific information needed. This scenario as illustrated by Figure 1 is simply a

logical structure that would serve as a starting point for the design of a user interface and would

serve as a "map" for the subsequent system design linking .he interface structure to the

requirements for specific database data points.

We next developed a categorization scheme for the various system components and

capabilities to include with our problem models in the graphic domain. For example, individual

problem clusters are represented as spheres, databases as cones, etc. This will allow system

designers/analysts to readily interpret the various system features that are necessary to deliver the

functionality of this particular information system. A problem domain "space" was created (albeit

arbitrarily) to contain the various user problem clusters (spheres) and the system components and

capabilities. (Note this later notion of "capabilities" allows us to specify a certain functionality

even if the technology for delivering that functionality is not yet available for implementation.

One example might be specifying a parallel processor for use in load balancing across our system

network. While parallel machines do exist, their use for load balancing is not developed yet).

Figure 2 presents a generalized example of how this graphic representation might look.
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Figure 1. The Academics cluster and its associated user problem models.
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Figure 2. Example of a generalized graphic space for user problem model objects; and system
component objects showing the larger "cognitive" or system space, a window describing the
location and nature of linkages among objects, and a "high resolution" window showing the
specific user problem that the system designer is looking at.
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on an actual screen (it looks different on Rome Labs' Silicone Graphics VR system). This screen

has four features worth mentioning here:

* a "cognitive space" window which represents the system space which would include

the various user problems (here represented as spheres), and system components (here

represented as rectangular prisms);

• movement capability within the space (the four arrows in the center of the screen);

* a descriptive list of the specific linkages between where the user is in the system and

specific databases, display devices, processing capabilities, etc. (here presented in the

window along the right-hand side of the screen); and

• a "high resolution scheme" which shows the specific user problem model the system

analyst is focusing on (note that this model is virtually the same as the "transfer"

problem in Figure 1).

In the VR system, we will also have a "meta-" view window that will present the whole system

space to the system designer/analyst so that s/he always has an overview of where in the space s/

he is at any particular point in time.

The way this graphic presentation is used is as follows: The system designer/analyst could

move through the system from the users' perspective by following the hypertext representation

(Figure 1) and the graphic representation at the same time. This would "Je done by moving

systematically through each problem model in each cluster until you had exhausted each one. As

the system designer/analyst is moving through the user view, s/he can specify the needed system

components, databases, processing and display capabilities that can or should be used to insure

that the user is getting what is needed in the most effective and efficient manner possible. As new

system requirements are articulated, the system designer/analyst can insert them into the space at

a convenient place and establish the necessary linkages.

We see this graphic display as more of a design tool (analogous to a CAD or computer

assisted design tool) where the space provides an environment for merging user and system views

of a particular information resource managimuLm application. It is a notation system that will

allow for coherency and completeness checks before the system is actually built.

CONCLUSIONS

Our system is in its first iteration and is virtually untested with actual system designers or
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analysts. We need to examine how these system users will perceive the utility of both the

hypertext representation scheme and of the graphic design tool before we can draw specific

conclusions about this particular iteration. Further, there are certain capabilities that are absent

from the current iteration. For example, we have no facile editing capability that is operational

yet. This editing capability would allow the system designer/analyst to insert system components

and capabilities as well as make necessary linkages among system and user components. It would

also be useful to have "bench test" capability where the system designer/analyst could simulate

the operation of system linkages (or even the whole system) before anything is actually built.

Although these capabilities are beyond our goals for this summer, they present some interesting

possibilities for continued development of our notion of a knowledge representation scheme for

system design.
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Abstract

Flux creep in an epitaxial grown, YBCO high temperature

superconducting oxide thin film was examined by magn,.:ization

measurements in the plane of the film as a functicn of time at

temperatures between 5 and 30'K and in fields between 0.5 and 2.0

Telsa. In this particular film, the magnetization relaxation when

plotted on a logarithmic time scale generally exhibited a two-stage

kinetic response which was most evidenc at the lower temperatures

and fields. In a ied of '.ZIA. :., exDerimentaly apparent

activation enery charac=z=•arnz ne :"rse stace cree_ response was

found :o increase wish :emtera:ure, approaching a pla:eau level of

33meV at: 30K. At 15-K, the activation energv was :ound to be

relatively field insensitive. These resconse feat:ures for :he

first stage behavior are :n mcdes: a reemen: with -r

concepts. Because c: insuf:•-n- data a:- long :ime values, no

a::emct was made to characterize the second stage behavior. The

experimentally observed two-stage kinetic response feature in this

film is suggested to be a direct consequence of the particular

microstructural details of this film.
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:ntroduct ion

Before the f u l potential . of the high -emper a•r•e

superconducting oxides can be realized in device applications, the

critical current density problem must be resolved. In single

crystals and highly oriented, polycrystalline th-n films wnere

weak-link grain boundary limitations are minimized, the magnitude

of the critical current density at any particul•ar field and

temperature appears to be governed by the flux creep effect which

is expected to be a structure sensitive phenomena. This suggests

that by immobilizing the flux lines on a strong pinning defect

structure, exceptionally large and relatively field indezendenz

critical current density values will be obtainable. Unfortunately,

the theory of flux creep is not precisely established, and

experimental investigations often present an assortment of results

that sometimes raise more questions than o-rovide answers.

The theory of flux creep originated with an attempt:

explain the magnet-ic relaxactGn e= fect_ iay observed in h:e

'ow remperature, type : 7..intermetai ic sunerccnducoors :neerent

in this treatment is the concect of the crtca! state ýZ' and -he

concept that flux pinning defects exist ; :ne mate-:"a Z-

the presence of a magneti! field and :hese c_-nn.•- z-e-:ets, flu_.x

lines entering the samle establish a gradient (VB) and then move

collectively in bundles down that gradient by a thermmally activated

process involving a jump frequency (y) from pinning site-to-pinning

site given by: U
kT()
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where U is the effectIve Cinning barr:.er energy and y' Is i:e

attempt frequency. This effective activation energy .s equated to

(3) a classical potential well of energy height U T.present-ng

flux pinning in zero field minus the energy associated with a

Lorentz-type force (4) experienced by the flux lines 'n the

presence of the gradient where this force is taken to be directly

proportional to the gradient. The effec::ive activation energy is

then linearly related to the VB gradient and can be expressed in

general terms as:

n
U- (J (1- V 1

where a value of n=i specifically refers to the linear gradient

assumption, where VB0 is the maximum gradient that the flux bundle

can experience and still remain pinned a-: :0 , and where

extected to decrease swatn p e.u, f:: r T a n7

rapidlv as T accroaches T.

Using this linear VB ririving oCr:e relat~ionship for the

effective barrier energy, it can be shown that the irreversitle

magnetization (M...) associated with fl:x = : ~- ven

temuerarure when U_ >> k-r is icaarith-micallv :-te d -l.nd-.

U C

where t, is inversely proportional to the attempt frequency. As a

consequence, experimental data are typically expressed and analyzed
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nr the form

dMdn -kT()

where the experimentally accessible, apparent- activati~cn energy U.

equals U., if the linear gradient relation is physically functional.

Using this same linear gradient relationship, Monte Carlo

simulations (5-6) show that the time dependence of M_ is linear at

very short time values, logarit-hmic at 3.ncerediate time values and

exponenti-al at very long time values.

The proposed linear gradient relationshnp based on the

critical state assumption is suggested to be physically

unreali st-ic, and a non-linear gradient expression characterized by

ni>1 i elieved (--8) to be more ~ t:ec: reality.

7indeed. the linear cr:ien re asponds : a highly

quest`.r" sae inn onia well, and whnen a varietv

of: shaces, s-zes and di-st~r-_z'ut:'ons of dells are examined (8), the

act.-ivation energy (Ear 2) could' be best accroximate'dc n values i7.

the range 3,'Z2.n<2' instead of- the li~near =

More recent tratet7o aS a VB :r j VBthroughIn

4xJ/c = VB), zredic:- (3-11) a variet-y of -for.Ts other t-han Equation

2. Thus, the magnetization time decay kinetics can bCe derived from

any particular U-VB expression (12) and will not necessarily be

directly proportional to logarithmic time as prediczed in the

A~nderson-Kim model at low teinoeratures and fields. Models based
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upon collective pinning concepts (10, 13-15) predict a power aw

logarithmic time dependence for the-Inagnetization at temperatures

well below T. of the form:

I/nM(t) -M(o) (I!+KT ln (-C)] (5)

with values of n both less than and greater than one. This :orm

implicitly suggests a nonlinear U-VB relationship. The complexity

of the theoretical problem becomes even more apparent when it is

recognized that a variety of possible pinning defects exist, and

these defects represent a distribution of pinning pocentiais.

Experimentally, the simple n=l logarithmic time dependence is

frequently observed (8, 16-13) in single crystal, polycrystals, and

thin film YBCO samples at low temperatures and fields, particularly

at longer time values where initial ransient ef=ects are no oýnger

operative. At higher fields and emp =er1_7at_-ures, a simpe Ic -ga-

time data fit is not rea... apparent. There aIso es

experimen•al magnetizacion data on a single crystal sample of YEBC

where the power law form is obeyed (19) over many decades

logaritbhmic time, with n values that are -em-eraý:ur ee

range between 0.a and 1.4.

However, even when a s_.mp• logarithmic :ime dependence is

apparent in the magnetization data, the extracted experimental

activation energy was found to increase and not, as expected,

decrease with temperature. Also, the activation energies extracted

from magnetization measurements are typically in the rneV energy
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range as compared with flux creep activation energies extracted

from transport measurements that are'typically in the eV range and

do systematically decrease with temperature (see reference (8) and

the references therein).

To help understand this large discrepancy in reported U,

energy values between two different types of measurements and the

apparent anomalous temperature dependence of U, as measured by

magnetic relaxation, the suggestion that the activation energy is

probably not linear in VB was analyzed by Xu eta! (8) in

considerable detail. The results showed that the experimentally

determined activation energy UT extracted from magnet:iation decay

measurements is indeed smaller than the actual pinning poteniJal

U,, perhaps by a considerable amount, and that U. will increase with

field and also with temperature, but by progressively smaller

amounts (concave down) which did not agree with tv-ypica_ concave up

experimental results seen by them and others (6) monitoring .iux

Z r -3 eeC ki s Z n the final an a.'.sis0 hev concluded that either

the t=eor_-s of flux creep_ are inadequate or that their c-axis

oriented granular sample is not appropriate for the task of

examining these theories. The suggestion :hat --h -ranul-ar sa==_e

is sufC:cientlv flawed tc adecuac'lv test the theories should "e

considered in more detail, particularly since the suggestion, when

viewed in the light of typical granular critical current response

characteristics, appears to have some merit.

Recent critical current density measurements (20) as a

function of field on epitaxial grown thin films characterized by
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various microscructures of a-axis grains imbedded in a c-axis-

oriented film matrix, displaved critt'cal current values between 405

and !0A/cmŽ that where relatively field insensitive when the field

was applied in the plane of the fi.1m and, depending on the details

of the microstructure, were either field sensitive or insensitive

when the field was applied perpendicular to the plane of the film.

It would appear that the boundaries between the a-axis and c-axis

grains function as effective pinning sites, and that samples with

this type of microstructure characterized by a dominant pinning

site when the field is applied parallel to the film would provide

additional information on the :lux creec effect and insight into

the prevailing theories of flux creep particularly since some of

these theories (12, 16, 21) address the experimental situation

where the field is applied in the film plane.

A high quaYii Y-CC :hin fil.m was made by cff-axvs stutter

der c s it4 onar ...... substrate. a.. X-ray

diffraction zracina of -he film revealed bot'h te <hOC> and <C-C>
familv of df4f'ract4on teaks indicating that -he film was textured

with grains having a- and c-axis Crient-a -=es

plane of 7he film. 3cann-nc e.. -tr. marcscctv :;scaved a

basket-weave sr.uct.ure f the a- and c-axis oriented grains.

A Quantu•m Design SQUID magnetometer was used to measure the

magnetic properties of the sample where the sample was mounted so

that the magnetic field was in the plane of the film since this

arrangement in the critical current results (20) displayed the
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maximum flux pinning effect. This mounting arrangement requires

considerable care since any angular fisalignment caused distorted.

asymmetric SQUID wave forms, unsuitable for magnetic measurements.

How to achieve the desired magnetic field for the creep

measurements is a delicate auestion since the magnetization decay

kinetics particularly at short time values, is dependent on the

ramp used to obtain the desire field (6). Xu, etal (8) exercised

great care in their measurements and provided a detailed

description of their procedures. Except for some minor variations,

their experimental prescriptions were followed exactly. To avoid

field overshoot and its influence on the measured magnetism of -:he

sample, they indicated the sequence of field steps used to achieve

a specific field at which the magnetic relaxation would be

measured, but did not indicate the time interval, if any, at a

field between stecs. A two and one-half minute hold tIme at each

sten-field was used in this investigation to allow for an apparent

fast flux creec transient effe-c a: ==ea.-c s-:-ed. Also, -rior

:o magnesi:ation measurements at any scecf•c-field, the sample was

brought to its normal state at 1000K and t.ne zero = • cooled 7z

the desired temnerature before stevcin- up

rather than employing zhe acrorach of mcnit:oring -:e magnetization

decay kinetics at various pause fields while tracing the hysteresis

loop for increasing and decreasing fields. Otherwise, the fields

and temperatures used in this investigation were contained in the

range of fields and temperatures used in their investigation where

the critical state was suggested to exist. in this investigation
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the temperature dependance of flux creep was investigated at 0.5T

at temperatures between 5 and 30K. "The field dependance of flux

creep was monitored at a temperature of 15K for fields between 0.5

and 2.OT.

Each measured magnetization value was the average of 3 scans

on the SQUID. The run time (t) associated with each measured

magnetization value is defined as the difference between mid-time

(t,.) of the 3 scan measurement sequence and the start time (t,) of

the run when the persistent mode switch turns on and the desired

final field was obtained after the step sequence.

C--C C (6)

Great care must be exercised in measuring these time values since

any data -oint fit -zc a logarithmic dependance at the short ti4 me

end of the scale is .... :ally oezee or, -:he accurac-y o -

Cime measurements. The entire creec run was typically confined to

a three hour time snan.

Finally, a hysteresis loocp was measured --c maximun fie: -=

±2.0T (Fig. 1).

Results

The results for the magnetization behavior at various

temperatures for a field of 0.5T as a function of logarithmic time

between 5 minutes and 3 hours are shown in Figure 2 where an

apparent and unexpected two stage response feature is seen at all

temperatures and where the first stage systematically blends into
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and becomes increasing less distinguishable from the second stage

with increasing temperature. This .Iame data when presented on a

normalized magnetization basis where the normalization factor is

taken to be the intercept on the magnetization axis at logarithmic

time equals zero, is presented in Figure 3. From the slopes of

these plots, an apparent pinning energy can be obtained easily as

a function of temperature certainly for the first-stage behavior.

The apparent pinning energy from the first stage is presented in

Figure 4 where the energy is seen to increase concave downward with

temperature. Finally, the field dependence of the apparent pinning

energy at 15K was determined by evaluating the slopes of :he

normalized magnetization - in t response features for fields of .5,

1.0, and 1.5T as shown in Figure 5. First-stage behavior for all

three fields have the same slope, showing that the pinning energy

is relatively field insensicive.

The two-stage kinetic restcnse_ '-ur: zf : !e magne:izaoiCn as

a function of logari--mic: time :n .. e time range between 5 minutes

and 3 hours was totally unexzected srnc - azaras neve.

been observed before in t•-s -ime range :-r 7-e Y'CC sy'stem. Tere

are numerous -oss-e ex-•an-: fcr:h a-caren- efrfecf

which two are mcsr likely. The first explanation involves the

microstructure of this carticular film and its orientation with

respect to the applied field. One stage could correspond to the

kinetics of flux lines entering the a-axis oriented grains and the

other stage represents the kinetics of flux penetration into the c-
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axis grains. Anisotropic flux -enetration iJs certainly poss-ble in

the high anisotropic YBCO crstal str!1cture particularly if the Cu-

0 planes represent an intrinsic pinning site. The difficulty with

this explanation is that the penetration should occur concurrently

in both the a- and c-axis grains and aot sequentially as implied by

the experimental data.

The second possibility is that the first stage would be

associated with the kinetics in a partial critical state where the

flux front has yet to penetrate to the center of the sample, and

the second stage represents the kinetics of flux penetration in the

full critical state. This situation of cartial and full

penetration have been examined in some detail (21) where the

derived magnetization decay kinetics displays very definite two-

stage response features. Depending upon the temperature/activation

energy ratio, both stages could appear to be logarithmic in. t.M.

Monte Carlo simulations (0' show that the magne::zation kinetics of

the car- i -4 -ic4 al state Is not lcaarichmi: :n time, but acpears

to be at the longer time values where fhe lux front is approaching

the center of the film. The attrac!i'e tfeatre about hiS

suggestion is that the stages are predicted :occcr ueu::a ,

as imolied in the edata. The ,trac:--, features are

hnat the h:steresis behavior would indicate that :ne sample should

be fully penetrated at the experimental creep field value of 0.5T

and that the time value characterizing the break between the stages

should decrease with increasing temperature which is not readily

apparent in the data.
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Both suggestions have some -ne.r : nd -.e -crre..

interpretation awaits the appropriately definitive experirment:.

The activation energy for the first kinetic stage behavior as

extracted from the normalized slope characteristics 's In the meV

energy range and does increase with increasing temperature. Botn

these features are consistent with previous resuls obtained fro•"

magnetization relaxation measurements 6,8) nlike revious

experimental results, its increasing temperature dependence was

concave down as predicted (5). Before this apparently gratifying

result can be accepted, it must be recognized that it was obtained

from norma ized slope characteristics using nhe tota1 magnec..:a:on

at logarit.hmic •me equals zero (M (in t = 0) instead of M.

as the normalization factor. if M_ (0) 'is taken to hn-E -he

difference between M (In c = 0, and the reversible magnetization M.

where M_ is the mid coint value of M on the hvste-esis looc (3, 2-

shown in Fi-ure . .M n , = is then an adequate rre ttz

of ". 2', nd " ....ave 'cwn " oatr= -per~mentall'

tracted act.ivai.on enerrv as a :unction ot temperature :s

essentially c~r

Whil e the eemterature 4ceendence f. - :he xt'eri:men:a_

c ..ez' 4s :n acreez'e- : with e-<ec:a. =s, ý:n e f _

deCend C e is not. : The first stage decay kinecics appear to be

:e~a :nsensicive in disagreement with an expected dependency (8)

Because of a lack of sufficient long time data points, no

attemrt was made to characterize the second kinetio_ stage. The

straight lines placed on this stage in the various figures are oniy
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done as a means of deiineacnq :he :wo-stage Cehavicr, and shoul_

not be regarded as expressing a logfri[chmic :ime dependence.

Conc lusirons

The increasing concave down t:emperature dependence of the

experimentally measured ...lux Creep acivation energy for tnhs

particular YBCO film with its apparent strong cinning micro-

structure, provides a measure for experimenlca- -- u -- support for

theoretical concepts of flux creep based on a uion-linear gradient

functional form for the oinning activation energy where --his

is associated with physically realistic shapes for -- e potentia.

well. The two-stage kinetic response feature evjaenr :ne cata

may also be a result of the charac-eriz4ng micros•t-ructgura :

of this film.
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Allen S. Parrish
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Abstract

At Rome Laboratory, a "strawman" framework has been proposed for certifying reusable

software. This framework consists of static analysis. including the use of metrics and

formal verification, and dynamic analysis, including various testing strategies such as

branch coverage and mutation testing. In this paper. we consider the application of this

framework to a class of software modules called passive modules, which constitute a

fundamental part of the vast majority of software reuse. 0--r emphasis is in two areas.

First. we consider an expansion of the framework to include some new dynamic testing

strategies, some of which are very important in achieving higher levels of certification of

certain passivc modules in the context of reuse. We then consider an implementation of

the expanded framework, and we discuss some of the requirements of the toolset ,ceded

to support this framework.
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Toward Implementation of a Certification Framework
for Reusable Software Modules

Allen S. Parrish

1. Introduction

The reuse of a variety of software-related assets has been discussed as desirable for a number
of years iHooper 89, Krueger 89. Mcllroy 681. Perhaps the most well-defined form of reuse

is that of actual software code. Hooper 891 classifies reusable code into two categories:
passive and dynamic. Passive reusable code can be used as building blocks in constructing
complete programs. That is. passive code does not represent complete programs themselves
that can be invoked by a user, but rather represents "blocks" of code that can be combined in

the construction of complete programs, and reused from one program to the next. Mathematics

and 1/O libraries represent examples of passive reusable code.

Dynamic reusable code, on the other hand. represents complete programs that are used to

generate other applications (or pieces of applications), based on parameters that are provided as
input by the user. Thus, what is reused is not the code itself, but certain common techniques

Lre applied by a single piece of code to produce a family of similar applications. The compiler-
compiler YACC, which takes a grammar as input and produces a parse"r for programs nittlen

in that graminmx. is an example of dynamic reusable code. the same fundamental approach ,

reused to generate a variety of parsers that differ only in the grammar they intcrprer. eau.c
of th-e re'ativeiy high !evel of abstraction. dynamic code reuse is applicable only in a small sc;

of theoretically well-defined domains I Krueger 89 1.

Rome Laboratory has developed a "strawman" certification framework for reusable software.

It consists of five levels of increasing confidence, depending on the type and amount of
certification performed. The basic idea behind this framework is to attach these certification
levels to various software units within a reuse library, to give the reuser an ,dea of "ne :

of scrutiny that a unit has undergone.

The focus of this paper will be to consider the application of this framework to passive code
reuse, vwhich seems to constitute the majority of current reuse practice. There are two
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fundamental approaches to passive code reuse: module-level reuse and svstem-level reuse.

With module-level reuse, a single encapsulated unit is reused, while with system-level reuse, a

group of separate modules that are interconnected in some way is reused. Since modules are

present with either type of reuse, certification at the module level is important with either type

of reuse as well. Thus, to lay an initial foundation for future work in this area. we wish to

focus this paper on module-level certification of passive modules. Such an emphasis is

directly relevant to current reuse practice within DOD reuse libraries recently examined:

virtually all of the software code assets in the RAPID library and more than half of the code

assets in the ASSET library are passive modules. Because of the background and interest of

the author, much of the paper is devoted to testing related issues, as opposed to static analysis

forms of certification.

The work reported in this paper falls into two categories. We first extend the certification

framework by considering some new certification strategies that seem to be appropriate for

certain types of passive modules. Such strategies are particularly important in obtaining higher

levels of confidence in the context of reuse. Once we have extended the framework, we then

discuss the kinds of tools that are needed to adequately implement the extended framework.

2. A Model of Passive Modules

In this section, we wish to more formally define the above notion of a "passive module." We

will use Ada as a model for discussion, although the ideas here are applicable to languages with

similar modularization constructs. Using Ada terminology, we allow two basic categories of

passive modules: subprograms and packages. We note that other types of modules could be

allowed (e.g., tasks), but we intentionally wish to keep the model as simple as possible.

Also fundamental to this work is an understanding of some of the types of relationships that

can exist between these modules. Three important relationships are contains, is a client (Y

and invokes. We say that module A contains module B if the body of B is textually located

somewhere within the body of A. The implication here is that a (re)use of A also involves .

(re)use of B. We assume that (a) a subprogram may or may not contain (other) nested

subprograms and (b) a package must contain one or more subprograms. We note !hat Ada

permits a package to contain zero subprograms. However, such packages are uninteresting for

(dynamic) testing purposes because they have no (dynamic) functionality to tesA. AMso. Ada
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permits packages to contain other packages. Such "nested packages" complicate our model

unnecessarily, since the nested packages can be independently tested using the techniques to

be discussed here. Thus, we do not explicitly consider this possibility, although it is still

within the scope of the results and observations here.

We say module A is a client of module B if module A needs B in order to function properly.

In Ada, this connection is formalized using a "with" clause: we can say that an Ada module A

is a client of B if A (or some module containing A) contains a "with B" clause. Finally, we

say that module A invokes B if it contains a statement invoking B (either through a procedure

or function call). We assume this type of relationship can only exist between two

subprograms. We note that B must be within A's visibility. This could be because A and B

are contained within the same module, or it could be because A (or some module containing A)

is a client of B (or some module containing B). As was the case with the types of modules

above, we could expand the model to include other kinds of relationships (e.g., inheritance, as

found in C++ and Ada 9x), but again we wish to keep the model as simple as possible. still

allowing us to focus on fundamental testing issues.

These relationships allow us to fully depict the structure of typical subprograms and packages.

Figure 1 illustrates the structure of a typical subprogram.

Sclient of SP0

Subprogram SPO

Figure 1.

Figure 1 illustrates subprogram SPO. In this example, SPO contains other subprograms SPI-

SP5; thus, the boxes for these subprograms are inside the box for SPO. However. SPO also

invokes SPI and SP2 through procedure or function calls (hence the edges from the top of
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SPO's box to SPI and SP2), which in turn invoke the remaining subprograms contained inside

SPO. Note that we have not provided any information concerning the structure ot the nested

subprograms: they also could have their own complex internal structures consisting of other

subprograms. The topmost box, representing a "client of SPO." illustrates that external

modules that become clients of SPO can themselves invoke SPO.

In similar fashion. Figure 2 illustrates a typical package P0. In this example. package P0

contains four subprograms, SPI-SP4. that can be invoked by an outside client. (Of course.

SPI-SP4 may each have a complex (hidden) structure, such as subprogram SPO in Figure 1.)

Also, subprograms may issue calls to other (independent) subprograms in the package. such as

the call illustrated from SPI to SP2.

iclient of PO

package P0

Figure 2.

Finally, we allow modules to have certain additional properties based on the capabilities that

Ada provides for subprograms and packages. These properties include generic parameters

and the exportation of private types. Either subprograms or packages may have generic

parameters. Only packages may export private types.

With this model of passive modules in mind, we now proceed to address the objectives

outlined in the introduction. Section 3 is devoted to extending the certification framework to

include new certification strategies. particularly in the area of testing. Section 4 presents a top-

level view of a model environment that implements the framework, and develops an

idealization of how the environment tright be incorporated into actual reuse practice. In

keeping with the main emphasis on testing and dynamic analysis. Section 5 then focuses on the

dynamic analysis toolset within the certification environment.
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3. Extending the Certification Framework

The strawman certification framework developed at Rome Laboratory consists of five discrete

levels, as follows:

Level 1: Functional (Black-Box) Testing

Level 2: Branch Testing

Level 3: Quality Metrics Ratings

Level 4: Mutation Testing

Level 5: Formal Verification and/or Performance Evaluation

Higher level numbers are associated with higher levels of certification. Thus. a Level I

component has undergone very little scrutiny, while a Level 5 component has undergone

substantial scrutiny. Certain elements of the framework were intentionally left vague. e.g..

whether a Level n component must undergo certification techniques at Levels i to n- i.

There are three deficiencies in this framework that should be immediately addressed:

* There are no intermediate testing techniques between branch testing and mutation

testing. Because of the expense of mutation testing, it is therefore very difficult to go

beyond branch testing in terms of the level of coverage. Testing techniques that require

coverage of combinations of branches should be included.

- There are no certification techniques motivated directly by issues specific to reuse. This

means that it may be difficult to distinguish the framework from certification frameworks

for conventional software. For this framework to have an impact as a framework for

certification for reuse, there should exist certification techniques within the framework

that are unique to reusable software components.

-The one-dimensionality of the framework makes it very rigid and inflexible. Using this

framework, there is only one combination of techniques to achieve a particular level.

The remainder of this section addresses these issues. To address the first issue. we introduce

data flow testing, which provides a straightforward mechanism to require testing of
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combinations of branches. To address the second issue concerning the inclusion of reuse-
specific techniques. we introduce a new family of testing strategies. which we call sequence

testing. Finally, to address the third issue concerning tie organization of the framework, we

suggest a new underlying basis for developing the framework.

3.1 Data Flow Testing

The basic idea behind data flow testing is that paths containing definitions of variables to
values, followed by uses of those definitions are executed. In this way, errors a'sociated with
a "misuse" of a variable can be detected. A variety of testing techniques based on this idea

have been proposed [Rapps 841.

For our purposes here. we consider three techniques which appear to have the most promise:
definition coverage, use coverage, and DU path coverage. We use the informal definitions

for these techniques given in IZweben 921. To understand these techniques, we assume that a
subprogram can be representea as a tiowgraph, where the nodes and edges are def ted as

before. We then say that a variable is defined at a node if the node consists of a statement that
assigns a value to the variable (e.g., through an input statement or the appearance of the
variable on the left hand side of an assignment statement). A variable is used at a atode if the

value of the variable is referenced in the node (e.g., through an output statement, or in an

expression appearing in a predicate or the right hand side of an assignment statement). A test

set achieves definition coverage if. for every definition in the graph. it causes some subpath to

be traversed from the node containing the definition to a node containing a use of the definition.
That subpath must be definition-clear with respect to the variable, in the sense that it cannot

redefine the variable that was defined in the initial "definition node." Also, if the node that
represents a use of the definition has an out-degree greater than one, all edges emanating from

that node must be traversed. That is, "predicate uses" are only considered traversed when each

condition for the predicate has been exercised.

A test set achieves use coverage if. for every definition in the flowgraph, some definition-
clear subpath from the node containing the definition to a node containing a use of that
definition is traversed, for every such node containing a use of the definition. Finally, a test set
satisfies DU path coverage if, for every definition in the flowgraph. every definition-clear
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subpath from the node containing the definition to a node containing a use of the definition is
traversed, for every such node representing a use of the definition. If there are cycles in the

flowgraph. the number of such subpaths may be infinite. The standard approach to resolving

this issue in the literature is to restrict the DU path coverage criterion to only require the

coverage of those subpaths that contain no internal cycles (i.e.. the subpaths may be such that

the first and last nodes are the same. but no node in between can be the same as any other node

in the subpath) IFrankI 88, Zweben 921. However, this means that if the only path from a

definition to use contains a cycle, it is not necessary to cover that definition-use combination at

all, which weakens the criterion substantially. An obvious modification jZweben 92j is to only
insist that subpaths from definition to use contain minimum length internal cycles (i.e.. if there

are cycles, only cover the shortest one).

With these definitions of the criteria, there are some obvious relationships that exist. In

particular, the data flow criteria can be ordered in terms of increasing strength: definition

coverage - use coverage - DU path coverage. That is, if a test set satisfies a stronger

criterion (like DU path coverage) it also satisfies any weaker one (like definition or use

coverage). Moreover, use coverage (and also DU path coverage) is stronger than branch

coverage. However, branch coverage and definition coverage are incomparable; neither is

stronger than the other. This means that in terms of providing an intermediate level of testing

between branch and mutation testing, use coverage and DU path coverage are perhaps the more

likely candidates.

3.2 Sequence Testing

Sequence testing is a technique that is only applicable to packages. Consider the following

example of a stack package:

generic
type item is private

package stacks is

type stack is limited private;
procedure push(s: IN OUT stack; e: IN item);
procedure pop(s: IN OUT stack; e: OUT item);
procedure clear(s: OUT stack);

private...
end acks;
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This stack package has been defined with three operations: push. pop and clear. Sequence

testing demands that various sequences of operations be tested (e.g., push, push; pop; clear;

pop; push; clear). Since clients may interact with the package by invoking various sequences

of operations, the purpose of this ty 'e of testing is to examine a (hopefully) representative

subset of these sequences. Thus, this testing strategy attempts to predict scenarios under

which a package might be reused. In this way, this is indeed a testing strategy that is motivated

by concerns specific to reuse.

This leads to an important question: How can appropriate sequences be determined? One

answer to this question, proposed in [Zweben 921, is to model potential client behavior with

respect to a package as a flowgraph. In particular, the indivudal subprograms within the

package (in this case, push. pop and clear) can be viewed as nodes in the graph. A directed

edge (i.e., a "branch") from subprogram A to subprogram B represents the fact that the

sequence AB is possible in some client program. Note that this very much parallels a common

way of viewing code inside an individual subprogram, where nodes might represent statements

in the subprogram, and an edge between two statements represents the possibility that control

might flow between the statements. Also, note that following a conditional statement (i.e., an

if statement or a loop statement), there are multiple edges: one representing the case where the

condition is true, and one representing the case where the condition is false. The same is true

with our graph model for packages: for a boolean function exported by a package, there are

two edges directed to every subprogram which can legitimately follow the function: one edge

represents the case where the function returns "true." and the other edge represents the case

where the function returns "false."

The criterion "branch coverage" (or "edge" coverage) requires that the sequence (or sequences)

generated for a package contain every edge in the package flowgraph. Often, this will mean

that every pair of operations must appear somewhere in the sequence(s), including pairs

consisting of repeated invocations of the same operation. since there is normally an edge from

every operation to itself. In addition, when boolean functions are involved, some pairs

containing boolean functions as the first element of the pair will appear twice: once when the

boolean function is true, and once when the boolean function is false. However. it is possible

for the functional specifications for a package to disallow clients from invoking certain

sequences of subprograms. For example, the designer of a stack package may (although not
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necessarily) wish to disallow the sequence clear;pop, since this results in a "pop" applied to an

empty stack. In this case, there is no edge between clear and pop, and it is therefore not

necessary to cover this sequence with branch coverage.

Data flow analysis can also form a basis for sequence testing. The variables that form the basis

for our analysis of data flow are the subprogram parameters. We say that a subprogram

contains a definition of a parameter if the parameter is an OUT parameter. A subprogram

contains a use of a parameter if the parameter is an IN parameter, and a parameter of the same

type has been defined by one of the package's subprograms (from which there is a path in the

package flowgraph to the subprogram containing the IN parameter). In this way, the use is of

a previously occurring definition, in the same sense that uses are of previous definitions in

conventional (sub)pragrams.

Using the above notion of a flowgraph and the definitions above of "definition" and "use," the

data flow techniques defined above for simple subprograms can be defined analogously for

packages. Thus, definition coverage at the package level requires covering all subprograms

with OUT parameters in sequence with at least one subprogram of an IN parameter of the same

type (without any intervening definitions, i.e., without being separated by another subprogram

containing the same type as an OUT parameter). Use coverage at the package level requires

covering all subprograms with OUT parameters in sequence with all subprograms containing

IN parameters of the same type. Since many IN parameters are also OUT (i.e., IN OUT), and

no intervening definitions are allowed, then it may be necessary to repeat the initial subprogram

with the OUT parameter several times to cover all of these combinations. Finally. DU path

coverage requires covering all subprograms with OUT parameters and every (definition-clear)

path to every subprogram with an IN parameter of the same type. Note that with a boolean

function, to cover the use corresponding to an IN parameter means that the boolean function

must be executed when it is both true and false. This may not be possible in combination with

some definitions; if so, the objective is to cover as many uses in combination with as many

definitions as possible.

As a small example, consider the Ada stack package defined above with operations push, pop

and clear. We assume that there are no restrictions imposed by the functional specification on

the sequences of operations that clients may invoke within this package. Thus, the following

sequence satisfies branch coverage: clear; push; push; pop; pop; clear; clear; pop; push; clear.
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It is easy to verify that this sequence includes every pair of operations in the package. Note

that since an operation is permitted to follow itself, these pairs also include repeated invocations

of every operation.

To define the data flow based sequences, we must consider definitions and uses for each

operation, as follows.

Otmftion Definitions Uses

Push stack stack, item
Pop stack, item stack

Clear stack

This leads to the following sequences of operations to achieve definition, use, and DU path

coverage (although these are not the only choices):

Criterion S uence

Definition coverage Clear; Push; Pop; Push
Use coverage Clear, Push; Push, Clear; Pop; Pop; Push; Pop
DU path coverage Same as use coverage

Some comments are in order regarding the above. First, with a package containing a

subprogram that contains only IN parameters (such as a boolean function), definition coverage

may not require testing that subprogram at all. This is the case when there is some other

subprogram that could serve as the "use" for any corresponding definitions. Second, we note

that satisfying use coverage does not ensure satisfying branch coverage. The above is an

example of such a case where several branches (that were covered by branch coverage) are

uncovered. Thus, use coverage should not be viewed as an augmentation of branch coverage

(as is the case with conventional subprograms), but rather as a way to perhaps focus in on

those branches that are perhaps important. Lastly, since every operation in this example

contained a definition of "stack," there was only one definition-clear path from every

definition to use. Thus, DU path coverage and use coverage are identical. These two criteria

are different only when there are several subprograms without definitions (OUT parameters),

and therefore, several different sequences that may be used to get from definitions to uses.
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3.3 A New Strawman Framework

Both data flow testing and sequence testing should become part of the strawman certification

framework. However, because of the one-dimensionality of the existing framework, it is

difficult to augment the framework with new certification approaches; there simply doesn't

seem to be any place to put new strategies. Generally speaking, the framework should be

modified to become more flexible. We suggest an approach which divides the certification

Lechniques into three components: functional analysis, source code qualirv analysis and

performance analysis. A "score" is awarded based on the types of certification performed in

each of these areas; the three overall scores are then combined using some type of relative

weighting scheme to arrive at the overall certification level for the component. Figure 3

illustrates this process.

Source Code
Functional Quality Performance
Analysis Analysis Analysis

Functional SCQ Performance
Evaluation Evaluation Evaluation

Techniquts Techniques Tachmiques

FUNC score SC score PERF score

Certification level = f(FUNC, SC, PERF)

Figure 3.

Roughly speaking, performance analysis techniques could involve various types of analytical

(e.g., algorithm analysis) and empirical measurements (e.g., benchmarks). Source code

quality metrics could involve a number of things, including SLOC's, cohesion and coupling

metrics, cyclomatic complexity, modularity measurements, etc. Functional analysis techniques

could involve various testing strategies, along with formal verification. The idea behind

functional analysis is an examination o1 the functionality of the code, to attempt to establish

whether or not the code contains defects.
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Given the focus of the remainder of the paper on testing, we consider a more detailed model of

the functional analysis process. This model is depicted in Figure 4 below.

Functional (black-box) testing

White-box testing

Sequence testing

Formal verification

Figure 4.

This model basically says that functional testing (i.e., testing using the requirements to guide
the selection of test cases) provides an initial cut at this process. White-box techniques cause

the code to be exercised normally beyond functional testing, and therefore provide the next

level of confidence in the functional analysis process. We make no attempt to distinguish

between various forms of white-box testing (branch testing, mutation testing and data flow
testing), although some distinction eventually needs to be made. Sequence testing is a higher-

order form of testing, and should only be performed for a package after the individual

subprograms within the package have individually undergone testing. Finally, formal

verification constitutes a capstone activity that can provide the highest level of confidence for

critical applications.

This progression constitutes a high-level process model for functional analysis, by roughly

defining the order in which various techniques should be applied. From this model, the
"score" for functional analysis should be determined, with increasing scores as one proceeds

down this chain. Note that this is the same approach that was used for the original strawman

certification framework. However, with the new framework, the overall model is now multi-

dimensional, with separate "submodels" for performance analysis and source code quality

analysis. Consequently, a given overall level can be achieved by more than one combination

of activities from these three categories.
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4. An Environment Model

Ideally, the certification framework refined in Section 3 should be implemented. In this
section, we consider the overall role and scope of an automated environment that implements

this framework. We envision two possible objectives for such an environment:

"* Certification of new components as they are added to the library.

"• Certification of existing components in a reuse library that might be of dubious or

unknown quality.

The first objective can be viewed as the primary objective of a certification environment.

However, the state of the practice has been such that components have already been placed in
reuse libraries with little or no attempt at certification. The second objective allows this

problem to be fixed.

In incorporating the certification environment into practice, it can therefore be viewed as a

bidirectional gate for component flow into and out of the reuse library. Figure 5 reflects this
role (whcc edges represent component flow).

Catfication,
Environment

Figure 5.

To make the certification environment a viable, marketable product, it should be configurable

to various user environments and reuse libraries. The environment can then stand alone as a

product of interest to a variety of potential sponsors.
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The basic architecture of the certification environment is organized into three parts:

"* Workbench

"• Static Analysis Toolset

"* Dynamic Analysis Toolset

The workbench consists of those items which are needed for certification activities to take
place. A possible candidate workbench of items is provided in Figure 6 below.

Certification Specification
Statistics I I
Component ~ ae Test

Auxiliary Drivers
ComponentsI

Figure 6 -Workbench

In the above diagram, certification statistics refers to an archive of previously performed

certification activity. The box labeled auxiliary components refers to components that the main

component depends on (e.g., via with clauses).

The items present on the workbench may be provided by the user, or may be obtained from the

reuse library. Ideally, all of these items should be stored and linked with the component in the

reuse library; however, this should not be a prerequisite for using the environment. Failure to

store items such as test cases, drivers, certification statistics, etc., in the reuse library simply

means that this information will not be available to a particular reuser.

The workbench items should be managed in such a fashion that the user is provided

information as to what is currently present. Thus, the user should be able to obtain information

regarding existing certification statistics, previously run test cases, etc., through a nice

interface. The user should then be provided options based on the items present. For example,
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if there are previously run test cases, the user should be given the opportunity to perform
regression testing using these test cases, and compare the test results to previous test results.

Of course, as the user performs new certification activities, the items on the workbench are
augmented as appropriate.

The static and dynamic analysis toolsets are composed of tools needed to conduct these types

of analysis. The static analysis toolset contains those statically-based metrics which have been
chosen for the certification framework. Because the source code quality analysis will probably
be based entirely on metrics that are applied statically, such metrics will constitute a large
portion of this toolset. These metrics could include things like cohesion and coupling,

cyclomatic complexity and modularity. The static analysis toolset could also include techniques
to support other static activities, such as mathematical (functional) verification.

The dynamic analysis toolset will contain dynamic coverage metrics (e.g., branch coverage)

needed to conduct functional analysis, as well as several auxiliary tools needed to actually

conduct dynamic analysis (e.g., a tool to automatically generate drivers for passive modules

which cannot themselves be executed). Because of our focus on dynamic analysis, we

consider the dynamic analysis toolset in detail in Section 5.

5. Dynamic Analysis Toolset

One possible dynamic analysis toolset can be depicted as follows:

coeverg driver
metric toolgerao

test case oraclegenewrato

Figure 7 - Dynamic Analysis Toolset

These tools are at various stages in the R&D cycle. We assume that coverage metric tools
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(e.g., to measure branch coverage) are generally available comercially. Oracles, which

determine the correctness of a program on a particular test case, require the existence of formal

specifications. Tools which do assertion checking, which are available commercially, satisfy

this function to a limited extent. A full-blown oracle will probably have to await the
introduction of formal specifications into reuse practice. The other two tools are test case

generators and driver generators. Test case generators generate test cases directed toward

satisfying certain coverage criteria. Driver generators generate drivers to execute subprograms
that cannot be executed independently. Much of the R&D work in both of these areas has

centered on programs with numeric inputs and outputs, which is extremely limiting in the face

of the robust Ada type system. Our belief is that while manual development of test cases is

perhaps tolerable, manual development of drivers involves labor-intensive programming effort

that could introduce errors into the testing process. Consequently, the driver generator may be

the more important of the two tools to develop first. In the remainder of this section, we

therefore consider the some requirements and design issues for a driver generator to

accomodate the types of issues that are important for Ada components.

A full-blown driver generator must satisfy severaJ requirements. First, the drivers generated

by such a tool should be able to handle both new test cases and regression testing over test

cases that have been stored in the reuse library and pulled out to the certification environment
workbench. As stated above these drivers should be able to handle complex I/O, including

user-defined types that are possibly private. Also, the driver generator should permit new

drivers to be built on-the-fly which instantiate a generic component in different ways.

In addition, the driver generator should be capable of generating drivers at two levels of

testing. First, it should be possible to generate drivers to execute individual subprograms.

Also, because Ada packages are important to reuse, the driver generator should also have the

capacity to deal with these modules as well. This could simply involve generating drivers to

execute individual subprograms within a package, which is conceptually no different than
executing an individual subprogram in a module by itself. In addition, however, the driver

generator should be capable of generating drivers to issue calls to sequences of subprograms
within a package, in order to support the sequence testing activity introduced in Section 3.2 as

part of the certification framework.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed high-level, strawman versions of both a certification

framework and environment for reusable software components. We envision the primary goal

for this research as obtaining a minimal framework and environment prototype that can later be

expanded. The basic static and dynamic analysis toolsets to support such a prototype are

probably commercially available. However, some additional work is needed, as follows:

• Completion of a rudimentary certification framework which includes standard

certification techniques;

"* Completion of the basic environment interface and architecture;

"* Completion of the driver generator (proposed university research effort), which we

have argued is the most fundamental missing link from commercially available dynamic

analysis tools;

* New reuse-oriented certification tools are needed to augment the static and dynamic

analysis toolsets to give the environment more of a "reuse-based" identity.

One important area of future work not considered here is the extension of the ideas to reusable
"systems" of components (i.e., collections of packages and subprograms that work together in

some way). These types of unit-oriented certification approaches would certainly be useful for

the indivudal modules within such systems. However, it is likely the case that additional

certification techniques and tools are needed at the system level. In addition, work is needed

to consider certification issues for other types of individual modules such as concurrent units.
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ABSTRACT

The ever-increasing demand in surveillance is to produce highly accurate target and track identification

and estimation in real-time, even for dense target scenarios and in regions of high track contention. The use

of multiple sensors, through more varied information, has the potential to greatly enhance target identifica-

tion and state estimation. For multitarget tracking, the processing of multiple scans all at once yields high

track identification. However, to achieve this accurate state estimation and track identification, one must

solve an NP-hard data association problem in real-time. The only known method for solving this central

problem in both multisensor data fusion and multitarget tracking optimally is branch and bound. Herein

lies the limitation and difficulty. Data association algorithms based on branch and bound, e.g., multiple

hypothesis tracking (MHT), are inevitably faulty in dense scenarios and in regions of high track contention.

These failures are not graceful. With the emergence of fast (real-time), near-optimal, and Lagrangian r,-

laxation based algorithms for multidimensional assignment problems, the opportunity now exists to greatly

enlarge the number of complex problems solvable in real-time. Thus, in this work a general class of data

association problems is formulated as a multidimensional assignment problem. Since the most popular fu-

turistic method for solving difficult data association problems is MHT, the equivalence between solving data

association problems by MHT and by multidimensional assignment problems is established. Track initiation

and track maintenance using an N-scan moving window are then used as illustrations. MHT is also perme-

ates multisensor data fusion, and thus two classes of simple problems are formulated as multidimensional

assignment problems - collocated sensors and noncollocated sensors.
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1. Introduction

The ever-increasing demand in surveillance is to produce highly accurate target and track identification

and estimation in real-time, even for dense target scenarios and in regions of high track contention. The use

of multiple sensors, through varied information, has the potential to greatly enhance target identification

and state estimation. For multitarget tracking, the processing of multiple scans all at once yields high track

identification. However, one must now solve an NP-hard (NP stands for non deterministic polynomial) data

association problem in real-time. The only know method to solve these combinatorial optimization problems

optimally is branch and bound, which is essentially the method used in multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT).

(Depending on the pruning logic, current techniques in MHT range from explicit enumeration to implicit

enumeration using what is essentially a branch and bound method.) Herein lies the fundamental limitation.

In dense scenarios and high track contention, the time required to solve the problem optimally can grow

exponentially with the size of the problem. This failure is not graceful, i.e., the method is not robust with

respect to real-time needs. The emergence of fast (real-time) near optimal algorithms for multidimensional

assignment problems is intended to address this problem. Although the Lagrangian relaxation based algo-

rithms are discussed briefly in Section 5 and extensively in our previous work [23-28], the primary objective

in this work is to formulate a general class of data association problems for multisensor data fusion and

multitarget tracking as multidimensional assignment problems.

Before outlining this paper, it is important to keep in mind the large number of additional issues that

one must face in designing algorithms for a tracking system. The surveillance mode can range frorn wide area

with moderate to benign background clutter to tactical with a few targets in high clutter. Targets may range

in size from large to small; target density, from high to low; a target may be stealthy or non stealthy; targets

may initiate or terminate within the surveillance region; and, the target kinematics can range from simple

to highly maneuverable. False reports may arise from a number of sources, so that the clutter environment

must be defined. Generally, clutter is characterized as discrete or diffuse (homogeneous) and then further

subdivided as stationary or non stationary. One must deal with buildings, mountains, forest, rain, birds, and

moving vehicles on the ground. For multiple sensors, one must consider the geometric configuration (e.g.,

collocated vs. non collocated), passive versus active, and registration errors. Finally, one must also contend

with asynchronous measurements, platform motion, and error bias. Thus the data association problem is

one of many issues, but it is considered to be the central problem.

The outline of the paper is as follows. The starting point is a generalization of Morefield's work [20]

followed by a refinement of this generalization. This development in Section 2 shows precisely the .onditions

under which multidimensional assignment problems are applicable to data association. Utilizing the results

of this section, datb. association problems solved by NIHT in tracking are formulated as assignment problems

in Section 3. This development includes track initiation and track maintenance (continuation) using an

N-scan sliding window. (The corresponding algorithms have been implemented and extensively tested by
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Poore and Rijavec (23-28].) MLHT is also used extensively in multisensor data fusion. for example. Blackman

[6,7] believes it to be the method of the future and demonstrates its potential use in multisensor fusion, and

argues very effectively that it should be an attractive method for dim moving targets. MHT is also at the

core of the work of Chong, Mori, and Chang [8] on distributed multisensor multitarget tracking. Although

we do not examine each of these problem areas, we do present two example problems in Section 4: non

collocated sensors investigated by Deb, Pattipati, and Bar-Shalom [9] and collocated sensors on multiple

platforms.

§2. Assignment Formulation of Some General Data Association Problems

Let Z(k) denote a data set of Mk actual reports plus a dummy variable used to denote a missing report,

and let ZN denote the cumulative data set of N such sets defined by

(2.1) Z(k) = {zk)MA, and ZN = {Z(1)....

respectively. Here, the index ik = 0 is reserved for the missing report, so that z0k has no physical dimensions.

One might think of the cumulative data set ZN as a matrix with the kih column being the data set Z(k). As

such this represents one partitioning of the data. In the course of formulating the data association problem.

each data set Z(k) is reordered and the cumulative data set ZN repartitioned along the rows of this matrix

to some benefit. The objective in this section is to formulate a reasonably general class of multidimensional

assignment problems for multisensor data fusion and multitarget target tracking, startlg from Morefield's

work [20]. Variations on the formulation are discussed at the end of this section.

Before beginning the development, some observations about the data sets Z(k) are in order. In mul-

tisensor data fusion and multitarget tracking the data sets Z(k) may represent different classes of objects.

For example, in centralized fusion [7,31] the objects may all be measurements that represent targets or false

alarms. In sensor level fusion the objects may all be tracks. For track initiation in multitarget tracking the

objects are observations that must be partitioned into tracks and false alarms. In track maintenance one

data set will be tracks and remaining data sets will be observations which are assigned to the existing tracks,

false reports, or initiating tracks.

A generalization of Morefield's definition [20] to include missing reports is that a partition q of the

cumulative data ZN and the collection f of all such partitions are defined by

(2.2a) 7 =1{'Yi .... -,n(¶I)}

(2.2b) ji n c{4,... 4Z0 for i : j

(2.2c) 5 f #{z0,... ,z4} for any j = 1,... n(j')

(2.2d) ZN =({Z ....... .U [

(2.2e) yi fl Z(k) 7W for any j and k

(2.2f) r ={ z t7 satisfies (2.2a) - (2.2e)}
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Note that (2.1b) implies -irlj is either empty or contains one or more missed reports in common when i ý6 j.

Property (2.1c) implies the exclusion of {•,-../,- } from each partition. This is more or less for notational

convenience, but one can rationalize this choice by observing the implication - an object is assumed to be

detected in at least one of the data sets Z(k). For target tracking or sensor fusion one then chooses the

partition 5 E f which maximizes the posteriori probability P(TIZN), i.e., by finding the maximizing partition

5 of the problem

(2.3) Maximize { P(yIZ/v) E V}
P(50 lZW ) I •

wherein the partition I' is a reference partition, e.g., the partition consisting of all false reports. (The use

of this normalizing constant P(IOIZN) does not change the maximizing partition. but does have advantages

discussed at the end of this section.) Let T(f) denote the event that {5} is true. Now P(SIZN) is developed

using Bayesian estimation or as a special case, one frequently assumes no a priori knowledge of the P(T(j))

in which case P(T(5)) = P(T(I0 )) for all partitions 1 E P. One may continue this formulation, add the

independence assumptions similar to equations (2.10) and (2.11), and convert this problem (2.3) to a set

packing problem as in the work of Morefield [20]; however, the goal here will be to refine the definition of a

partition (2.2) in a way that is amenable to the assignment problem.

A track of reports Z,,...iS is defined by

(2.4) Zil..N• = {z, , ... , ,

wherein exactly one report zý is included from the data set Z(k) for each k = 1,. , N, and will be used in

the sequel. A feasible partition 7 of the data set ZN is defined by

(2.5a) 7 ={71 .... ,7n(-Y)}
(2.5b) y, n jCZo... ={zo,..., z)for ij

(2.5c) z fI

(2.5d) 7i #{z•,... ,z• }for any j = 1,....n(7)

(2.5e) Each -yi =Z$,...iN for exactly one N-tuple (il,. . iN)

(2.5f) r =(7 y satisfies (2 .5a) - (2.5e)]

A false report z' is included in this definition and is denoted by Zo...oih0 .,.0 . Definitions (2.4) and (2.5) allow

one to identify the elements 7i E 7 with N-tuples and redefine a feasible partition 7' as follows

(2.6a) -t {Zi,iý-.. , I Z, ...,N satisfies (2.6b) - (2.6c) for ik = 0 .... Mk;k = 1,...,N}

(2.6b) Zi,...iN n Zi, -.jN C Zoo...o unless (il,..., iN) = (J,.. N)

(2.6c) ZN =Zo.. 0 U [ U(,, 2,i.....i,)E, Zi...4N]

(2.6d) Zo...o 0,

(2.6e) r ={7 I 7 satisfies (2.6a) - (2.6d)]
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where the abbreviated notation (i1 ,i2.... ,iN) E -7 means Z,,., ,N E -. Note that (2.6b) and (2.6c) are

valid if and only if each actual report z,, ii. > 1 for any k = 1 ..... N, belongs to exactly one track of

reports Zi,...i, E -y. The use of the 0-1 variable

(2.) Zl. jv 1, if Z , -.,, E - ;
(2.7) zI.N{ 0, otherwise:

yields an equivalent characterization of a feasible partition (2.6) as a solution of the equations

M , .I..... "I•_ l, k+ ,..-,-AIN )

(2.8) E Zi:...iN = for ik =1...,Mk and k =,.....
'U- ik+l . , .iN )=(0,. 0)

The optimization problem (2.3) is now expressed as

(2.9) Maximize f P(eIZN) E E

where the definition of the feasible partition is given by (2.6) ( or (2.5)) or equivalently by (2.7) and (2.8).

The reference partition - 0 of all false reports is

70 = fZ0...ik..0 Ik = 1. Mk;k = 1 .... N).

Recalling that P(QyIZN) = p(ZNIT(y))P(T(7))/P(ZN), we now introduce the following key independence

assumptions that allow one to convert (2.9) to a multidimensional assignment problem:

(2.10a) p(ZNIT(y)) = ]J p(Z1 ,..., IT(yt))
(0t, -,,iN)E-Y

(2.10b) P(T(-y)) =G(ZN) H 9(ZIt ... j IT(7))
(i ,...,iN•)E-f

where G(ZN) may on the data set ZN but is independent of any particular partition. Thus

G(ZN)
(2.10c) P(7IZN) = p(ZN) 1" p(Z,.,,T(7))g(Z1,...i,,T(-Y))

Next, if Zji 2,..i.N occurs in two distinct feasible partitions, say -f and w E r, then assume

(2.11) p(Zil..., IT(-7))g(Z,, .,, IT( 7 )) = p(Zi,...N iT(w))g(Z 1 ... ,N IT(w))

With these two assumptions, one can now formulate the assignment problem in three equivalent ways.

For the first derivation, observe that

(2.12a) P(-tlZN) L

where

(2.12b) = p(Zi,., , IT(y))g(Zi,...., T(7))

2 1 ),.. -1. =1ik oP(Zo.oko5..-6 T(7O))g(Zo. oio--o[T(7°))
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Here the index ik in the denominator corresponds to the k"h index of Z,, ,,N in the numerator. Next define

(2.13) = -In Li, ,,,,

so that

(2 .14 ) - In [ P -- Q-0Z1 . ,,

Thus in view of the of the characterization of a feasible partition as a solution of the equations (27 iand

(2.8) and the independence assumptions (2.10) and (2.11), problem (2.9) is equivalent to the following

N-dimensional assignment problem:

M1  ASIN

Minimize C""E c...,Ezi...iNI
iJ=0 INto

M'a .'ifN

Subject To: . = 1, i = ...... E 1,,
22=0 I'V=0

Aft Afki M&+1, N(.5 E ..E E --" Zi ...' =i ,
il=O k-, =0 ik+i-=O iNr=O

for ik = 1,..., Mk andk=2,...,N-i,

MI MN-1E " .. 1 z/'""41 = 1, iN = ,. ,M I

i1=0 ir--l1=0

zil,...iN, E {0, 1} for all ih.. ,iN-

Note that in this formulation co....oiho...o = 0 for all ii = 0, 1, .... M• and k =1 ..... , N due to the likelihood

ratio in (2.12b). Although cO...0 = 0 by assumption, it is worth observing that co... 0 > 0 (< 0) implies

zo...0 = 0 ( 1, respectively), i.e., other than being a 0-1 variable, zo...o does not enter the constraint equations

and is determined directly.

The second derivation begins with the following decompositions:

(2.16a) -lnP(7tZN) = Z cil...IN -ln(G(ZN)/P(ZN))
( .... N)EI€

where

(2.16b) 6,,...= - In [p(Z,,...,, IT(-y))g(Z...,_, IT(7))]

and

N 41,k

(2.17a) -In P(7yiZN) - E E bo..oio,...o - ln(G(ZN)/P(ZN))
k=I l =0

where

(2.17b) bo...Oslo... 0 - In (p(Zo...,O o... oIT( 7'))g(Zo ...o o...o)IT(y'))I.
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(By an earlier convention. Oo o = co o = 0.) Thus

- In 1[)rJ -" Z €i "11-- T b,0 0'0 0

(2.18) 0N k=
N

=i IN - E Zbo ()"0 o)
(it .... JN )E'•k=1

where the last equality is valid because each nonzero index ik arises in exactly one (ii ..... .iN) E Y. Now

with the identification

N

(2.19) ci,.-.- = c ..,.4, - E bo0-.i0 .o,
k=l

the formulation of the multidimensional assignment problem (2.15) follows exactly as in that of the first

derivation.

The final derivation is based on the following invariance property of the multidimensional assignment

problem (2.15).

Invariance Property. Let N > 1, Mk, > 0 for k = 1,..., N, and assume co...o = 0. Then the minimizing

solution of the following multidimensional awsignment problem is independent of any choice o2rbo... oao.o for

ik =...,Mk and k = 1,...,N provided bo...o = 0.

Af, MN N

Minimize E ... E - E "" -- o ... o)zi'- N
iI=0 --=O k=1

M2 MM

Subject To: E .. ,,.E s = 1, i= =
i3=0 ipr=O

M1  M&*- Mk+1 M?

(2.20) EZ ' Z E E -' Z E ,,..., = 1,
il,=0 ik&t=0 ia-÷.=0 iN=0

for ik =I ...... Mandk=2,...,N-l,
M, Mpf-.

ZE ... E Zi...ZN 1, iN= I ,... ,MIN

i1=0 s'...=0

zi,. 1N E{0, 1) for all il,zr. .

Proof: Let A(z) and B(z) denote the objective function in (2.20) with b removed and b present, respectively.

Let ; and ý both be feasible solutions of the constraints in (2.20). It suffices to show that .4(z) < A(y) if
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and only if B(ý.) < B(!) To see this. observe

.1f Af hi N

Bl---- (Ct .,€ E 0o ... (i 10,o N

Aft MAI v wfI AN

E ... E *W - E E , bo0 0,0 o,, ,
it= O iN=0 k=I It= 0 , 0

N ,[It All .Af NE E Z X 0, ....F
k I&I= i1=- ii, N---

N M1t Aft MAt •t SNA(,;)-ZZ Z Z" bo..oio -:. .)

k it= iJ- sth=., ,l - '+t *it N=O

N A•,

= A(i) - z E b0...oi, 0 ..o0 .
k=1 i,-=0

Similarly, B(') = )=0 b...0i,o...o. Thus. B(i) - B(ý) = A(i)- A(P), which implies the result.

Q.E.D.

The third derivation begins with the expression (2.16a) for P(YIZN). Since -ln(G(ZN)/P(ZN)) in

(2.16a) is, by assumption, independent of any partition, .,,c ;tultidimensional assignment problem is posed

just as in (2.15) except with c replaced by c. The above Invariance Property is then used to zero out all cost

coefficients of the form 0...i....0 by setting b0....,...o = 6o ... ... Examples of the use of this third derivation

can be found in the book of Blackman [6].

Several final remarks are in order. The first definition of a partition (2.2) implies that each actual

report belongs to exactly one subset 1j. One can modify this to allow many assignments of one, some,

or all the actual reports. The assignment problem (2.15) is changed accordingly. For example, if z, is

to be assigned no more than, exactly, or more than nia,, times, then the " = 1" in the constraint (2.15) is

changed to " <, , > ni,,," respectively. In making these changes, one must pay careful attention to the

independence assumptions (2.10) and (2.11). A key reason for the normalization in (2.9) is as follows. If

for a particular combination of reports, ci,...i,, > 0, then one can preassign (before solving (2.15)) the 0-1

variable zh,...,N = 0, since the assignment of the reports in the corresponding Zi,...j, as false reports leads

to a lower cost. (This does not mean that each of the actual observations in Zi, .. N is declared to be a false

alarm.) Finally, the key independence assumptions (2.10) and (2.11) need not be valid in many potential

applications, and this may lead to the exciting possibility of nonlinearity in the formulation!

3. Assignment Formulation of MHT for Multitarget Tracking

Methods for mutitarget tracking generally fall into two categories: sequential and deferred logic. Meth-

ods for the former include nearest neighbor, one-to-one or few-to-one assignments, and all-to-one assignments

as in the joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) [3]. For track maintenance, the nearest neighbor is valid

in the absence of clutter when there is no track contention, i.e., when there is no chance of misassociation.
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Problems involving one-to-one or few-to-one assignments are generally formulated as (two dimensional) as-

signment or multi-assignment problems for which there are some excellent optimal algorithms 14.5]. This

methodology is real-time but can result in a large number of partial and incorrect assignments. particularly

in dense or high contention scenarios, and thus incorrect track identification. The fundamental difficulty is

that decisions, once made. are irrevocable, so that there is no mechanism to correct misassociations. The use

of all observations to update a track moderates the misassociation problem and has been highly successful

for tracking a few targets in dense clutter [3].

At the other extreme is batch processing in which all observations (from all time) are processed together.

but this is computationally too intensive for real-time applications. Between batch and sequential processing

lies the deferred logic methods in which several scans of information are considered all at once in data

association decisions. The principle method here is called multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) in which one

builds a tree of possibilities. assigns a likelihood based on Bayesian estimation, develops an intricate pruning

logic, and then solves the data association problem by methods that range from explicit enumeration to

implicit enumeration using what is essentially a branch and bound method. The use of explicit enumeration

or branch and bound to solve this NP-hard problem in real-time is inevitably faulty for problems involving

dense scenarios or high track contention. Since the time can grow exponentially in the size of the problem,

the failure is not graceful, i.e., the method is not robust.

Thus the objective in this section is to demonstrate that data association problems posed in multiply

hypothesis tracking (MHT) can be formulated as multidimensional assignment problems, to which new,

fast, and near-optimal algorithms are applicable [23-29]. For this purpose we convert the data association

problem posed by Reid [30] and modified by Kurien [19] to include maneuvering targets to a multidimensional

assignment problem. Two modifications of these formulas yield better performance in practice and discuss

them at the end of the first subsection. The track initiation problem and a sliding window implementation

for track maintenance, as developed in our previous work (23-29], are presented in the third and fourth

subsections, respectively.

§3.1 Target Dynamics. Except in a maneuver, each target is assumed to satisfy a state-space system

modeled by

z(k + 1) =FL(z(xk)) + Gk(x(k))w(k)
(3.1)

z(k) =Hk,(x(k)) + v(k)

Here z(k) is a vector of n state variable, w is a white noise sequence of normal random variables with zero

mean and covariance matrix Q(k), z(k) represents the measurement at time k associated with this particular

target, and v is a white noise sequence of normal random variables with zero mean and covariance R(k),

Hk(z(k)) relates the state to the measurements.

§3.2 Likelihood Calculations. Perhaps the most difficult part of writing down the scoring function

(2.13) is the notation involved in the computations. Thus the various expressions are defined here for easier
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reference:
Pk Probability of termination on scan k

Pd Probability of detection on scan k

PM Probability of a maneuver on scan k

-I measurement i from scan k

6k number of measurements on scan k originating from previously established tracks

(3.2) vk number of new targets detected on scan k

fk number of false alarms on scan k

Mk total number of measurements on scan k, i.e., Mk = bk + Vk + fk

rk number of targets that were extended from scan k - I to scan k

X k number of terminated (and nondetected) targets on scan k

mt number of maneuvering (and detected) targets on scan k

Any maneuvering target is assumed to be detected. These numbers give rise to the following facts: of the

rk targets that enter scan k from scan k - 1, Xk terminate and are not observed on scan k, 6P tracks are

detected, and there are rk - Xk - 6 k missed detections. Of the 6k detected and continuing targets, mk

perform a maneuver, and 6 " - mM continue with the existing dynamic model. The total number of targets

on scan k that continue into scan k + 1 is rk+I = rk - X + Vk. The following indicator functions are also

needed:

S1, if zý is a false alarm;
il 0, otherwise;

k1, if zý is a new target;
V = , 0, otherwise;

(3.3)1, if { originated from a maneuvering target;(3.3 rni = , otherwise;

51, if z' belongs to an existing track;
S = 0, otherwise;

Ail I1, i= J;

= , otherwise.

The customary notation here [30] is to define Qk = {Q2 I j = 0,1. Ik} to be the set of hypotheses

about the feasible partitions of the cumulative set of measurements Zk into tracks and false alarms. In the

notation of the previous section, each Qý = T(-tk) for some -,k E r" where the dependence of the -y on the

number of scans k has been explicitly included as a sul erscript.

Let 12 k- denote that specific hypothesis in Q2k- that produces I?,. Let ip(k) denote the hypothesis

that indicates the specific status of all targets postulat d by Qk-I at the scan time k and the specific origin

of all reports received at scan time k. Thus

(3.4) 1 = 01(k) U Q"-'
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Using Bayes" rule. one can write

P( okZk) =P(z•,4) = P(Z(k),Zk~1 •,(k), l) [Z1 J

(3.5) 1rjpQ-1Ii-)p(z/k-)1(3.5) ~ ~=p(Z(k)Q,• Zk'-)P(V¢t(k)I' )- k, Z-k_ .[P z -)
I W(,,,,I) WZ1 P(IZ ) (Z"k'

The first term in this product is the likelihood of the measurements Z(k) given the association hypothesis.

(Each measurement is assigned to a previous track, which can either continue or maneuver, to a new source.

or to a false alarm.) Thus

p(Z(k)Iqf[,Zt I = TPIM
(3.6)

Next, one must develop an expression for P(0i(k) Iq -, Zk-1). Such a computation can be found in the

work of Kurien [19] modeled after the work of Reid [30], and the result is

M&Vfk! 4 kfk k). L

(.){[(1- pk)(1 _ pk)(j - PA)- k-6k--)c(3.7) 
P _

{[(i PAk)P~kPk.]m}{[(I ~P( -P)6m
The combination of (3.5) - (3.7) yields

(- 1))(P(1 -) k ,fF k!- )

P(Q11 IZk) = P(~k- IZ~ 1 M L!

{(p.k)Xk [(I _ p ,)I_ d)(1 _ p~k)(1 -6 PXA)] 6

[(1 - Pxk )pd k (1 -Pm W (4IQI', Zk-1~) 16m ,Z"

M 1-2"k- })[kZ IkZ -)V ( Ik

We normalize this expression by dividing by P(QtOlZk) where gko = All False Alarms).

p(nklZk)= P(QklZk-l){ Mk! jf(Mt)/k(O)

P, k Zk Ik- , Z ,k - 1

pp•mP1,,,(Z: Ink•,Z V )]•m [(zk~fQkZk--) I,
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ex A f x(Vk) = exnlAk A k•••

If. in addition. ,s(fk) = exp(-Al)--fr- and ,iw(vk) --. ,-,.- are Poisson probability mass func-

tions, then

P~ŽI~) P(Qk'j(k) {(.P ( P)( - P k k~ I

P(QkZk) P(fkl'lZk-1) [- }- PTN)

(3.10) (1 P - P)p(Ik -)

L i Irp,,Z ) Z . ( V I 1

(The Poisson assumption allows one to satisfy (2.10) and (2.11).) For a track Z,*.i, define

JP"( if track Zj,..j, terminates at scan k;
(3.11) Po' 1- P'1 1 - Pk( - ), if track Zi,...i, has a missed detection on scan k;

1, otherwise.

The formula for h has been developed recursively for k > 1; however, we now consider N scans of

measurements as a single entity. Assuming at least two nonzero indices, each track of measurements Z,..,N

in a feasible partition - E P is scored as

L, ... j, =L(Zi...sM) = L(z, ... z,)

N1Y.fJOr ((' - Pk)pdI(1 - pP,)p(zkI4Zk ) k 6(I-m~1 k ° "{ t "1 Q
(3.12a) - 1" f1A1 pf(Z# Ik' 4 Z 1•-- 1

k(1 f , '- (p- ,.k

klplk(zýlnl,Z,-) "AI ''• j ~fkp f,( Z-1)j

while

(3.12b) Lo...oio...o = 1 provided Zo... 0 ,O...o 0 E f.

Each track Zj, ..j, carries with it such information as the time at which the track initiates, the time at

which the target maneuvers or terminates. For example, if this particular target initiates on scan r > 1 and

terminates on scan s < N, then ik 0 and Azi, = I for k = I ... r - 1 and for k = s .. , N, so that

{P)&ý' 1 if k= ..... r - Iand k= s+ ,..N;
{p}0 , PXk ifk=s.

This derivation assumes, as in the work of Kurien [191, that undetected targets do not maneuver and

that targets that terminate do so immediately after being detected for the last time. These assumptions are

easily removed. Let N1 < N be the last scan on which the target was detected, and define PT as

PT ( 1 if Ni = N.
P '= Nk(Pk)(1 P + •N P l1=N+[ - Px)(1 - Pd)] otherwise.
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PT is the probability associated with the trailing missed detections, signifying that target has either termi-

nated or is still present but undetected. The term P' can now be redefined to apply only to missed detections

where the hypothesized track could not have terminated, i.e.. where target was detected onl a later scan.

pk (1 - Pk)(1 - P k)), if track Z,, .,, has a missed detection on scan k:

).~ 1,otherwise-

The likelihood ratio given in (3.12a) is now redefined to be

L,,i,.. • L(Z,l,, .,N) L(z 1 , .. . Z,)

- P)( - IQ" ,Zk=PT l- { P}Ao •"'1 "~P( - P, )pJ:-ti.Z 1 )*

(3.13) , Ak (-k Jfk Z )
-k i k1) -f. I,~ ~~ ~IkI lo•(I - Pk)P d~n-k t, k| ('k *A~rlv k.kr(1_~ -P~l pirV*1, 6;kko *t ' ,,•'.*•- In zQk-'-: Pao

,. ,k t f [k -,

§3.3 Track initiation. If one specializes the development in §3.2 to the situation in which each object

in the data set Z(k) is a measurement or observation for k = I ..... V . then the problem of partitioning the

observations into tracks and false alarms can be posed as the multidimensional assignment problem (2.15)

where

(3.14) cit . N = -In L, .:,,,

and LiI.iN is defined by equation (3.12).

§3.4. Track maintenance using a sliding window. Suppose now that the observations on P previous

scans (of observations) have been partitioned into tracks and false alarms and that K new scarvs of obser-

vations are to be added. One approach to solving the resulting data association problem is formulate the

problem as a track initiation problem with P + K scans. The approach adopted here, however, is to treat the

track extension problem within the framework of a window sliding over the observation sets. First assume

that the scans of observations are partitioned into three components: D discarded scans of observations, R

retained scans of observations from the P previously processed scans, and K new scans of observations. Thus

the number of scans in the sliding window is N = R + K while the number of discarded scans is D = P - R.

Let M0 denote #. number of confirmed tracks previously constructed from the discarded and retained

regions that are present at the start of the tracking window. (Tracks terminated in the discarded region are

not included in Mo.) Suppose the i& such track is denoted by Ti, for io = 1,.. ,Mo. For i0 > 0, the (N+ I)-

tuple {Ti, . . zj'v I will denote a track Tio plus a set of observations or measurements {z1 •. ':j}

actual or dummy, that are feasible with the track Ti.. The (N + 1)-tuple {TO,z, I z$% I will denote a

track that initiates in the sliding window.

Let QN( 7 ) denote the hypothesis about a partition -Y E r being true, but now conditioned on the truth

of the M0 tracks entering the N-scan window. (Thus the assignments prior to this sliding window are fixed.)

The likelihood function is now defined by L, =FIITTO, ,,, .... ••, L Noi- i, where Lioit.N = LT,o Li,•,
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LT, is the composite likelihood from the discarued scans just prior to the first scan Ii the window for r > j.

LTo = 1. and L is defined as in (3.12) for tile N-scan window. (Lr 0 = I is used for any tracks that initiate

in the sliding window.) Thus the track extension problem can be formulated as Mlaximize (L, i 7 1[

With the same convention as in Section 3. a feasible partition is one in which every nonzero index on every

coordinate appears in exactly one (N + I)-tuple in -y. Thus define a zero-one variable z .. for a track of

measurements {T,, z.1 ....... by

I if {T,,,,... is assigned as a unit
Z1os, I N 0 otherwise. IN

and the corresponding cost for the assignment of the sequence (T7O, z,,..;,} to a track by c,., 1 ,

-In Lo,,.,,&. The data association problem of partitioning measurements into true and false tracks, ie..

tracks and false alarms, for track maintenance can now be posed as the following multi-dimensi( ial assign-

ment problem:

Minimize Z Z cE e o-. Z1I.,&,
%0=0 Iv=)

Mf, Alm'

Subj. To E - , .,=N1 10 =1, ...., MO,
ij= O . =0

Mo O M2  MH

E Z Z'" E Zioi-N -4 = = it = ...... •t,
(3-5)0tOi=O 

pIAF=
(3.15) Mo M*o 1 ?o , MN

E - E -..E Zi.. j
io=0 ik.-iI•k+&=1

0  
iN:

0

for ik = 1 .... -MN andk=2,..., N-1,

Mo MNL-

E "" . N... E 'I = 11 i _= .. MN,

zio-iN E {O, i} for all io,.. iN.

4. Multisensor Fusion

The use of multiple sensors, through more varied information, has the potential to greatly enhance

target identification and state estimation. Again, the central problem is that of data association, i.e., that of

determining which observations emanate from common 'targets or sources and which observations are false

reports. When one considers techniques for solving the corresponding data association problems, we note

once again that MHT is a method that permeates the field [1,2]. This section considers but two examples. but

before proceeding, a brief review of some of the issues involved in the design of multisensor fusion algorithms

is in order.

Two important decisions involve sensor location, i.e., distributed or collocated, and the level of data

association. i.e., central level, sensor level, or hybrids of these two. Sensors spatially distributed enhances

geographical diversity and survivability. What's more, the -ombination of active and passive sensors can
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now use the geometry of separation to identify targets. for example, several passive sensors can be t tused to

great bene-c; however, the ghosting problem now appears 17]. Other difficulties include the communication

complexity and registration errors. In collocated sensor placement, i.e.. in the same place or ou tLhe same

platform, sensor diversity is generally chosen to provide complementary information For example. a two

dimensional radar provides accurate range and moderately accurate azimuth measurements. whereas an

infrared sensor provides highly accurate azimuth. The combination can yield highly accurate range and

azimuth. Communication complexities and registration errors can be greatly reduced for collocated sensors

The choices of the level of association range from sensor- to central-level tracking with hybrids in

between. In the former case, each sensor forms tracks from its own observations and then the tracks from

N sensors are fused in a central location. (One may think of N-dimensional assignments here as assigning

tracks from the first sensor to tracks from the sensor and so forth to tracks from the Ne" sensor.) Once the

matching is complete. one then combines the tracks with appropriate modification in the statistics. One of

the problems here is that the usual error independence assumption is not valid and this introduces additional

complexity. Another problem is that the combined track estimates tend to be worse than in central-level

fusion of measurements only. Arguments in favor of this method are reduced communications costs and

higher survivability since the sensors maintain their own tracks. At the other extreme is centralized fusion

in which sensors send measurements to a central processing unit where they are combined to give superior

position measurements. From the point of view of track estimation, this method seems to be superior. The

difficulties are data association problem, communication costs between the sensor and central processing

unit, and the loss of the tracking capability if the central processing unit becomes inoperative.

In the next two subsections examples of noncollocated and collocated sensors are discussed. These

examples assume synchronous measurements. This may introduce more error into the observations than

that of the sensors themselves and is a topic that must be addressed in future work.

§4.1 Noncollocated Sensors. In this first subsection we closely follow the work of Deb. Pattipati. and

Bar-Shalom [9] except that we consider N noncollocated sensors, i.e., all sensors are spatially separated from

one another or are on different platforms. The location of the N sensors are assumed known with locations

{pk}= The locations and number of the targets are assumed to have unknown locations {p'})=. For a

three dimensional scenario the notation pL. = (xk, yk, zk) and p' = (x*, yi, :_) will be used in the sequel. Each

of the sensors may be one of three types: a 3D radar, a 2D radar, or 2D passive sensor. The passive sensor

measures the azimuth angle and elevation angle of each potential target t. i.e. :,k, [= O, Oki]; the 2D radar

measures azimuth and range, i.e.. :k = [rLu, Oki] ; and, a 3D radar measures all three. i.e.. zk = Irk, Ok, o]

The kt ' sensor makes Mk actual measurements and we add a dummy variable for a missed detection and

denote the corresponding data set by Z(k) = : AG 0 where :k is the dummy variable. The measurements

are made synchronously with the following statistical properties

(4.1) H f (pk,pt)*,:4 , if : k is from a true target'
"{ = u', if 4" is a spurious measurement.
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where here H(pk,p,) is the true observable. , -r , (0. N E), and the density of the spurious measurement Is

assumed uniform and is given by

P" (w)

where '1 k is the field of view. Finally, let Pk denote the probability of detection of the k"s sensor.

Assuming equal priors. the likelihood ratio Lj, ..,, in (2.12) simplifies to

(4.2a Lj, -, IV (z,, .. ,.,, IT (",,))(4.2a) ,,.,= , p(Zo.. o0,o ojT(70))

Let pC denote the target position giving rise to the measurements z,;,..., Due to assumption (2.11), we

use the abbreviated notation p(Z,. j,,IT(V)) = p(ZI,...I-Ip'). Then (4.2a) can be written as [191

(4.2b) L,, ( .. -,) = H N; l-- = 1- [ -Pd Ikp )
k=1 Hk=IliJ•'O k k1=

Then the problem of associating the measurements from all sensors is precisely the multidimensional

assignment problem formulated in (2.15) where ci,.-., = - nLj,... (pg). Since pC is unknown, it is replaced

by its maximum likelihood estimate

(4.3a) 0 9 = Arg MinLj,..,,(p')

This 0t is, of course, the solution of the statistically weighted nonlinear least squares problem

N

(4.3b) Minimize - - H(pk,pt)TEkj [ -, H(pk,p')]
k=I

As an example, H(pk,pC) for a 3D-radar is given by

(4.4) H(pk,p t ) = A ,

where (,zAk, Ayk, Azk) = (x-k, Y' - y,, z't - zk) and (z, yZ,'z) is determined in the course of solving the

nonlinear least squares problem (4.3b).

§4.2 Multiple platforms: An example. Consider N spatially separated platforms such that on each

platform one as a 2D radar measuring range and azimuth and a passive sensor measuring azimuth and

elevation. The location pk = (.rk, yk, zk) of each platform is known: however, the group of If targets (M

unknown) and unknown locations {pt}; 1 are observed by the sensors on the various platforms. For a three

dimensional scenario the notation pk = (Xk, yv,, :) and pC = (x', y, Z') will be used in the sequel. The passive

sensor measures the azimuth angle and elevation angle of each potential target t, ie. _- = [OkO,0k; the 2D

radar measures azimuth and range, i.e., _, = [rtk,Ok]. The k" sensor makes kIl actual measurements and
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we add a dummy variable for i nussed detection and denote the corresponding data set Zk) -= =.J

where z: is the dummy variable. The statistical properties of these measurements are defined by as in 4. 1),

and the problem is formulated as in (4.2). A minor difference occurs in the computation of p:. "l'o be precise.

let sensors 2k - I and 2k denote the 2D radar and passive sensors on platform k. Then

This p' is. of course, the solution of the statistically weighted nonlinear least squares problem

2N

(4.5) Minimize Z( - A0I )[;,• - ,) ' - t,(pk,p,))
k=1

As an example. H(p2k~ ,pt) for a 2D-radar is given by

atctan !.

and that for the passive sensor by

Sarctan [•--

(4.6&) H(p2k, ')

where (Axk, Ayk, Azk) = ( -t - -, Yk, Z - Zk) and (zt,yy, zt) is determined in the course of solving the

nonlinear least squares problem (4.3b).

5. Algorithms

Lagrangian relaxation originally gained prominence as a method for obtaining tight bounds for a branch

and bound algorithm in Held and Karp's highly successful work on the traveling salesman problem (16.171.

Overviews of this methodology can be found in the works of Geoffrion (14], Fisher (10], Shapiro [31], the book

by Nemhauser and Wolsey [211, and the references therein. The particular Lagrangian relaxation scheme

used in our [23-291 work is motivated by the relaxation scheme of Frieze and Yadegar (11,12] for three

dimensional assignment problems and incorporates the conjugate subgradient algorithms of Wolfe (32,33] for

nonsmooth optimization. We also use an adaptation of the reverse auction algorithm of Bertsekas, Castanon,

and Tsaknakis [4,5] for the two dimensional assignment problems. Older versions of this algorithm has been

previously published (23-281, and the newer versions are the subject of a forthcoming paper [291.

The use of parallel architectures has not been discussed in this work; however, two observations are

worthy. Ignoring the zero index and assuming Mt = M for each k = 1.... N in (3.15), note that one must

compute the MN, which for fixed N is polynomial in the size of the problem Af. Contrast this with the

number of feasible partitions of the constraints, (M!)N-1. The computation of the coefficients requires the

solution of MN nmnlinear least squares for multisensor data fusion and MN filters for multitarget tracking.

Each of these is highly independent of one another and ideally suited to parallel computation. On a serial

machine, our experience shows that this requires at least one or two orders of magnitude more time than

solving the data association problem.
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Abstract

For one-step, in-situ synthesis of phosphorus vapor and indium melt, and liquid-

encapsulated Czochralski growth of InP crystals to succeed and produce single crystals of

uniform quality and at lesser cost, it is important to understand the mechanics of heat transfer

and gas flow in a high pressure crystal growth (HPCG) system. A series of experiments

performed recently in order to characterize the thermal coupling between the melt and the

phosphorus injector and to develop an understanding of the buoyancy-induced flow in an

HPCG furnace is reported here. It is observed that although the flow in a high pressure puller

is turbulent and oscillatory, radiation dominates the heat transfer. The thermal response of the

system is therefore quite stable and predictable. An almost linear relationship exists between

the power input and the melt temperature. The correlation between the temperatures at various

locations of phosphorus injector and the melt is very interesting. The heat of reaction also

affects the melt temperature. The phase change phenomenon at the bottom of the phosphorus

injector is oscillatory in nature. Theoretical estimates of the strength of gas convection and

radiation loss by the melt surface are also presented.
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THERMAL CHARACTERIZATION OF IN-SITU SYNTHESIS
FOR LEC/MLEK GROWTH OF InP SINGLE CRYSTALS

Vishwanath Prasad

INTRODUCTION

In order to grow single crystals of III-V compounds such as gallium arsenide, indium

phosphide and so on, a high pressure crystal growth (HPCG) system is used. The mechanism

of energy transport in such pullers is very different from that in the low pressure Czochralski

furnaces for silicon crystals. While in a low pressure system, the energy is transferred to the

melt and from the melt and crystal, primarily by conduction and radiation, gas convection plays

an important role together with other modes of heat transfer in determining the thermal field

within an HPCG puller. The buoyancy-driven convective flow in a high pressure chamber is

turbulent and oscillatory, and the recirculating gas flow pattern is a strong function of the

geometric configuration, temperatures of the r.f. coil, susceptor, melt, crystal and puller walls,

and the gas properties. In addition, the convective heat transfer in an HPCG system is

strongly coupled with the conduction in various components of this system and radiation
exchange between the surfaces which can see each other.

The heat transfer mechanism is further complicated by the process employed to grow
the single crystal. Motivated by the high cost of indium phosphide crystals grown by a two-

step method - the synthesis of polycrystal by the horizontal Bridgeman method and single

crystal growth by the liquid-encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) method, a one-step operation has
been proposed and invesigated by several researchers [1-11]. It is basically an LEC method

for pulling a single crystal from an "in-situ" synthesized melt of indium phosphide. Recently,

magnetically stabilized liquid-encapsulated Czochralski (MLEC) and Kyropoulos (MLEK)
growth of InP single crystals have also been reported [12,13]. Unlike the CZ growth of

gaflium arsenide crystals where gallium and arsenic are covered with boric oxide (B203) for

synthesis at about 8000C and a little above atmospheric pressure, the phosphorus cannot be

covered with boric oxide because it sublimes at a very low temperature (about 416 0C for red

P) and the melting temperature for InP is 10630C at 27.5 atm. Although a scheme of using
liquid phosphorus encapsulated indium for direct synthesis has been proposed recently [9-11],
most of the "in-situ" synthesis and growth processes use phosphorus vapor injection into the

indium melt at a temperature higher than the melting point of InP.
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It is possible to generate phosphorus vapor for injection inside the HPCG system by
electrically heating a quartz ampoule containing the solid P, and also to control its temperature
by placing a thermocouple on the ampoule [1,2]. However, most of the investigators have
preferred to take advantage of the existing thermal gradient in the puller to raise the
phosphorus temperature [3-13]. In particular, the heat radiated by the melt can be absorbed by
the solid phosphorus for melting and/or sublimation. The convective heat transfer can also
help. The temperature of the phosphorus can therefore be controlled by changing the vertical
location of the injector. In this scheme, the ampoule is placed directly above the melt and the
vapor is transferred to indium melt by a quartz tube whose length is another key variable in

the "in situ" synthesis. The heat transfer phenomena during the in-situ synthesis is therefore
highly transient. The movement of P-injector changes the temperature field significantly by
modifying the radiation exchange between various surfaces and by changing the convective gas
flow rate and its structure. The energy generated into the melt due to the reaction of In and P,
and the volume increase (density of In = 7.31 and density of InP =4.787) also affect the heat
transfer and gas velocity. The temperature and flow fields also vary depending on whether the
radial location of P-injector is changed or not. Mostly, the P-injector is moved to and away
from the central axis of the puller for synthesis and growth, respectively, while in other
arrangements, either the seed rod passes through the injector thereby eliminating its radial
movement or phosphorus is vaporized in a horizontal boat away from the growth chamber [7].

For one-step, in-situ synthesis and growth process to succeed and produce InP crystals
of uniform quality and at lesser cost, it is important to understand the mechanics of heat
transfer and gas flow in the HPCG furnace. This paper reports a series of experiments
performed recently in order to characterize the thermal coupling between the melt and the
phosphorus ampoule, and to develop an understanding of the convective flow phenomena
associated with the ML.EK growth of InP single crystals. These experiments were conducted
in an HPCG systeni in which the seed rod passes through the phosphorus injector which can
be moved up or down along the central axis independent of the seed rod. It is believed that
such a system is less complex than the arrangement in which the injector has to be moved aside
before the seed rod can be pushed down for crystal growth. Our measurements demonstrate
interesting correlation between the power input and the melt temperature, coupling between the
injector and melt temperatures, variation between the melt and crucible bottom temperatures
and the effect of heat of reaction. Patterns of gas flow within the HPCG furnace were
observed visually and are shown schematically. The temperature measurement at the injector
bottom reveals interesting oscillatory phase change phenomena.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In order to analyze the heat transfer mechanism and buoyancy-induced gas flow
structure in an HPCG puller, it is necessary to consider the growth system in sufficient detail.
Although there may exist variations from one puller for in-situ synthesis and growth of InP
crystals to the other, major components and process steps are expected to remain the same.
Also, we hope that an analysis of convection and radiation mechanism in our puller will help in
understanding the transport phenomena in other HPCG systems. With this in mind, a
description of the HPCG furnace (Fig. 1) used for ongoing research on InP crystal growth at
Rome Laboratory is presented in the following paragraphs.

A 96 mm i.d. quartz crucible of 2 mm thick wall, placed in a 113 mm o.d. graphite
susceptor is used for the present experiments. The susceptor is insulated from the r.f. coil by
"Fiberfrax Lo-Con Felt" insulation (k • 0.075 W/m.K at 3000C, 0.13 W/m.K at 6000C and
0.26 W/m.K at 10000C) placed in an annular space formed by two 2 mm thick quartz
cylinders of 114 mm and 134 mm i.d. The gap betwt .e inner cylinder and the susceptor
wall is about 0.5 mm which can allow some gas flow from underneath the susceptor to the
upper portion unless the insulation-filled quartz annulus provides a leakproof joint at the
bottom. An opaque (sand blasted) glass plate of 280 mm diameter separates the bottom portion
of the crystal growth chamber from its upper region. However, the gas can flow downward
through a 2 mm gap between this plate and cold puller wall. (It should be kept in mind that
the gaps are generally unavoidable from practical considerations.) The plate is placed on top
of the quartz cylinders, 305 mm from the bottom surface of the puller, while the mean height
of the upper tube of the r.f. coil is 286 mm.

The graphite susceptor with crucible can be moved up or down, and can be rotated by
a shaft. The shaft holds a boron nitride (BN) hollow cylinder which, in turn, supports the
susceptor. An insulation to reduce the heat loss from susceptor bottom can be provided by
packing the BN cylinder with Lo-Con felt. The shaft to rotate the crucible is hollow from
inside so that a tungsten sheathed W26Re-W.5Re thermocouple probe can pass through it and
measure temperature at the crucible bottom. The T/c probe rotates with the shaft and hence
requires a slip-ring arrangement for temperature reading.

A 75 mm o.d., 100 mm long quartz ampoule is used for phosphorus storage and its
vapor injection into the indium melt. This injector has an off-center tube of 12 mm i.d. for the
vapor outflow The same tube in an inverted position allows the annular space of the ampoule
to be filled (about two-third) with (crushed) red phosphorous. The injector can be hung from
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the top with the help of a 12 mm i.d. hollow tube through which a cooled seed shaft can pass.
The injector can be moved up or down independent of the seed shaft. The gap (about 2 mm)
between the hollow, support tube and the seed shaft can allow the cold gases to flow
downward along the seed shaft. To insulate the phosphorus injector from convection iosses to
cold gases and radiative heat transfer to chamber walls, 8 mm Lo-Con felt insulation is placed
between the injector and an inverted quartz cup (Fig. 1). The length of the quartz cup and the
insulation is slightly smaller than that of the P-injector in order not to obstruct the view of the
boron oxide encapsulated melt surface.

In most of the experiments reported here, a quartz shield of 103 mm i.d. is used to
isolate the strong convective flows in regions close to the cold wall from the buoyant flow
directly above the melt. Although the heat shield cannot completely eliminate the buoyancy-
induced recirculating flows - gas flows downward along the seed shaft and upward along the
quart7 shield - it can reduce the gas velocity significantly in the space between the melt surface
and phosphorus injector. Note that a 4 mm gap exists between the outer surface of the
insulating quartz cup and the heat shield even when the upper end of the shield tube is covered
by the injector. The shield tube rests on the graphite susceptor and therefore can rotate
whenever the crucible is rotated.

In this set-up, the temperature can be measured at three locations other than the crucible
bottom - at injector tube tip, at the bottom (outside) surface of the ampoule, and between the
insulation and upper surface of the injector (Fig. 1). The chromel-alumel thermocouple
attached to the transfer tube is placed in a closed-end, thin quartz cylinder to protect it from the
phosphorus reaction and contaminating the indium/InP melt at high temperatures when the tube
is dipped into the melt for synthesis. Temperatures can be read by using digital thermometers
or can be recorded by strip chart recorders.

There are two viewing ports in this HPCG puller, one is used for video monitoring
and photography while the other one helps in visual observation. Since the system is run at a
high temperature (above 1063"C) and a high pressure (500-600 psi) at which the density of

nitrogen gas is about six to fifteen times larger (as a function of local temperature in the
chamber) than at the atmospheric condition, it is possible to see the direction of flow whenever
the gas flows over a step. (Note that the encapsulant boric oxide surface is much below the top
edge of the crucible wall.) Light reflections also seem to help in this visualization. Although
only a small portion of the growth chamber is visible, it is possible to draw flow patterns
qualitatively from the observed gas flow behavior.

Whenever an in-situ synthesis is performed, the experiment is started with about 800
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gm cha-ge of indium (21 rmm high when melted) and 160 gm of B203 (7 mm thick

encapsulating layer) in the crucible, and approximately 260gm phosphorus in the ampoule.
After a successful synthesis, the InP melt level rises to about 34 mm high. For present

analysis, the information on height of the melt strface and vertical locauon of the injector are

quite important. Several runs were performed with and without the synthesis and crystal

growth to study the thermal characteristics of the system.

ORDER-OF-MAGNITUDE ANALYSIS

In this section, an estimate of the strength of gas convection and radiative heat transfer
from te melt shall be presented. The information obtained here will help in analyzing the

experimental data and visual observation.

Gas Convection. The strength of buoyancy-induced convection flow and heat transfer is
determined by the Prandtl number, Pr (= pACp/k) and the Rayleigh number,

Ra = p2g@CpL 3 AT/lik (1)
where L is the characteristic length of the system and AT is the temperature difference
producing the buoyancy force. For a gas like nitrogen, pi, Cp, k and Pr remain almost

independent of pressure, but vary with temperature. Since nitrogen behaves like an ideal gas
between 1-10 MPa pressure and above 300K, the coefficient of isobaric expansion, 13 can be

taken as l/Tmean. The temperature in the growth chamber varies from about 1400K at the
melt surface to about 300K on the puller walls. The temperature difference, AT can therefore

be taken as 1000K considering LOOK drop in temperature across 3203 layer. However, the

gas temperature in most part of the puller is much below 1400K. We therefore assume a mean

temperature of 600K to estimate the gas properties. Selection of an appropriate length scale is
not easy. The inner height of the HPCG system is 850 mm while its diameter is 284 mm.
The distance between the B203 encapsulant surface and the top wall may vary from 550 mm to

650 mm. For L = 600 mm, the gas Rayleigh number is estimated to be 1. lx10 12 .

The buoyant flow conditions in the HPCG system do not fit into thz definitions of
classical free convection problems of Benard convection and differentially-heated vertical
cavities (14]. The hot B20 3 surface and the cold injector bottom provide the so-called Benard

conditions whereas the heated quartz shield in the upper portion and the hot vertical insulation
layer in the bottom part of the puller together with the cold vertical wall represent a

differentially heated vertical cavity configuration. Many other heated and cold surfaces and
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gaps between various quartz cylinders further complicate the situation. The Benard convection
flow is known to start oscillating at Ra > 105 leading to random oscillations and turbulent
behavior at higher Rayleigh numbers. The vertical cavity flow becomes turbulent at Ra =_ 109 .
From theoretical considerations, the gas flow in the HPCG puller can therefore be expected to
be turbulent. As is well-known, any step change in the surface over which the flow is taking
place, a sudden change in the flow path and passage restrictions further add to the turbulent

behavior. Flow turbulence was clearly observed during our experiments. Indeed, the
oscillating nature of the gas flow could also be visualized by watching the movement of stray,
thin clouds of phosphorus vapor, which appear above the melt time-to-time depending on the
rate of reaction and supersaturation of indium melt by the vapor.

Radiation Exchange. Though the gas convection plays an important role in providing
desirable (or undesirable!) conditions for the crystal growth, radiation dominates the heat
transfer from the melt. For example, if the melt surface (at 1400K) can be treated as a
blackbody, it will loose 1.57 kW by radiation to a cold ambient at 300K while the encapsulant
B20 3 surface at 1300K can dissipate a maximum of 0.5 kW by convection to an infinite
ambient at 600K. (An average heat transfer coefficient, h =_ 100 W/m2-.K obtained from a

correlation for turbulent free convection from a heated surface Nu = 0.15 Ra 11 3 has been used
to calculate the convection loss (151.) In reality, the radiation loss will decrease if a realistic
value for emissivity, c of In or InP as the case may be, an appropriate value for absorptivity
ax, of B20 3, and the presence of phosphorus injector and heat shield are considered.

However, the estimated convective heat transfer will reduce much more if it is treated as an
enclosure (formed by injector, heat shield and crucible) problem with temperature at which
heat is rejected, much higher than 600K. The presence of a crystal may also modify the above
numbers.

It must be mentioned here that the overall convection and radiation heat transfer in a
crystal puller is much greater than that calculated above because of the heat dissipation by
outside surfaces of the susceptor and also by the r.f. coil. However, this cannot be expected
to affect the radiation loss from the melt surface much. On the other hand, the hot gases

flowing upward along the outside surface of the quartz shield may reduce convection loss from
the encapsulant surface by raising the wall temperature. It should not, however, be perceived
that the gas convection directly above the melt is weak. In fact, 100-500W convection loss
represents 1.4 to 7 W/cm 2 heat flux which must be transferred by the buoyancy-induced gas
flow. A survey of electronic cooling literature can easily demonstrate how large is this heat
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flux for free convection dissipation of energy to a gas [161. It is fortuous that the radiation

dominates the heat loss from the melt. The heat absorbed by the phosphorus and its
temperature can therefore be easily controlled by changing the vertical location of the injector
and the time it spends at selected location(s) since the temperature response to radiation heat
transfer is almost instantaneous.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Correlation Between Power Input and Melt Temperature. In order to effectively control a

crystal growth furnace it is important to know how does the melt temperature change with a
variation in power input and what is the response time. The first set of experimental runs with

B20 3 encapsulated indium melt in the crucible was conducted to obtain this crucial information.

A T/c probe attached to the seed shaft was used to measure the melt temperature at the
crucible bottom. While performing this experiment, the quartz ampoule for P-injection and the

heat shield were not present in the growth chamber. Figure 2 presents the measured melt
temperatures at various power inputs and shows that a linear relationship exists between the

two quantities. The melt temperature increases by about 26"C for an increase of 0.2 kV in the
power supply, and requires about 12 minutes to stabilize. This is very interesting behavior

since the physical phenomena of convection and radiation which govern the heat transfer are

highly non-linear.

Effect of Magnetic field. This experiment also confirmed the previous observation [12] that
the melt temperature decreases by 4-7VC when a magnetic field of 2000g is applied. This effect

of magnetic field was observed by turning the magnet on and off each time the power level
was changed and the melt temperature attained a stable temperature. Interestingly, when the
magnet was shut off, the melt temperature did not return to the original value, but rather
increased by 7-10*C. This increase in temperature was caused by an automatic, small increase

in input voltage every time the magnet was turned off. Except that both the magnet and r. f. coil

are supplied energy (in parallel) from a single source, there was no direct connection between

these two electrical devices. The reason for this increase in supply voltage whenever the
magnet is shut off is not clear at this time.

Gas Convection. Another interesting behavior observed during this experiment was a sharp
drop in temperature across the indium melt and B20 3 layers, 1230C and 186*C, respectively.
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Although within the encapsulant layer, a temperature drop in excess of 1000C has been

reported by previous investigators [12], a temperature gradient as large as this one in the melt

is unacceptable from crystal growth considerations. Indeed, the large temperature drop

observed in this experiment was caused by strong convective currents of N2 gas. A visual

observation of the gas flow indicated that in the absence of P-injector and heat shield, the gas

could flow much more strongly and loose more energy on the puller walls. Two primary

recirculatory flows were clearly visible (Fig. 3). The downward flow along the seed shaft and

Tic probe was so strong that it could create a dip around the Tic probe in the boric oxide

layer. This resulted in an extremely high rate of heat transfer, and consequently, a large

vertical temperature gradient in this region.

Thermal Response of Phosphorus Injector. The second set of experiment was conducted in
order to examine the temperature response of the phosphorus injector with respect to its
location from the melt surface. For this run the quartz ampoule was filled with crushed

zirconia (SiO2) to about 2/3rd of its volume and the crucible contained the B20 3 encapsulated

indium phosphide. Two thermocouples, one at the injector tube tip and the other at its bottom

surface, were placed to measure the temperature at two different locations. As shown in Fig.

4, these temperatures change significantly with the injector's distance from the melt surface,
Indeed, the response of the thermocouples are very fast which confirm our theory that the
radiation plays a dominant role in heat loss from the melt surface even in an HPCG puller.

An interesting feature of Fig. 4 is the drop in bottom temperature after remaining

constant for a while even though the power input, the injector location and the temperature at

the tip of the transfer tube remain constant. This behavior can be explained only by

considering the heat transfer through SiO2 layers in the injector. When the injector is moved

down, its bottom gains more energy because of the increase in radiation view factor between

the melt surface and the injector. Since thermal diffusion is an inherently slow process and the
thermal diffusivity of SiO2 is very low, m =- 1.4xlO-6 m2/s, very little of this energy is lost by

conduction through zirconia right away. As a result, the temperature first builds up and a
balance between the radiation and convection gain and the conduction loss is maintained for a

significant amount of time as shown by the isothermal condition in Fig. 4. However, the
temperature starts to drop off as the conduction through SiO2 layers increases. It is expected
(although not shown in Fig. 4) that the bottom surface will attain a constant value if the injector
is kept stationary at a location for sufficient amount of time.

A series of experiments was then conducted with the injector filled with solid phospho-
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rus. Not all of these runs were successful in both synthesis of phosphorus vapor and indium

melt, and the growth of InP crystals. However, they provided valuable information on thermal

characteristics of the system. Figure 5 shows the response of the thermocouple at the injector

top surface during a successful injection. The temperature at this location is seen to build

gradually as the injector is moved down to a new location. This trend is quite expected since

there is no direct thermal interaction between the melt surface and the injector top. Energy

gained at the bottom must pass through the phosphorus layers where it may be used to raise

the phosphorus temperature or phase-change before it reaches the top surface. The decrease in
top surface temperature is also gradual when the injector is moved up. This trend is further

confirmed by Fig. 6 which presents the temperature readings at three locations on phosphorus

injector, the crucible bottom and of the recirculating nitrogen gas at a location outside the heat
shield. Figure 6 also demonstrates that the injector bottom and top surfaces attain constant but

different temperatures once the injector is moved up after injection and kept stationary at one

location.

Oscillatory Nature of Injector Bottom Temperature. An interesting aspect of Fig. 6 is the

oscillatory nature of injector bottom temperature when the injector is moved down and the

phosphorus vapor is generated. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8 this oscillation is independent of

whether the injection is successful or not. The primary reason for this oscillation seems to be

the phase change of solid phosphorus at the injector bottom. When most of the energy is used

in sublimation or melting of solid P, the temperature does not increase much. However, as
soon as a layer of vapor is formed at the bottom, the temperature starts increasing because of

the low rate of heat transfer through the vapor layer. Although the localized pressure build up

is very high when the vapor is being generated and can sustain the load of the solid

phosphorus, this phenomenon is highly unstable. Once a vapor layer is formed at the bottom

surface, the heat transfer to solid phosphorus decreases substantially since the vapor is almost

opaque and cannot allow much of the radiation to pass through it. The rate of vapor generation
then decreases significantly and so does the local pressure at the bottom. As a result, the solid

phosphorus drops to the bottom and the temperature starts decreasing. This alternate formation

of vapor layer and its disappearance causes the temperature to fluctuate at the bottom surface.

Indeed, on certain occasions, we could visually observe the fall of solid P to the bottom. It
should also be noted that this phenomenon of vapor layer formation is very similar to that

observed in the case of film boiling [15]. However, the film boiling experiment has generally

been performed with a liquid for which the vapor is transparent, and hence, the vapor layer
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can be sustained by a continuous liquid-vapor phase change by radiation heat transfer to the
liquid at its bottom surface.

Melt Temperature. Figures 6, 7 and 8 also present the melt temperature measured by the
thermocouple at the injector tube tip and the temperature at the crucible bottom which is also a
measure of the melt temperature. The crucible bottom temperature is expected to be higher than
the melt temperature except when the reaction is taking place. The exothermic reaction between
the phosphorus vapor and indium melt generates heat thereby raising the melt temperature for
the period of reaction or a little longer. Figure 7 clearly shows that in the absence of reaction,
the thermocouple at the crucible bottom reads a higher temperature than at the injector tube tip.
During this experiment, the injector was first lowered to a location clcse to the B20 3

encapsulant surface (barely touching). In this position, we could see the nitrogen gas bubbling

at the B20 3 surface. Note that the injector contains a large volume (30-40%) of nitrogen which
expands when the injector is moved down. The bubbling of N2 was allowed to continue for
about 23 minutes before the injector tube was dipped iaito the melt. Bubbles of nitrogen leaving

the melt surface were still visible for a long time and only after about 16 minutes the first
bubble of P-vapor could be seen leaving the melt. Soon after that the injector tube broke at its
upper end and the vapor started leaking. The run was then abruptly stopped.

Figure 7 demonstrates some other interesting behavior. It is observed that when the

injector tube is dipped into the melt, the crucible bottom temperature decreases slightly because
the nitrogen gas bubbles which are at a lower temperature than the melt, gain energy thereby
reducing the temperature of the melt. However, this is a very short time phenomenon and the
temperature starts increasing after a few minutes, to be discussed later. Although this injection
was not successful, the effect of localized build up of temperature due to on and off reaction
(some P-vapor coming out with N2 gas bubbles) is well demonstrated by the peaks of the melt
temperature plot (Fig. 7). An increase in melt temperature due to the reaction is also exhibited
by Fig. 8 for the case when the injector tube was dipped into the melt only after the first
bubble of P-vapor came out of the tube. Unfortunately, the thermocouple on the injector tube
could not sustain the corrosive effect of phosphorus reaction, and started giving erroneous
readings whenever the reaction took place (Figs. 6 and 8).

It is believed that an increase in melt temperature is caused by

1. a reduction in radiation loss to the puller walls when the injector is moved down, caused
by the reduction in radiation view factor between the melt surface and the puller walls,
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2. a decrease in radiation heat transfer to solid phosphorus and puller walls whenever the

non-transparent phosphorus vapor is present in the vicinity of the melt (This may be

caused by the leak(s) in injector tube or vapor leaving the melt due to local super-

saturation.), and

3. the exothermic reaction between the P-vapor and indium melt.

In Fig. 6 the temperature at the crucible bottom continues to increase even after the injector has

been moved out of the melt, because of the presence of the P-vapor covering the melt surface.

Since the phosphorus clouds never cleared during this experiment, this temperature settled at a

much higher value than that before the injection. Figure 8 exhibits a similar behavior. Figure

9, on the other hand, shows a temperature build-up due to the heat of reaction, a reduction in

radiation loss caused by the presence of P-vapor and an increase in power.

Gas Temperature. Figure 6 and 9 present the gas temperature at a location outside of the heat

shield (476 mm below the top or 69 mm above the glass plate and 38 mm away irom the
puller wall or 48 mm away from the heat shield). As is evident from these figures the

convection outside the melt zone is also affected by the location of the injector. When the

injector bottom is near the upper end of the heat shield (2-3 mm inside) a large amount of hot

gases can leave the melt zone and heat the gas external to the heat shield. (To provide a

recirculation, the downward flowing gas enters the melt zone through a small gap around the

cold seed shaft.) When the injector is moved down, the rate at %hich the hot gas leaves the

melt zone decreases, and hence, the temperature outside the heat shield. The gas temperature
returns to its original value (Fig. 6) when the injector is moved up and the melt comes back to
its initial temperature. On the other hand, the gas temperature may be slightly higher if the
melt temperature is higher than that before the injectioi. This shows that in spite of the
convective flows being oscillatory, the system is quite stable and its behavior is predictable.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In order to develop a successful process for one-step, in-situ synthesis of phosphorus
vapor and indium melt and growth of InP crystals of large sizes, uniform properties and at
lesser cost, it is extremely important to understand the mechanism of heat transfer and gas

flow in a high pressure crystal growth system. Although limited to mostly synthesis
conditions, the experiments reported here demonstrate interesting relationships between the
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temperatures at various locations of the phosphorus injector and the melt. The phase change

phenomenon for phosphorus in the bottom portion of the injector is oscillatory in nature. The

gas flow is turbulent and oscillatory, and there exists two primary recirculations in this HPCG

furnace. From crystal growth considerations, the convective flow should be weakened as much

as possible. Fortuously, the overall heat transfer is dominated by radiation, and hence, the the

thermal response of this system is quite stable and predictable. Theoretical estimates of gas

convection and radiation loss from the melt surface agree qualitatively with the experimental

observations.

Even though these experiments provide a much better understanding of the HPCG

puller for one-step, in-situ synthesis and growth of InP crystals, they are by no means

complete. Similar experiments are needed to characterize the heat transfer and gas flow under

the growth conditions. A simultaneous theoretical/numerical and experimental research

program will further help in determining the or imized conditions for both the synthesis and
the growth, and in suggesting the modifications in the existing system in order to achieve these

conditions.
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ABSTRACT

During the Summer of 1992. work wa.s performed at Rome Laboratories at Ilaxiscomn Air

Force Base to develop and test a novel absorbing boundary condition (ABC), used in the

finite difference time domamn (FDTD) method for simulating electrotiagnet ic wave propaea-

tior,. This new type of lattice termination algorithm is based on anechoic chamber absorber

foam geometry, with specially simulated electric and magnetic conductivity, and electric per-

mittivity and magnetic permeability chosen to prevent reflections and simulate infinite, open

free space. The advantage of this ABC over currently used ones is that it pievents reflections

from much wider incident angles. Since incident waves need not be normal to this boundary

for absorption, the boundary can be placed much closer than previously possible. This new

type of ABC can be used to absorb scattered waves in a local sense, so the electrical size of

the scattering object does not affect the distance from it to the ABC. Since even a modest

decrease in the required separation distance yields a huge saving in the number of required

matrix elements for three dimensional geometries, this novel ABC may greatly improve the

general applicability of computational electromagnetics.

INTRODUCTION

In finite difference electromagnetic scattering simulation, boundary conditions must be sup-

plied along the surfaces of the scattering objects, as well as into the radiation region. To

maintain a finite computation domain, this radiation condition requires zero reflection (total

absorption) at the truncated outer domain boundary.

Minimizing the amount of computational space between the scatterer and the mesh termina-

tion has long been a difficulty in numerical electromagnetics. Since the equivalence principle

allows the computation of the electromagnetic field everywhere given the current on a closed

surface, all that is required to solve scattering problems is to find the induced current on the
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scteI io surudn th objec is, i111

scatteing object. Finding the field distribution in tile rcril surrouding the object i.s unnec-

essary except to give the correct current on the object. It is not possible in general. however.
to ignore this field. since it is not known what form it will take. For example, merely forcing

the scattered field to be zero on a exterior boundary does not prevent reflections there. This is

because to do so may necessitate imposing some non-zero. out-of-phase scattered field to (-an-

cel the original incident field. This canceling scattered field would represent a computational

artifact.

Several types of absorbing boundary conditions (ABC's), with a variety of outer boundary

geometries have been described in the literature f 1-5). There are different advantages to the

various shapes of this boundary. While a circular boundary is computationally simplest. it is

difficult to approximate with rectangular cells, and for long, thin scatterers large amounts of

empty, uninteresting space must be includ-1 within the computation domain. A rectangular

boundary may pose problems at its corners and edges.

The basic principle of each of these ABC's is to use a pseudo-differential annihilation operator

on the outer elements of the grid which sets the reflected amplitude of the field components

normal to the outer boundary to zero. The standard Dirichlet and Neumann boundary

conditions are easy to specify by requiring the field or its normal derivative be zero at the

boundary, but these each produce 100% reflection. Ensuring a matched condition with no

normal reflections is much more difficult, depending strongly on the boundary geometry and

material characteristics. It is an important limitation with these ABC methods that only the

normal component to the boundary can be matched. The condition is specified at only the

outer element, so it is compact, but inflexible. Reflections for almost normal waves are small.

but non-zero, rising to appreciable values after tens of degrees.

More general ABC's which cancel waves incident from angles other than normally incident to

the boundary have been proposed [3-51. These apply approximate solutions to the wave equa-

tion at the radiation boundary, with annihilation for multiple discrete angles. Unfortunately,
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for each additional angle of ainihilation. the order of the (ifferential operator Increases. rhe

number of elements in the vicinity of the boundary which must be included in the higher order

difference operation thus increases. Although a wide range of incident angles can be absorbed

with these ABC's. the resulting complexity at the boundary may become prohibitive.

The ABC's for scattering problems must be placed far enlough away from the scatterer for

all scattered rays to appear to be normally incident on the absorbing boundary. For large

scattering objects, illuminated with microwave frequency radar pulses. an effective grid termi-

nation might have to be hundreds or thousands of lattice points away, making the simulation

problem unreasonably big and slow to solve.

ANECHOIC CHAMBER-BASED ABC

The idea behind the anechoic chamber ABC was first described in a paper by this author

appearing in the Journal of Electromagnetic Waves and Applications [6]. This previous work

analyzed the anechoic chamber ABC using the Finite Difference Frequency Domain method

of computing scattered field. The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) formulation is

more useful when considering a finite wave pulse with a continuous spectrum of frequency

components, incident from a single angle [7,81.

The fundamental principle of the new ABC is that used with the carbon-loaded absorber foam

pyramids lining the interior walls of anechoic antenna test chambers. The steeply slanted lossy

material faces absorb some of the incident energy and tend to redirect any reflected waves into

other pyramids for additional absorption. The net effect of the wall of pyramids is to absorb

all incident waves. And since incident waves from all directions will be absorbed, the lossy

pyramids work very well at preventing wall reflections in antenna test chambers. In a two

dimensional analysis, which was considered in this project, the pyramids become triangular

saw teeth.
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With computer modeling. the material characteristics of the absori)inz ia-yer need not be t kose

of real dielectric compounds. Instead, the material can be modeled as having both 0.hctric

and magnetic conductivity o. (T.%t, and with valuvs of l•wrnittivity e, and pernieabiity '

selected for a perfect match at the second bounce of the normally incident wave. If the vertex

angles of these triangles are equilateral, the angle tile reflected ray makes with the second

triangle face is 900 (0' local incidence angle). This geometry is shown in cross section in

Figure 1.

As long as /0/ = /f/ = aog/a (which corresponds to maintaining constant frequency

domain wave impedance across the boundary), there will be no reflections for normal incidence

to a triangle face.

This requirement is difficult to attain with real materials, but quite easy to specify by com-

puter. It is important to make the conductivities large enough so that the wave quickly

decays as it propagates into the absorber medium, but not so large that the decaying field is

inadequately sampled on the mesh.

The reflected power is plotted as a function of the angle of incidence of the ray with the

boundary a in Figure 2. This is a geometric optics, frequency domain prediction of the

reflection characteristics of this boundary. For this test case, f, = fo(1 - j0.01) and P, =

A0(1 - jO.01). The discontinuities are the result of calculating the worst general ray for each

of the cases. The highest reflected power from this boundary in the entire 1800 angular range

occurs at -30*, with a value of 2.8 x 106, or about -56 dB. The discontinuity occurs at the

angle where the ray bouncing off the first triangle edge just misses intersecting the second

triangle edge.

This ray analysis completely neglects the effects of diffraction from the vertices of the triangles.

The frequency domain analysis [6] showed that this periodic diffraction is a strong effect,

especially when the vertices were separated by an integer number of wavelengths.
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FDTD SIMULATION

Two dimensional FDTD simulation of this equilateral triangle saw-tooth absorbing layer is

examined using a modulated uniform Gaussian pulse plane wave. given by:

E(.r) = ZEoe--

for normally incident illumination, and

E(x) = ZýEoe-((z- [-) coo *'y sinn G-c! 2

for waves incident at angle 9. The magnetic field components, which follow directly from

Faraday's law, have the exact same space and time dependence, but are orthogonal to P and

are reduced in magnitude by the material impedance 71 = 377S2. This equation is discretized

by using x -- iA, y -- jJA, t --+ nAt, W = 20A. The Gaussian is used since it smoothly

approximates a short, causal square pulse in time and space. The computational domain is

chosen as a rectangular grid of points (i,j), 0 < i < imaz, 0 < j < J,,a.

Care must be taken at the edges of the computational domain to simulate the incident plane

wave's infinite extent. If the wave propagates parallel to the left and right edge boundaries,

one good way of simulating infinite extent is to impose a one-dimensional FDTD wave solution

on each boundary. This is because the one-dimensional wave only propagates along the

boundary, rather than in to or out from it, while the incident two-dimensional wave only

propagates in that same direction. Once the incident wave interacts with a scatterer or ABC,

or if it propagates obliquely to the side edges, the one-dimensional FDTD is insufficient.

and another method-such the Engquist-Majda or even the currently proposed anechoic

sawtooth ABC-must be used. The back of the lattice at i =maz, is terminated with the

usual Engquist-Majda ABC to prevent any waves from returning and confusing the pulse

pattern in the lossy medium.
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Another important consideration with oblique incidence is to etiistre chat the entire wavefront

propagates across the domain of interest. For example, if the pulse propagates from the

southeast toward the northwest, it is essential that the bulk of the peak intensity starts

at analysis time t = 0 near the northwest corner, past the southwest/northeast diagonal.

Otherwise. none of the expected energy would enter the domain from outside the eastern and

southern edges.

The calculations are performed with normalized electrical parameters, pz and e, with the only

requirements being that fr• = rI = iE/tHI, and normalization ,p-fi = c = 1 for simplicity.

Since for this time-domain analysis, the incident wave is baseband, with no frequency modu-

lation, the time scale is arbitrary, and there is no frequency scale. The only physical scale is

the relative lengths of the sawtooth edge and the half-width, IV of the Gaussian pulse. The

conductivity is specified in terms of the dielectric relaxation time r = c/a. Thus, for a wave

to decay by a factor of e in 20 time steps, a" = e/20. Also, the Courant condition, which

specifies the relative sizes of time and space steps in the FDTD algorithm, cAt/Az is chosen

to be 0.5, implying that the wave advances n/2 steps in space in an interval of n time steps.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The first FDTD anechoic sawtooth ABC computation is for a normally incident wave, ap-

proaching the free-spaced-matched ABC situated parallel to the wavefront at either two-thirds

or one-half of the forward direction domain, i = 2i,,z/3 or ima,/2. To ensure that the one-

dimensional wave equation at the lattice edges does not produce spurious reflections, the

boundary from free space to the lossy ABC medium is specified as planar instead of saw-

tooth at the edges (and for a few grid cells in toward the center). Since the lossy ABC

medium is matched to free space for normal incidence, their are no reflections at the two

edges of the lattice. At other incidence angles there will be significant reflections from this

planar region.
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Figure 3 depicts a series of "'snap-shots" in time for a lattice with width .l,,aX = 200 byv 1(pti't

im,,az = 150 grid points. As the Gaussian pulse propagates into the page, it just begins to

intersect the boundary at the top left at 80 time steps. At 140 time steps, top right, the

pulse has entered the lossy medium occupying the rear one-third of the lattice, attenuated on

the left and right edges to about one-half its original amplitude, and begun interacting with

the sawtooth structure (ABC proper) in the center of the boundary. The ten vertices of the

sawteeth are discernible by slight (lips in the field intensity across the wavefront. Another

60 time steps later, middle left, the pulse has entirely penetrated the boundary, its intensity

is now down to 12 to 15% of the original amplitude, the sawtooth structure effect is clearly

visible, and the first evidence of reflection from the sawtooth ABC. with a negative amplitude

pulse returning from the boundary, is apparent. Note that there is never any reflection at the

perfectly matched left and right edges. At time 250At, middle right, the pulse is clearly being

absorbed by the Engquist-Majda ABC at the deepest row of the lattice, with amplitude now

at about 5%. With maximum scale enhancement, the reflected wave is the dominant feature

in the final view, at 300 time steps, bottom, with intensity of -2% of the original signal. It

is also seen that this reflected pulse is roughly the same width as the incident Gaussian, but

appears to be more tightly bounded from left to right-indicating constructive interference

effects from the ends of the sawtooth. For an infinitely wide ABC the reflected wave would

be smaller, since there would be none of this edge diffraction interference.

For non-normal incidence, the pulse is assumed to originate from the right-front (southeast),

and propagate to the left-back. The sawtooth ABC is specified at i = Z"a,./2 and also on the

left at j = jmaz/3. This lossy medium geometry is shown in Figure 4.

For waves incident at 45°, Figure 5 shows the progression of snap-shots for time steps: 0, 100,

200, 300, 400, and 600At. The symmetry of interaction from the forward and left boundaries

is clear. There is a small amount of constructive reflective interference near the point where

the two arrays of sawteeth intersect. Thfis is due to small specular reflection off each boundary.

However, since these reflections leave at 45°, they head directly for the adjacent sawtooth
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array, at the same {inegative) incidence aunie. and will be aisorbed o01 their second pass. Eih,

reflected wave amplitude is about 5% of the incident peak.

Figure 6 is similar to the preceding figure. with 60°, incidence angle, and Figure 7 shows

the 75', incidence case. both with the saune nime steps as Figure 5, but with proportioually

greater spatial grid points in the forward direction to accomadate the entire wavefront. For

both these reflection examples, the reflected. or scattered field amplitude is not much greater

than it is for normal incidence, with a maximum of about 5%.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the novel anechoic sawtooth ABC a), with the common

Engquist-Majda ABC b) at t = 21OAt along the lattice line. i = 2iZ,,,,/3. The latter begins

to break down for larger incidence angles. As the incidence angle approaches grazing, almost

none of the wave is absorbed. Unlike with the three previous figures, Figure 8 uses the

standard Engquist-Majda ABC along the left edge (for both plots) to emphasize the effects

due to just the novel ABC on the back boundary. Since the incident angle for the left

edge is 30", the standard ABC is marginally acceptable, but still produces errors. The large

amplitude wave on the left in both plots is the remainder of the incident pulse interaction with

this left edge Engquist-Majda ABC. The wide positive bulge on the right half of the b) plot

is the most important feature of this figure, indicating a significant reflected field, which is in

large measure absent in the novel ABC view a). Although the Enqguist-Majda is better for

near-normal incidence-as seen from the minimal reflected field at the left boundary, where

the incident angle is 30°-at large angles the novel ABC is superior.

Figure 9 shows another test geometry, where the lossy medium with the sawtooth array is

on a semi-circle. For any plane-wave pulse, the sawteeth are illuminated with waves from all

possible angles. Once again, as with the normal incidence case of Figure 3, there are planar

boundaries at each side of the lattice. The pulse begins to interact with the boundary in the

first plot, top left, of Figure 10, then is transmitted into the lossy regions on the left and

right sides of the semi-circle, and also propagates into the center of the semi circular area in
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the top right plot. at t = 200At. The third snap shot. at 240 time steps shows the eini ri11t

of negative amplitude field diffracted from the corners of the semi-circle. These coalesce at

the fourth view. S0 time steps later. A second reflection becomes apparent at 360 time steps

with a positive focused peak, which then propagates towards the original source a times 440.

520, and 600At. Although this reflected wave appears to be a large. dominant effect. its

amplitude is only about 8% of the original signal. corresponding to 160 times less power than

the incident pulse. It may be possible to further reduce this reflected signal by altering the

triangle side length with respect to the incident pulse width or semi-circle radius. Continuing

research will explore these improvements.

CONCLUSIONS

An improved absorbing boundary condition based on pyramidal anechoic chamber absorber

foam prevents reflections from a wide range of incidence angles, and hence could be positioned

very close to electromagnetic scatterers. The reduction of unimportant computational space

would lead to great savings of computer memory and CPU time, perhaps even allowing the

calculation of heretofore "unsolvably big" scattering problems.

Time domain analysis indicates some slight reflected amplitude from the ABC at all angles.

but that there is only a small increase in the reflected field for large angles of incidence. The

novel ABC is superior to the Engquist-Majda ABC for large incidence angles. Varying the

number of grid points per triangle side has less effect on the absorption characteristics of the

ABC than varying the pulse width, which in turn matters less than the relative conductivity

of the lossy medium. As the c'/l ratio increases, the decay rate in the medium increases, but

the reflection coefficient at oblique angles increases also. Future research will be devoted to

determining the optimum choices of conductivity and triangle side dimension.
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Figure 1: Ray paths for waves normally incident and incident at angle a
on equilateral triangular absorbing boundary, showing multiple bounces into medium.
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Figure 2: Reflected power ratio for individiual rays as a function of incident angle to b)oUndarv.
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Figure 3: Normally incident Gaussian pulse approaching and interacting

with the anechoic sawtooth ABC at i = 21maz/3.
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Figure 4: Geometry of anechoic sawtooth ABCs on forward and left boundaries.

Raised area represents matched dissipative miedium.
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Figure 5: Gaussian pulse incident at 450 on the sawtooth ABC.
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Figure 6: Gaussian pulse incident at 600 on the sawtooth ABC.
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Figure 7: Gaussian pulse incident at 750 on the sawtooth ABC.
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a)

b)

Figure 8: Gaussian pulse incident at 600 on a) the

novel ABC and b) the Engquist-Majda ABC at 210 At.
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Figure 9: Geometry of semicircular sawtooth ABC boundary.

Raised area represents matched dissipative medium.
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Figure 10: Gaussian pulse normally incident on a semicircular sawtooth ABC array.
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Abstragct

Conducted electromagnetic (EM) interference measurements and analyses were performed on X-band

Transmit/Receive (T/R) modules built by Raytheon and Texas Instruments. The T/R module's Clock, Mode1 ,

+ 5 and -7 volt dc supply input lines and the Output Built-in-Test and Evaluation (OBITE) line were evalu ited.

The Clock and Mode differential input pins are connected within the T/R module to a CMOS gate array through

DS8820/7820 differential line receivers. EM interference effects were simulated using PSPICE, and verified

through measurements, to determine if the model of a DS8820/7820 provides accurate EM interference

simulation results at very high frequencies. The objectives of performing measurements and simulations on the

DS8820 were to demonstrate that interference effects can accurately be determined on simpler devices and

models prior to developing more complex and costly products, such as T/R modules.

Limited simulations were also performed on the OBITE driver IC (54ALS03 NAND gate) and Power

Condition Monitoring (PCM) circuits that are connected to the + 5 and -7 volt dc supply lines. The PCM circuits

are used to monitor over-voltage conditions on the + 5 supply and over-temperature on the transmit power

amplifier and to disable receive and transmit modes in the event of over-voltage or over-temperaticre conditions

occur. All interference effects, with the exception of receiver low noise amplifier (LNA) gain compression, could

be simulated. Effects that were duplicated during simulation included Mode words not received properly by the

T/R module, and the T/R module receiver LNA cycling off and on with the application and removal of

interference to the OBITE, + 5 and -7 volt supply lines.

Damage effects that were observed while performing the interference mesurements could not be

simulated. Two T/R modules and two DS7820 IC's were damaged over the course of this effort.

SThe Data lines were not tested on this effort. The Mode lines are used to send commands to the T/R
module to place the module in transmit, receive, etc., mode-of-operation, hence the nomenclature Mode. The
Data lines are used to place the T/R module in a particular state-of-operation once the mode-of-operation has
been selected. The default state-of-operation was selected, and thus the reason for not testing the Data lines.
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X-BAND T/R MODULE
CONDUCTED INTERFERENCE SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT

Final Report
John P. Rohrbaugh and Randall H. Pursley

INTRODUCTION

The primary objectives of this effort were to determine the conducted electromagnetic (EM) interference

characteristics of X-band Transmit/Receive (T/R) modules built on a previous Rome Laboratory funded effort

by Raytheon and Texas Instruments [11 and to determine if EM effects could be evaluated using simpler devices

and models prior to the development of more complex and costly products, such as T/R modules. Figure 1

presents a block di.igram of the X-band T/R module. Interference signals from 1 MHz to 3 GHz were

combined with functional test signals and applied to selected T/R module input pins. The Clock, Mode, and

+ 5 and -7 volt dc supply input lines and the Output Built-in-Test and Evaluation (OBITE) line were eva:uated.

The + 10 volt supply and Data pins were not evaluated since the T/R modules were only tested in the receive

mode-of-operation and not in the transmit mode. Phase was not varied during the measurements. The Clock

and Mode (and Data) differential input lines connect to a CMOS gate array through DS8820/7820 differential

line receivers. The OBITE line is connected to a CMOS gate array through one quarter of a 54ALS03 NAND-

gate IC. The + 5 and -7 volt dc supplies are used to power all electronics within the T/R module with the

exception of the transmitter output power amplifier. The + 10 volt supply is used to power only the transmitter

output power amplifier.

Since the T/R module digital input pins are connected to DS8820/7820 differential receiver ICs,

additional stand-alone measurements were performed on this IC. A Tester Interface Unit (TIU) built on a

previous Georgia Tech conducted interference measurement program [21 was used to facilitate the performance

of the DS8820/7820 IC and T/R module measurements. Interference simulations were also performed to

determine if a model could be used to simulate interference effects at very high frequencies.

After completing the T/R module measurements and the simulations and measurements on the DS7820

IC's, additional simulations were initiated, but not completed, for the OBITE output NAND gate and the Power

Condition Monitoring (PCM) circuits, using estimates of transistor parameters. The PCM circuits are used to

monitor over-voltage conditions on the + 5 volt supply and over-temperature on the transmit power amplifier

and to disable the receive and transmit modes in the event over-voltage or over-temperature conditions occur.

Simulations of the LM103 3-volt regulators used to regulate voltage to the receiver LNA were not possible

because transistor and diode parameters could not be obtained prior to the conclusion of this effort. It is felt

that interference occuring in the LM103 3-volt regulators would explain the gain enhancement and gain
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Figure 1. T/R Module Block Diagram.

compression effects that were observed during the T/R module measurements. Simulations of interference

coupled to the OBITE pin indicate that a "sneak circuit" may exist that could allow interference to cause An

outputs of the NAND gate to go to a logic high state which turns on both the receiver LNA and transmitter

power amplifier. This could cause catastrophic failure of the T/R module. Measurements indicate that the

OBITE pin is also the most susceptible T/R module pin for interference frequencies greater than 100 MHz.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Block diagrams of the T/R module conducted interference test setups are given in Figure 2. The

interference and functional signals were added using various signal combiners. The signal combiner used

depended upon the interference signal frequency, the functional signal frequency, and the input impedance of

the pin-under-test. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the signal combiners used and their pin

applicability. Additional information on the design and construction of the signal combiners can be found in

Reference 3.

When testing the T/R modules, functional signals were generated by a T/R Module Signal Controller

(MSC) built by Texas Instruments [4, 51. The MSC is controlled by an HP9836 computer over the IEEE-488
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Table 1. Signal Combiner Networks.

Interference Functional Maximum 1
Combiner Frequency Range Frequency Range Output Power Pin Applicabilit

Op Amp dc - 160 MHz dc - 160 MHz + 14 dBm Input

250 MHz Dual Input-Output-
Quadrature 100 - 400 MHz dc - 50 MHz 50 Watts Power

Hybrid Power

750 MHz Dual Input-output-
Quadrature 500 - 1000 MHz dc - [50 MHz 50 Watts Power

Hybrid Power_.

Broadband Dual
Quadrature 1 - 11 GHz dc - 750 MHz 50 Watts Input-Output

Hybrid Power

Table 2. Interconnect Cable Pin-outs.

T/R Module Back-Plane T/R Module 5x3 Rectangular Connector MS3102E22-14S

(A Top Left, 0 Bottom Right Circular Connector

1 : +10V B V

2: GND C C

3: -7V A F

4: +5V D K

5 : Spare NOT USED

6 : Spare NOT USED

7: Beam B L H

8: Beam A K G

9: Mode- J J

10 :Mode+ O S

11 :Clock- G L

12: Clock+ F M

13: Data- I N

14: Data+ H P

15: OBITE E R
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Figure 2. General T/R Module and DS7820 Conducted Interference Test Setups.-

data bus. The control code used oa this effort was adapted from a previously developed control program [6J.

The MSC was also used to route the dc supply voltages to the T/R module-under-test. The T/R module was

mounted in a Module Test Fixture (MTF) (constructed specifically for use on this effort by the Rome Laboratory

Experimental Fabrication Shop) that in-turn was mounted on the Tester Interface Unit (TTU). The TIU

provides 32 controlled impedance paths to device pins-under-test up to frequencies of 12 GHz. The TILT is

described in detail in Reference 2. Table 2 summarizes the MSC-to-TIU interface cable connections.

The T/R module conducted interference measurements were semi-automated and controlled by an

HP9836 which is used to display instructions to the operator. Commands are sent from the HP9836 through the

MSC to turn the T/R module off or to to switch it to the receive mode-of-operation. The interference data was

recorded manually and then plotted using GraphTools software['/]. The HP9836 control software is listed in

Appendix A?

SAppendices are contained in a separate volume that cant be obtained from the authors or from Mr.

Michael Seifert, Rome Laboratory/ERPT, 525 Brooks Rd., Griff'tss AEB, NY 13441-4505.
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The goals of the DS8820/7820 IC conducted interference measurements were to determine if the

DS8820/7820 changes logic states at interference voltage and power levels that are comparable to those that

caused interference in the T/R module. Simulated logic signals were provided using a function generator. The

output pin (pin 6) on one-half of the DS8820/7820 was monitored using an oscilloscope. The DS8820/7820

output signal was routed to the oscilloscope through the TJU and a 1 meter coaxial cable. The DS8820/7820

has limited capabilities to drive capaci:ive loads so the simulated logic signal was limited to 200 kHz using this

test configuration.

For interference frequencies greater than 100 MHz (where op amp signal combiners are not used)

interference power incident at the T/R module or IC pin-under-test was calculated using forward signal power

measured at the direction coupler sample port and then corrected by subtracting measured losses through the

directional coupler, the signal combiner, and interface cables. The signal attenuation through the directional

coupler sample port was then added to this result to complete the incident interference power calculation.

When using the op amp combiner for interference frequencies less than 100 MHz, incident interference

power was calculated using the generator output power that was read directly from the generator output power

meter. The generator output power meter reading wa,. then corrected to account for errors in the meter reading-

using measured calibration results. Incident interference power was then computed by subtracting losses through

the op amp combiner and interface cables. Active voltage probes were not available that operated to 100 MHz

so the actual voltage levels at the output of the op amp combiner could not be determined directly. Connecting

a coaxial cable at the output of the op amp combiner creates a transmission line stub that reduces the power

at the combiner output at certain frequencies. Additional problems were encountered using the op amp

combiners. It is felt that the op amp combiner output signal level was compressed with the addition of the

functional test signal and that the interference power level never actually exceeded more than 15 dBm, although

calculations indicate greater power levels were incident on the device pin-under-test.

DS8820/7820 MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Conducted interference measurements were performed on three pins of a DS7820 differential line

receiver IC. Measurements were performed on the inverting input (pin 1), the non-inverting input (pin 3), and

the + 5 volt supply input (pin 14). The + 5 volt supply pin was evaluated with the functional signal applied to

either pin 1 or 3. The functional signal was applied to one input pin while the other pin was grounded. The

interference signal was added to the functional signal or to the + 5 volt supply voltage. Combiners were not

available to add interference to two differential signals simultaneously and, therefore, measurements of the

common-mode rejection capabilities of the DS7820 were not possible.
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Figure 3. Interference Thresholds of DS8820/7820 + 5 Volt Supply Pin.

The DS7820 IC measurements were performed over rive interference frequency bands. Tht measured

data is presented in Appendix B in order of increasing interference frequency. Plots of the interference

thresholds on the + 5 volt supply with a 200 kHz pulse train applied to pin 3 of the DS8820/7820 are presented

in Figure 3. The results for the pulse train applied to pin I and with the interference applied to either pin I or

3 are given in Appendix B. Solid circles indicate that no interference occurred at the maximum available power,

with the maximum available power indicated by the power level shown at the solid circle locations. As explained

previously, it is felt that the op amp combiner output was compressed for frequencies less than 100 MHz and

that the actual o.;tput power was less than that presented in Figure 3.

An incorrect amplifier was used during the 2 to 4 GHz interference measurements and the output power

was not sufficient to cause interference above 3 GHz.

The basic interference effects that were observed include (1) logic low pulled high (greater than I volt),

(2) logic high pulled low (less than 2 volts), (3) output pulse rise and fail times irwreased, and (4) output pulse

width narrowed or increased. At many frequencies, the output pulse width would begin to narrow (or increase)
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as if the output were going to be pulled low (or high); however, the output pulse would instead begin to increase

(or decrease) after narrowing (increasing), for example, and be pulled high (low) rather than low (high).

The first IC under evaluation was damaged while testing the inverting input tpin 1) over the 100 to 40)0

MHz frequency range. Measurements were completed at the higher frequencies using a second IC and

measurements over the 100 to 400 MHz range repeated. The data obtained using the second IC was nearly

identical to that obtained using the first IC and the data for the two IC's is not differentiated. The second IC

was damaged over the same frequency range, at the same functional signal level (± 2.5 volts), and for the same

pin under test (pin 1). The effect observed in both instances was a reduction in operating bandwidth and

reduced output amplitude (approximately 2.5 volts rather than 4.5 volts).

T/R MODULE MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Figure 4 illustrates the T/R module interference measurement results over the frequency range of 100

MHz to 2 GHz. (Measurements below 100 MHz were not performed due to problems encountered using the

op amp signal combiners on the DS8820/7820 IC measurements.)

The most susceptible pin was the OBITE pin. The primary effect observed while testing the OBITE

pin was that the T/R module cycled off and then on again once the interference signal was removed (referred

to as "gain collapses" in the Appendix C tables). Three effects were observed on the Clock and Mode lines tied

to the DS8820/7820 IC's. The dominant effect at interference frequencies less than approximately 1 GHz was

that the T/R module would not go into receive mode or would not turn off when corimands were sent over

either the Clock or Mode lines. At frequencies greater than approximately 1 GHz, interference either did not

occur, gain was compressed, or the module would cycle off and then come back on once interference was

removed. The dominant effects observed while testing the + 5 aad -7 volt supplies were gain compression and

the T/R module cycling off and then on again once the interference signal was removed.

Two T/R modules were damaged while performing interference tests. The first (module serial number

135) was damaged while testing the Mode+ input pin at 700 MHz. Measurements were repeated over the

frequency range of 500 MHz to 1 GHz using a second module (serial number 144). Module 144 was not

susceptible over the frequency range of 500 to 700 MHz at the maximum output power of the interference signal

generator (approximateiv 43 dBm out of the generator and 37 to 39 dBm incident at the T/R module OBITE

pin after subtracting losses through the 3 dB attenuator at the generator output, directional coupler, combiner,

and interface cables) while the damaged module was susceptible at a level approximately 15 dB below the

maximum interference generator output capabilities. This indicates that the first T/R module interference
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thresholds gradually degraded prior to catastrophic failure. This effect was consistent with those observed on

the DS8820/7820, in that the DS8820/7820 frequency response and output amplitude levels gradually dropped

until rated performance specifications were no longer met. Module 144 was damaged while testing the Clock-

input pin at 1.5 GHz. No interference was observed over :he frequency range of I to 1.5 GHz except that the

receiver LNA gain gradually dropped by 2 dB without recovering after the interference signal was removed. The

gain drop prior to failure of module 144 and the 1 dB gain compression interference effects that were observed

could be due to interference occurring within the LM103 3-volt regulators used to power the receiver LNA (and

transmitter power amplifier driver). Simulations and measurements of this hypothesis should be performed.

SIMULATION PROCEDURE

Simulations of conducted interference effects were performed using a model of a DS8820/7820 dual

differential line receiver IC, a model of a 54ALS03 quad two-input open collector NAND gate, and a model of

the T/R module Power Condition Monitor circuit. These simulations were performed over a frequency range

of dc to I GHz using PSPICE [8]. Simulated interference signals were combined with functional signals in a

manner similar to those used in the conducted interference measurements. The techniques described in

Reference 9 were used in the performance of the simulations. The objective was to determine if simulated-

interference voltage levels and effects are comparable for both the DS8820/7820 and the T/R module. The

objectives of the 54ALS03 and Power Condition Monitor circuit simulations were to identify other interference

effects that alter the operation of the T/R module.

The DS8820/7820 IC is used as the front end of the six differential inputs of the T/R module (Clock +,

Clock-, Data+, Data-, Mode+, and Mode-). Failure of this IC due to interference effects would prevent the

T/R module from receiving the correct digital commands. The DS8820/7820 simulation model, shown in Figure

5, was developed from information obtained from National Semiconductor. The schematic for this model was

found in the National Semiconductor Interface databook [101. This schematic provided all the necessary resistor

values, but National Semiconductor had to be consulted to obtain parameters for the transistors [111. The

transistors in this model were derived from the 2N3932 transistor. The following parameters were changed from

the values given in the 2N3932 PSPICE model.

Ideal Maximum Forward Beta Bf = 90

Ideal Maximum Reverse Beta Br = 2.5

Zero-Bias Base Resistance Rb = 21

Collector Ohmic Resistance Rc = 26
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Figure 5. Schematic of the DS8820/7820 Differential Receiver.

Emitter Ohmic Resistance Re -- 1.31

Forward Early Voltage Vaf = 90

Base-to-Emitter 
Area Ratio area = 5

The only exceptions to these changes are the transistors Q7 and 010. 07 has a base-to-emitter area ratio of

10 and Q10 has a base-to'emitter 
area ratio of 2.

As shc.•wl in Figure 5, some additional components are added for simulation purposes. V1 is the

functional signal (a 500 kHz square wave) and V2 is the interference signal (a CW signal). Both sources have

a 50 Q series resistor to simulate a 50 g2 source impedance. The Termination pin and the Response Time

Control pin are tied to I Tera-to resistors to provide a dc path to ground for simulation purposes. A 5 volt dc

source is connected to the Strobe pin to simulate a logic high signal.

Limited simulations were performed on the OBITE line interface IC (54A!S03 NAND) gate) and the

Power Condition Monitor circuits (see Figures 6 and 7). A PSPICE macro-model of the LN139 quad

comparator was used while the 54ALS03 model was obtained from Reference 12. Transistor parameters were
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estimated for the 54ASL03 since they were not provided in Reference 12. The Power Condition Monitor

circuits are used to monitor the +5 volt supply for over voltage conditions and transmitter power amplifier

temperature and to turn the T/R module off in the event of over-voltage or over-temperature. Model

parameters for the LM103 3-volt regulator were not obtained prior to the conclusion of this effort and therefore

simulation of the receiver LNA regulator circuits could not be performed.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulations of the DS8820/7820 dual differential line receiver IC interference effects and thresholds

correlate within a few dB of measured results to I GHz. The only simulations that were performed involved

placing the interference signal on the +5 volt supply signal. All of the measured interference effects were

observed with the exception that logic low was pulled high instead of the logic high being pulled low at

frequencies greater than 500 MHz. Figure 8 shows simulated and measured interference effects at the

DS8820/7820 output pin with the interference level set to the same amplitude in both the measurements and

simulations. At low interference frequencies (less than a few hundred MHz), the simulation results agree almost

exactly with the measured results. At high frequencies, the interference thresholds are within 3 dB, but the

effects differ. For example, simulations show logic low is pulled high at I GHz, but measurements show logic-

high is pulled low at this frequency. The differences observed at high frequencies could be due to the presence

of the second half of the DS8820/7820 which is not taken into account during simulations or the presence of

other parasitic linear devices, such as parasitic resistors, capacitors and inductors, or non-linear parasitic devices,

such as parasitic substrate diodes, that are not accounted for during simulations.

Simulations of interference signals coupled to the OBITE line were. performed by tying two of the

NAND gate circuits shown previously in Figure 8 together at only the + 5 and ground connections. This would

simulate two NAND gates in a single package. An interference signal was then applied to one NAND gate

output while square waves were applied to all four inputs. The simulations confirmed that interference applied

to the first NAND gate output can cause the other NAND gate output logic high output level to be pulled low.

This would cause the NAND gate that enables the receiver LNA to cycle off when it is supposed to be on and

then cycle back on once the interference signal is i emoved, as was observed during the T/R module OBITE pin

measurements. It was not possible to perform additional simulations to determine if increaseI interference levels

could cause the logic low levels to be pulled high which could cause the transmitter and receiver amplifiers to

both be enabled. This condition could lead to catastrophic failure of the T/R module and should be investigated

further since this may be a critical "sneak circuit" mode of failure.
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Simulations of interference coupled to the + 5 volt supply pin of the complete Power Condition Monitor

circuit show that the output transistors could be forced to change states, placing the transmitter on instead of

the receiver and vise-versa, or even both on or off (both on would cause catastrophic failure of the T/R module).

The power level required to cause interference was higher than that determined through measurements because

transistor parameters are not correct.

Additional simulations should be conducted to determine if the transmitter power amplifier gate voltage

(-7) could be disabled due to interference whild the drain voltage (+ 10) is applied. This condition would cause

catastrophic failure of the T/R module.

T/R MODULE VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

The results of this effort indicate that the Raytheon and Texas Instruments X-band T/R modules are

susceptible to EM interference but not whether a vulnerability condition could exist. To perform a vulnerability

assessment, an estimate was made of the coupled signal levels due to external EM threats. Radiated field levels

from Reference 13 were used to determine if the T/R modules could be vulnerable to upset or damage due to

EM field exposure. It was assumed that each pin was connected to a tuned dipole for analysis purposes.-

Techniques from Reference 14 were used to calculate coupled signal levels given the threat source profile in

Figure 9 (from Reference 13) and for separation distances of 1 and 10 kin. Given the power density profile in

Figure 9, the power received at an IC pin can be calculated using the following equation,

P,ýG, P0 )'2

or in decibels as

P, =O + PD + 20logX - 7.98

where,

P,. recieved power in dBm

G, = receive antenna gain, which for a tuned dipole is 2.14 dBi

P = incident power density in dBm per square centimeter

X = wavelength in centimeters

Figure 10 overlays the OBITE susceptibility profile over the calculations of coupled signal levels.

Coupling to the OBITE pin could lead to T/R module vulnerability over the entire frequency range of 100 MHz
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to 4 GHz for threat sources located at either I or 10 kin. Additionai filtering, limiting and shielding of up to

60 dB would be required to prevent vulnerability over the frequency range of 100 MHz to 4 GHz.'

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Simulations of the DS8820/7820 interference effects and the resulting susceptibility levels were in close

agreement with measured effects and susceptibility thresholds. Accurate models of the OBITE buffer 54ALS03

NAND gate, the Power Condition Monitor circuitry and the t 3 volt regulator circuitry were not developed

during this limited effort. The models that were developed for the 54ALS03 NAND gate and the Power

Condition Monitor circuitry were sufficient to verify that most of the measured T/R module interference effects

could be correlated with simulated results by modeling relatively simple front-end circuitry of the modules.

A possible "sneak circuit" was identified through simulations of the 54ALS03 NAND gate IC that is

shared between the OBITE buffer and the Power Condition Monitor circuit. Interference coupled to the OBITE

output (the most susceptible pin based on T/R module measurement results) could cause all outputs of the

54ALS03 to go to either a logic high or low state. If all outputs go to a logic high then both the transmitter and

receiver amplifiers would be enabled, resulting in catastrophic failure of the T/R module. Based on this analysis-

it is recommended that future T/R modules be designed such that input/output buffer IC's and circuitry

contained on a common substrate are not shared with internal control circuitry.

To improve the EM reliability of the X-band T/R module, all input and output pins should be limited

and filtered at the package I/O terminals. The filter and limiter circuitry should be placed as dose to the T/R

module as possible.

In order to adequately address EM reliability issues early in the design and test phases of T/R module

development, design guidelines and test procedures should be prepared as part of a T/R module procurement

package. Test fixtures and equipment should be incorporated into the Rome Laboratory T/R module reliability

measurement facility in order to facilitate EM reliability testing.

3 The threat profile given in Figure 9 does not considered classified sources, lightning, electro-static
discharge, electronic warfare transmitters, nuclear electromagnetic pulses or high power microwave weapons.
Consideration of the above sources could dramatically increase the vulnerability levels and required filtering,
limiting and shielding.
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Based on the results of this effort, the following additional activities are recommended:

1. Continue simulations of T/R module circuitry to determine the benefits, limitations, and procedures

required to accurately simulate EM interference effects, including damage effects.

2. Continue measurements on T/R modules to determine the effects of interference modulation.

3. Design, simulate and construct T/R module protection circuitry.

4. Design and construct improved low frequency combiner networks (interference frequency less than 100

MHz).

5. Develop test procedures, circuitry, fixtures, and control software for use within the Rome Laboratory

T/R module reliability measurement facility so that EM reliability measurements can be performed in

addition to other environmental tests.
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•,l N• u(I '~I ., )

.t-ý jIj:(1" . ) I ,.til- r;ktj~ia )tii ; iai of t' In radar Ht'tli

>I .! ::HW" t 11 *".df•, :H~i) , I r'ldar ciutl-,r jiirtrihl i n - i-l <r -iiijv.-.i..r

L'.roI.It!" nI•ptitr iniiiiijation 'Mtdles that this problemn is attacked and solved.

A n-w -tatilriat mnethod. z',sed on SIRP's fSpherically Invariant Random Processes) has ,een

:,rot I s r-)r,,tic~d niitnod allows, both. fit testing of a inultivariate Non Gaussian process.

'ind ,nuputer 4neration of these processes. The theoretical method in question works by

,'in, .ng the Non (;aussian process into the product of two sub processes. One these processes

is unlariate and drives the distribution of the Non Gaussian process. The other subprocess is

muitivariate C;aussian.

In theorey, the new method appears sound and correct. However, in practice we deal with
hmited data. In such cases, results may not always reflect the theoretical properties with the

required accuracy For example, it may not be possible to recognize, from the sample, which is the

univariate process that drives the multivariate Non Gaussian one. Or the lack of knowledge about

the true covariance matrix of the Non Gaussian process, which is then estimated from the data, may

substantially degrade the method's accuracy.

The present report describes a Monte Carlo validation experiment, designed to evaluate this

theoretical method Using this approach, we generate two specific SIRP Processes. Then. we

perform groodness-of-fit tests on several variables theoretically derived from the Processes and on

,.he Processes thernselv,'s We use different sample sizes and number of p-variates. We also work with

-he -)variance matrix from which we generated the Proce-s and the covariance matrix estimated

i.' h-, i-at.a l1,,sults atr- ornpar,,d and statistical tests are discussed
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.1 &rge lii. ls Ioni,'i

INTRODUCTION.

Tile theory of SIRP .,'phertcall in utaritzat ulandoln l~uc•,• has ,-vii pro'se•t ii l n a: wari,-
Weiner and Ozturk (1992). It has also been extensively and carefully discussed in the fortilcomlingi
Rome Labs document referred in this paper as the Kaman RIeport (19921.

Succinctly. an SIRP X is defined via the Representation Theorem. as the product X = .5Z of
two independent random processes S. Z. The first one, S, is univariate and drives the SIRP process

X: i.e. if S varies, so does X.

The second process, independent of S, is the Multivariate Gaussian process Z - MVNx(O. .).
which remains the same no matter what is X. We can standardize S so E(S 2 ) = 1: then Ex = 'I.

The conditional density function of XIS is:

fxls(zls) = (2r)-'V/2 1M!- 12s- N exp( •-L)

From here, the unconditional density function becomes:

fx(x) = (27r)N/2 f1VJ/ 2hN(p)

where hN(P) = j -N exp(-p)fs(s)ds

Here p = X'E-'X, is the quadratic form of the process X. Function p will play a pivotal role in
the SIRP Theory. For, hN(p) will provide the density function of such random variable p, via:

r (N/2

= 2N/2r(N/ 2 ) h .(p)

From the above relations we can verify how, for a given SIRP X. everything is known once we
have hN, the fs(.) density function of 5 and the covariance matrix E of X.

However. as with any other theoretical model, the SIRP must bo validated empiri-ally before
proceeding on to its widespread use. There are several reasons for this.

First. the SIRP theory states that A' is obtained by the product of . Z. ('onsesquentlv. ;lie
resulting quadratic form p has a distribution. dependent. on K. The marginal distrib ution.-. (,I Ile
multivariate XV follow the same family of SIRP (list ribtt ions as X, And the resiltinug covariancie

matrix E will be obtained, through S..11.
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I hIw +N ý1I'0 Illt.' Int "tllc'l :I w a•+v I lil I It I~l;S ;I 151)r, t w a.' l D~; •+Ip I t+ t oltl I+ I T- ItlAt Ih '+ ,l :,t [,+il I ,.,,I I /,,, 1rf ,

Ih, ,Iwata ).

Mhen. the SI IP Iiod,'l a;iuires Ihat the covariance li'ia-rix id X\" is known I hni, -- ii,,
occurs in practice, except itn tlie 'ase of the simulation of' radar clutt( r Such si niulat tonis cost It 111

a'n1 important application of" tho SIRP model. allowinl, t tie - y of 4me type, r;irlar ,lt t,.r with

difficult or impoG.sible analytical solutions.

It is necessary to verify that the resulting random variates, say ,.p can actually be identified

under different experimental settings (o.g. different sample sizes, variate correlations p. or number

of variates V in the process).

A third reason for model validation is to conduct performance studies of interest about the model.

The SIRP theory requires knowledge of key elements which are seldom known in practice. This is
the case, for example, of the covariance matrix of the SIRP process X = S * Z. In practice, E is
substituted by its estimate E*. It is necessary to study any efficiency loss by such a substitution.
And it is necessary to study the sample size requirements. N,., and the number of variates N. for
which such estimation breaks down.

For all these reasons, a Monte Carlo Validation Study is required for the SIRP model described
above. Howt.-er, there are serious problems when attempting such a study. First, validating this
model requires testing both outputs: the SIRP process X and the quadratic form p. Second, there
are no tests for the multivariate SIRP distributions of interest, that we can apply to X. If there
were, then the main interest in SIRP theory, the need for the indirect testing of the multivariate

process X via its univariate quadratic function p, would disappear.

To circumvent this problem, we approach the validation process through a two-phase scheme,
taking advantage of the SIRP properties. In the first phase, we implement a multivariate Gaussian

Process X = S * Z, obtained with S constant, which is a special case of an SIRP. There are several,
well investigated, multivariate normality goodness of fit tests, which can be used on process X. And

we can simultaneously test for the Chi Square distribution of the quadratic form p.

In the second phase we analyze a univariate SIRP, where N _ I We find cases of the unzvarnate
K-Distribution, analytically simple enough to obtain a closed form for its Cumulative Distribution
Function. We need such closed forms to handle the simulation program. We generate these univariate
SIRP's following the established model. Next. we test both the univariate X and the univariate p

There is no rnultivariate test available for the multivariate K. which is one of our multivariate

distributions of interest. Hence it is not possible to test the SIRP process directly. In addition, the
resulting distribution of the quadratic function p becomes so involved (including Incomplete Bessel
Funcions) that it is not possible to obtain a closed form fbr its CDF. And testing t.he fit for p) becomes
convoluted, in a Monte Carlo study.
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For these reasons, we will not attempt to analyze the general case. [lowevvr, our approach does

provide validation for the SIRP's. Since it does perform a comprehensive study of the problem.

conmensurate with its realistic constraints.

PHASE I: MULTIVARIATE GAUSSIAN SIRP.

By letting S be a unit valued constant, X = Z is an SIRP. By sampling the real multi-

variate Gaussian Z - 1VNvN(O, I,) with covariance identity, we obtain the quadratic function

p -•,= X2. When the covariance E is known, p - exponential(N), i.e. the quadratic form is

distributed as an exponential random variable.

We apply a battery of four multivariate normality goodness of fit tests to Z and two Kolmogorov

Smirnov fit tests to the quadratic form p. One, when ' is known (denoted P KN/KS in the tables)

and another when we estimate it from the data (P ES/KS in the tables). Finally, we apply a second,

Chi Square, goodness of fit test to p, for double checking its exponential distribution (P K/CtIu in

the tables).

Two of our four multivariate normality tests (Ozturk and Romeu, 1990) were recently developed
and have good power properties when sample sizes are small (CIHOLESKI and SIGMA in the ta-

bles). The other two multivariate normality tests (M-SKEW and M-IKURT), Mardia's Skewness

and Kurtosis. (Mardia (1970)), were studied for small samples in Romeu (1992a). All four of these

tests are scale-location invariant. In addition, Romeu (1990) provided empirical critical values when

n < 200. which improve their efficiency with small samples.

A series of fortran programs were developed with a REXX system program to drive them in a
simulation system. In an IBM 3090. using the IMSL random variate generators, this system was

run. We simulated correlated (H1 ) and uncorrelated (Ho) Gaussian. sample sizes of 50. 100. 200.

number of variates 2, 4, 8 and 1000 replications. And we tested the (i) generation of multivariate

white Gaussian. the quadratic form p with (ii) covariance known and (iii) covariance estimated from

the data.

In Table I we show the results for uncorrelated Gaussian (HO) with two variates and samples of
200 data points. The seven tests applied to the data (four for multivariate normality and three for

the univariate quadratic form p) are reasonably close to their expected values (i.e. they are close to

their test nominal significance levels a = 0.1.0.05.0.01). We also v'erify that for large sample size

(i.e. 200 data points), the performance of the quadratic form for p that uses the sample covariance

is acceptable.

One caveat is due, reagarding our use of the Kohnogorov Smirnov test. It is known that this

goodness of fit test is conservative when the parameters are estimated from the data. We have used
the approach in Goel (1982), suggested by Allen (1978), and adjusted its significance level. We used

four times the nominal level a, to test for that level (i.e. we test at a = 0.4 and report at a = 0.1,

and so on). Observe how, in the large sample case, this approach works well.
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TABLE I.

TOTAL REJECTIONS FOR N= 1000 TOTAL CASES.

SAMPLE SIZE: 200 VARIATES: 2

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=0.01

CHOLESKI 0.09100 0.03800 0.01300
SIGMA 0.07700 0.03900 0.01300

M-SKEW 0.08400 0.04300 0.01500
M-KURT 0.10000 0.05300 0.01000

P -KN/KS 0.09800 0.04500 0.00400
P -ES/KS 0.10600 0.03100 0.00100
P -K/CHI 0.09500 0.05000 0.00900

TABLE 2.

TOTAL REJECTIONS FOR N= 1000 TOTAL CASES.

SAMPLE SIZE: 100 P-VARIATES: 2

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=0.01

CHOLESKI 0.09800 0.05100 0.00800
SIGMA 0.09200 0.05100 0.00700

M-SKEW 0.08200 0.04500 0.01000
M-KURT 0.09600 0.05500 0.00900

P -KN/KS 0.07100 0.02800 0.00800
P -ES/KS 0.16200 0.04300 0.00000
P -K/CHI 0.08500 0.04300 0.00600

TABLE 3.

TOTAL REJECTIONS FOR N= 1000 TOTAL CASES.

SAMPLE SIZE: 50 P-VARIATES: 2

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=0.01

CHOLESKI 0.10100 0.04500 0.00700
SIGMA 0.10300 0.04900 0.00600

M-SKEW 0.08200 0.04100 0.00900
M-KURT 0.07200 0.03200 0.00300

P -KN/KS 0.08500 0.04400 0.00700
P -ES/KS 0.19200 0.06000 0.00300
P -K/CHI 0.10600 0.05300 0.01000
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I n Fable 2 we report the Same results as above. ovw !'or sain plIt,- o" size 10U. \Ve can •,f Iow [I Io"sI
tests are still close to their nominal significance levels. There is one exception: the test for p using
S" the covariance estimated from the data (P ES/KS in the tables). Its empirical significance level
has gone up to 0.162. The reason for this poor result is due to a loss of efficiency in the estimation

of E as the sample size decreases.

Results -or Table 3 are obtained for samples of size 50. As the sample size decreases. the test for
p, when the covariance matrix E is estimated from the data, continues deteriorating. The empirical

significance level for this test has now gone up to 0.192.

In Table 4 we present similar results for four variates and sample sizes of 200 datapoints. Observe.
for this large sample, that tests are well within their expected values. The test for p, when E is
estimated, deteriorates faster in the case of four variates (N = 4).

In Table 5 we observe the same type of results, now for 100 datapoints. We see that the only
test which has deteriorated is that for the quadratic form p, when E is estimated from the data. In
Table 6 we show similar results, now for samples of 50 datapoints. We observe how the test for p.
when 7 is estimated from the data, deteriorates even more with the reduction of the sample.

In Table 7 we show results for eight variates and sample sizes of 200 data points. Observe here
that all tests are close to their nominal significance level, except the one for p, when E is estimated

from the data. In general, as the number of variates N in the multivariate Gaussian increases, the
performance of the test requires a larger sample. Hence, where 200 data points was excellent for the
bivariate Gaussian, it is no longer so, for the Gaussian with N = 8 variates. Of course, it is even
worse in the case where the covariance matrix E is unknown and estimated from the data.

In Table 8, for a sample size of 100 data points, the performance of the test for p. when E is
estimated from the data. continues its deterioration. And in Table 9, for N = 8 variates and 50 data
points, the performance of p. when the covariance matrix E is estimated, is even worse (0.199). All

other tests are within reasonable bound of their respective nominal levels a.

The above performed tests are not joint tests. Therefore, if one of them. isolated, departs from its
expected value, is not riecessarily indicative of statistical problems. In the long run we will expect.
by chance, that some of these tests will fail.

We also explored the problem under the alternative hypothesis H 1, i.e. when the distribution
of the SIRP X is not MVNN(O, INv). We simulated the SIRV X - MVNt(0. E), E • I,v. In
particular. we simulated a multivariate normal with covariance matrix equal to its correlation matrix,
with all non diagonal entries Pij = 0.5. i 5 j. In this case, we could assess (i) the effect of miss

specifying the covariance matrix, and of (ii) estimating E directly from the data and (iii) the power
of the SIRP model to identify alternative distributions as such.

In Table 10 we show the results when simulating X from a bivariate correlated Gaussian, with
samples of size 200. We can see how poor the agreement is between empirical and nominal significance
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TABLE 4.

TOTAL REJECTIONS FOR N= 1000 TOTAL CASES.

SAMPLE SIZE: 200 P-VARIATES:

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=0.01

CHOLESKI 0.10200 0.04900 0.01000
SIGMA 0.10300 0.04500 0.01400

M-SKEW 0.11000 0.06300 0.01200
M-KURT 0.10500 0.05800 0.01100

P -KN/KS 0.07400 0.04100 0.00900
P -ES/KS 0.11400 0.02600 0.00200
P -K/CHI 0.09600 0.04200 0.01000

TABLE 5.

TOTAL REJECTIONS FOR N= 1000 TOTAL CASES.

SAMPLE SIZE: 100 P-VARIATES: 4

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=0.01

CHOLESKI 0.08900 0.04300 0.00700
SIGMA 0.09500 0.04300 0.01100

M-SKEW 0.09500 0.05290 0.02200
M-KURT 0.11200 0.05600 0.01700

P -KNIKS 0.09000 0.05100 0.00700
P -ES/KS 0.14400 0.02800 0.00300
P -K/CHI 0.08600 0.04000 0.01000

TABLE 6.

TOTAL REJECTIONS FOR N= 1000 TOTAL CASES.

SAMPLE SIZE: 50 P-VARIATES: 4

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=0.01

CHOLESKI 0.09000 0.04400 0.00400
SIGMA 0.08900 0.04400 0.00600

M-SKEW 0.09600 0.05500 0.00600
M-KURT 0.05900 0.04200 0.00500

P -KN/KS 0.09500 0.03800 0.00900
P -ES/KS 0.16000 0.05400 0.00300
P -K/CHI 0.11200 0.05300 0.01000
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TABLE 7.

TOTAL REJECTIONS FOR N= 1000 TOTAL CASES.

SAMPLE SIZE: 200 P-VARIATES: a

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=C.01

CHOLESKI 0.10900 0.05200 0.01300
SIGMA 0.10600 0.06500 0.01500

M-SKEW 0.09300 0.04900 0.01100
M-KURT 0.10700 0.04900 0.01100

P -KN/KS 0.11000 0.04900 0.01000
P -ES/KS 0.12500 0.03500 0.00200
P -K/CHI 0.09900 0.04600 0.01200

TABLE 8.

TOTAL REJECTIONS FOR N= 1000 TOTAL CASES.

SAMPLE SIZE: 100 P-VARIATES: 8

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=0.01

CHOLESKI 0.10000 0.06100 0.01500
SIGMA 0.11300 0.05500 0.01100

M-SKEW 0.10800 0.05100 0.01900
M-KURT 0.10100 0.05300 0.01100
P -KN/KS 0.08300 0.04400 0.00700
P -ES/KS 0.13000 0.03300 0.00100
P -K/CHI 0.09800 0.05800 0.01200

TABLE 9.

TOTAL REJECTIONS FOR N= 1000 TOTAL CASES.

SAMPLE SIZE: 50 P-VARiATES: 8 SEED: 1742315143

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=0.01

CHOLESKI 0.11600 0.06600 0.01100
SIGMA 0.09600 0.05100 0.01100

M-SKEW 0.08900 0.04500 0.01100
M-KURT 0.08000 0.04000 0.01100

P -KN/KS 0.07600 0.03500 0.00800
P -ES/KS 0.19900 0.05300 0.00100
P -K/CHI 0.08200 0.03700 0.00600
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levels of the tit test. for he quadratic form 1) that assuinles lhe SIlP fai-s E - I. - The l ýl ae ofcu'rs

in Table 11 and 12. for samples of size 100. 50. respectively. Finally, in Table 1:3 we show the same

problem for Gaussians with eight variables and sample sizes 200.

Such disparity between empirical and nominal significance levels can be interpreted in two ways.

First. it is a sign that the quadratic function p can actually discriminate between JIG, 1H1 with high

efficiency. It also warns the user of the dangers in miss specifying a covariance matrix S. The first

interpretation can be readily used in simulation studies, to assess, say, minimal sample sizes. The

second interpretation, estimation of E from data, should be used when performing the field analyses.

Phase I of the validation shows how. for the special case of the Gaussian SIRP, (i) the theoretical

model holds. (ii) we can correctly estimate the fit of the quadratic form p, for samples down to

size 50 and number of variates up to 8, when the covariance matrix is correctly specified. And (iii)

the quadratic form p obtained by estimating the covariance matrix from the data. approximates

reasonably well for large samples (say of size 200 and above) but not accurately enough for medium

100 or small 50. Finally, (iv) the SIRP model can effectively discriminate, through its quadratic

function p, an incorrectly specified (alternative) model.

Another caveat is necessary here. It is well known that the distribution of p when the SIRP

process is Gaussian and the covariance matrix is estimated from the data is not Chi Square but Beta.

However, we have used the distribution postulated by the SIRP model, with a specific objective in

mind. In other SIRP processes of interest, say in that of the K Distribution, the distribution of

the quadratic form p, when the covariance matrix is unknown but estimated from the data. is

not available. Only the SIRP theoretical distribution is available for testing. We are intentionally

investigating the efficiency loss, when the substitution of E" by , is performed.

PHASE II: UNIVARIATE SIRP's.

The univariate SIRP is just a particular case of the general SIRP for N = 1. Hence, all properties

of the theoretical model should hold. as with N > 1. We still define X = S * Z. Only now

Z - N(0. 1), is a standard normal random variable and X is also univariate. We still investigate

the problem of the K Distribution. through a special case: the univariate Laplace. This distribution

is easily invertible and hence suitable for a Monte Carlo study. A random variable X is Laplace

distributed if:
1 W 1  A >

fx(.T) = A-->p

To obtain a Laplace univariate SIRP X, let the random variable w -.- exp(1). i.e. exponential

with mean unit. Making the transformation y = v we obtain a Rayleigh distributed random

variable y, with g(y 2 ) = 2 and density function:

fy(y) = yexp(- L); y > 0
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TABLE 10.

PERCENT REJECTI:NS FOR N= 2000 :DTAL CASES.

METHOD: ALPHA=0. 0 ALPHA=" .C0 aLPHA=0."

CHOLESKI 0.09750 0.04800 0.08,850
SIGMA 0.i0300 0.05350 0.01250

M-SKEW 0.10400 0.05150 0.00650
M-KURT 0.08600 0.04800 0.01250
P-KNOWN 0.67950 0.61400 0.49500

Bivariate Correlated; Sample Size 200.

TABLE 11.

PERCENT REJECTIONS FOR N= 1000 TOTAL CASES,

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=O.C5 ALPHA=0.01

CHOLESKI 0.01100 0.04900 0.00800
SIGMA 0.10200 0.05000 0.00700

M-SKEW 0.09100 0.04800 0.01200
M-KURT 0.09600 0.04900 0.0:200
P -KNOWN 0.63200 0.58200 0.49900

Bivariate Correlated; Sample Size 100.

TABLE 12.

FERCENT IREJECT:ONS FOR N= 2000 TOTAL CASES.

METHOD: ALPHA=O.10 ALPHA=0 .05 ALPHA=0.ý1

CHOLESKI 0.10250 0.05000 0.00650
SIGMA 0.10250 0.04650 0.00950

M-SKEW 0.09900 0.04650 -. 01050
M-KURT 0.10250 0.25000 C.00800
P -KNOWN 6.57450 3. 2950 2.55750

Bivariate Correlated; Sample Size 50.
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:ABLE 13.

?ERCENT REJECT:ONS FOR N= %0o 0 C .T AL -ASES.

METHOD: ALFHA=0. 70 ALF;-A=1. C-5 ALPHA=-.)

CHOLESKI 0.i:900 . C.:
SIGMA 0.08500 0.04700 0.CC707

M-SKEW I. 0100 i.OOC00 0.ccCO
M-KURT 0.12600 0.07900 0.050

P -KNIKS 0.64800 0.64800 0.610CO
p -ES/KS 0.C7000 0.02400 0.Cb!O
p -K/CHI 0 0C000 00 0.992

Number of Variates: 8; Sample Size 200.

TABLE 14.

PERCENT REJECTIONS FOR N= 5000 TOTAL CASES.

METHOD: ALPHA=0.1.0 ALPHA=0.35 ALPHA=0.0.

PoX'X/KS 0.09780 0.04740 0.00980
X=S*Z/KS 0.09340 0.04480 0.01000
S RY/CHI 0.10420 0.05140 0.01,60

Univariate SIRP (Ho); Sample Size 200.

TABLE 15.

FERCENT REJECTIONS FOR N-= 0co0 `CTAL CASES.

METHOD: ALPHA=0.I1 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=0o.c

P=X'X/KS . 09250 0.04420 2.00880
X=S*Z/KS 0.09670 0.0Z4580 0.C09!0
S RY/CHI 0.ic350 g.0060 0.870

Univariate SIRP (Ho); Sample Size 100.
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However. the resulting covariance inatrix of the SIR P N Z is. by dclinitioU

ii". z

EX = -(Y * Z)(y * 7)' = C(y-2 )Ez EZ

Hence, such a Rayleigh distributed y is not convenient since Ex * Ez. We seek an SIRP X with

the same covariance matrix as Z. Therefore. we transform our original random variable y to one

with a unit expectation by redefining:

Y = Vr-

The resulting random variable s, has now expectation E(s) = 1, as desired yielding an SIRP

process X = S * Z. with covariance matrix M = Ex. The density of the transformed variable s is

now:

fs(s) = 2sexp(-s 2 )

To obtain the distribution of the quadratic form p = x'x = z2 , following the SIRP model in the

Kaman report, we substitute fs(.) in hN(.) for N = 1:

hN(P) = j S-Nexp(mP)fs(s)ds = v'I-exp(-VI"-p)

From the SIRP theory, the distribution of the quadratic form p is then:
1 1

fp(p) = I hI(p) = -I xp(-V/2)

This is still not a good distribution for testing goodness of fit in a Monte Carlo study. It is more

convenient to find an equivalent, well known variable with an easily invertible distribution. We

perform the transformation t = V5 and the obtain the random variable t - exp(1). exponentially

distributed with mean unit, easily invertible for CDF evaluation.

We then test that the quadratic form p is distributed following the SIRP model above derived

(H 0 ), by testing that the distribution of the transformed variable t = V-- is exponential with unit

mean.

Hence, x = s * z. with s. z and hjv(p) as above, is just a (univariate) SIRP. Following the theory

developed in the Kaman Report, we obtain the distribution of the resulting SIRP X as:

fx((x) = v/F'2-L/I'-Ih,•v(p) = I exp(v721x)

and we recognize it as a Laplace Distribution with A = 1

However. the distribution of this resulting SIRP process X is not convenient for performing a

goodness of fit test in a Monte Carlo study. We seek an equivalent random variable, with a better

suited distribution, that we can easily invert in our simulation.
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Making the transformation u = v,12xl, we find how tile resulting random variable u follows ;I

univariate exponential with mean unit.

We sampled for n = 25. 50, 100,200 from the univariate x = s discussed above. The variables

x, s, p were tested for their fits and results computed to obtain empirical significance levels, as in

Phase One. for a = 0.1.0.05,0.01 (Tables 14 through 17). As before, we assess the model by the

closeness between the theoretical a and its corresponding empirical significance level (k-.

In Table 14 we show the results for 5000 replications of batches of large sample sizes (e.g, 200).

Observe that very close agreement is obtained between a and a' for significance levels 0. , 0.05. 0.01.

Agreement is obtained in all three tests: for the SIRP process X = S * Z. for the quadratic form

p = •2 and for the Rayleigh distributed variable S. which drives the SIRP.

Table 15 shows similar results, now for 10.000 replications and samples of size 100, We can still

observe a very close agreement between a and a', for significance levels 0.1.0.05, 0.01.

Tables 16 and 17 have the same type of results for 10,000 and 20,000 replications and samples of

sizes 50, 25, respectively. We observe, as would be expected, some deterioration of the efficiency in

.he goodness of fit tests, as sample sizes decrease.

WVe also analyzed alternatives to the null hypothesis. to assess the efficiency of an SIRP to reject

a false hypothesis. Previously, we used the SIRP X = s * z, Laplace with A = ' (Ho). We

now generate the SIRP using X - y • z instead (I11). obtaining a related SIRP. but with different

parameter, In what follows, we investigate the sample size requirements to differentiate one SIRP

from the other. In Tables 17 through 20 we show our analysis results, for 5000 replications and for

n = 100.50, 25, 10. respectively.

In Table 1i we can see. for batches of size (100). that the SIRP X\ will be correctly identified as

not distributed Laplace with parameter A = ' . The goodness of fit tests applied to X, achieves an

empirical significance level a'. several times larger than the nominal a. But that of p is two times

higher than the one for X.

In Table 19 we show similar results, for sample sizes of 50. It is still plain that the SIRP X is

correctly rejected with that sample size. The empirical level a* for the fit of p is still twice as large

as that of the fit test for X. In Table 20 we show similar results for sample of size 25. It is still

possible to detect the different SIRP. with such reduced sample size. And the performance of p is

still much better than that of X.

It is not until the sample size decreases to 10. in Table 21. that it is possible to confound these

two closely related (but different) SIRP processes. Tfhis table shows, for 5,000 replications, how a is

close to a' when testing the goodness of fit of X. But the SIRP test through the quadratic function

p is still rejecing the null hypothesis. This is a strong and positive result in favor of the

SIRP model.

From Phase I1, we conclude that (i) it is equivalent to test for the fit of a univariate SIRP X,
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TABLE 16.

PERCENT REJECTIONS FOR N= L0CC TOTAL CASES.

METHOD: ALPHA=0,1.0 ALPHA=0.05 ALPHA=0. 01

P=X'X/KS 0.08760 0.04030 0.00570
X=S*Z/KS 0.08590 0.04030 0.00730
S RY/CHI 0.10230 0.04620 0.01070

Univariate SIRP (Ho); Sample Size 50.

TABLE 17.

PERCENT REJECTIONS FOR N= 20000 TOTAL CASES.

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=O. CS ALPHA=0.01

P=X'X/KS 0.08305 0.03755 0.00745
X=S*Z/KS 0.08235 0.03865 0.00635
S RY/CHI 0.09065 0.04210 0.00780

Univariate SIRP (Ho); Sample Size 25.

TABLE 18.

PERCENT REJECTICNS FOR N= '000 •'TAL CASES.

METHOD: ALPHA=0.10 ALPHA=O.•5 ALPHA=C.3I

P=X'X/KS 0.84360 0.75240 ý.2980
X=S*Z/KS 0.46060 0.Z9020 .,9480
S RY/CHI 0.99960 0.9990C .9 9503

Univariate SIRP (Hi); Sample Size 100.
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PERCENT ?.EjrC::N5 F'OR C> 52 'AL CASES.

MET:HC-: ~ -AL'4= I2.H=,-= LPA

2.3920 2462CC -.2-152
XS~Z,'C. 2554 C68 .04320

$ aiz~:0.9900 0.93C60 0.8382C
"Thivariate S -RP ýH"i sample Size 50.

C-ABLE 20.

PECT~RJ ~ Fc~ OR N'= 5 7-TOAL CASES.

~iTi:ALPFA=C - 10 ALPHA=D.'23- ALPHA=0,C.

==K' X/.XS :.Z41860 0.230, 40n 2ý.09150
AS 0 ý/X I.4C -.222.

1.18400.402400

tUnivariate SIRP (Hj); Sample Size 25.

12 L.=-:A=J ALHA,-

P==V /Ks :. :. =Z,2

Tnivariate SIRP 1.); Sample Size 10.
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Also (ii) that it is possible to perform this eqiet t:est witth *xo ietrosults for sarnipies ;±.s sinail

as 50 data points. Finally, that (iii) when thle postulated model is not, true, t'von when it is closely

related as in tile above case. it is possible to dletect and reject suich a taise hypothiesis throkicii the

quadratic function p, even more efficiently, than throuith the fit of' the SIRP process X itself.

CONCLUSIONS.

The Monte Carlo study above described has demonstrated, in N -> 2 dimensions, for thle special

case of a multivariate Gaussian SIRP. th tt the model works as postulated. We have also shown

that the quadratic form p can actually be obtained and identified for samples down to size 50 and

eight variables, when the covariance E is known. We also shown that this quadratic form p can also

approximate its theoretical distribution when sample sizes are large (say 200 or more). Finaily. we

have shown that the quadratic function p can correctly discriminate diflerent SIRP models, with

high power, when the covariance matrix is known.

We have shown, for N = 1, for the general case of SIRP. that the theoretical model works as

postulated and that we can- use the quadratic function pto test that thle STRP model is the one

specified, with samples as small as 50 data points.

Moreover, we have shown how it is possible to discriminate an erroneously postulated SIRP model.

on the basis of the univariate quadratic function p. And we have shown how such test based on p is
more powerful than the test based on the complete (multivariate) SIRP process N.

This last result. is of importance in radar studies. For, if the distribution of certain types "t

radar input can be predetermined, a test using p can effectively be implemented to recognize these

patterns.

Future research on this direction is recommended.
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Abstract

This short paper discusses the three basic approaches to

hierarchical and integrated (discrete event) modeling and simulation:

software, metamodeling, and "coupling of models" in a new modeling

paradigm. Also the desired requirements in a new modeling paradigm for
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HIERARCHICAL AND INTEGRATED
MODELING AND SIMULATION

Robert G. Sargent

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss hierarchical and integrated modeling and

simulation. (We are restricting ourselves to discrete event modeling and

simulation). With the increased use and interest in large-scale

simulation and in model reuse, hierarchical and integrated modeling and

simulation is becoming more important to the Air Force [1,7,10,14],

Department of Defense (DoD), and other users. Currently, the technology

does not, in general, exist for hierarchical and integrated modeling and

simulation. Thus, commercial simulation languages do not provide for this

capability. Hierarchical and integrated modeling and simulation is

starting to receive attention from researchers.

Figure 1 is a generic example of a three-level hierarchical model.

This could represent, for example, a simulation model (MI) of two aircraft

battling each other, where submodels MI,1 and M1,2 are each aircraft, and

the components (e.g. M 1 ,1 ,1 and M1 ,1 ,2 ) are aircraft components such as

radar, weapon systems, etc. (An objective of such a hierarchical model

could be the ability to replace M 1 ,1 or M1 , 2 with another to simulate

different aircraft and also to replace the aircraft components with other

component models, e.g. replace M 1,1 ,1 , to determine their effectiveness.)

Hierarchical modelling is also referred to as vertical integration in DoD.

Integrated modeling and simulation is another term used, but this often

refers to only the integration of submodels into a model, i.e. only a two

level hierarchical model.

We are assuming here that the submodels (e.g. M1 ,1 and M1 ,2 ) at each

level interact with at least one other submodel or rr lel during a

simulation. This contrast with the situation where each submodel is run

separately and used as input to a higher level model. In this latter way,

the execution of each model would take place sequentially and is not the

subject of discussion here.
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HIERARCHICAL AND INTEGRATED
MODELING AND SIMULATION

Robert G. Sargent

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss hierarchical and integrated modeling and

simulation. (We are restricting ourselves to discrete event modeling and

simulation). With the increased use and interest in large-scale

simulation and in model reuse, hierarchical and integrated modeling and

simulation is becoming more important to the Air Force [1,7,10,14),

Department of Defense (DoD), and other users. Currently, the technology

does not, in general, exist for hierarchical and integrated modeling and

simulation. Thus, commercial simulation languages do not provide for this

capability. Hierarchical and integrated modeling and simulation is

starting to receive attention from researchers.

Figure 1 is a generic example of a three-level hierarchical model.

This could represent, for example, a cimulation model (MI) of two aircraft

battling each other, where submodels MI, 1 and M 1, 2 are each aircraft, and

the components (e.g. M 1, 1 , 1 and M 1, 1 , 2 ) are aircraft components such as

radar, weapon systems, etc. (An objective of such a hierarchical model

could be the ability to replace Ml,, or M1 , 2 with another to simulate

different aircraft and also to replace the aircraft components with other

component models, e.g. replace Ml,I, 1 , to determine their effectiveness.)

Hierarchical modelling is also referred to as vertical integration in DoD.

Integrated modeling and simulation is another term used, but this often

refers to only the integration of submodels into a model, i.e. only a two

level hierarchical model.

We are assuming here that the submodels (e.g. Mi, 1 and M., 2 ) at each

level interact with at least one other submodel or model during a

simulation. This contrast with the situation where eac& submodel is run

separately and used as input to a higher level model. In this latter way,

the execution of each model would take place sequentially and is not the

subject of discussion here.
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Figure 2. Hierarchical Modeling

we note that most large-scale and DoD simulations are computational

intense and thus it is desirable in the future to be able to execute

simulations on parallel and distributed computers. Furthermore, we note

that it is desirable to be able to easily replace lower level models (e.g.

submodels and components in Figure 1) with other models and therefore it

is desirable to use the modularity concept (6]. This would also allow for

reusable of models. Also, one must be concerned with verification and

validation [13).

In the author's view, there are three basic approaches to accomplish

hierarchical and integrated models for simulation. The first is through

the use of software and this is discussed in Section 2. The second is

through the use of metamodels and this way is discussed in Section 3. The

third approach is the use of "coupling of models to have closure" through
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the development of new model paradigms. Section 4 discusses what

required of a new model paradigm for hierarchical and integrated moceling

simulation and briefly mentions one new paradigm under development. The

first approach is currently technically feasible but is usually costiy.

The latter two approaches need research and development.

IX. SOFTWARE APPROACH

This author sees three general ways of accomplishing hierarchical

and integrated modeling using the software approach. The first way, which

is discussed in earlier work by the author [11], is combining (or joining)

separate simulation models into "one" simulation model. If the simulation

models already exist, then extensive software modification may be

required. This joining of simulation models is occasionally done '16].

The second way is to develop a specific software framework

(architecture or backbone) for each specific application domain. This way

is generally used only for those simulation models where a set of

submodels are joined to form a simulation model; i.e. there are only two

levels. The "backbone" requires the submodels that are to be connected

together (joined) to have a "specific interface" to the backbone. This

may require writing an interface to an existing model in order for it to

be used. The current development of NCTI (Non-Cooperative Target

Identification) mod I Simulation [9] is an example of this approach.

The third way, is to use message passing and objects. A software

framework is needed and models developed for it. This approach requires

some overall controlling mechanism and models specifically developed for

it. This is currently proposed, e.g. the proposed J-MASS (Joint Modeling

and Simulation System) [7) and SAMSON (Simulation and Modeling Supporting

Operational Needs) (7] appear to use this way of obtaining hierarchical

and integrated simulation models. This will allow model reuse if the

models are appropriately developed. However, since only a single "event

list" will, in general, be used in the controlling mechanism, only limited

parallelism will be possible.
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Figure 2. Metamodeling

The software approach is currently feasible. However, it is usually

costly to use and models must be specifically developed or modified to use

this approach.

Ill. METAMODEL APPROACH

A metamodel (8] is a model of a model. Figure 2 illustrates the

relationships of a real ystem, a simulation model, and a metamodel. We

note that a metamodel is an empirical (blackbox) model, often a linear

least squares polynomial model, while a simulation model is a causal

(mechanism) model. The idea of metamodeling is to replace a simulation

model with a simple mathematical equation relating the inputs and the

outputs(s) (or response).
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In the metamodel approach to hierarchical and integrated modeling,

metamodels are used for the lower level models instead of inmulation

models. This approach requires a metamodel to be developed for each

submodel. We note that metamodeling is an evolving field and that there

are numerous research issues to be solved [123.

Metamodels are usually expected value models of random (Monte Carlo)

simulation models and deterministic models of deterministic simulation

models [8, 15,201 . This implies that nonrandom values are what are usually

the outputs of metamodels. Thus, if the random variability of a

simulation model is of interest, then metamodels must have a random

component developed. This is not now currently done and is a research

topic.

Military simulation models are often what are called tarminating

simulation models (i.e. nonsteady-state models) and the performance

measures (responses) of interest are usually time-dependent. Metamodels

have not yet been developed for time-dependent responses (at least as

known by this author) . If they would be developed for these types of

simulation models, the "curse of dimensionality" would generally apply

because there are usually many responses of interest and several input

scenarios of interest (e.g. if there were 10 responses of interest and 15

input scenarios, there would be 150 responses that would have to be

modelled.)

This author believes that the use of the metamodelling approach to

hierarchical and integrated modeling will be extremely limited in the near

future. This is because there are numerous research issues yet to be

solved for "straight-forward" metamodeling, it is currently costly to

develop metamodels--in particular if the experimental region (i.e. range

of input variab±es) is large, and metamodels have yet to be developed to

be random and to be time-dependent. Thus, considerable research is needed

to make metamodeling practical as a general approach to hierarchical and

integrated modeling. (However, the use of metamodels will continue to
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evolve for their current uses which are very important. See [15] and [201

as an example of metamodels of an air force simulation model.)

IV. NEW PARADIGM APPROACH

Another approach to providing hierarchial and integrated modeling

and simulation capability is to develop a new model paradigm that includes

this capability. The hierarchical and integrated modeling would, in all

likelihood, require that models be "closed under coupling". Zeigler

[17,18,19] has developed what is required for closure under coupling and

one specific form called DEVS-Scheme.

This author believes that a new paradigm for modeling and simulation

should have more than just hierarchical and integrated modeling

capability. Based upon my years of experience and further investigation

this summer, I believe that a new paradigm should satisfy the following

requirements.

* GENERAL PURPOSE - the modelling paradigm should allow the modeler to

model a wide variety of problem types and domains; it should not be

primarily for one type of system, e.g. queueing systems or

transaction oriented systems.

* THEORETICAL FOUNDATION - a theoretical foundation should underlie a

model paradigm if modelling is to be moved towards a science.

* HIERARCHICAL CAPABILITY - a modelling paradigm should allow

hierarchical modelling so that complex systems can be more easily

modelled.

* COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE INDEPENDENCE - the model paradigm should be

such that a model can be executed on different computer archi-

tectures (e.g. sequential, distributed, or parallel, and be able to

take advantage of the architecture that it is executing on) and be

transparent to the modeler. This requires that such items as

"lookahead" information required for parallel simulation be

available from the model itself and not have to be specially added
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by the modeler.

* STRUCTURED - a structured approach that guides ,he user `n model

development, including hierarchical modelling, should be part of the

model paradigm.

* MODEL REUSE - the model paradigm should allow models and submodels

to be easily reused and support a model database.

SEPARATION OF MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL FRAME - both the model's input

and the model's output should be able to be separated from the model

itself in the model paradigm.

GRAPHICAL/VISUAL MODELLING - the model paradigm should allow the

capability to have graphical/visual modelling.

* EASE OF MODELLING - the model paradigm should allow a world view(s)

of modelling to be used that is easy to model with.

* EASE OF COMMUNICATION - the conceptual model(s) allowed by the model

paradigm should be easy to communicate to other parties.

* EASE OF MODEL VALIDATION - the model paradigm should support both

conceptual and operatioral validity.

* ANIMATION - the model paradigm should allow animation to be

accomplished without difficulty.

* MODEL DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT - a model development environment can

aid in the steps of model development and a model paradigm should

allow the use of such an environment.

* EF-ICIENT TRANSLATION TO EXECUTABLE FORM - the model paradigm should

be capable of allowing efficient model translation to executable

code. The paradigm should allow 'he model to automatically be

converted to computer code or allow ease of program verification if

it does not.

To accomplish these requirements (which includes closure under

coupling), modularity and encapsulation will be required [6). While the

object-oriented approach as provided in object-oriented languages may be

sufficient to handle the requirements needed for closure under coupling in
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order to achieve rar..ica i n integrated n~t: , .

e eiie0ves that _ne >n-ct er nte2 approach t:,.',- ": '(eet. __ -

the above requirenents t tt u nr hermore, * i a .: "elcves t

.ome e r a n : needed (wh =.: ..-

allows :cr oodel anai}v~s tc ce performed on the :eŽeea.n) in < rder

:o develco aiooarithms for the sinmuIatior, to run on u ffK:rent types s .

zomputer architectures such as paraIlel computers rht n- renti.;

the user.

No "artificial intelligence" capability or "expert systems" were

included in the above paradigm requirements. These may be useful but this

author does not believe that they are required for the model paraodgn ne

visualizes.

This author (and his graduate students) is in the process of

developing a new model paradigm that satisfies the above requirements and

also provides some new foundations for discrete event simulation. A new

version of the Process-Interaction World View as a modeling approach has

been developed along with its theoretic formulation [6] . A model

representation based on this new modeling approach called "Control Flow

Graphs" has been developed [2,3, and 5]. Algorithms have been developed

based on Control Flow Graphs for simulation models to execute on different

types of computers that are transparent to the users [4]. The algorithms

currently need evaluation and optimization. Research work is now

beginning on developing a modeling language, on the details of a

structured hierarchical modeling approach (the necessary requirements are

satisfied in our new paradigm), and on how this paradigm could be

implemented in a (object-oriented) language.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have briefly described the three basic approaches that the author

is aware of for providing hierarchical and integrated (discrete event)

modeling and simulation. The first approach using software 1s currently
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technically feasible but is usually costly. The second ipprcacn<s''

metamodels requires considerable research before becoming a as e

general approach and may also be costly to use. The third apprcacri s

on developing new paradioms requires some research but can Le Že'cu,:

the very near future, This author believes that the latter apptoacnr-

the way to proceed for the longer term and should be :supp•tee ;nc

developed. More than one such paradigm should be deve iue K.:

experimented with in order to learn from them tfr future imprcvemerts.

Furthermore, metamodels could be used (with some research and deveiopment)

within the new paradigm by using metamodels for some of the submodeis.
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Abstract

Tactical simulation models are often used to assess vulnerabilities and capabilities

of combat systems and doctrines. Due to the complexity of tactical simulation models,

it is often difficult to assess the relationship between input factors and the performance
of the simulation model. To facilitate this type of assessment, simulation analysts

often use the simulation model to emirically construct a black-box approximation
of the causal and time dependent behavior of the simulation model. This type of

approximation is known as a metamodel and can be viewed as a summary of the
behavior of the simulation model. We demonstrate this technique in the context of

an example using TERSM (Tactical Electronic Reconnaissance Simulation Model).

The results indicate that metamodeling is applicable to tactical simulation models

and that the technique has a wide range of uses.
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1. Introduction

Tactical simulation models are often ernployed by the Department of Defent(ce t,
assess the capabilities and vulnerabilites of various combat systems and do(trifl(s.
These simulation models are usually highly complex and of relativ~iv higih din1en-
sionality. That is. the performance of the simulation model is dependent on a large
number of parameters or input factors that act and interact in a complex manner.
Thus, it is often difficult to assess the relationship of individual input factors to the
performance of the simulation model. Recently, a technique known as 7utainoddliflg
has generated interest in the simulation community for its ability to facilitate this
type of assessment.

A metamodel is a mathematical approximation of the relationship between a set
of input factors and one or more responses. Metamodels are usually estimated empir-
ically via experimentation with a simulation model, and thus, metamodels are models
of models. With respect to a given response, a metamodel is black-box approxima-
tions of the causal (mechanistic) and time dependent behavior of a simulation model.
Figure 1 depicts the relationships among the real system, the simulation model, and
the metamodel.

In this report, we introduce metamodeling and illustrate its applicability to the
analysis of tactical simulations. In Section 2, we summarize the mathematical and
statistical concepts and notation of metamodeling. In Section 3, we present an exam-
ple using TERSM (Tactical Electronic Reconnaissance Simulation Model). In Section
4, we present some conclusions.

2. Metamodels

Metamodels can have various forms, but we restrict our attention to the most
commonly used class of models: least squares models. To simplify the discussion, we
focus on polynomial and simple transformed response polynomial models of the forms

y XO + (1)

and

y'=XO+ , (2)
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Inputs Real OutputsSystem

Inputs -]Simulation Outputs
Model

Inputs Metamodel Outputs

Figure 1: Relationships Among the Real System, Simulation Model, and Metamodd.

where y is an n x 1 vector of responses, X is an n x p data matrix containing the

levels of the input factors, f is a p x 1 vector of unknown metau~odel coefficients, e
is an n x I vector of error terms, and y* is a vector of transformed i-esponses. The

transformation on y can be any real function over the range of the untransformed
response. Functions such as the square root and natural logarithm are often used to

linearize sets of observations in order to obtain simpler and/oc better approxitrations

of system behavior.
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For example, the relationship between a pair of factors. x, and x.,. and a response.

may have the polynomial form

y 3o + 31xi + ' + 112 XIX2 + 311X-2 + ýY'22-' +

or the transformed response polynomial form

VI_= 30 + 31 x I + 3.2x1 I± 312-VIX'2 + 3IIX +3.22x- + , 4

Both metamodels are said to be linear models since all coefficients have power one.

The type of metamodel to use is often dictated by the purpose of the metamodel
and by properties of the system. Metamodels are usually employed for one or more

of the following purposes:

1. studying system behavior.

2. predicting responses,

3. sensitivity analysis, or

4. optimization.

Depending on the purpose of the metamodel, the form and the fineness of the

approximation may vary greatly. For example, a simple linear approximation is of-
ten adequate for studying some elements of system behavior such as the degree to

which certain factors affect the response while nonlinear approximations may be more

appropriate for prediction.

Some of the important properties of the system that influence the type of model
used include:

1. characteristics of the response (discrete or continuous, qualitative or quantita-

tive, random or deterministic, etc.),

2. characteristics of the input factors (discrete or continuous, qualitative or quan-

titative, random or deterministic, etc.', and

3. dimensions of the experimental region.
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In this repoi ., we restrict our attention to systems with quarntitative. continu-

ous responses- and quantitative, deterministic input factors. Metamodels for these

systems can be estimated using the method of least squares. We consider both ran-

dom and deterministic ,esponse cases. Metamodels can also be obtained using illore

advanced techniques which are beyond the scope of this report. The iechniq ue. out-

lined in the following subsections are applicable to random responses in L•enerai. but

a subset of the outlined techniques are applicable to the deterministic response case

as well. Thus, we will explain all the techniques in terms of the random response case

and note exception, for the deterministic response case.

In Section 2.1, we discuss least squares model estimation. In Section 2.2. we
briefly summarize a pair of statistical analysis analysis tools called analysis of variance

and statistical inference. In Section 2.3. we discuss the difference between the concepts

of pure error and lack-of-fit in metamodels. In Section 2.4. we briefly discuss some
measures and methods for determining the validity of metamodels. In Section 2.5. we

introduce and briefly discuss some techniques for efficiently designing experiiaents.

Finally, in Section 2.6, we add some perspective to material in Sections 2.1-2.5 by

outlining a general metamodeling process.

2.1. Least Squares Metamodel Estimation

To illustrate the method of least squares, consider a set of observations (y,, i =

1,2,... ,n) and corresponding set of factor levels (xi,, i = 1,2,..n. j= 12 . p)

given by

yl X1 X1 2 ... Xzp

Y2 X 21 X2 2  X2p

Yn Xnl Xn2 rip

Suppose we postulate a model given by

Y = 00o + OIXI + 32X2 + 1312XIX 2 + h3x1X + •. (5)

In this case the number of parameters. p, is equal to five, corresponding to the number
of coefficients in the postulated model. This same model can be written in general

vector notation as
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y=X 3+3.

Now suppose that we obtain an estimated model given by

y =Xb(6

where S, is an n x I vector of estimated responses, and b is a p x I vector of estimated

model coefficients. The n x 1 vector of deviations of the observations about tile litted

model. called the vector of residuals. is given by

e = - y. (7)

The least squares estimator of ,3 is obtained by setting the derivative with respect to

b of the sum of squared residuals equal to zero. such that

6 ,
6[eI e = 0 (S)

T--[(y- Xb)'(y - Xb)] = 0 (9)

-2X'y + 2(X'X)b = 0. (10)

Simplification leads to the least squares estimator

b = (X'X)-X'y (1i)

(see Myers 1990, p.88). Thus, least squares estimates are estimates for which the

unweighted sum of squared residuals is minimized.

For example, consider the estimated simple linear regression model given by

, = bo + bx.

The ith predicted response, observed response, and residual are denoted by ,, y,

and ej respectively. These elements are graphically depicted in Figure 2. The given

model is a least squares model if and only if the sum of the squared vertical distances

from each observation to the fitted model is minimized.
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6L)0 + b,

X

Figure 2: Illustration of Least Squares Principal.

2.2. Analysis of Variance and Statistical Inference

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and statistical inference are statistical methods
that are commonly employed to quantify the importance of factors with respect to

a given response. They are extremely useful and powerful because they allow the

analyst to make statements concerning the statistical significance of various factors.

For example, these methods could be used to determine if it is likely that xjx'2 in

the metamodel given by equation (5) affects the response. Without ANOVA and
statistical inference, randomness and/or lack of fit between the metamodel and the

observed data make such conclusions difficult to reach.

The principal drawback of ANOVA and statistical inference is that they require

certain assumptions concerning the behavior of c. In particular, the assumption that

e be normally and independently distributed with homogeneous variance is required.

This assumption implies that there must be some random noise in the response which

causes observed responses to be normally distributed with equal dispersion about
the estimated model, independent of the location in x-space. These methods can
still be employed in violation of the assumptions, but the results are unpredictable,
undependable, and should be treated with suspicion especially when the response is
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not random (i.e. the deterministic ,s'Sotise cas(e).

To illustrate ANOVA and statistical inference. consider the ANOV\A tlable 1 for

tle ietamiodel given by equation t.5). shown in [Table 1. ['ie purpose ol A\NOVA

table construction is to break-down variability in the response and assist, portions

of the variability to sources of variation based on the observed contribution of each

source. Contributions to variability are measured using sums of squares,. and the

corresponding degrees of freedom represent restriction on the calculation of sums of'

squares.

Table I
ANOVA T'able for the Metamodel Given

by Equation (5)

Source of Degrees of Sum of
Variation Freedom Squares

Metamodel 5 y'X(X'X)-'Xy
Error n - 5 y'y - y'X(X'X) Xy
Total n y'y

In addition to the basic ANOVA table, it is also possible to subdivide the meta-

model sum of squares given in Table 1 in order to account for the variability due to

individual model terms. For the metamodel given by equation (5), the variability due

to xIX2 is given by

y'X(X'X)-'Xy - y'X 2(X'X 2)-'X 2y, (12)

where X 2 is the data matrix without the fourth column (which corresponds tu xlx 2).

Sums of squares are used to measure the variability in the response because they

possess useful distributional properties when our assumptions concerning c hold. We

can take advantage of these distributional properties to conduct statistical hypothesis

tests (see Myers 1990, p. 95-125). An hyvothesis test is a formal means of quantifying

the probability that an assertion is incorrect. For example, consider ý,he hypothesis
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that 312 = 0, or in other words, that the interaction between rj and x2 is insigniticant_

In the formal notation of hypothesis testing, this can be stated as

HO: '312 = 0 versus III : 312 5 0.

If the null hypothesis is correct, then under the given assumptions

Y'X(X'XY'Xy - Y'X2(X'X 2 ) X~y : F4 13)

where F,.2.,,-p is a point of an F-distribution with I and n - p degrees of freedom
(see Myers and Milton 1991. p. 116). The value of a for which equation (13) holds is

called the p-value and is the probability that Ho is true. Thus. a very low p-value for

the given test indicates that it is highly likely that 312 explains a significant portion of
the variability in the response. Such coefficients are said to be statistically significant.

2.3. Pure Error and Lack Of Fit

The experimental error, e, represents the inability of a metamodel to determine

y exactly. Experimental error is comprised of the effects of all extraneous factors

that are not monitored in a study or experiment. The assumption that c is indepen-
dently distributed with homogeneous variance depends on the observed factors being

uncorrelated with unobserved factors. If this is not the case, then at least some of
the error will be location-dependent and is called lack-of-fit (LOF) (see Myers 1990,

pp. 117-120).

To illustrate, consider a postulated model given by

y = X1031 + C" (14)

and the theoretically correct, or true, model given by

Y = X/31 + X 2/32 + el, (15)

where X1 is n x p and corresponds to the p parameters of the postulated model, 31

is p x 1 and contains the parameters of the postulated model, X 2 is n x (m - p) and

corresponds to the additional parameters of the true model, 0., is (m - p) x I and

contains the additional parameters of the true model, and * e= X 2/32 + e.
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If the true model is fit to the data then the total variability ill the icspoiise ,aii

be written as

Y'y = y'X(X'X)-IX'y Y+ SS-. ,16)

where SSPE represents the variability in tie response explained by pure error. 11 we
fit the postulated model, then the total variability in the response call be written a",

Y'y = y±Xt( y'X2 (X•X 2)-'X'y + Nsy,..7

If the additional factors in X 2 are functions, such as products, of the factors in X1 .
then y'X 2(X'X 2)-'Xy is LOF variation (see Myers 1990. p. 119). In practice it is
common for small amounts of LOF variation to be included in the estimate of error
variance. Obviously, the assumption that the error variance is homogeneous is in
jeopardy if LOF is included in its estimate since LOF depends on the location ina .c-
space. When experirrental error is comprised entirely of LOF. as in the deternministic
response case, our assumptions concerning e are questionable.

2.4. Validation

The validity of a metamodel indicates the degree to which the specified purpose
of the metamodel can be accomplished (Sargent 1991a). For example. a simple lin-
ear approximation may be valid for studying some elements of system behavie- but
completely invalid as a means of making predictions. Validity is also specific to the
experimental region used to develop the metamodel. In other words, the metamodel
is expected to be valid for a specific purpose over the experimental region.

Validity can be measured using many available diagnostics. For a complete dis-
cussion of diagnostics for the random response case see Myers (1990, Chapter 4).
Diagnostics for the deterministic response case are discussed in Kleijnen (1987). In
this section, we simply discuss the diagnostics used in the example in Section 3.

One diagnostic that is appropriate for both deterministic and random responses
is the squared coefficient of determination, R'. which is given by

R2 y'X(X'X)-X'y )

-y1
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Note that the numerator is the sum of squares for the nuetaniodel and the deni omimnator

is the total sum of squares. Thus. 1?' measures the proportion of the total variability in

the response explained by the metamnodel. The higher !W2 the better the metaonodel

fits the given data. While [V provides a good, general measure of fit it. does not

measure the uniformity of fit. hIi o her words, a metamnodel with a high R' may havy

some areas of very poor fit as long as there are relatively large areas with very good
fits. Also, R2 only measures the degree to which the estimated inetaniodel fits the

data that is used to estimate the metamodel. Thus, R' does not account for fit in

areas where there is no data. In addition, for the random responses case, the use

of R' by itself gravitates the model selection to an overfit model (one which hacks
random error). This has the detrimental effect of reducing the prediction capability

of the metamodel (see Myers 1990. p. 179-180).

In order to test the validity of a mnetamodel across the entire experimental region,

analysts often advocate a technique known as data splitting (see Myers 1990. 169-170).

Data splitting is applied by using some observations to fit a model, and a separate
set of observations to measure the validity of the model. This allows the validity

of the metamodel to be tested independently of the data used to fit the model. In
cases where data is expensive and/or difficult to acquire, this may be impractical.

Often data that is not used to fit the metamodel is supplemented with data that is
used to fit the metamodel in order to measure validity. This can result in misleading

measures of validity.

Another approach to validation involves the use of a diagnostic known as the
PRESS statistic (see Myers 1990, pp. 170-178). To calculate the PRESS statistic, a

set of PRESS residuals is calculated by mathematically factoring out the dependence

of each observed residual on the data used to estimate the metamodel. This method

eliminates the data splitting problems and is applicable for both the random and
deterministic response case. However, the details of the PRESS statistic are beyond

the scope of this report.

Two diagnostics that are appropriate for data splitting in the deterministic re-
sponse case are the maximum absolute error (MAE) and the average absolute relative

error (AARE). MAE is simply the absolute value of the largest residual. By basing
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model validation on MAE, the model selection is gravitated to a uniformr but not

necessarily good fit.

AARE is given by

AARE = ,=ý Iei/Y 19)

AARE is similar to Rt2 in that it provides a good, general measure of fit, but it has
the same drawback as Rt2 in that use of AARE does not insure uniformitY of fit.

Note that, the difficulties with the individual diagnostics (:an be overcorne by
using them in combination. This is done in the example in Section 3.

2.5. Design of Experiments

The purpose of experimental design is to obtain better estimates and predictive
models with fewer observations by carefully constructing X. This is done by prese-
lecting certain values for the k factors in the experiment. Assuming that we are using
an unbiased estimator such as a least squares estimator, the quality of experimental
designs is usually measured with the variance of prediction. The variance of predic-
tion is the variance of the true population about the fitted model at some arbitrary
location in x-space, xo and is given by

var[y(xo)] = a 2x'(X'X)'xo. (20)

For any set of similarly scaled competing designs with the same number of observa-
tions, it can be shown that var[&(Xo)] is minimized when X'X = nI (see Myers 1976,
p. 109). In this case, X is said to be orthogonal. The minimization of the variance
of prediction for orthogonal designs is due in part to the fact that orthogonal designs
result in models with uncorrelated coefficients. This is not true of any other designs.
Thus, orthogonal or near-orthogonal designs should be used whenever possible.

We consider two basic designs in this report: (1) 2 k factorials and (2) central
composite designs (CCD). A 2 k factorial experiment consists of k factors each at two
levels arranged in all possible factor/level combinations. To obtain an orthogonal
design, the levels of the input factors are usually centered and scaled such that high
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level of the factor appears as a 1 and the low level of the factor appears as a - 1. l'he

centering and scaling transformation is given by

di• (21)

where ýi is the level of the ith input factor, ýj is the average of the low ard high levels
of ýi, xi is the centered and scaled level of the ith input factor. and d, is the spacing

between the low and high levels of ý,. While centering and scaling input factors in

designed experiments usually results in better metamodels, it may require the anialvst

to perform some extra work in order to analyze the model. For example. if an analyst
needs to predict a reýsponse at some point o using a metamodel for centered and
scale.] input factors, then he must rescale 0 to xo using the same centering and
scaling formula used in the experiment.

To illustrate, consider a 2' factorial experiment replicated r times for the purpose
of estimating the regression model given by

y = 3 o + !3hxl + /32x 2 + f 12 xlp 2 + e. (22)

The corresponding design matrix is given by

x 1= (23)1r Ir -1r -1r
1r -1, 1r -1r

where r is the number of replications of the experiment and 1r is an r x 1 column

vector of ones.

b = IXY. (24)

r

An important advantage of factorial experiments over one-variable-at-a-time ex-
perimentation is that we can estimate the interaction effects of the factors on the
response. Further details on factorial experiments can be found in Box. Hunter, and

Hunter (1978, Chapter 10).

A central composite design (CCD) consists of a 2' factorial design augmented

with 2k + 1 extra design points to allow the estimation of second order models.
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To illustrate, consider a CCD replicated r times for the purpose of estimating the

regression model given by

Y = 30 + ,31 XI + 3 .2 X2 + 3 12X 1 X2 + ,I1IXrI + -1j2-11 + (25)

The corresponding design matrix is given by

17 I1 I, 1, I 1,
i I,-Ir I , I

17 a,. 07 07 0 2r Or
1r -a, O O a 2, 0,
1 r , a a Or 0, 12 ,
1, 07 0,. 0, 0, a 2,

Note that when a = 1, the CCD design is near-orthogonal and allows for the estina-
tion quadratic curvature. A near orthogonal design for, higher order models can be

obtained by layering CCDs. This concept is demonstrated in the example in Section
3. Further details on CCDs can be found in Myers (1976, pp. 127-134).

2.6. The Metamodeling Process

Metamodeling is a developing field so there is no set procedure for constructing a
metamodel (see Sargent 1991b). Also, metamodeling is not an algorithm and cannot
be generalized for all situations. Often, special information based on the analysts pre-
vious experience, theoretical knowledge, or intuition may make it possible to modify
or dispense with certain steps in the process. Also note that only a handful of the
available analysis techniques have been touched on here. Thus, it is often useful to

add steps to the process. The following metamodel process is simply intended to add
some perspective to material covered thus far:

1. Determine the purpose of the metamodel (study systemn behavior, predict re-

sponses, etc.).

2. Identify the response,
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3. Identify impor, ant characteristics of the response (random or deterministic.

discrete or continuous. etc.).

4. Identify the input factors that are to be studied with respect to the given ,P-

sponse.

5. Identify important charactersitics of the input factors.

6. Specify the experimental region.

7. Select validity measures.

8. Specify the required validity of the model in terms of selected validity measures.

9. Postulate a metamodel based on characteristics of the response and input fac-

tors, the dimensions of the experimental region, and the required validity of the

metamodel.

10. Select an appropriate experimental design based on the postulated model.

11. Obtain data.

12. Fit the metamodel.

13. Assess the validity of the metamodel.

14. If the model is of desired validity then stop, else postulate a more complex

model and repeat steps 9-13.

3. TERSM Example

The Tactical Electronic Reconnaissance Simulation Model (TERSM) was built in
1969 by the Rand Corporation, for the purpose of making comparative performance

evaluations of a variety of airborne direction-finding systems. Simulating a recon-
naissance mission through a pulsed radar environment, its primary output is a lower

bound on the emitter location accuracy attainable by accumulation and processing

of bearing measurements. These measures of emitter location accuracy are known as
Circular Error Probabilities, of CEPs. In essence, it is the imaginary circle or ellipse
around an emitter, of such size that the probability of that emitter's actually falling
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in the circle is 50%. Obviously. the smaller the CEP. the more accurate the aasociated

location estimate.

The model was designed to simulate a reconnaissance mission in sufficient detail
to assess the influence of variations of system design parameters and input factors oil

overall system performance. Thus. by altering input factors and parameters. analysts

can use TERS1l to compare and contrast proposed airborne direction-finding systems

and tactics.

To demonstrate the usefulness of metamodeling in this type of assessment and to

illustrate the metamodeling process, we elected to perform a system behavior study.

In particular, we wanted a reasonably accurate approximation of the relationship

between the number of emitters located on the test mission within five nautical miles

or less CEPs, and four input factors: (1) altitude in feet, (2) velocity in knots. (3)

azimuth angle in degrees, and (4) channel capacity in number of channels. The test
mission consists of a set of hostile and friendly radar emitters of various types arranged
in set locations on a hypothetical battlefield. Historically, the test mission has been

the standard scenario used to compare competing systems. We selected the following

experimental region: (1) altitude from 5000 to 40000 feet, (2) velocity from 186 to

1150 knots, (3) azimuth angle from 60 to 150 degrees, and (4) and channel capacity

from 4 to 30 channels. The selected factors and experimental region were chosen

based on previous studies with TERSM. Note that the response is continuous and

deterministic and that all of the input factors are continuous and deterministic except

for channel capacity, which is discrete and deterministic. To accomplish our stated

purpose, we specified the following goals for the validity of the model: (1) R' of at

least 95%, (2) MAE less than 100, and (3) AARE less than 5%. All 49 observations
given in Appendix I were used to validate the model.

To obtain a satisfactory metamodel, we made seven model fitting iterations. The

observations used to estimate the metamodels were drawn from the validation test set.

Although the stated purpose of the metamodel does not include simplicity, all terms
with p-values greater 50% were eliminated sequentially from each model in order to

obtain models of manageable size. Usually p-values of around 10-30% are used to

eliminate insignificant factors, but since we were dealing with an obvious violation
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of assumptions (i.e. a deterministic response). 50% was used for conservatism. All

models were estimated for centered and scaled factors levels. The correspolideltce

between the actual input factors used in the experiment and the centered and scaled

input factor levels used to fit the metamodels is given in 'Fable 2.

Table 2
Correspondence Between Actual Input Factor Levels

and Centered and Scaled Input Factor Levels
Input Factor Variable -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

Altitude x1 5000 13750 22500 31250 40000
Velocity X2 186 427 668 909 1150
Azimuth X3 60 82 105 128 150

Channel Cap. X4_ _ 4 10 17 24 30

The following is the sequence of postulated and fitted metamodels:

Model (1)

Y A0 /O + )1h 1 + /02 Z 2 + 133 X3 + 04X4 + /i 1 2 X 1 X 2 + 6 1 3 X 1 X 3 + )31 4 XIX4 + /) 2 3 X2X 3

"••32 4 X 2 X 4 + 034X3X4 + 31 2 3 XlX 2 X 3 + 0 1 2 4 XIX 2 X 4 + 1 13 4 X 1 X3X 4 + 0 2 3 4 X 2 X3 z 4
+01 234 xIX2X3 •4 + S

- 224.118 + 85. 7 50X2 + 57.750x 3 + 89.000x 4 + 27.750xIx 4 + 21.000x 2x 3

+47.250X 2x 4 ,

Model (2)

Y= 3 o +!hIxI + 02X2 +033X3 +03 4X 4 + 012XzX 2 + /hxIX3 + /147XlX4

+-- 2 3 X2 X 3 + /32 4 X 2 X 4 + 33 4 X 3 X 4 + "3 1 23 X1 X2 X 3 + /. 1 2 4 zIX 2 X 4 + -3134I:lX3X4

+13234X2X3X4 + )31234 zXX 2X3X4 + I31 x + 0322x 2 +3 3 3 + 3 44X24 + 6,

= 532.633 + 11.944x 1 + 91.944x2 + 61.778x 3 + 102.333x 4 + 16.000xIx 3
+27.75xlx 4 + 21.000x 2x 3 + 47.250x2X4 + 19.750x 3x 4 + 12.250xlx 2 x3

+12.500xX 3x 4 - 30.608x2 - 212.608x2 - 86.108x',
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In y = 30 + -3tXl + )2X2 +T ý3X3 -3(I11'4 + 3112-1*2 + J313XX3 -r .31.14X31

+323X12X3 + 3241.214 + $A3
3 4 L 4 + "31231XX2X3 + ,3124 .rX'2 Xr4 + 311 3 4 XX3 ¾4

+3234X2X3X4 + 41234XIX`X:JX4 t- 311Xr- + 322x-' + '-33X'~ + ý344X +

mny 6.346 - 0.047x, + 911712 + 0.:306:3 + 0.467x1 - 0.025h~x,2

+0.075xl3 1 0.1701314, + 0.U98X 2X4 - 0.028X71X4

+0.066xlX2X3 - 0.078xIX3h4 - 0.049hxX21:3X4 - 0. 133xr
-0.679x' - 0. 1 2'x - 0.:363x 2

Model (4)

Y 130 + '31 X1 + :`32X2 + '33X3 + z34X4 + 412111'2 + 3131113 + 314X114 ± 32312X3

+1)324X2X4 + /334X3X4 + ;3 1*2sh11X2X3 + 1) 1 2 4XrIX2 X4 + 3134X13X34 + 3234X2X3X4

+)31234X112X3X4 + 31)X1 + 322X2 + 033X313 + 1)x4 4

%,Ay- 23.319 + 2.994X2 +2.042X3 +3.288X4 + 0.488x313 + 1.006xIX4 + 0.407x2x13

+ 1.155X2X4 +0.257X3X4 - 0.400xlX2X3 - 0.288X2X3X4 - 0.84 1x,
-5.757X2 - 0.70Ix 2 - 2.683X2

Model (5)

Y = 0 +I3 XI+3x 012X2 + )3,I3 + 34X4 + 0 12XIX2 -- 13x.rX 3 + A)14X IX4
+1)23X2X3 + /324X2X4 + 1)34X3X4 + /3l23X1X2X3 + 1)124 .r112X4 + /3134X113X4
+1)234X2X3X4 + i) 1 234XIX12X3X4 + 1)1111 +022X2' + 033 3 +0144 4

+)111~I ±'3 +1)22212 + )333313 + 3444 4 + 1)iix + 0 2 2 2 2 r2 + /3333 31

+1)4444 4+

y=549.756 - 32.722x, - 11 1.5371x2 -62.7718x3 + 180.556X4 + 16.441x131
+26.647xlX41+ 20.S82x2X3 +46.971121.1 + 18.676x3X4 + 12.3508x1x2,r'
+9.785xlX2X4 + 12.8921xl 3X4 61.972x' - 22-962x2 -86.491 X2

+44.667x3 + 203.48lx2 7822x 4 904 1 2 1. 18,
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Model (6)

Iny = *3o + 331x2 + 112X 2 + ,3:3X3 t- JIX4 + 31-2X1X2 + 1 -4 3 3Xj4+1.-

"1-'323X2X3 + 3•24X'214 + ,J34X-3r4 + ,3123-r1X2X3 + ,124X1 2.- + " l.F.'

+±2 3 4xr2 X:X4 + 3
123 .1 LIX 22X3X 4 + 3 11x.r + 32212 + 33313 + 4414

3Jx + .1222X39 + 33331X3 + 3444IX 5 1111+-222-2-Il + I.X333r!.
+±34 4 4 41,. +

In y 6.350 - 0.0-17.ci - 0.308.12 + 0.075x:1 + 0.267X4 - 0.022x.x'.
±0.073x,1.x3 + 0.162xx. i- + 0.021lx213 + 0.099x21., - 0.029x ý11.
+O.066x,1i,2x:i +' 0.01-lxlx)•.• - 0.07SX2.r3X4 - 4-.049.r.rrX.r1 .r + 0.26U0.r-' ViO." A -: : ++. .. . .
-0.125x - 0.359 + 0..72)x 0.230k 0.199.r• - 0.39).r' - 0 (j" '1

Model (7)

y"- =30 +4O-hl + 32X2 + ±3313± 4174 + 312X1X12 + ±1 1 3 xI 3 3 1 4 X1 X 4

+0323x2x3 ± 1324x2X4 + !A34X3 x4 + 3123xx12x3 + ,)1241x1x2x4 + 3ý134x1x3x4

+,323.41217314 + 431234XIX 2X.3X4 + OIX + )2-2172 + 1)333X3 + 344X'4
±/3111xl + I3222X 2 1)313 + 1)4441X4 + 3hi111 + 1 2222 +33333 3

+0344441"4 + £,

= 23.567 - 0.669x, - 2.842x2 + 1.298X3 + 3.344X4 - 0.4911xX3
+0.963x1x4 + 0.414X2x3 + 1.155X2X4 + 0.231X3X4 + 0.404xX12X3
+0-.198X1x2X4 + 0.201xjx3x4 - 0.285x2X3X4 + 2.037x2 - 0.788x'
-2.743x2 + 0.714x,3 + .5.836x3 + 0.744x' - 2.947x' - .5.823x4.

Information on the designs used to estimate these models and the resulting va-

lidity measures are given in Table 3.
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Table 3
Summary and Results of the Model Fitting Proced ire

Model l t H \ MAEi AARE IDesignE
iX 7 1.77 121.6 4-31. .2k factorial wi I centeur ni -i
2 9.5..5'7(, 200.6 1-t.2X('CC) w/ (t =1 1-25
3 99.2 TA 256.3 12.37 (CI) C w - I I
-4 98.2A 225.4 11.4', C )D wi 1 1-25
5 97.4% 120.9 8.,37 2 layer CCD w/ (:1 = I and i, = 0.5 1--1!
6 99.4% 9-4.3 4.0% 2 layer CCD w/ CI = I and o2 = 0.5 1 1--19
7 98.9% 73,.51 4.77. 2 layer ('CD w/ ol = I and 0.2 = 0.5 1 1-49

Note the improvement in the validity as the complexity of Lhe nietamodel increases.
Both model (6) and (7) satisfied our validity requirement and we Stopped here. flow-
ever. note that the validity test set is the same as the data set used to fit these models.
Thus, as discussed in Section 2.4. these models are probably somewhat less valid than
the validity measures indicate. If the process was continued, the next step would be
to expand the validity test set and reevaluate the validity o0 the selected models.

Figures 3-6 contain surface and contour plots of models (1), (2), (5). and (7)

respectively with CS azimuth angle and CS channel capacity held at zero. The prefix
CS indicates the centered and scaled input factor. These graphs allow the estimated
relationship between the response. CS altitude, and CS velocity to be observed inde-
pendently of CS azimuth angle and CS channel capacity. Notice how the increasing
complexity of the model manifests itself in increasingly refined shapes and how the
optimum value of the response changes as the metamodels become more accurate.

Figures 7-11 contain surface and contour plots of model (7) for all possible pairs
of CS altitude, CS veiocity, CS azimuth angle, and CS channel capacity held at zero.
These graphs illustrate the variety of relationships between the response and the input
factors that are encapsulated in model (7).
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Number of 5 N-Mi or Less CEPs versus CS Altitude and CS Velocity
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Figure 3a: Contoue plot of model (1) with CS azimuth and CS channel capacity equal to

zero.
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,Numrber of 5 N.Ai or Less CEPs versus CS Alutude and CS VelocItV

< 5NM CEPs 0

0 CS Velocity

Figure 4a: Surface plot of model (2) with CS azimuth and CS channel capacity equal to
zero.

Number of 5 NIM or Less CEPs versus CS Alit ude and CS Velocity

CS Velocity 0

-0 .5... ....... ..

-1-0.5 0 0.5 CS Altitude

Figure 4b: Contour plot of model (2) with CS azimuth and CS channel capacity equal to
zero.
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Number of 5 NM"i or Less CE.Ps versus CSA=---- -Ind. CS Velocizrv

300

2 10

Figure 5a: Surface plot of model (5) with CS azimuth and CS channel capacity equal to
zero.

Number of 5 NN~i or Less CEPs versus CS Altitude and CS Velocity
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-050.. CS Altitude

Figure 5b: Contour plot of model (5) with CS azimuth and CS channel capacity equal to
zero.
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N'umber of 5 .N-Mi or Less CEPs versus CS Albrude and CS Velocity
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Figure 6a: Contour plot of model (7) wvith CS velocity and CS channel capacity equal to
zero.
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Number of 5N~vi or Less CEPs ve--sus CS Altitude and CS Azimuth

-0.5

Figure 7a: Surface plot of model (7) with CS velocity and CS channel capacity equal to

zero.

Number of 5 ýNMI or Less CEPs versus CS Altitude and CS Azimuth
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Figure 7b: Contour plot of model (7) with CS velocity and CS channer capacity equal to
zero.236



Number of 5 NMi or L,-s CEI~s versus CS Alutude and CS Channel Capacity
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Figure 8a: Surface plot of model (7) with CS velocity and CS azimuth equal to zero.
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Number of 5 N'vi or Less CE~s versus CS lVeiocirv and CS Azimuth

<5NMCEPS 400

0CS Azimuth

0..5

CS Azimuth 0 0.

-0.55

-t.

Figure 9a: Contour plot of model (7) with CS altitude and CS channel capacity equal to
zero.
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Number of J NAL or Le-ss CE.Os versus CS Velocivr' arx± CS Channe.' Capacity

400

<5~ CEs 20A - '-.

o CS Channel Capacity

-0.0.5
CS Veloci1ty 0 -.

0. 51

Figure 10a: Surface plot of model. (7) with CS altitude and CS azimuth equal to zero.

Number of 3 NiMi or Le~ss CE-I:s versus CS Velocity and CS Channel Capacity
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Figure 10b: Contour plot at model (7). with CS altitude and CS azimuth equal to zero.
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Number of 5 NMi or Less CEPs versus CS Azimuth and CS Channel Capacity

Soo

<5NMiCEPs 400
300 0.5

0 CS Channel Capacity

0.55

CS Azimuth 0 C0.5
0.5

1-

Figure la: Surface plot of model (7) with CS altitude and CS velocity equal to zero.

Number of 5 NN2 or Less CEPs versus CS Azimuth and CS Channel Capacity
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Figure lib: Contour plot of model (7) with CS altitude and CS velocity equal to zero.
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4. Conclusions

In this report. we have introduced and successfully demonstrated it possible ,tp-

plication of metamnodeling to analysis of tactical simulations. While metaniodelirig iP
not appropriate for all simulation analysis problemfs, it does have a wide range of pos-
sible applications. In particular, metamodeling may provide a means of adequately

aggregating simulation model behavior in hierarchical modeling schemes (see Sargent

(1986) and Sisti (1989 and 1992)).
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Appendix I

Table 4
Data for the TERSNI Example

Altitude Velocitv Azimuth I Channel I < 5 NMi
Run (feet) (knots) (degrees) Capacity (CEPs

1 .40000 1150 150 3 :30 615
2 40000 1150 150 4 193
3 40000 1150 60 30 :327
4 40000 1150 60 4 53
5 40000 186 150 30 247
6 40000 186 150 It 73
7 40000 186 60 30 tit
S 40000 186 60 4 -17
9 5000 1150 150 30 436
10 5000 1150 150 4 226
11 5000 1150 60 30 322
12 5000 1150 60 4 138
13 5000 186 150 30 180
14 5000 186 150 4 116
15 5000 186 60 30 98
16 5000 186 60 4 66
17 22500 668 105 17 .562
18 5000 668 105 17 439
19 40000 668 105 17 570
20 22500 186 105 17 181
21 22500 1150 105 17 464
22 22500 668 60 17 419
23 22500 668 150 17 607
24 22500 668 105 4 240
25 22500 668 105 30 658
26 31250 909 128 24 621
27 31250 909 128 10 424
28 31250 909 82 24 512
29 31250 909 82 10 347
30 31250 427 128 24 634
31 31250 427 128 10 489
32 31250 427 82 24 570
33 31250 427 82 10 434
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Table 4, Continued
Data for the TERSM Example _ _

Altitude Velocity Azimuth Channel < 5 NM
(Run feet) (knots) (degrees) ( apacity ('EPs

34 13750 )09.. 128 2-4 602
35 13750 909 128 10 141

36 13750 909 82 24 360
37 13750 909 82 10 373
38 13750 4127 128 2-4 651
39 13750 427 128 10 526
40 13750 -127 82 24 605
41 13750 427 82 10 -471
42 13750 668 105 17 580
43 31250 668 105 17 584
44 22500 427 105 17 575
45 22500 909 105 17 529
46 22500 668 82 17 512
47 22500 668 128 17 597
48 22500 668 105 10 441
49 22500 668 105 24 640
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Display and analysis of terrain and imagery data has become common in

computerized information systems. However, the massive storage and

transmission requirements required for terrain and imagery data remain major

problem areas. Current Joint Photographic Group(JPEG) algorithms achieve

compression ratios no greater than 30 to 1. The development of robust

compression algorithms based on fractal mathematics may mitigate the storage

and transmission problems and ultimately lead to more cost effective

utilization of tercain and imagery data at the unit level. In addition, the

compression of data can lead to increased volume of data transmitted in

decreased amounts of time. Our investigation identified promising approaches,

which are candidates for further development.
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Tm rodut in

Tactical Air Force users have data communication assets of limited

bandwidth. Tactical bandwidths can range from 1.9 Kbps to 56 Kbps. A Battle

Target Graphic (BTG) consists of 48 to 50 megabytes of terrain and image data,

and 2 to 3 megabytes of annotation. This 50 to 53 megabyte package if

shipped electronically over a communications link of 1.9 Kbps would require 50

to 60 hours to complete. Given a communications link of 56 Kbps,

approximately 2 hours. A 150 to 1 compression ratio however, would allow the

same data to be transmitted in 20 minutes over a 1.9 Kbps link and in less

than a minute at 56 Kbps. The need for image data compression becomes

apparent.

A wide range of image data compression techniques have been developed

over the years [6], [8], [91, [101, and new methods continue to emerge. In

the area of image processing, fractals have created a great deal of interest

because of the prospect of solving the inverse problem, that of automatically

recovering simple rules that describe a computer imagery (1(a, b)], (2],

[4], [11.]

A Fractal is a geometrical shape that has the following properties: (a)

the object is self similar (b) the object has fractional dimension.

Fractal curves are associated with many physical and natural phenomenon [5],

(7], and have unusual characteristic that they can be defined totally by

relatively simple mathematical equations. To put it in a simple way (l(c)],

a fractal is a mathematical description(formula) of a picture. Each fractal

formula can generate a fractal picture through a repetitive formula known as

an Iterated Function System(IFS) [l(a,b)], (31. Because the fractal formula
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describing a picture is much smaller file than the original image file it is

easier and more economical to store, handle and transmit images over network,

communication lines etc.,. The Fractal Transform Technology (I(c) I by

Barnsley automates the process, generating fractal formulas for complex images

which otherwise would have taken hours of computing time. This process

creates a compressed Fractal Image File(FIF) of a given imagery which can be

decompressed for display or transmission.

An article on fractal compression in an issue of the Joint National

Intelligence Development Staff(JNIDS) newsletter describes potential

applications of this new technology: "The possibility for this technology

seems limitless. It will open the door for a variety of a plications,

particularly, in the area of multimedia, that are impossible because of

today's limited capability to store imagery". Further, the article points

out that: "Fractals represent a breakthrough not only for image compression,

but also for image understanding. Since the process describes a real image

rather than millions of individual points in the image, it opens up all sorts

of possibilities for computer vision, image understanding, soft-copy

photographic keys, and aids for imagery interpretation".

The methodology utilized was straight forward. Investigate current

approaches, bound the problem, and develop algorithms to evaluate. Each

aspect of the methodology is discussed below.

Current Approaches

Let us take a look at Barnsley's compression algorithm (1(a)]. An image

is broken into segments using any of the image processing techniques. We then

look up these segments in a library of fractals. The library doesn't contain

literal fractals; that would require astronomical amount of storage.

Instead, the library contains relatively compact sets of numbers, called

iterated function systems(IFS) codes that will reproduce the corresponding

fractals. The library's cataloging system is such that images that look alike

are close together; nearby codes correspond to nearby fractals which makes it
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feasible to set up automated procedure for searching the library to find

fractals that approximate a given target image. The Collage theorem

guarantees that we can always find a suitable IFS code and gives us a method

for doing so. The image components are looked up in the IFS library using

Collage theorem and their IFS codes are recorded. Once we looked up all the

segments of the image in the library and found the IFS codes, we can throw

away the original digitized image and keep only the codes achieving our

compression ratio of 10000 to 1 or even better. When the image is to be

reconstructed, the IFS codes are input to the random iteration algorithm.

The accuracy of the reconstructed image depends on the tolerance setting used

during the Collage mapping stage.

Problem Boundaries

As part of the investigation into the applicability of Fractal Image

Compression techniques, it was necessary to identify realistic network

bandwidth limitations. An experiment was conducted on the MILNET to determine

what bandwidth a tactical user could reasonably expect at this time. A SUN

3/80 with 12 Megabytes main memory and 296 Megabytes of available disk space

was utilized for this task.

A script file was set up on the SUN to retrieve six files from a remote

host. The remote host was the Network Information Center in Menlo Park,

California. The files consisted of Request for Comment (RFC) files which are

network technical notes. The script was designed to retrieve all six files,

every hour, for two weeks. However, the script implementation was not

terribly sophisticated. Time required to physically transmit the files was

not taken into account and the resulting "clock creep" cost us a measurement

every six hours or so. Additionally, a couple days worth of data were lost

due to equipment and network problems (thunderstorm induced). Data collected

is summarized below; File Name refers to the actual name of the file

retrieved, File Size is the physical size of the file in Bytes, Average

Transmission Time (seconds) is the average of all 269 retrievals in seconds,

and the Average Transmission Time (KBps) is the time required to send 1 KByte.
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Average Average

Transmission Transmission

File Name File Size Time Time

(bytes) (seconds) (KBps)

rfclll9.txt 151 0.16 0.92

rfclOl8.txt 7,931 7.60 1.02

rfcll36.txt 22,158 16.41 1.32

rfc969.txt 40,894 27.59 1.45

rfcl25l.txt 72,721 46.78 1.52

rfcll66.txt 566,778 342.28 1.62

Tactical Air Force users currently can't expect network bandwidths in

excess of 1.6K Bytes per second. Straight transmission of a 50 MB Battle

Target Graphic would take 9 hours and 40 minutes.

Algorithm Developmnt

Development of our algorithm was influenced heavily by (41. Our

approach is to iteratively partition the image, measure the degree of pixel

heterogeneity, generate a value if pixel heterogeneity is less than an

arbitrary threshold, or re-partition if the threshold is exceeded (see

flowchart 1).

To measure the pixel heterogeneity within a partition, each pixel is

compared to all others in the partition. This method is described more

precisely as follows:

mn mn

ij=l k,0l1

Where the partition is a two dimensional array of size m x n. The

higher the value, th, greater the diversity of the pixels within a partition.
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In conjunction with computing the pixel diversity within the partition, an

average value is obtained to use in reconstructing the image. Once

partitioning halts, the coordinates of the upper left pixel, the size of the

partition, and the derived average pixel value are saved in a stack. The

image is reconstructed by popping the coordinates off the stack and generating

a square of homogeneous pixels.

Some questions need to be resolved during further evaluation of this

particular approach. What is an appropriate threshold value to use when

measuring the heterogeneity of pixels in a partition? Also, this approach is

compute intensive. It remains to be seen what kind of performance is

realized, especially when dealing with color images which require three bytes

per pixel instead of one.

Conclusions

Fractal image compression is a lossy technique with respect to imagery.

The resultant image is an approximation of the original, not the original

image. The applicability of the technique will be a tradeoff of compression

required versus accuracy. Imagery may be segmented into sections of interest

that are compressed and transmitted using conventional techniques and sections

of less importance that are compressed using fractal techniques. Compression

factors of thousands to one for useful imagery (certainly from an imagery

interpreter perspective) do not appear realizable with this technique.

Further investigation is required.
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Abstract

Prominences, which occur when a speaker emphasizes a word so that it "stands out" to the

listener, play a number of important roles in aiding the listener in the interpretation of speech. In

particular, prominences are crucial for sigualing many of the discourse events which conversants

use to coordinate a conversation. In this work, we investigate the ability of untrained human

subjects to consistently label prominences in spontaneous speech. Consistent labels will be needed

to develop the automated detection algorithms necessary to make use of prominences in automatic

speech processing systems. Our results indicate that, even without training, the subjects were able

to produce labels in agreement with those done by an expert labeler 83.6% of the time. Moreover,

merging the transcriptions done by the test subjects by using a 3-of-8 criterion produced labels in

agreement with the expert 88.2% of the time and cut the missed detection rate in half.
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PROMINENCE IN SPONTANEOUS SPEECH:
ANNOTATION AND APPLICATIONS

Coln W. Wightman

1 Introduction

In spoken English, prominences provide the listener with information related to the semantic con-

tent of an utterance and mark significant discourse structures. This observation, however, has had

a relatively small influence on the design of current speech understanding systems: prominence

remains essentially unused in current speech-based systems. This has occurred for two reasons: (1)

the linguistic community has not produced a unified theoretical framework which makes explicit

the role of prominence in conveying syntactic, semantic, and discourse-level information, and (2)

automatic methods to reliably detect prominences have not been available to developers. Both of

these problems have been exacerbated by a lack of speech corpora with consistently labeled promi-

nences. Without such corpora, neither linguistic research, nor algorithmic development can proceed

efficiently. In this report, we present a methodology for labeling prominences in spontaneous speech

and investigate its potential for the efficient annotation of the large corpora needed to advance the

state of the art.

We are concerned with the detection of prominence, which 3ccurs when a speaker emphasizes a

word or syllable so that it "stands out" to the listener. Prominences are generally used to focus the

listeners attention and mark new or important information. Automatic detection of Prominences

may thus aid the interpretation of an utterance by identifying key words and facilitating semantic

disambiguation. At a higher level, Prominences play a central role in marking discourse structures

which conversants use to identify shifts in topic, corrections, and sub-dialogues. For example,

Chen and Withgott [5] have used prominences to automatically select summarizing excerpts from
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spontaneous speech. It has also been claimed that words which contain a prominence are more

carefully articulated than other words [9]. If this is the case, then automatic detecticn of prominence

could help detect these "islands of reliability" and thus improve recognition performance.

We begin in the next section by reviewing some of the discourse functions served by prominence,

and the acoustic correlates which linguists have found to mark prominences. Section 3 then presents

a brief discussion of how automated prominence detection might provide significantly enhanced

capabilities in several systems. Then, in section 4, we describe a system for annotating prominences

in spontaneous speech and present the results of an experiment to determine the ability of human

subjects to label prominences consistently. Section 5 then concludes the report by examining the

steps needed to realize that potential.

2 Prominence

In conversation, human listeners easily follow changes in speaker, shifts in topic, interruptions,

corrections, and asides. Current speech understanding systems, however, do not have such capa-

bilities. In large measure, this is due to the fact that they do not have access to the cues which

signal significant discourse events: the speaker's prosody. Most current systems avoid this problem

by restricting the user to a small task and constraining the application domain so that any uncer-

tainty about the topic of an utterance could be trivially resolved. In the ATIS task, for example,

the user is assumed to be talking only about a single, direct flight, and is limited to a simple

question/response interaction. As systems for more complex tasks and with more "natural" speech

interfaces are developed, however, the need for discourse analysis becomes critical for providing

robust interfaces which the user can engage in a more familiar way.

For an automated system to be able to carry out effective discourse analyses, however, detection
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of the prominences which signal many of the significant discourse events will be needed. In the

following subsections, we will briefly explore the role of prominence in marking discourse events,

and some of the acoustic correlates which influence human listeners perception of prominence.

2.1 Discourse Functions

Prominence is used to mark several different types of information of relevance to discourse analysis:

new vs old information, confirmations, clarifications, corrections, floor-holding, and interjections'.

Of these, the most widely investigated is the use of prominence for marking new versus old informa-

tion (cf. [8)). When a speaker introduces new information, ard particularly when doing so changes

the focus of the conversation, the first occurrence of the "new" information is highlighted by making

it prominent. Subsequent occurrences of the same information are not prominent, however, since,

having been introduced, the information becomes "given" in the subsequent discussion. Of course,

"given" information is not always unaccented: it may be made prominent to mark other events.

The primary purpose of a conversation is to communicate ideas between the conversants. Con-

sequently, a great deal of conversational speech is devoted to corrections, clarifications, and con-

firmations, as the conversants work together to ensure that the ideas are correctly transmitted.

Prominence plays a central role in this process, marking key words which signpost the dialogue.

For example, a speaker might say "I'm going to eat with Boston... in Boston." The first occurrence

of Boston is emphasized because it is new information. The speaker then realizes their error and

repeats the clause emphasizing in to mark the repeat as a correction. Notice that, had the speaker

corrected their error faster, the prominence would be the only way of detecting this correction:

"I'm going to eat with in Boston".

'The literature contains a vast number of overlapping, and sometimes conflicting, terms. For reasons of simplicity,
we will primarily use the taxonomy developed by Allen [1), with extensions as needed.
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Prominences are also used to mark clarifications, which provide information needed to interpret

a previous statement: "Let's do it. Let's buy the house." In this case, the intended action (buy)

is emphasized to mark it as a clarification (should we buy or rent?). Alternatively, house could

have been emphasized if the clarification was in answer to the question "should we buy a car or

a house?" Note that this pair of examples also demonstrates that interpretation of clarifications

often requires knowing the context and current focus of the conversation.

In addition to corrections and clarifications, prominences are used to mark acknowledgments,

which signal that the speaker has understood (but not necessarily accepted) the previous statement

such as okay, yes, and I see. Similarly, interjections such as wow!, whoa!, and never!, are always

prominent.

Finally, speakers often engage in floor-holding when they need time to generate the remainder

of their utterance, but do not wish to be interrupted during the break. Floor-holding can take the

form of a prominent function word immediately before the break such as in "I'd love to come, and

... Alternatively, the speaker may choose to fill the pause with uhm ... or err ... , which many

listeners perceive as prominent.

It should be clear from the above discussion that prominences mark many different kinds of

discourse events in several different ways. Indeed, as reported by Chen and Withgott, simply

extracting the prominent words from a conversation does not produce an intelligible summary of it

[5], but extracting phrases which contain clusters of prominences will. Indeed, while a prominent

word is often a crucial content word (such as when introducing new information), many prominent

words are function words with very little meaning by themselves. Thus, in terms of discourse,

detection of prominences alone is not sufficient. It is, however, necessary both for doing the analyses,

and for developing the corpora which will be needed to determine how to do the analyses.
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2.2 Acoustic Correlates

In order to detect prominences, we should investigate their acoustic correlates. That is, what

changes in the acoustic signal cause a listener to perceive one word as prominent and another

not? To answer these questions, we need only consult the extensive linguistics literature on the

subject. In essence, there appear to be three principal acoustic correlates: segmental durations,

pitch accents, and energy changes. Of these, pitch accents have received the most attention,

principally as part of larger phonological theories of intonation (cf. [11, 2, 3, 61). Pitch accents are

distinctive intonational features which cause listeners to perceive the syllable in which they occur

as prominent. Although there is considerable disagreement in the literature about whether it is a

particular pitch value or the pitch movement which cues the perception of a pitch accent, there is

complete agreement that the intonational contour marks prominences.

In addition to intonational marking, prominences are marked by lengthening of the segmental

durations in the prominent syllable. Indeeu, Campbell [41 has shown that the segments within a

prominent syllable are uniformly lengthened, which makes it possible to distinguish prominence-

related lengthening from pre-boundary lengthening which occurs only in the syllable rhyme. Finally,

many listeners report amplitude as a correlate of prominence. That is, they think prominent

syllables are louder than others. Several perceptual experiments (e.g. [14]), however, have shown

that, while amplitude does play a role in the perception of boundaries, that role is small and can

be easily overridden by either intonational or durational cues.

3 Utilization of Prominence

Having briefly explored some of the roles prominence plays in normal, human to hunan, commu-

nications, we need to determine if any of those roles are of relevance to communications between
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humans and machines. In particular, we need to identify ways in which automated detection of

prominence could improve the ability of speech processing systems to fulfill their missions. From this

perspective, one can identify three general roles for automatic detection of prominence: (1) labeling

prominences in large research corpora, (2) coding prominences for speech compression/conversion.

and (3) detecting prominences for discourse analysis.

The most straightforward application of a prominence detection algorithm would be in speech

coding. For example, one approach to extremely narrowband coding (e.g. 50 baud), is to use

a speech recognizer on the transmitting end, send codes to identify the words recognized, and

then resynthesize the words at the receiving end. While this method yields perfect intelligibility,

it destroys all of the prosodic information in the speech. Automatic detection of prominence

would permit each word to be tagged with a one-bit 'i-.g indicating whether that word should be

resynthesized as prominent or not. This could substantially enhance the utility of the narrowband

channel by allowing the users to coordinate their discourse activities in a more normal manner.

The sihý-plicity of this application comes from the fact that the system need only be able to detect

and synthesize prominences: -L1 of the discourse processing cued by the prorninences is done by the

users of the system.

A similar application would be to integrate prominence into a voice translation system which

translates an utterance spoken in one language to another language. Again, this is done by using a

speech recognizer, some translation process, and synthesizing the output. And, as with narrowband

coding, adding prominence detection and synthesis would not require understanding all of the ways

prominence is used in coordinating a dialog: the users provide that function. What would be

required is some modification to the translation process to make sure that the prominence gets

resynthesized in the right place. If the speaker stresses the verb of a sentence, for example, the
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system's output should stress the verb too, even though it may appear in a comrnletely different

place in the sentence.

A much more ambitious application would be a system which actually analyzes the speaker's

discourse using the prominences as a cue. For example, automatically detected prominences might

be integrated into a gisting system, to help identify and extract the topic of conversation. Such a

system would require not only an automatic detection algorithm, it would also require a detailed

understanding of how prominence can be used to identify the desired information in a conversation.

Such an understanding can only come, however, from further research into the roles of prominence,

which brings us to the third application for automated prominence detection: labeling research

corpora.

Researching the roles of prominence will require the use of a large (several hours) corpus of

speech in which prominences have been labeled. Labeling prominences in such a large corpus,

however, is a daunting task. While hand-labeling can be quite accurate, it is also extremely time-

consuming: in the test described below, eight person-hours were required to transcribe less than ten

minutes of speech. Clearly, labeling of the large corpora required will necessitate the application

of an automated labeling algorithm. Even if the labels produced by the algorithm need to be hand

corrected in a second pass, this is still likely to be far faster than labeling by hand. Indeed, this is

the approach used in the University of Pennsylvania's TREEBANK project [10] which efficiently

annotates syntactic bracketing in very large corpora.

4 Transcribing Prominence

In order to study prominence or to develop automatic methods for detecting it, we need to develop

a means of consistently transcribing prominences. In this section, we explore the experiences of
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other researchers in transcribing prosody, and describe a core transcription system. We then report

on an experiment to determine the speed and consistency with which human listeners could label

prominences in spontaneous speech.

Conceptually, labeling prominence is very straightforward: the syllables which are perceived as

prominent should be marked, leaving the other syllables unmarked. Most listeners, however, claim

to hear more than one level of prominence, with some syllables being very prominent, and others

being less so, but still emphasized with respect to the remainder. Unfortunately, in two separate

studies (12, 51, other researchers have tried to label more than one level of prominence (two levels

in [12], and three levels in [51), and found that, while there was good agreement between labelers

about the location of a prominence, there was very poor agreement as to the level of prominence. In

both cases, the researchers were forced to merge the multiple levels and simple mark each syllable

as prominent or not prominent.

It is for this reason that the marking of prominence in the core transcription under the TOBI

system (a standardized system of prosodic annotation being developed by the speech and linguistics

community [131) is simply a "*" on each prominent syllable. And, in keeping with this standard,

we have adopted this notation in the present study. A crucial question remains, however: how

consistently can human labelers use even this simple notation. As mentioned above, previous

researchers have claimed that labelers are in close agreement on the locations of prominences,

but these claims are based on somewhat qualitative obser- tions. Neither group has extensively

investigated this issue, and no systematic study of the consistency or speed of the labeling has been

reported.
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4.1 Corpus

We investigated the issue of labeling consistency by conducting an experiment using a corpus of

spontaneous speech. The corpus, often referred to as the KING database 17), consists of excerpts

from telephone conversations in which the subjects were asked to describe various objects and

pictures over the phone. The subjects were recorded both locally, and over the telephone line

which makes it possible to evaluate a system on the same speech under both clean and noisy

conditions. Roughly fifty speakers took part in the test which was done in ten sessions producing

five hundred excerpts of between forty and sixty seconds each.

For our evaluation of prominence labeling, we utilized a subset of this corpus drawn from the first

session. We used the excerpts from the first nine speakers, which yielded nine excerpts containing

a total of roughly seven minutes of speech.

4.2 Labeling Experiment

For our experiment, we recruited eight labelers who had never previously labeled prosodic infor-

mation. Transcriptions of each speech utterance were prepared with each word appearing on a

single line adjacent to a set of *'s, one "*" for each syllable in the word. These transcriptions were

then provided to the eight test subjects who were instructed to circle the "*" corresponding to any

syllable which they perceived as prominent. The subjects were told only that a prominent syllable

was one which the speaker had emphasized so it "stands out" from the others. Specific acoustic

correlates such as lengthening, or pitch accents, were not mentioned.

The test itself was conducted by playing tapes of the target utterances to the panel of labelers.

The tape was stopped, and sections repeated until all labelers indicated their readiness to move on.

After labeling the ten utterances, the subjects were asked for comments on the labeling process.
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unmarked prominent
unmarked 20533 2449
prominent 2195 3019

Table 1: Confusions between pairs of labelers.

4.3 Results

We have evaluated the results of our labeling experiment in two ways: (1) in terms of the agreement

between the untrained labelers, and (2) in terms of the agreement between the untrained labelers

and an expert labeler. In the discussion that follows, agreement or disagreement between labelers

was determined by checking to see if they both marked a prominence on any syllable in a word.

Thus, two labelers who marked prominences on different syllables in the same word were considered

to be in agreement. The reason for this is that the test subjects found it very difficult to identify the

prominent syllable within a word. More experienced subjects, however, can quite reliably localize

the prominent syllable which, in most cases, is just the lexically stressed syllable.

To determine the agreement between untrained labelers, we compared the labels produced

by a given labeler pair-wise with the labels produced by each of the other labels. Thus the labels

produced by subject 1 were compared with those produced by subject 2, and with those of subject 3,

etc., yielding eight sets of comparisons. This was done for each labeler, yielding a total of 72 sets of

comparisons. From these comparisons, we then generated the confusion matrix shown in table 1.

Several comments should be made about table 1. First, since none of the label sets can be con-

sidered more or less correct than any of the others, the off-diagonal elements in the table represent

the same thing: disagreements between labelers. Recognizing this, we can combine them to form

three classes: agreement on unmarked words (20533), agreement on prominent syllables (3019),

and disagreements (4644). Thus, the labelers were in agreement 83.5% of the time. Considering
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expert test subjects
labels urnarked prominent

unmarked 5649 439
prominent 881 1087

Table 2: Confusions between labels produced by untrained labelers and those produced by an
experienced expert.

that the labelers were untrained, this is a remarkable degree of consistency.

To evaluate the accuracy of the labels produced by the untrained subjects, we compared them

to a set of labels produced by an expert transcriber with several years of experience transcribing

prosodic phenomena including prominence. By comparing the expert labels pair-wise with the

labels produced by each untrained labeler, we obtained the confusion matrix shown in table 2.

Table 2 differs from table 1 in that we now have a reference set of labels and, consequently,

the off-diagonal elements no longer represent the same thing. Instead, they indicate the number

of false detections (7.2%) and missed detections (44.7%) of prominences labeled by the expert.

Notice that there is a strong bias towards missed detections: the number of prominences labeled

by a test subject that were not labeled by the expert is rather small. On the other hand, when the

expert labeled a prominence, almost half of the subjects failed to mark it. Thus it appears that the

test subjects were much more conservative than the expert, marking only large prominences and

missing many of the smaller ones which the expert labeled. Nevertheless, agreement between the

untrained labelers and the expert was 83.6%, overall.

While the number of missed df.tections is disappointing, it may be possible to improve the

agreement between the untrained and expert labelers by combining the labels produced by all the

untrained labelers into a single transcription. Indeed, this would have to be done eventually, since

the goal oL a labeling task is to produce one, single transcription. We have investigated combining
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Figure 1: Total disagreements between merged labels and expert labels for different threshold
values.

the label sets produced by the untrained labelers by using a "n of m" test. Essentially, a word

is marked as prominent in the final transcription only if n, or more, of the m untrained labelers

marked it as prominent. In our study, m is equal to eight. To determine the best value for the

threshold n, we plotted the total number of errors (false detections and missed detections) for

thresholds ranging from one to eight, as shown in figure 1.

From figure 1, it is clear that the best threshold value is 3. Using this value, we produced

a single, merged transcription and then generated a confusion matrix between it and the expert

labels, as shown in table 3. From the table, it can be seen that the overall agreement has been

improved to 88.2%. In particular, merging the transcriptions from the untrained labelers cut the

missed detection rate in half (to 23%), while only increasing the false detection rate to 8.1%. Thus,

merging the transcriptions of untrained labelers can significantly reduce the number of labeling

errors and produce a transcription that is fairly close to one produced by an expert labeler.
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expert merged labels

labels unmarked prominent

unmarked 699 62
prominent 57 189

Table 3: Confusions between transcriptions produced by merging the untrained labelers with a
threshold of 3, and an expert labeler.

5 Conclusions

In the work reported here, we have laid the groundwork needed to significantly enhance the ca-

pability of several speech processing systems through the integration of automatic detection of

prominence. We reviewed the roles which prominence plays in discourse, and examined some of

the ways which current speech processing systems could make use of them. We also identified the

need for a fast, consistent means of labeling prominences.

To determine the ability of untrained human subjects to consistently label prosody, we con-

ducted an experiment and found agreement between the labelers to be 83.5%. However, when

we compared these labels with those produced by an expert, we found a missed detection rate of

44.7%. This appeared to be due to conservative labeling on the part of the untrained subjects:

they were only marking very large prominences. Combining their individual labels into a single,

merged transcription using a 3-of-8 criterion overcame this problem, and cut the missed detection

rate in half while raising the agreement with the expert labels to 88.2%.

The merged transcription is still not of sufficient quality that it could be used directly. This

could be remedied by hand correcting the merged transcription. Alternatively, it is quite possible

that a small amount of training and practice would produce labelers whose merged transcriptions

could be used directly. Either way, we have established that the initial, time-consuming process of
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marking prominences in spontaneous speech can be done by a panel of relatively inexperienced (and

heirce low-cost) subjccts. ThMs is a :-miiable result since development of an automatic algorithrr

will initially require hand labeling a substantial amount of speech for training and testing. The

ability to do this quickly, and at low cost, is crucial to the eventual success of any effort to develop

an automatic algorithm.
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Abstract

There has been a great deal of theoretical study into decentralized detection networks composed of similar

(often identical), independent sensors, and this has produced a number of satisfying theoretical results.

At this point it is perhaps worth asking whether or not there is a great deal of point to such study -

certainly two sensors can provide twice the illumination of one, but what does this really translate to in

terms of performance?

We shall take as our metric the ground area covered with a specified Neyman-Pearson detection

performance. To be fair, the comparison will be of a multi-sensor network to a single-sensor system
where both have the same aggregate transmitter power. The situations examined are by no means

exhaustive but are, we believe, representative.

Is there a case? The answer, as might be expected, is "sometimes". When the statistical situation

is well-behaved there is very little benefit to a fused system; however, when the environment is hostile
the gains can be significant. We shall see, depending on the situation, gains from co-location, gains from

separation, optimal gains from operation at a "fusion range", and sometimes no gains at all.
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TIlE CASE FOR LIKE-SENSOR PRE-DETECTION FUSION

Peter \Villett

Introduction

In this report we shall consider the canonical "parallel-topology" decentralized (or distributed) detection

network as pictured in Figure 1. With reference to this, there are assumed to be N sensors, the it' of

which observes data Xi and transmits to a fusion center a version of its observation which we label U,.

This latter processor is responsible for the ultimate decision (which we shall assume to be about the

presence or absence of a target) obtained via the appropriate weighing of the various sensors' inputs.

There are of course a number of assumptions commonly (but not uniformly) made in studies in

decentralized detection, and we list these here numbered 1-3.

Assumption 1 The sensors are all of the same sort.

The idea here is that all sensors being considered are, for example, common band radars which do

not interfere with one another. This is as opposed to the fusion of different-modality sensors (such as

radar and infrared), which is intuitively-appealing; however, much current academic work deals with

like-sensor fusion (and particularly with independent and identically distributed (iid) sensors, which is

perhaps less-defensible practically) and these are what we shall examine.

Assumption 2 The sensors' observations Xi are independent of one another conditioned on the hy-

pothesis (target present/absent) parameter.

This is certainly convenient in that a number of theoretical results apply to make optimization and

practice more straightforward, such as U, being a quantized version of X1 (1, 2, 31 and the weighted

sum form of the fusion rule (4]. It is also plausible on intuitive grounds, as noise processes observed

by different sensors in different locations, probably at different times, are unlikely to be predictable one

from another.

Assumption 3 The sensors are viewing an identical region of space at the same time.

It would be very unlikely that nonco-located sensors could share a common understanding of space in

the sense of a grid of identical and coincident resolution cells. A common grid is feasible for co-located

sensors, but even here it is clear that a great deal of calibration is required. Also, it is at least unlikely that

in all but the most benign of environments sensors will scan the same volume simultaneously. However,

it is possible that a practical system incorporating measures dealing with these non-coincidences will

share many features with those designed under assumption 3. Most research into decentralized detection

begins from here.
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Figure 1: A decentralized detection network with parallel information flow-

Returning to the thrust, is there a case for pre-detection fusion? The obvious response is "yes" - if one

has available, for example, two sensors, then combining their data corresponds to somewhat less than but

approximately a doubling of received power, and indeed we shall observe attendant gains in performance.

However, to say that if one has a resource one should use it is tautological, and in this report our aim

is to see whether or not one should deliberately go about building a like-sensor decentralized detection

system. To respond to this we must lay some groundwork in the form of further assumptions and the

methods used for comparison.

Assumption 4 The total transmitter power in the system will be held constant, regardless of the number

of sensors.

As mentioned above, to state that fusion of four lOOkW sensors can outperform one does not lead to

any interesting conclusion. However, to be able to say that four 25kW sensors are an improvement over

a single 100kW sensor is significant, and we shall wherever possible make this assumption.

Assumption 5 The comparison wtll be carried ot4 on the basis of ground area covered by a fused-data

system havinq a specified performance.

For example, we might say that a given single-sensor system can observe targets with a false-alarm

probability of 10`6 and with a probability of detection of at least 80% within a 7,500 square mile area;

if a two-sensor system could likewise cover 15,000 square miles it is a significant improvement, whereas

if the figure were 8,000 square miles the superiority could be termed negligible or at least not worth the

cast or complication.

Assumption 6 The signal to noise ratio (SNR) observed by a given sensor varies as the inverse fourth-

power of the -distance between the sensor and the resolution cell in question.
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fusion of two co-located sensors will certainly bh 1o greater than 12',7,. larger than it would. be ýithout

fusion.

Assumption 7 We shall assume a Swerhtng I target model with cell-averaging (CA)-(f'I4R processing

and a homogeneous reference window.

The model, therefore, is

H 0 : Pr(Xi >Xj) = (I+ I M

H, : Pr(Xi xi) = (1+ ", )- (1)-- ~I+S,

where H0 is the target-absent hypothesis, 1t, is the target-present alternative, Xq is the square-envelope

return (a sufficient statistic under this model), and Si is the SNR as observed by the ith sensor. The

parameter m corresponds to the number of reference cells used for noise-power normalization (CFAR),

and will usually for our purposes be taken as m = 8. One would of course prefer not to make any

such assumption; however, without a statistical model there does not appear to be a framework for

comparison. The model of assumption 7 has the virtues of being both computationally tractable and

of practical interest, but the disadvantage of being perhaps more well-behaved than idany real-world

situations. At any rate, we shall adopt it in most of what follows, but shall briefly explore the Swerling

III/CA-CFAR scenario, a more-unfriendly variable fluctuation model, and heavy-clutter.

Assumption 8 Communication from the sensors to the fusion center is binary, and the entire system

is optimized under this constraint.

It should be noted that at the "other extreme" is a system in which the unquantized local likelihood

ratios are transmitted - further schemes in which the transmissions are members of M-ary alphabets lie

between these two in terms of performance, but are a great deal more complicated to optimize. At any

rate, given the independence assumption SNR losses for binary versus unquantized schemes are usually

in the range of a few dB; a study based on unquantized likelihood ratio transmissions would show slightly

larger ground coverage areas than those we shall present, but would reach similar conclusions.

Positioning of the Sensors

In this section we shall explore the ramifications of "moving" the sensors around spatially. We shall

begin with two somewhat trivial cases: that in which sensors are so separated that pre-detection fusion,

in the truly collaborative meaning, is not possible; and that in which the sensors are co-located. Both

of these provide insight, but are less interesting than the third more general case that sensors are not

co-located but do indeed collaborate. It will be shown that as sensors separate their aggregate ground

coverage increases, but not, as might be expected, monotonically: there is a "fusion range" at which

group decision-making provides significant benefit.
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Figure 2: Positioning and qualitative performance of a two-sensor distributed network. (The contours
indicate ground covered by the network with a specified performance.) ((a) Disjoint sensors; (b) Collab-

orating sensors; (c) Almost co-located sensors.)

Returning to our framework, we compare a single sensor with transmitter power P to a group of n
disjoint sensors each with transmitter power P/n. Via assumption 6 we have that the maximum range

observable with a specified a and 03 performance is proportional to pI/4; the ground area covered is

proportional to the square of this maximum range, and hence

Arean disjoint senors ' V/-nAreasitnge senior (2)

since there are n such sensors.

As intuition suggests, the multiple-sensor system deals more effectively with the inverse fourth-power
jaw than does the single (strong) sensor. One must exercise caution when interpreting this result, of

course, since it is tempting to propose a system with 10,000 sensors each with transmitter power 10W
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is by no means directly proportional to its transmitter power.

Co-Located Sensors

Let us now turn our attention to the case of the opposite extreme, that in which n sensors each with

transmitter power P/n are located at the same site, to be compared to a single sensor with power P.

This is as pictured in Figure 2(c).

The simplifying aspect of this scenario is that all sensors operate with the same SNR at all resolution

cells - this is truly the iid sensor case so often studied. We make two observations: first, that the

statistical model satisfies the conditions of [6] that to have all sensors use the identical operating point

is at least a local (in the sense of optimization) best choice; and second that the performance of a system

with n - j sensors each with power P/n decreases with j.

These two facts (which are straightforward enough that we omit the detail) ensure that in an optimal

co-located system sensors should indeed use the same operating point, and hence that only "k-out-of-n"

fusion rules need be considered. We do not know k a-prion; however, proceeding in the manner of [6, 7]

we may define

gk(X) = n ( n )z'(l - x)-' (3)
l=k\ I

and note that consequently

/3 = max {1k (I3I.-I (gk1 (a)))} (4)
W1E{,2,.. ,"}

where /Aocal(alocal) denotes the local-sensor receiver operating characteristic (ROC). Deriving an optimal

system is hence a matter only of computing the maximum of n numbers. An example of this is shown

in Figure 3 which shows the regions of false-alarm-rate/SNR space in which the various fusion rules are

optimal.

Figure 4 deals more directly with the subject at hand. This is a plot of ground coverage (see assump-

tion 5) versus number of sensors for various probabilities of detection and at a false alarm rate of 10-.

To interpret this plot we note that:

9 The "relative ground coverage" of the vertical axis is the actual area covered by the multi-sensor

system expressed as a fraction of the single-sensor coverage. That is, a reading of unity on the

vertical axis would correspond under our CA-CFAR model to

( 1/2

unity area =r - 1)-[square distance units) (5)

where S1 is the SNR observed by a single-sensor (with the aggregate power) system when the target

of interest is one distance unit away, and where a and 6 are the specified false-alarm and detection

probabilities, respectively.
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Figure 3: Regions for which various k-out-of-n fusion rules are optimal. (There are six co-located sensors,

and the superimposed dashed lines are contours indicating the probability of detection performance.

Notice that k = 5 and k = 6 are optimal for no P(fa)/SNR pair shown on this plot.)

"* If a false alarm rate other than 10-5 were chosen then the plots would change; however, the

qualitative nature would be unaltered.

"* There is a fundamental difference between a system with an even number of sensors and an odd -

this is manifested in the curves' lack of smoothness.

From Figure 4 we observe an interesting non-uniformity: as the number of co-located sensors increases the

ground area covered for low-quality detection (e.g. 50%) decreases, while that for high-quality increases.

This may be a property of the statistical model chosen, but it is intuitive that small and numerous

sensors be very effective in a nearby neighborhood, but due to the inverse fourth-power law none can
"see" as far as the single large sensor.

More General Sensor Positioning

Consider now the situation of Figure 2(b), in which a more general configuration of sensors provide data

to be fused. Such a case is more complicated than either of those previously encountered, since the

sensors do collaborate, but the differing sensor qualities (i.e. SNRs) must be taken into account. The

upshot is that optimization of the network is more involved, and for this we have been forced to appeal

to a gradient-based algorithm as described in [81.
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Figure 4: Ground area covered by optimal fused system with various numbers of sensors. (Probability

of false alarm 10-5, co-located sensors, equal aggregate power.) Coverage is 'relative" to a single-sensor

system.

As before we are interested in ground area covered by the network. Our approach is to assume that
sensors are spatially "moved" away from some central location at equal rates. Specifically, if we call
the distance from each sensor to its nearest neighbor d and take the central point as having coordinates

(0, 0), then for a two-sensor system the sensors are located at (-d/2, 0) and (d/2, 0) [collinearl; for three
sensors at (-d/2, -v3-d/6), (d/2, -V/3d/6), and (diVr3, 0) [an equilateral triangle]; and for four sensors

at (-d/2, -d/2), (d/2, -d/2), (-d/2, d/2), and (d/2, d/2) [a square].

The results are plotted in Figures 5 and 6 in the form of coverage versus d. The difference between
the first two figures is that in the former low-quality (probability of detection at least 50% only) coverage

is considered and in the latter high-quality coverage (correspondingly 90%), and both are designed for
an overall false alarm probability of 10-5. Note that in these figures, and also in those which follow, the

results are scaled relative to a single-sensor system. Our notes:

* The "sensor separation" is expressed as a fraction of the maximum single-sensor range, which we

shall call the standard radius. That is, under our model, with a specified performance (a, 3), and

given a transmitter/target pair, then the standard radius is equivalent to

standard radius = 1 ) [distance units] (6)

where S, is the SNR observed by a single-sensor system with the target one distance-unit away.
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Figure 5: Ground coverage for multi-sensor system with probability of detection greater than 50% and

probability of false alarm 10-5. Coverage is "relative" to a single-sensor system, and range is "relative"

to the maximum range for a single-sensor system.

"* For this scenario when the sensors are more than twice the standard radius apart they are effectively

"disjoint". This is manifested by the horizontal curves beyond this point.

"* As predicted, for disjoint sensors the coverage varies as the square root of their number; that is,

four disjoint sensors cover twice as much ground area as a single sensor with the same aggregate

power.

"* For a multiple sensor co-located system there is little improvement in the low-quality coverage, but

the high-quality coverage is considerably expanded; this is as predicted in Figure 4.

"• The increase in coverage is not monotonic in separation, particularly for high-quality coverage.

The non-monotonicity is perhaps the most interesting.

The clear peak in coverage is surprising, but referring to Figure 7 the cause is clear. As the sensors

move apart the duplication in their initial co-located ground coverage disappears. Before the tesselation

advantages of disjointness become dominant, however, there is a range encountered at which the middle

of their pattern (i.e. surrounding i oordinates (0, 0)) is insufficiently illuminated by any one of the sensors

alone but for which collaborative fusion is possible. For want of a better term we shall say that this

happens at the fusion range.

To understand this more fully let us turn attention to the optimal fusion rule given in Figure 8. The

contours indicate the number of binary n-vectors (there are of course 16 such possible in this case, as
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Figure 6: Ground coverage for multi-sensor system with probability of detection greater than 90% and
probability of false alarm 10-5. Coverage is "relative" to a single-sensor system, and range is "relative"
to the maximum range for a single-sensor system.

n = 4) which cause the fusion center to decide for H1 . The reason for the complicated nature of this
plot is that in an n-sensor network there are 22* - 1 (65535 in this case) possible fusion rules, and as
such presentation is difficult. Certain example points, as indicated by the lettered locations in Figure
8, are illustrated in Table 1. The notation here is Boolean: for example, at location e of Figure 8 the
optimal fusion rule should be read "decide Hi iff u3 = I or ul = 1 and either u2 = 1 or u4 = 1". It
should be stressed that Figure 8 is by itself only a partial description, in that contiguous regions with

an identical number of of binary 4-vectors comprising the fusion center's decision region for H1 will not
appear different in the plot even if the 4-vectors themselves are different. However, there is a symmetry
which we have tried to draw out by observing, for example, the rules at locations d and e; similarly, if the
location b were close to sensor 3 rather than sensor 1 the rule would be u3 +(at least two of {ul, U2 , U4 }.

Other Considerations

Alternative Models

Swerling III

The Swerling I model pre-supposed by equation (1) is applicable to targets composed of many small
scatterers, none of which is significantly larger than the others. The Swerling III model is similar, but
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Figure 7: Probability of detection contours for four-sensor system with operation at "fusion range" (i.e.

with sensors forming a square of side 1.5 approximately times the standard radius) and a false-alarm rate

of 10-s. The contours which surround the sensors enclose points with probability of detection at least

99%, and surrounding contours are those corresponding to probabilities of detection {.975, .95, .9.,75, 5).

assumes that one of the scattering centers can be considered dominant. When coupled with a CA-CFAR

processor the model becomes [11]:

H 0 : Pr(Xi xi) - +I )m

H1 : Pr(X _ xi) I + 2(m + )x/(1 + S,) (7)
(1+ - "im+1)

where as before m is the size of the reference window.

In Figure 9 we duplicate the situation of Figure 6 for the Swerling III case. (Note that both axes are

in "relative" units as before, but equations (5) and (6) are modified in an obvious way to reflect the new

model.) It is apparent that behavior under the two models is at least qualitatively the same, in that the

co-location benefits of fusion are unimpressive, in that there is a "fusion range", and, naturally, in the

disjoint-sensor coverage. A difference, however, is that the gains from fusion in the Swerling III case are

less impressive.

Variable Aspect

A given complex target, observed from a number of closely-spaced aspects, exhibits radar cross-section

fluctuations about a nominal average value, and these fluctuations are widely accepted generally to obey
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Figure 8: Optimal fusion rules for four-sensor system of previous figure. The asterisks and numbers

indicate the sensors' positioning, and the lettered locations refer to the fusion rules as given in Table 1.

This figure requires some explanation, for which refer to that table and to the text.

one of the Swerling models [51. When such a target is illuminated from more than one aspect, however, it

seems reasonable to expect not only these fluctuations but also different nominal cross-sections. Turning

attention again to reference [5], these nominal cross-sections may differ by as much as 20 or 30dB.

This behavior and its impact on fusion has not previously been discussed, as far as we are aware.

The idea is this: given a single-sensor system a target- is illuminated from one range of aspects at a time,

and hence and hence the gross (or nominal) cross-sectional area is simply an SNR parameter, and fine

fluctuation give rise to a Swerling model. In a multi-sensor system the various illumination aspects do

not, in general, share even nominal cross-sections. For example, in a two-sensor system if one sensor is

observing a target from broadside and another from a three-quarter angle (due to the sensors' physical

separation), one might expect the former return to be a great deal larger.

There do not appear to be established models for such imbalanced gross cross-sectional areas. We

shall thus feel free to use an ad hoc bimodal approach, and assume that the hypothesis testing problem

is

(I +

Hl Pr(X, z) = (1 - p) + 1
(I+S

where the average SNR (1 - p)S°' + pS•t-h for the i&h sensor and a given location does not depend on
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1) u, +(at least Itwo of {112,Ua, 114)) 12
c U2 + u4 + U1.-U3 13

d u 3 + U4.(u I + -2) 11
e %_ 3 + uI.(u2 + u4) 11

f u1 + u2u 3  10

g U1 + U2•.u 3 .u4 9

h uI + U2 12

i u4-(u 1 +u 2 + u3) 7

j u 2 .(ul + u 3 + u 4 ) 7

k u 2 .u 4 + u1.u 3 .(u 2 + u +4) 12

Table 1: Fusion rules for selected points of Figure 10. (The third column indicates the number of binary

4-vectors for which the fusion center decides for Hi; also, "+" denotes logical OR and "." denotes logical

AND.)

Shigh/S.!O, which we shall vary. It can be shown that the likelihood ratio of sensor i is monotonically

increasing in X,, and hence we may use Xi as a sufficient statistic for generation of U3 , as opposed to

resorting to a nonlinear function of X,.

In Figure 10 we show the results in terms of ground coverage plotted against this ratio, for three

sensors, p = 0.5, and for various values of p =_ /Sg . (As usual, in a multi-sensor system the power

is divided evenly among the sensors. Both axes are in "relative" units expressible via modified versions

of equations (5) and (6); however, for each value of p the definition of a standard radius and of a unit

area of ground coverage is different, corresponding to the model.) The message from the plot is that a

single-sensor cannot "see" the target at all when the aspect is unfavorable; in a multi-sensor system the

probability is low that the aspect will be unfavorable from all viewpoints, and hence the performance is

radically improved.

Heavy Clutter

Up to this point we have concerned ourselves with cell-averaging CFAR with a homogeneous background

assumed. Often this is not appropriate, in that the background is more accurately epresented by a

heavy-tailed distribution such as K or log-normal.

For computational reasons we are not in a position to examine such a case directly; we can, however,

to a large extent mimic its behavior by specifying a poor CFAR estimate. To this end we have again

used the model of equation (1), but this time with m = 2 (only two reference cells used for the CFAR

estimate) and yielding an extremely heavy-tailed pair of density functions.

Figure 11 and Table 2 give the fusion rule for a four sensor system in which the sensors form a square

of side .75 times the standard radius, with the fused false alarm rate being 10'-. What is notable here

is the tendency, as compared to Figure 8, for fewer 4-vectors to produce a target-present report.

A plot of coverage versus separation is sikc-vi in Figure 12. It is 'pparent that for this situation the
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Figure 9: Ground coverage for multi-sensor system with probability of detection greater than 90% and

probability of false alarm 10'-, for a Swerling III target. Coverage is "relative" to a single-sensor system,

and range is "relative" to the maximum rang, for a single-sensor system.

gains from like-sensor pre-detection fusion can be very significant. It is also interesting that, although

a "fusion range" does indeed exist, it is much less striking than in most previous cases; in fact, the

maximum benefit seems to occur for co-located sensors.

Summary

In this report we have tried to explore as impartially as possible the case for like- and independent-

sensor fusion. To do this we have taken as our metric the "ground area covered" with a specified (a, /)

performance, and in an attempt to avoid such meaningless statements as "two sensors outperform one"

we have held the total transmitter power in the system constant, regardless of the number of sensors.

Among our findings:

"* Optimization of a multi-sensor binary-transmission is an involved process, with a considerable

variation in local thresholding and in the fusion rule as a function of the location being tested and

the sensor positioning.

"* There is a benefit associated with making the sensors "disjoint"; that is, separated by sufficient

distance that they do not in any meaningful way collaborate in the fused decision. The gain,

subject of course to the aggregate power constraint and as compared to the single-sensor coverage,
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Figure 10: Ground coverage for three-sensor system with probability of detection greater than 90% and

probability of false alarm 10'-. The target fluctuates such that at each sensor the SNR is independently

either S or pS, each with probability one-half, and the average SNR is constant. Coverage is "relative"

to a single-sensor system, and range is "relative" to the maximum range for a single-sensor system.

is given by the square-root of the number of sensors. The disjoint gain is a benchmark against

which improvements of more-complicated systems should be compared.

* When the statistical hypothesis-testing model is unfriendly, then there may be considerable im-

provement from a co-located multi-sensor system. Conversely, if the model is well-behaved statis-

tically (no heavy-tailed Ho-distributions or severe target fluctuations), then the co-located gain is

minimal, and in some cases there is z degradation as compared to the single-sensor system.

* When the sensors are separated from one another by a "fusion range", then by collaboration they

are able to detect targets no single sensor could observe were it in isolation. This fusion range

produces performance superior t, both disjoint and zero-separations, and may be considered fusion

at its purest. The peak in coverage is most pronounced for well-behaved models, as in such cases

the benefits of co-location are least impressive. The fusion range itself is a function both of the

statistical model and of the physical sensor pattern.

* When an unfriendly environment's hostility is dominated by its heavy-tailed HO-distribution (as,

for example, with clutter), there is a tendency for AND-style rules to be optimal, by which we

mean that relatively few combinations of sensor outputs result in a target-present decision at the

fusion center. Conversely, when hostility is dominated by HI variability the tendency is towards
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Figure 11: Optimal fusion rules for four-sensor system in heavy clutter. The asterisks and numbers

indicate the sensors' positioning, and the lettered locations refer to the fusion -ules as given in Table 2.

OR-style rules.

An additional factor is that in a multi-sensor system there will in general be fewer "blind spots" caused

by obstacles to propagation, close proximity, and the like. Such factors are difficult to quantify, and

beyond this note we make no further comment.

We have explored a number of examples: Swerling I, Swerling Ill, variable-aspect fluctuation, heavy-

clutter, and at a variety of performance levels. While our models are certainly not exhaustive we believe

they are at least representative. Is there a case for likce-sensor pt-c-detection fusion? Our answer, reduced

to a thumbnail: if the statistical environment is hostile there is a very good case; conversely, if the

environment is well-behaved, then the case is considerably poorer.

In the course of this work a number of points have arisen which we believe worthy of further investi-

gation.

1. Optimal sensor positioning appears to be open. The problem is not one of standard Euclidean

distances, and may be made of further interest in that a propitious layout may involve sensors with

varying powers.

2. When a given target is viewed from different angles its nominal radar cross-section will vary. In

monostatic systems this is not a factor, but if pre-detection fusion is to be further studied some

investigation of joint-fluctuation models would appear desirable.
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"Fable 2. Fusion rules for selected points of Figure 15. (The third column indicates the number of binary
4-vectors for which the fusion center decides for IIl.)

3. There are a number of asymptotic results relating the performance of binary-transmission systems
to those without quantization. and in these a common result is that there is a I - 3dB SNR loss

from binarization. If there were a similar but more-general non-asymptotic result or worst-case
bound, then one could in good conscience turn all attention to the simpler binary networks.

If one were to admit like but non-independent sensors to this study one would probably find even
more significant benefits to fusion. As mentioned previously, CFAR processing and joint-fluctuation
models may be appropriate candidates for such study. Also as mentioned previously, fusion of unlike
sensor reports is probably more intuitively-appealing than that of like sensors. We have not studied these

here due to their inherent attributes, such as angle-only or target signature, which go beyond detection
performance, but a similar study at the tracking level would prove very interesting.
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Figure 12: Ground coverage for multi-sensor system with probability of detection greater than 90% and

probability of false alarm 10', for high-clutter scenario. Coverage is "relative" to a single-sensor system,

and range is "relative" to the maximum range for a single-sensor system.
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